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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 0.020-SCALE 88-OTS 
INTEGRATED SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE JET-PLUME MODEL 
I N  THE NASA/AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
i l x 11-FOOT UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL (IA8O) 
BY 
M. E. Nichols, Rockwell In ternat iona l  Space D iv is ion  
ABSTRACT 
This repor t  documents the resu l t s  o f  jet-plume ef fects wind tunnel 
t es t  IA80 of the 0.020-scal e 88-OTS 1 aunch-configuration Space Shut t le  
Vehicle model i n  11 x 11 - foo t  leg  o f  the NASA/Ames Research Center Uni tary  
Plan Wind Tunnel. This t e s t  involved cold-gas Main Propulsion System and 
Sol id Rocket - Motor plume simulations a t  Mach numbers from 0.6 t o  1.4. 
TA80 was a continuation of a series o f  planned tes ts  of plume effects. 
inc luding IA19 and IA72. The t e s t  period was 4 through 8 November 1974, 
f o r  377 recorded runs. 
The test-program object ive was t o  determine integrated vehic le sur- 
face-pressure d is t r ibu t ions ,  elevon and rudder hinge moments, and wing 
and v e r t i c a l - t a i l  r o o t  bending and tors iona l  moments due t o  MPS and SRB 
plume interact ions.  Nozzle power condit ions were cont ro l  l ed  per pre test  
nozzle ca l  i brat ions car r ied out  by Rockwell In ternat iona l .  
Model angle-of-attack was varied from -4' t o  +4'; model angle-of- 
sides1 i p  was varied from -4' t o  +4O. Reynolds number was var ied f o r  cer- 
t a i n  t e s t  condit ions and configurations,with the nominal freestream t o t a l  
pressure being 14.69 psia. 
iii 
ABSTRACT (Concl uded) 
This repor t  consists o f  4 volumes o f  force and pressure data. They 
are arranged i n  the f o l  1 owing manner: 
VOLUME 
NUMBER CONTENTS 
1 IA80 Plo t ted Force and Pressure Data 
2 IA80 Tabulated Force Data 
IA80 Tabulated Pressure Data i n  Force Format 
(a)  o r b i t e r  base pages 164-221 
(b) o rb i t e r  fuse1 age pages 222-954 
3 IA80 Tabulated Pressure Data 
(a)  orb i  t e r  fuse1 age pages 1-248 
(b) orb i  t e r  bodyf 1 ap upper surface pages 249-496 
(c) o r b i t e r  bodyflap lower surface pages 497-744 
4 IA80 Tabu1 ated Pressure Data 
(a)  external tank pages 745-992 
(b) external tank base pages 993-1 240 
(c )  SRB s k i r t  pages 1 241 -1 488 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Page 
ABSTRACT iii 
INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES 
NOMENCLATURE 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
TEST FACIL ITY DESCRIPTION 
DATA REDUCTION 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
TABLES 
I. TEST CONDITIONS 
11. DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
I I I . MODEL DIMENS IONAL DATA 




VOLUME 1 (FORCE AND PRESSURE) 
GPPENDI X 85 
TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
VOLUME 2 (FORCE AND PRESSURE I N  FORCE FORMAT) 






INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES 
T i t l e  
Axi s systems. 
Integrated Space Shuttle Vehicle lari:.ch configuration. 
Model ins ta l  l a t i o n  photographs. 
a. Model 884TS Ins ta l la t ion ,  Front View 




INDEX OF DATA FIGURES 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARY I NG SCHEDULE PAGE 
4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 1-6 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.6 PLUMES OFF 
5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 7-1 2 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.9 PLUMES OFF 
6 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 13-18 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1 .1 PLUMES OFF 
7 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 19-24 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.25 PLUMES OFF 
8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 25-30 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.4 PLUMES OFF 
W 
9 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 31 -34 
MOMENT I N  PITCH, M = 0.6 PLUME OFF 
10 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 35-38 
MOMENT I N  PITCH, M = 0.9 PLUME OFF 
11 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETiiNG ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 39-42 
MOMENT I N  PITCH, M = 1.1 PLUME OFF 
12  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVOM HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 43-46 
MOMENT I N  PITCH, M = 1.25 PLUME OFF 
13 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 47-50 
MOMENT I N  PITCH, M = 1 .4 PLUME OFF 
1 4  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB E 51 -56 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.6 PLUMES OFF 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTEO 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
15 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB ELV-OB E 57-62 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.9 PLUMES OFF 
1 6  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB C 63-68 
I N  YAW , MACH = 1.1 PLUMES OFF 
17 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-I5 , ELV-05 E 69-74 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.25 PLUMES OFF 
18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-I5 . ELV-OB E 75-80 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.4 PLUMES OFF 
19 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING OFI ELEVON tiINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB F 81 -84 
MOMENT I N  YAW, M = 0.6 PLUME OFF 
P 
2 0  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB F 85-88 
MOMENT I N  YAW, M = 0.9 PLUME OFF 
21 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELE\rON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB F 89-92 
MOMENT I N  YAW, M = 1 .I PLUME OFF 
22 tFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB F 93-96 
MOlYENT I N  YAW, M = 1.25 PLUME OFF 
2 3  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HiNGE ELV-IB, ELV-00 F 97-1 00 
MOMENT I N  YAW, M = 1.4 PLUME OFF 
2 4  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB , ELV-OB A 101-106 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.6 PLUMES ON 
25 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOPES ELV- IB, ELV-OB A 107-1 12 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.9 PLUMES ON 
--* 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
26 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-733 , ELV-OB A 113-118 
I N  PITCH y MACH=1.1 PLUMES ON 
27 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB A 11 9-1 24 
I N  PITCH y MACH = 1.25 PLUMES ON 
28 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB , ELV-OB A 125-1 30 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1 - 4  PLUMES ON 
29 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 131 -1 34 
MOMENTS I N  PITCH, M = 0.6 PLUME ON 
30 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB , ELV-OB B 135-1 38 
MOMENTS I N  PITCH, M = 0.9 PLUME ON 
m 
31 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 139-1 42 
MOMENTS I N  PITCH, M = 1.1 PLUME ON 
32 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 143-146 
MOMENTS I N  PITCH, M = 1 -25 PLUME ON 
33 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE ELV-IB, ELV-OB B 147-1 50 
MOMENTS I N  PITCH, M = 1 -4 PLUME ON 
34  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IS , ELV-OB E 151-156 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.6 PLUMES ON 
35 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WINGS LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB E 157-1 62 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.9 PLUMES ON 
36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-iB , ELV-OB E 1 63-1 68 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1 .I PLUMES ON 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOiTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
37 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB, ELV-OB E 169-3 74 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.25 PLUMES ON 
38 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS ELV-IB , ELV-OB E 1 75-1 80 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.4 PLUMES ON 
EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE 
MOMENTS I N  YAW, M = 0.6 PLUME ON 
EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE 
MOMENTS I N  YAU, M = 0.9 PLUME ON 
EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE 
MOMENTS I N  YAW, f4 = 1 .1 PLUME ON 
EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE 
MOMENTS I N  YAW, M = 1 -25 PLUME ON 
EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON EL.EVON HINGE 
MOMENTS I N  YAW, M = 1.4 PLUME ON 
PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, 
MACH = 0.6 
PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, 
MACH = 0.9 
PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, 
MACH = 1 .1 
ELV-15, ELV-OB 







47  PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, PLUME C 21 0-21 2 
MACH = 1.25 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Con t i nued )  
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER T ITLE  VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
4 8  PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL T A I L  LOADS, PLUME 
MACH = 1.4 
4 9  PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, PLUME 
MACH = 0.6 
5 0  PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, PLUME 
MACH = 0.9 
PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, 









PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, 
MACH = 1.25 
PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, 
MACH = 1.4 
EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCHy 
MACH = 0.6 
EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 0.9 
EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCHy 
MACH = 1.1 
EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCHy 
MACH = 1 .25 
EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 1.4 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Cont inued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARY I NG SCHEDULE PA6E 
59 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT PLliME 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.6 
6 0  EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS PLUME 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.9 
61 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS PLUME 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.1 
62 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS PLUME 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.25 
63 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS PLUME 
OD 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.4 
64  EFFECT O f  PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, PLUME 
MACH = 0.6 
65 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, PLUME 
MACH = 0.9 
66 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, PLUME 
MACH = 1 .I 
6 7  EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, PLUME 
MACa = 1.25 
68  EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, PLUME 
MACH = 1.4 
69 EFFECT OF PLUES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT PLUME 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.6 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
70 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVQN HINGE MOMENT 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.9 
PLUME 
71 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
I N  YAW , MACH = 1.1 
PLUME 
72 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT PLUME 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.25 
73 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT PLUME 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1 a4 
74 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD PLUME 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.6 
CQ 
75 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD PLWE 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.9 
76 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1-1 
77 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.25 
78 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME. SIZE ON WING LOAD 
I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.4 
PLUME 
79 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.6 
80 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD 
I N  YAW, MACH = 0.9 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDIT?ONS CGEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
81 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD PLUME 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.1 
82 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD PLUME E 295-297 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.25 
8 3  EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD PLUME E 298-300 
I N  YAW, MACH = 1.4 
84 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.6 
PLUME 
8 5  EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON PLUME B 303-304 
I--) HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH = 0.9 
0 
86  EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE OILi ELEVON PLUME B 305-306 
HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH = 1 .1 
87 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON PLUME B 307-308 
HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.25 
88 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH = 1.4 
89 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH = 0.6 
PLUME 
PLUME 
9 0  EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON P L W  F 31 3-31 4 
HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH = 0.9 
91 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON PLUME F 315-316 
HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH = 1.1 
fi, & 
*kr 




NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
9 2  EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH = 1.25 
93 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH = 1.4 
94  EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 0.6 PLUMES OFF 
PLUME 
95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 0.9 PLUMES OFF 
96  EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, RN/ L A¶R 331 -335 
-.I 
MACH = 1 .1 PLUMES OFF 
-.I 
97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, RN/L A, B 336-340 
MACH = 1.25 PLUMES OFF 
98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, RN/L A,B 341 -345 MACH = 1 .4 PLUMES OFF 
99  EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L E, F, 346-354 
MACH = 0.6 PLUMES OFF C,D 
100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L EsF, 355-363 
MACH = 0.9 PLUMES OFF CsD 
101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L EsF, 364-372 
MACH = 1.1 PLUNES OFF C ,D 
102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L E,F, 373-381 
MACH = 1.25 PLUMES OFF C,D 
* ,,.%i;~<". :. P r * * - *xa d.  - . + 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW 
MACH = 1.4 PLUMES OFF 
104 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 0.6 PLUMES ON 
105 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, RN/L A,B 396-400 
MACH = 0.9 PLUMES ON 
106 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, 
MACH = 1 .I PLUMES ON 
107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L 
-.1 
MACH = 0.6 PLUMES ON 
i 
108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW , RN/ L 
MACH = 0.9 PLUMES ON 
109  EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, RN/L 
MACH = 1 .I PLUMES ON 
110 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON PLUME 
WING LOADS 
11 1 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON PLUME 
ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
I1 2 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION DELVIB , DELVOB I 438-440 
ON WING LOADS, POWER OFF 
11 3 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION DELVIB, DELVOB I 441 -443 
ON WING LOADS, POWER ON 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTFED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGE 
11 4 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION DELVIB, DELVOB L 444-445 
ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER OFF 
11 5 SUMMARY , EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION DELV I B y  DELVOB L 446-447 
ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER OM 
116 SUMMARY, EFFECTS SSME PLUME SIZE ON 
VERTICAL TAIL LOADS 
11 7 SUMMARY, EFFECTS SSME PLUME SIZE ON 
RUDDER HINGE MOMENTS 
PLUME 
PLUME 
118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS ALPHA, BETA G 452-469 
1 -. 
w 119 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON E1,EVON ALPHA, BETA J 430-481 
HINGE MOMENT 
120 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME EFFECTS 014 WING 
CENTER OF PRESSURE 
122 SUMMARY, MACH RAMP MAXIMUM WING LOADS 
123 SUWRY, MACH RAMP MAXIMUM ELEVON 
HINGE MOMENTS 
121 SUMMARY, SSME PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL PLUME 
TAIL CENTER OF PRESSURE 
124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE 
PRESSURE ALPHA = -4.0 
PLUME 0 482-483 
PLUME 
PLUME 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE BETA Q 51 5-586 
PRESSURE ALPHA = 0.8 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTTED 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARY IN6 SCHEDULE PAGE 
126 EFFECT OF SSM PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE - Q 587-61 0 
PRESSURE ALPHA = 4.0 
127 ORB VENT PRESSURES ALPHA, BETA Q 61 1 -644 
128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES ALPHA, BETA R 645-662 
DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE 
TO PLUMES 
ALPHA, BETA S 663-680 
PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT, MACH = 0.6 
ALPHA, BETA, T 681 -790 
PHI 
PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT y MACH = 0.9 
ALPHA, BETA, T 701 -720 
PHI 
PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT, MACH = 1.1 
ALPHA, BETA, T 721 -740 
PHI 
PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT, MACH = 1.25 
ALPHA, BETA, T 741 -760 
PHI 
PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENT, MACH = 1.4 
ALPHA, BETA, T 761 -780 
PHI 
ALPHA, BE?A, U 781 -786 
XB/LB 
PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE 
COEFFICIENTS, MACH = 0.6 
136 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE ALPHA, BETA, U 787-792 
COEFFICIENTS, MACH = 0.9 XB/LB 
137 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE ALPHA, BETA, U 793-7Q8 
COEFFICIENTS, MACH = 1.1 XB/L8 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
PLOTIED !- 
FIGURE CONDITIONS COEFFICIENTS 
NUMBER TITLE VARY I NG SCHEDULE PAGE 
138 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE ALPHA, BETA, 
COEFFICIENTS, MACH = 1.25 XBILB 
139 PLUME .EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE ALPHA, BETA, U 805-81 0 
COEFFICIENTS, MACH = 1.4 XBILB 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE: - 
(A) CBMW, CTMW, CNW versus ALPHA 
(B) CHEI, CHEO versus ALPHA 
- 
-1 
(C) CBMV, CTMV, CYV versus BETA 
cn 
(D) CHR versus BETA 
(E) CBMW, CTMW, CNW versus BETA 
- 
(F) CHEI, CHEO versus BETA 
(G) CBMW, CTMW, CNW versus MACH NUMBER 
(H) DCBMJ, DCTMW, DCNW versus MACH NUMBER 
(I) DCBMWE, DCTMWE, DCNWE versus MACH NUMBER 
(3) CHEI, CHEO versus MACH NUMBER 
(K) DCHEI, DCHEO versus MACH NUMBER 
;i 
(L) DCHEIE, DCHEOE versus MACH NUMBER '4 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded) 
(M) DCHR versus MACH NUMBER 
(N) DCMBV, DCTMV, DCYV versus MACH NUMBER 
( 0 )  DXWCP, DYWCP versus MACH NUMBER 
(p  ) DXVCP, DZVCP versus MACH NUMBER 
(0 ) CP versus MACH NUMBER 
(R) CP#AV versus MACH NUMBER 
(s  ) DCP#A versus MACH NUMBER 
( T  ) CP versus R/ROD 
(U) CP versus PHI  






C CBMW Bw 
E' E 
C CHEI  




Def i n i t i on  
span of wing, i n  
span o f  ve r t i ca l  t a i l ,  i n  
ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 - root  bending moment (about v e r t i c a l  
t a i  1 reference center), in-1 b 
ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 - root  bending moment a t  outboard gauge, 
in-1 b 
ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 - root  bending moment a t  inboard gauge, 
in-1 b 
w i  ng-root bending moment (about wing reference center), 
in-1 b 
wing-root bending moment a t  inboard gauge, in-1 b 
w i  ng-root bending moment a t  outboard gauge, in-1 b 
MAC of wing, i n  
v e r t i c a l  t a i l - r o o t  bending-moment coe f f i c i en t  
w l  ng-root bendi ng-moment coe f f i c i en t  
MAC o f  t o t a l  elevorr panel, i n  
hinge-moment coe f f i c i en t  f o r  inboard elevon 
hinge-moment coe f f i c i en t  f o r  outboard elevon 
t o t a l  elevon hinge-moment coef f ic ient  
NOMENCLATURE (Continued ) 
P lo t  
Symbol Symbol Def in i t ion 
C CHR 
H~ 
hinge-moment coeff ic ient f o r  rudder 
C CNkl wing normal -force coef f ic ient  
N~ 
Cpi  
CP i  pressure coef f ic ient  f o r  model surface tap i 
CPR chamber-pressure r a t i o  for nozzle j 
- 
c~ MAC o f  rudder panel , i n  
C ~ v  
CTMV ver t ica l  t a i l - roo t  twisting-moment coef f ic ient  
C CTMW wing-root torsion-moment coef f ic ient  
T~ 
0 
C V MAC o f  ver t ica l  t a i l ,  i n  
C CYV ve r t i ca l - t a i l  side-force coef f ic ient  Yv 
EPRj exit-pressure r a t i o  f o r  nozzle j 
MPS 
External Tank 
hinge moment o f  inboard elevon , in-1 b 
hinge moment o f  outboard elevon, i n - l b  
hinge moment of rudder, in-1 b 
MACH f reestream Mach number 






P , ~ ~ ~  
'CMPS 
'e j 










NOMENCLATURE (Con t l nued ) 
P lo t  
Symbol Def i n i  t i o n  
Orb i te r  + Tank + SRB 
chamber pressure (absolute) of nozzle j 
SRM supply t o t a l  pressure, psia (as set) 
MPS supply t o t a l  pressure, psia (as set) 
e x i t  pressure (absolute) o f  nozzle J 
pressure (absolute) a t  model surface tap 4 
freestream t o t a l  pressure, psia 
freestream s t a t i c  pressure, psia 
Q(PSF) freestream dynamic pressure, psf  
RN/L freestream u n i t  Reynolds number, ftw1 
SREF reference wing area, ft2 
Sol i d  Rocket Booster 
Sol i d  Rocket Motor 
Space Shut t le  Main Engine 
reference elevon area, ft 2 
reference rudder area, ft 2 
reference ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 area, f t 2 
ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 -root  tors ional  moment (about ve r t i ca l  
t a i  1 reference center), in-1 b 
ve r t i ca l  t a i l  -root tors ional  moment a t  gauge, in-1 b 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued ) 
P lo t  
Symbol Def in i t ion  Symbol 
- 
TMw w i  ng-root torstonal moment (about wing reference center), in-1 b 
wing-root torsional moment a t  garrge, In-1 b 
MPS supply t o t a l  temperature, O R  
SRM supply t o t a l  temperature, O R  
freestream t o t a l  temperature, O R  
freestream s ta t i c  temperature, O R  
XVCP ver t i ca l  t a i  1 center-of-pressure, long4 tudinal 
location, i n  
XWCP wing center-of-pressure, longitudinal location, i n  
Orbiter nose station, i n  
longitudinal location of ver t ica l  t a i l - r o o t  torsional 
gauge, i n  
lar:i6 i tud i  nal locat ion of wing-root torsional gauge, 
i n  
longitudinal (stat ion) locat ion o f  ver t i ca l  t a i l  
reference center, i n  
longitudinal (stat ion) locat ion o f  wing reference 
center, i n  
1 ateral  locat ion o f  inboard wing-r??t bending gauge, 
i n  
l a te ra l  locat ion of outboard wing*.' oot bending gauge, 
i n  
NOMENCLATURE (Con t i nued ) 
P lo t  
Smbol Symbol Def in i t ion 
wing center-of-pressure, l a te ra l  location, i n  YWCP 
l a te ra l  (buttplane) location o f  wing reference ten- 
ter ,  i n  
ver t i ca l  location of inboard ver t i ca l  t a i  1-root bend- 
ing  gauge, i n  
ver t i ca l  location of outboard ver t i ca l  t a i l - r o o t  
hending gauge, i n  
ZVCP ver t i ca l  t a i l  center-of-pressure, ver t i ca l  location, 
i n  
ver t i ca l  (waterplane) locat ion o f  ver t i ca l  t a i l  re- 
ference center, i n  
ALPHA 
BETA 
model angl e-of-attack, deg 
p i t c h  angle of nozzle-j measured i n  a plane para1 l e l  
t o  the Orbiter plane o f  s p e t r y ,  degrees 
model angl e-of -sides1 i p, deg 
p i t ch  angle o f  nozzle-j measured i n  a plane which yaws 




bodyflap deflection, deg 
l e f t  inboard elevon def lect ion , deg 
l e f t  outboard elevon deflection, deg 
ELV-RI r i g h t  inboard elevon deflection, des 
ELV-RO r i g h t  outboard elevon deflection, deg 
NOMENCLATURE (Conti nued) 
P lo t  
Symbol De f in i t i on  






outboard elevon def lect ion.  deg ELV-OB 
RUDDER rudder def 1 e c t i  on, deg 
SPDBRK speedbrake def lect ion,  deg 
incremental pressure coe f f i c ien t ,  i = tap# DCP i 
average value o f  incremental pressure 
coe f f i c ien ts  f o r  model surface taps 
yaw angle o f  nozzle-j  measured i n  an 
Orb! t e r  waterplane, deg 
PHI 
CP#AV 
rad ia l  location, deg 
average value of pressure coe f f i c ien ts  f o r  
model surface taps 
incremental coe f f i c i en t  ( i  ) due t o  t h rus t  
( i  ) E previously defined coe f f i c ien t  
incremental coe f f i c i en t  ( i  ) due t o  elevon 
def lect ion,  ( i )  5 previously defined coe f f i c i en t  
body length, i n  
radius o f  tap locat ion div ided by outer radius 
SRB base longi tudinal  distance div ided 
by body length 
NOMENCLATURE (Concl uded ) 
base, body 
chamber 
e x i t  
elevon 
gauge 
surface-pressure tap number 
inboard 
nozzle  number 
1 e f t  
nozzle ,  Orbi t e r  nose 
outboard, O r b i t e r  
r i g h t  
rudder 
S o l i d  Rocket Booster 
External Tank, t o t a l  
v e r t i c a l  t a i l  
wing 
s t a t i c  
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
The model employed i n  Test IA80, 88-OTS, was a 0.020-scale representa- 
t i o n  o f  the Vehicle 5 Space Shutt le launch conf igurat ion w i th  mated 
Orbi ter ,  External Tank, and Sol i d  Rocket Boosters. Main Propul sion System 
and So l id  Rocket Motor cold-gas plume-simulation was made possible by dual 
high-pressure ai r -supply systems. 
Various elevon cont ro l  set t ings were incorporated i n  the run schedule, 
whi le no gimbal-angle changes were made on the nozzles. Several different 
nozzle operation pressures Mere set  for  each Mach number, and two nozzle 
con tours were tested. 
Component dimensions are presented i n  Table I I I. Control -set t ing 
parameters were as indicated i n  Table 11. Model surface-pressure tap 
locat ions are shown i n  Table I V .  
The Orbi ter ,  designated as 0, was comprised of components i d e n t i f i e d  
as fo l lows: 
Component Symbol Descript ion 
B62 fuse1 age 
C1 2 canopy 
E52 e l  evons 
F~ o bodyf l ap  
M1 6 OMS/RCS pods 
N~ MPS nozzles, conical 
N89 OMS nozzles 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
N1 04 MPS nozzles , contoured 
5 rudderlspeedbra ke 
"8 ve r t i ca l  t a i  1 
'116 wing 
The External Tank, designated as T289 was comprised of components 
iden t i f i ed  as follows: 
AT28 at tach structure 
at tach s t ruc ture  
at tach structure 









PT27 ET protuberances 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
The s o l i d  rocket  booster, designated as SZ2, was composed of com- 
ponents i d e n t i f i e d  as fo l lows:  
N88 SRB nozzles 
PSl 1 SRB protuberances 
PS1 2 SRB protuberances 
PS1 3 SRB protuberances 
PS1 4 SRB protuberances 
PS1 7 SRB protuberances 
PS1 8 SRB protuberances 
PS1 9 SRB protuberances 
The launch con f igu ra t i on  was designated as OTS on the Data Set/Run 
Number Co l l a t i on  Summary sheets. 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The NASAIAmes Research Center Un i ta ry  Plan Wind Tunnel 11 x 11 
t ransonic 1 eg i s  one o f  th ree  c i  r c u i  t s  operat ing from a common power sys- 
tem and two compressor systems. The 11 x 11 l e g  i s  capable o f  a t t a i n i n g  
Mach numbers from 0.60 t o  1.40, a t  Reynolds numbers from 1 . 7  x 1 o6 per  
f oo t  t o  9.4 x 106 per  foot.  
The tunnel i s  a closed-return, a i  r-medi um, va r i  able-densi t y  f a c i  1 i ty, 
operat ing a t  ambient temperatures and having a b led  t e s t  sec t ion  f o r  
transonic cond i t ions .  
Models are supported by means o f  convent ional s t ings  o r  s t i n g l s t r u t  
assemblies f o r  force, moment, pressure, and component-loads tes t i ng .  The 
tunnel s e c t o r - s t r u t  system can a t t a i n  angles-of-attack t o  + 15 degrees 
and angles-of-si desl i p  t o  + 15 degrees about i t s  body-of-revolut ion. 
Schl i eren and shadowgraph photographic systems are  avai 1 able, and 
high-pressure a i r -supp ly  systems e x i s t  f o r  use i n  power-plume s imulat ions 
and t h r u s t  t es t s .  
DATA REDUCTION 
Standard tunnel operation parameters were computed by the faci  11 t y  
along ,$: t h  ~biodel plume-simulation pressure data, model surface-pressure 
values and c o r f f  ic ients ,  rudder and elevon hinge-moments, and a i  r-supply 
temperatures. Model angl e-of-attack was determined by the onboard 
dangleometer. Furthermore, wing and ve r t i ca l  - t a i  1 bending and tors iona l  
moments were recorded and reduced t o  present centers-of-pressure and 
forces. 
The fo l lowing equations and methods were used: 
Wing Normal-Force Coeff icient: 
Wing-Root bending-Moment Coeff ic ient :  




S q b  b 
Wing-Root Torsional-Moment Coeff ic ient :  
DATA REDUCTION (Continued ) 
V e r t i c a l  T a i l  Side-Force Coeff ic ient:  
BMvl - BMvO 
V e r t i c a l  Ta i  1 -Root Bending-Moment Coeff ic ient:  
.- - r 
- o r :  
V e r t i c a l  Ta i  1 -Root Torsional -Moment Coeff ic ient:  
DATA REDUCTION (Continued ) 
V e r t i c a l  Tai 1 Center-of -Pressure: 




where: j = 1, Top MPS nozzle 
2, L.H. MPS nozzle 
3, R.H. MPS nozzle 
4, L.H. SRB nozzle 
5, R.H. SRB nozzle 
Hinge-Moments: 
H M ~ .  
DATA REDUCTION (Con ti nued) 
Surface-Pressure C o e f f i c i e n t s  : 
C o e f f i c i e n t  averages : 
For  i = 2, 21, 22, 39, 40, 60, 67, 68, 75, 76 
('pi ' C ~ i + 2  ' 'p i t 4  ' C ~ i + 6 ) / 4  
For i = 12, 29, 30, 47, 48: 
- 
'pavie ('pi + C ~ i + 2  ' 'p i t 6  ' 'pit8)I4 
And : 
C 
Pav13 = ( '~13 ' ' ~ 1 7  ' C ~ 1 9 ) /  
To r e f l e c t  plume e f f ec t s  on sur face  pressures, incremental  data 
were computed f rom r e s u l t s  of t e s t s  w i t h  plume s imu la t i on  and t e s t s  w i t h -  
ou t  plume s imu la t i on :  
- 
w i t h  wi t hou t  
- (plume)- C ~ +  ( p lume) 
- w i t h  wi thou t 















DATA REDUCTION (Conti nued) 
Fu l l  -Scale 
936.68 i n  
315.72 i n  
474.8 i n  
90.70 i n  
73.20 i n  
199.81 i n  







18.734 i n  
Symbol 
YWRC 
Z ~ M v  I 
DATA REDUCTION (Concl uded) 
F u l l  -Scale Model -Scale 
106.0 i n  2.120 i n  
- 10.4681 i n  
Resu l t ing  data a r e  presented i n  the  data f igures  and i n  the  
appendix. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Generally high data confidence can be ascr ibed t o  the r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  
t e s t  program, as inst rumentat ion anomal i es  were few and cor rec tab le .  Most 
data e r r o r  was a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  model f a i l u r e ,  and the f o l l o w i n g  ou t l i nes  
those inc idents  . 
Hinge-moment data was cons i s ten t l y  good w i t h  on ly  minor zero-return 
changes due t o  gradual wear o f  hinge bearings i n  the elevons. 
Post t e s t  data-correct ion fac to rs  had t o  be app l ied  t o  Main Pro- 
pu l s ion  System nozzle chamber pressure readings, as the  to ta l -p ressure  
probes progressively  f a i l e d  dur ing t e s t i n g .  However, these cor rec t ions  
were small, on the order o f  I%, and a re  already incorporated i n  data 
presented here i  n  . 
Scanivalve-measured Orb i te r ,  External Tank, and S o l i d  Rocket Booster 
sur face pressures were a lso  extremely r e l i a b l e ,  w i t h  on l y  one o r i f i c e  
apparent ly  plugged, Tap #30 shown i n  Table 4 .  
Due t o  the  loss  o f  the r ight-hand contoured MPS nozzle dur ing  Run 
31 1  , a1 1  contoured-nozzle con f i gu ra t i on  t e s t i n g  a f t e r  Run 31 3 employed 
the conical  nozzle i n  the top-center loca t ion .  The top-center contoured 
nozzle was used i n  the r ight-hand loca t ion ,  consequently. 
TABLE I 
TEST : IA80 I 
TEST CONDITIONS 
 DATE 8 NOV . ,1974 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
BALANCE UTILIZED: None 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: COEFFlClENT TOLERANCE. 
COMMENTS: 
C O E F F I C I E N T S  [ D V A R  ( 1 )  IC\ I F )  ' 2 \  v s \  
,- 
CATE : 
1 7 1 13 19 25 3 1 37 43 49 5 5  6 1 67 75 76 
I I I 1 I 1 I . , 1 1 , . l 1 , I I , , , , ~ I I l 1 1 1 ~ , 1 1 , ~ , , I I I ~ 1 1 , 1 I ~ I I , 1 I ~ l , l l l ~ l , ~  1 . 1 1 1  
COEFFICIENTS I D V A R  ( 1 )  I Z V A R  I21 ' CL 
a OR B 
STHEDULES 
m- 
TABLE I I .  - Continued. 
W 
0 
COEFFICIENTS IDV4R f l )  I C V A R  $2) V C l '  
a O R  B 
SCHEDULES - 
TABLE 11. - Continued. 
C O E F F I C I E N T S  IDVAR ( 1 )  I @ V A Q  !ZI NCV 
a OR f l  
SCHEDULES 
v h 
TABLE 11. - Continued. 
- 
DATA SET RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE : 
1 7 1 3  19 25 3 1 37 43 49 5 5  6 1 67 - 5  7 
COEFFICIENTS I D V A S  i l l  I C ' J P Q  (21 W P !  
a O R  j9 
SCHEDULES 
m- - - 
TABLE I I .  - Continued. 
1 7 13 19 25 3 1 37 43 49 5 5 6 1 67 7 5  76 
I 1 l I I 1 l I I l 1 I . l l I I I 1 I 1 . I I I 1 I I 1 l I I 1 i i I I 1 l l I 1 I l 1 I I 1 l l I l l t I l I 1 1 1 l L  1 1  I I . l . 1  
COEFFICIENTS IDVAE? (1)  1cvA9 '21 NCV 
a QR 6 
SCHEDULES 
t L 
TABLE 11. - Continued. 
TABLE 11. - Concluded. 
DATASETS IDVAR(1) IDVAR(2) COEFFICIENTS 
RE40XX ALPHA BETA CBMWy CTMWy CNW y CHEI , CHEO, CBMV, CTMV, CYV, CHR, MACH 





































CP47, CP49, CP53, CP55, CP48, CP50, CP54, CP56 
CP60, CP62, CP64, CP66, CP59, CP61, CP63, CP65 
CP68, CP70, CP72, CP74, CP67, CP69, CP71, CP73 
CP f o r  pressure tap* 9, 10, 15, 16, 33, 34, 51, 54, 57, 58 
CP f o r  pressure taps* 700, 702, 704, 706, 382, 384, 708,710, 383,385 
CP f o r  pressure taps* 701 , 703, 705, 707, 386, 388, 709, 7 i  1, 387, 389 
CP for  pressure taps* 518, 805, 800, 521, 806, 801,804,807,802,515, 
808, 803 
CP f o r  pressure taps* 541, 810, 814, 821, 826, 815, 811,816, 822,827, 
81 7, 823, 828, 832, 81 2, 818, 824, 829,830,833, 
809, 813, 819, 820, 825, 831, 834 
CP f o r  pressure taps* 841, 842, 843, 844 
* See TABLE I V  f o r  tap locations. 
Table 111 Model Dimensional Data 
MODEL COMPONMT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT 28 
S-L DESCRImOI: Rear orbiter to ET attach structure ( L H  and RH) (2 members) 
MODEZ SCALE: 0.020 MODEL DRAWING NO. : - 
')3wXIOG NO* : VL78-000063, VL78-000062B 
DIMENSIOIOS : MPIBER FUU SCALE S C W  
#I xo 1317,.00 26.34 
Mameter, In. 
--. 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUC'PURE - AT 31 
G ~ L  D E S ~ ~ O I ( :  REAR ET to SRB attach structure ( L H  and RH). (3 members) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 - MODEL ERAWING: 
DIMENGiuRS : UlZMREn FULL -- SCALE MODEL SCi U: 
Diameter of members, In. : #I 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MOD& m N E N T :  ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT 3 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward orbiter / E T  attach structure ( 2  members) 
MOD= SCALE: 0,020 
DRAWING If0 : VL78 -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600209 14 
DIMENSION9 : MEMBER 
-
FULL SCALE 
Member #1 X, 388.15 
y9 0 




(Attach point on Tank) 





Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MQDEL COMPONENT : BODY Bt - 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 140C orb i te r  fueelane. MCR 200-R4. 
Similar  to  140A/ B fuselave e x c e ~ t  aft body revised -dbody- 
wing-boot fair ing,  X- = 940 to  X. = 1040. 
" V 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL70-000 14QC. -000202C, -000205A d 
-000200B, -000203 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (IML: Fwd Sta X, =238 ), In. 129 0.3 25.806 
Length(OML:  Fwd Sta Xo =235), ha. 1293.3 25.8_66 
Max Width ( A t  Xo = 1528. 31, In. A 5.280 
Mox Depth ( A t  Xo = 14641, In. 
Fineness Ratio 4. 
Area - ~t~ 




Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT : CANOPY - C 15 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confinuration 140C o rb i t e r  canopy, Vehicle 
Cab in  No. 3 1  updated t o  MCR 200-R4. Used w i t h  Fuselage Bb2. 
M O D E L  SCALE: 0.020 , 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL70-000140C, -000202B, -800204 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
LengtMXo = 434. 643 to  578). In. 143.357 2,867 
Max Width (At Xo = 513.127). In. 152.41 2 3.048 







Table I11 (Contld) 
t 
MODEL COMPONENl : E L E v o N  - E52 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration 140C. Hingeline at Xo = 1387, 
s. beveled edges. and centerbodies. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAW I NG NWBER : 
-
DIHENSIONS: 
- FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area - Ft 2 210.0 0.084 
Span (equivalent) , In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 118.0 2.360 
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 55.19 1.104 
R a t i o  movable surface chord/ 
tota l  surface chord 
A t  Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096 
A t  Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4004 0,4004 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 3.0 0. 0 
Tailing Edge -10.056 6 
Hing l i n e  0 . 0  0. 0 ?product of area & c) 
Area Moment .Ft3 1587.25 -Q&UZ- 
Mean Aerodyna.mic Chord, In. 90. 7 1,814 
I-Iingeline dihedral (origin at 
I ,  = 261.3509), deg. ) 
0 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODELCOMPONENT: B O D Y F L A P - F t n  
GENERAL DESCRlpTlON : Conf igura t ion 140C body  flap. N inge l ine loca ted  
a t  X, = 1532, Z, = 287. 
- - -  -- - - - - - 
MODEL SCALE:. 0.020 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL7O-OOO14OC. -3551 14 d 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE 
Lengtl(Xo=1525. 5 to  1613), In. 87.50 
Max Width ( A t  Le Em, Xo  = 1525.5)In. 256.00 
MOX Depth (Xo  = 1532.0 1, In. 19.798 
Fineness Ratio -- 
Area - Ft 2 - 
Max. Cross-Sectional (At Ha La,) 35. 19 6 
Planform 135.00 
Wetted 
Base ( X o =  1613) 4.89 
MODEL SCALE 
Table XI1 (Conttd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FLIO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LI+ feedline on upper left-hand side of 'F28* 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063 -000062B 
DLMENSIONS : FULL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 2071.5 
YT - 70.00 
ZT 573.934 
Trailing edge at: X~ 2081.8 
Y~ - 70.00 
z~ 584.059 









Table 111 (Contld) 
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - F L l l  
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LO 2 feedline on upper right -hand of T 2 g  
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRACarZNG NUMBER: VL78-000063, -000062B 
DIME MSIONS: 
Leading edge at: 
FULL SCALE - DEL SCALE 
- - 
X 1000.667 20.013 T 
Y~ 70.00 1.400 
z~ 150.5 19 3.010 
Trailing edge at: X ' ~  2071.5 41.430 
Diameter of line ( 17.0 I. D. ) 
Table IiI (Conttd) 
MODEL COMPSNENT t FAIRING - F R  
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Umbilical door fairing between aft ET/ Orbiter 
attach structure. 
MODEL SCALE: 0 .020  
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIME NS IONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: X~ 2052.0  4 1 . 0 4  
Length 193.0 3 . 8 6  
Width 15 .00  0 .300  
Table 111 (Cont Id) 
MODEL COMPONENT : OMS POD - M 1 c, 
GENERAL DESCR~PT~ON : Configuration 140C orbiter OMS pod - short 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL7O-008401, -008410 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length ( O M S  Fwd Sta X, =I3 10. 5!, In. 258. 50 5. 170 
Max WfdtMAt Xo = 151 I), In. 136.8 2. 736 
Max Depth (At X = 151 l), La. 74.70 1.474 
Fineness Ratio 2.484 2.484 
Area - Ft 2 




Table 111 (Cont Id) 
MODEL COMPONENT: MP2 NOZZT&3 - Ng7 
--- 
GE1JI;:RIiL DESCRIPTION: Flow-through MPS nozzles. 
MODEL S C U :  0 . 0 2  0 
D m Y  3IONS : FULC SCrU MODEL SCALE 
W ~ C H N O .  1.55, 2 .0 ,  2 .2 ,  2 .6 ,  3 .0 ,  3 . 5  
Letgth - In .  
G i m b a l  Point t o  Exit Plane 
Throat to Exi t  Plane 
Diameter - I n .  
Exi t  
Throat 
I n i e  t 
k.rea - f t2  
Exi t  
Throat 
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Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB NOZZLE - Nss 
-- 
GEItERAL DESCRIFTIQN: Flow-through SRB nozzle simulator = 7 . 0  pnototype . 
MODEL 3CULE: 0 .020  
Lew 
G: . . 1. Point to Exit Plane 
Thr-.L: to Exit Plane 




Area - ftZ 
Exit 
Throat 





FULL SC$U MODEL SCALE 






Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - Ngq 
GEIJERiiL DESCRIFTION : OMS nozzle in stowed lJoeltton . . is & hzuAa 
deg. and down 7 deg. from null position. U s e  with M I L .  --  
DIMUYBIONS : 
MlrCH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point t o  Exit  PI-ane 
Throat to  Exi t  Plane 
Diameter - In. 
mit (.O*D*) 
Throat 
I n l e t  
Ares - ft2 
Exi t  
Throat 
FULL SCALJ3 MODEL SCALE 





N u l l  P o ~ i t i o n  - Deg. 
Pl tch  
Yaw 
Lover Nozzle 
Pi tch  
Yaw 
3- :-VAL PAGE IS 57 
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Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLES - NlO4 
-- -A- 
CEIaRilL DESCHIPTI3N:  Flow- through MPS nozzles with pimbal capability. 
same a s  NR7 when shroud is attached. 
MODEL SCALE: 0. 020 
DIME'J,5ION3 : FULL SCI-.LE MODEL SCALE 
MIiCli NO. 
Length - I n .  
Gimbal Point t o  E x i t  PI-ane 157.00 3.  14 
Throat  Lo E x i t  Plane 
-LuLb%- 
Diameter - I n .  
L'xi t 
Throat  
I n l e t  
Lrea - ft2 
Exit 
Throat  





Nu11 Pos i t i on  - kg,. 
Upper Nc,iZl(: 
Pi tch  
Yaw 
Lolier Nozzle 
P i t ch  
Yaw 
Table 1x1 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT : ELECTRICAL TUNNEL - PS,, 
GENERAL DESCRlPTlON : Tunnel running longitudinally on the SRB for 
dec tr i ca l  wires .  
MODEL SCALE: 0.020  
DRAWING NUMBER : .VC77-000002 A 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Width,' In. 5. 70 0. 114 
Radius, In, 5 .  70 0. 114 
Height, In 4. 70 0. 094 
L. E. at Sta. 494.70 9 .894  





Table 111 (Contld) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL TUNNEL - PSl2  
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Four ring stiffeners located at the aft end 
of the solid rocket boosters. The stiffener i s  a curved I-beam. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 





FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
- 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: CIRCUMFERENTIAL STIFFENER - PS lg 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ring stiffener located at the point where the ekirt 
flares. The stiffener* i s  I-beam. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 




Location center line 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
6.50 0. 130 
4.00 (2.080 
1833.70 36. 674 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER - EXTERNAL TANK 
ATTACH - PS14 
GENERAL DESCRLPTION: Two-ring stiffeners located at aft end of 
solid rocket boosters. The stiffener i s  curved I-beam. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 





FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
- 
8 .00  0. 160 
Table I11 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB PROTUBERANCES - PS17 
GENERAL DESCRLPTION: Electrical connecting box mounted on top of P s i 4 .  
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 







Centerline of box located 15 deg inboard from 
vertical plane of symmetry. 
'TabXc; Ui (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SRB PROTUBERANCE - PS 
GENERAL DESCRPTION: Tie-down fixtures mounted on the aft skirt .  Total 
of four founted 30 deg. on both sides of vertical plane of symmetry. 
MODEL SCALE: 0,020 
DRAWING NO. : None 
DIMENSIONS: 
Sta. of leading edge ( x ~ )  
Sta. of Trailing Edge (XB) 
Max. width, In. 
Height, In. 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
1861.2 37. 224 
1925.2 38.504 
14.2 0. 284 
8 .3  0.166 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SRE PROTUBERANCES - PSlq 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft separation motor pod mounted on aft skirt 
at 25 d e , ~ .  inbaarcl from top vertical plane of symmetry. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : None 
D I M !  NSIONS: 
Width, In. 
Height, In. (at Trailing edge) 
Sweepback of leading edge, deg. 




Table 111 (Contld) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - P T l  
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Lightning rod attached to E T nose.  
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 




FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Table I11 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PTZ2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left-hand electr ical  conduit line on Ta . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, VL78-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: X~ 1084.333 21.687 
Y~ - 99.591 - 1.992 
% - 139.620 - 2.794 
X~ 2058.00 41.16 
*T - 99.491 -1.992 
Trailing edge at: 
Z~ - 139.620 -2.794 
Conduit s ize : 2.0 x 6.0 0.04 x 0.12 
Centerline of line located r ad ia l  l y  a t  (P = 35. 5 deg. 
Table I11 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: LO2 RECIRCULATION LINE - PTZ3 
GENERAL DESCRIFTION: LOZ recirculation line on right-band upper side 
of T28, 
MODEL SCALE: 0 .020  
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062B , Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: X~ 1040.667 20.813 
Y~ 94.169 1.883 
z~ 540.934 1 1  11.817 
X~ 206 2.9 20 41.258 
Y~ 70.00 I .  40 
z~ 573.934 11.479 
Trailing edge at: 
Diameter of line 4 .00  0.080 
Centerline of l ines  located radially at Q) = 330 45' 
(Right of TDC looking forward). 
Table I11 (Contld) 
MODEL COMPONENT: LH2 RECIRCULATION LINE - PTZ4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LH2 recirculation line on TZ8. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062B. Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: X~ 1040.667 20.8 13 
*T - 94.169 - 1.883 
Z~ 540.934 11.819 
Trailing edge at: X T 2062.920 41.258 
Y~ - 70.00 - 1.400 
Z~ 573.934 11.479 
Diameter of line 4.0 0.080 
Centerline of l ine located radially a t  Q) = 33'45' 
(Left of TDL looking forward). 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PT25 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right-hand aft electrical conduit line on T28 
with LH2 pressure sensor line and LOX vent valve actuator line. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leadirg edge at: X~ 1084.333 21.687 
Y T 99.591 I .  992 
z~ 139.620 2. 792 
Trailing edge at: X~ 2058.000 41. 16 
Y~ 99.591 I. 992 
z~ 139.620 2. 792 
Conduit size 2.0 x 6.0 0.04 x 0.12 
Centerline of line located radially a t  @ = 35. 5 deg. 
Table 111 (Conttd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: LOX PRESSURE LINE - PT26 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX pressure line on the TZ8. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DIME NS IONS : 
Leading edge at: X~ 
Trailing edge at: XT 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
360.733 7. 215 
15. 145 0. 303 
407.718 8. 154 
2083.5 41. 670 
63.25 1. 265 
609.00 12. 180 
Line diameter 2.0 0. 040 
Centerline of line located radially a t  @ = 27 deg. 
Table 111 (Conttd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ELECTRICAL LINE - PTZ7 
GENERAL DESCRZPTION: Electr ical  conduit on the right-hand forward 
section of TZ8. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000062B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: X~ 360.733 7.215 
Y~ 11.549 0.23 1 
z~ 412.474 8.250 
Trailing edge at: X~ 876.273 17.525 
YT 226.114 4.5 22 
z~ 646.774 12.935 
Centerline of conduit located radially a t  @ = 47. 5 deg. 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT : RUDDER - R6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter rudder (identical to 
con-!R w-r! 
MODEL SCALE: 0 ,020  




Area - F t  
Span (equivalent) - In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord - In, 
Outb'd equivalent chord - In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
tota l  surface chord 
A t  Inb'd equiv. chord 
A t  Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 






9 1 . 5 8 5  
50.833 
Hingel i product  of area & c) 
Area Moment . , f t3  








Table I11 (Cont td)  
MODEL COMPONENT : BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - S,, - 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : The BSRM is a n  e x t e r n a l  wrowulsion svs t em 
. . .  I\arhlch r e a n d  Taftere BSRM's can  
be  r e f u r b i s h a d - y -  
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 
DRAWING NUMBER : VC77-000002C. VC70- 000002A, VC72-OOOOOZC 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Lengih - In. 1789.60 35.792 
M a x  width( Tank Dia. ) , In* 146.00 2 .92  
Max Depth (Aft Shroud Dia. ), In. 208.20 4. 164 
Fineness Ratio 8 .596 8 .596 
Area - F t 2  




W P  of BSRM Centerl ine (XT) 400.00 8. 00 
FS of BSRM nose (XT) 743.0 14.86 
B P  of BSRM centerl ine ( X  T) 250.5 5.010 
Table 111 (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT : EXTERNAL TANK - T ~ R  
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : 
NOTE: Dimensions are to tank structural OML, TPS not included). 
MODEL SCALE: 0 . 0 2 0  
DIMENSIONS : 
Length - In. 








FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Table 111 (Conttd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - Vg 
CZENERAL DESCRIPL*;ON: Configuration 140C orbiter vertical tail 
MODEL SCALE: 0.020 - 
DIMENSIONS : 
TOTAL DATA 
krea (Theo) - F C ~  
man. o m  
Span ( ~ h e o )  - In.  
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords : 
Root ( ~ h e o )  iJP 
Tip (~heo )  VP 
Wr C 
F'us. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of -25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Idedge :ingle - Deg. 
Trailing Wedge k a l e  - Deg. 
Leading Edge Radius 
Void krea 
Blanketed Area 
FULL SCALE M=:L SCALE 
Table 111 (Con1 Id)  
WDFL :9XWNENT : W ING-U : : 
b 
?!NEW- i > E S C S : o T I O N : ~ ~  to  WI ~ o t  airfoil hickness.  Dihedral 
angle is along trailing edge of wing. Geometric twit37 = 0 .  . 
&DEL SCALE: 0 . 0 2 0  
7.S' YZ . 
-
DWG. NO. VL7O-000 140A. -000200 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area Cqeo.) ft2 
?lanform7 
Span :The0 In. 
Aspec2 Sat io 
Rate of Taper 
T a ~ e r  !?atto 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Inc 'Oence Ayle , degrees 
Aemdynamf c Twi st,  degrees 
Sweep Sack Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
T r a i  1 i ng Edge 
0.25 Element l.1 ne 
chords : 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. o f  .25 VdC 
wIP, o f  .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area (Theo) ~t~ 
Span, (Theo) In. BPI08 






Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC 
W;P. o f  .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
A l r f o i l  Section (Roclotnll Mod MA) 
XXXX-64 
Root b = 
-z 
L 
3ata f o r  (1) of (2) Sides 
Leaddng Edge Cuff 
Plancorm Area ct 
Lead7ng Edge Inte~~sects FUS M. L. @ Sta 
Lead 139 Edge Lntarsects w?ng @ Sta  
77 
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TABLE IV. - PRESTURE TAP NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS 
ORBITER FUSELAGE i"m 
STA GiL 
















ORB. BODY FLAP - UPPER SURFACE 











































































































Y 0 I zo I Tap 
BL WL ! No. 
h T  4 DEG. 
STA 
19.0 800 

























SRB (1nsi.de skirt) 






























C~ C 1. Positive directions of force coefficients, mtw 
moment coefficients, and ungles are 
indicated by arrows 
2. Forclarity, originsofwindund stability 
axes have been displaced from the cenrer 









FiguIoe 1. - A x i s  systems. 
Figure 2. - In tegra ted  space s h u t t l e  veh i c le  launch con f i gu ra t i on .  
a. Model 88-OTS Installation, Front View 
Fiqure 3. - Model phctographs. 
b .  Model 88-01s Installation,  Rear View 
Figure 3 .  - Conr-luded. 
Page intentionally left blank 
DATA FIGURES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE INF!YRMhT!CU 
( RE4X28 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS ( S H 8  OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 .000 ,600 3.400 SREF 2630.0203 SC.Cr. 
( RF4XAO I ARC !1-023 IA80 OTS fSRB OFF ! (SSME OFF I ,000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREc !203.3"2 :\. 
( RE4X90 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS (SRB OCF , (SSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 .63O 3.403 BQEc !29L:.3f23 IN. 
( RE4X74 I ARC 11-023 1 A 8 O  OTS (SRB CFF I (SSME OFF 1 8.000 .OOO .600 3.430 X"2P .@c",'3 :S.  YWQP .C":!. 
ZY2P ., n-n > :\. - - ~  
SCALE .02C3 
I 
--""""*--yIljnllnl.lll..lll...Ill.lj..l..illt;lll. 1 . 1  8 4 
i 1 I I/'- 1 2  
.- -p 1 
1 1 1 1 I  y'l/,),J 1 + 1 , -  :
! t I i .. 
I 1 i I i 
LLL-L--L-----L-L 









- 4  -3 -2  - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
' G .  4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING OK WING LOADS I N  P!TCH,MACH=0.6 PLUXES CFF 
B E T A  = .00 PAC-E 
O A T A  SET SYti6OL CDNF IGURAT ION OESCRIPT ION ELV-le ELV-OH MACH RN/L REFEREYCE ! W C W R A T ! 5 \  
( RE.iX28 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I 1SSHE OFF I .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 SREF 2690 .C!CC"SO .Fr . 
( RE4XAO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SQB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I .000 4.000 .600 3.4CO :REF !2C:!.325C :hi. 
( RE4X90 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 1SSUE OFF I 4.C00 4.000 .SO0 3.493 BREF 12S.S.3C23 : V .  
( REJX74 1 A9C 11-023 1,480 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 8.000 .OGO ,600 3.430 XUQP . Cnn^ .,-, : Y .  
Y " R 0  .---. n-fiq :v .  
ZYRP .CrSL! 1'4. 
SCALE .OXC 
DATA SET S Y ~ B O L  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-15 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
( RE4X28 1 ARC 11-053 1~00 07s CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 ,000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 5O.F'. 
( RE4XAO 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  1s CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 .COO 4.000 -600 3.400 LREF 1293.3033 A\ .  
C RE4X90 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OCF I (SSUE OFF 1 4.000 4000 .600 3.400 BREF L290.3CCS I & .  
( RE4X74 I AQC 11-023 ih90 3TS (SRB OFF I (SSHE CFF 1 8.000 ,000 .600 3.400 XMQP .COZO l h .  
YMRP .CC3C :\. 
ZMRP 
F I G .  4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON W I Y G  LCADS !N PiTCH,FACH=O.S PLUPES C T  
( A I B E T A  = - . C)C! p.;\SE - 
D A T A  SET SYMOL C O N F ~ G ~ A T I O N  DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ~ A C H  RN/L REFERENCE !NFfQf'C7!CU 
( RE4X20 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 0 0  O ~ S  ~ S R B  OFF I ( S S ~ E  O;F .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 SREF 26'30.OFC SC . S T .  
( RE4X84 I ARC 11-023 IAEO O ~ S  (SRB OFF I [SSnE OFF I 8.COO 2.000 .6!30 3-40!! LREC 12'30.33'r: :',. 
( RE4X53 I ARC !I-023 1 ~ 8 0  0"s (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I 8.000 4.000 .50C 3.40C BGEF 1293._3_0:: ::. 
C RE4X64 1 ARC !I-023 IA80 0"s (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I 8.300 - 4  .000 .600 3 . 4 ~ 0  m e D  v r Q ?  ...i+ - -n- . .. 
.,"I :\. 
ZPQ? .t,';0 :hi. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
16. 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=0.6 PLWES CFF 
I B E T A  = .OO PAGE 4 
GATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-00 ~ A C H  RN/L REFERENCE INFORUArlOhl 
( RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSUE OFF 1 .WO .WO .600 3.400 SREF 2530.0900 SO-FT.  
C RE4X84 I ARC 11-023 !A80 01s [SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 12'33.3CC1 !\. 
( RE4X53 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 01s (SRB OFF I [SSME CFF I 8.C09 4.000 .600 3.430 BQEF 1232.30CO :h. 
( RE4X64 I ARC 11-023 IABO O'S (SRB OFF 1 [SSME OFF I 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.4CO XNRP .S?3C :\. 
YMQP 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 2 3 4 . 
ANGLE UF ATTACK.  ALPHA. ~ E G R E E S  
FIG, 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING CN WINS LOADS IN PITCY,MACH=0.6 PLUYES CLF 
CAIBETA z .0@ PASE r; -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlOhl DESCRIPTION ELY-16 ELV-08 MhtH RY'L REFERENCE 1NFfF"hT !34 
( RE4X28 1 W ARC 11-023 IA0O OTS (SUB OFF 1 (SSM OFF 1 .W0 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 26SO..?XC C C . F T .  ( RE4X84 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS ~ S R B  OFF I (SSnE OFF 1 8.000 2.000 .600 '.400 LREF : "33 .3CCC . 2 .  ( RE4X53 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 8REF i293.3CC2 ' 2 .  1 RE4X64 1 AQC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF ) 8.@(?0 -2.OOC .6CO 3.400 x"RP .CCCC :'. 
VY!?P .cr,':: :'.. 
Z"3P .crc: .u. 
SCAbE . J 2 C C  
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHAS DEGREES 
FIG.  4 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON W lNG LOACS I N  PITCH, MACHXI .6 PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 8 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION  EL^-10 ELV-08  MAC^ RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( RE4X29 ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 t S S M ~  OFF ! .000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690 .OD00 SO .FT . 
( RE4XAI 1 ARC 11-023 !ha0 07; (SRB OFF [SSnE OFF J .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1293.33CC AN. 
( RE4X91 1 ARC I!-023 !A00 OTS (SRB OFF 1 [SSnE OFF 1 4.000 4.009 .900 4.250 8REF !2$0.30C3 iN. 
[ R54K75 ) ARC 1 1 - 3 3  !+a0 oT5 [SRB CFF [SSME OFF e.000 .90C .900 4.250 XP?P Y R? .03X :h. 
.03CZ I \ .  
ZHRP .03C3 : h .  
SCALE -029s 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING O t i  'n'!hiS LC4DC I V  PITCY,PACH=O .9 ??U?ES Z F F  
PA,YE .-. C4!6ETA = . QC! 
D A T A ' S E T  SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-10 E L ~ - J B  XAfH 4WL REFEi?E+CE 1 hFzq. .q  7 : S'< 
( RE4X29 1 ARC 11-073 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSM OFF 1 ,000 ,900 .900 4,250 SREC ?69E).CXCC SS .='. 
( RE4XAI I ARC 11-023 1A80 UTS (SRB OFF 1 (SS5E OFF 1 ,000 4.000 ,900 4.253 :REF .202,jCC3 :'\. 
1 RE4X91 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (S4B OFF 1 (SSME OFF I 4 .OOO 4.000 ,903 4.250 89EF :29C,.32C2 :%. 
[ RE4X75 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 8.000 .000 .900 4.252 xFR? vw?o .CCCC :h. 
.Ci'2? :\. 
ZVRD .$3^ , :i. 
SCALE . ,2CS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. A L t H A .  DEGREES 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PiTCH.YACH=0.9 PLUYES CFF 
( A I B E T A  = .OO PASE 8 
OATA SET svnea~ c o t w t m ~ r i o ~  ~ s c ~ ~ ~ r r w  ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFEREME I N C ~ ~ T J  ON 
C RE4X29 I B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSWE OFF 1 .O@Q .MXI ,900 4.250 SREF 2693.WW SO-Ff. 1 RE4XA1 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF ) (SSHE OFF I .90G 4.OW .9CO 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ! RE4X91 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 .9W 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X75 I ARC 11-023 fA8O OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 -000 .9f0 4.250 
XHRP YR
.000C ih.  
.ODD3 IN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACF=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 3 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
I RE4X29 1 B ARC 11-023 !A60 OTS fSRB OFF I CSSM OFF 3 -000 .000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.OCOO S0.F C RE4X85 I AIiC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 2.000 -900 4.250 LREF 12'30.33u"O IN. C RE4X54 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 4.000 a900 4.250 UREF 1293.3360 IN. C RE4X65 1 ARC 11-073 !A80 QTS CSRB OFF CSSME OFF I 8.000 -4.000 -900 4.250 XMRP .92CD IN. 
YMRP .B?C3 IS. 









































-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* OEGREES 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH* MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 10 
OATA SET SVCIBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTIMJ ELV- 18 
C RE4X29 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB W F  i CSSHE OFF I 
t RE4XBS 1 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB OFF ) CSSHE OFF I 
C RE4X54 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSEE OFF I 
( RE4X65 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 3 















-4 -3  -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ILPHA. OEGREES 
G. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WIN@ LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=O .9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE : !.
OATA SET SVneOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C RE4X29 1 B ARC 11-023 !ABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF 1 -000 .000 .900 4.2W SREF 2690.0000 S0.F C RE4XBS ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 2.030 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3W0 IN. ( RE4X54 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3030 IN. t RE4X65 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 0.000 -4.000 .SO0 4.250 XKRP ,0030 :N. 
YVRP .OC03 IN. 











































-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ILPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH*MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
[AIBETA = .OO PAGE : 1 
DATA SET S iYtlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-dB HbCH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSM OFF 1 .000 .OCO .900 4.250 SREF 26SO.OCOO SQ.FT, 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OfS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 .000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.30CO IN. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF J 8.000 4.000 .930 4.250 BREF 1250.3000 1N. 
ARC 11-025 rA8O-OTS (SRB OFF I CSSMZ OFF I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XMRP .0003 IN. 
VMRP .DO00 IN. ---- 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .O?OO 
-- 
I 7-  I 
-4 -3 -2 -1  b i 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 12 
OATA SET SYneOL CWIGURITION MSCRlPTlON 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS [SRB OFF I ISWE OFF I 
C RE4XA2 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 ISSHE OFF 1 
( RE4X92 I ARC 11-013 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF I 
C RE4X76 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 
ELV-IB ELV-08 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
8REF 1290.3C00 IK. 
XnRP .0000 IN. 
VHRP .DODO IN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING BN WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=¶. 1 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 13 
OATA SET S Y W L  CONFItURATlON MSCRiPTION ELV-1% ELY-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IKfBRMhTlCN 
C RE4Y.30 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF O CSSCIE OFF 3 .000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2650.CC00 53.FT. 
C RE4XA2 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 .000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1230.30CG IN. 
C RE4X92 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 12UO.3CG3 IN. 
C RE4X76 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 XFRP .CCZD ! N . YPRP .EGG0 IN. 
ZRRP .CSOO 1.4. 
SCALE .0203 
DATA SE T SYWBOL CWIGURATI(SN MSCRtPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE I hTORHAT ION 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB OFF CSSM EFF I .000 .000 1 .I00 4,250 9 E F  2690.0000 SQ.FT 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSME OFF 1 .000 4.000 1.100 4.252 <REF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC !1-023 IA8O O i S  CSRB OFF I (SSUE OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.215 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I ARC 11-C23 lh8O OTS iSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 .000 1 .I00 4-250 XURP .GO20 IN. YURP .DOC8 I N .  
ZURP .OD00 IN. 
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON SET7 ING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MAC!+l. 1 PLUMES OFF 
[AIBETA = .00 PAGE 15 
DATA SET SVMOL CONFIWlRATlON OESCRlPTlCWJ ELV-10 ELV-08 MCH RNfL REFERENCE INFORUATION 
C RE4X30 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSS O f f  1 .OW ,000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0COO SO-FT. 
C RE4X86 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 8.000 2.000 1 .I00 4.250 tREF I290.3GCO ttu. 
C RE4X55 1 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSHE OFF 3 B.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3020 IN. 
[ RE4X66 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 ! -100 4.250 XYRP .occn IW. 
YNRP .COO0 IN. 
ZHRP .CCDO IN. 
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF ELEVCJN SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=l .I PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 16 
DATA SET SYtlRCL 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO 0 7 s  [SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 01s CSRB OFF 
1 CSSnE W F  1 
I CSStiE OFF 1 
I (SSnE OFF I 
I CSSHE OFF I 
4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.250 XHRP .OC)o IN. 
YtlRP .0030 IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, MACH=l .1 PLUMES OFF . - -  
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE !7 
DATA SET SY)rBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFEREME INFORMATION 
C RE4X30 ) B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS lSRB OFF I tSSN WF I .000 .000 1.100 4.250 SFEF 2690,0000 S3.FT. ( RE4X86 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I [SSP!€ OFF I 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3005 !N. C RE4X55 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSflE OFF I 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 SREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X66 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF I 8.000 -4 -000 1 ,100 4 -250 
XKRP Vn .OGOO IN. 
.0003 IN. 
































F IG . 6 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON W lNG LOADS IN PI TCH. MACH=l.l PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = . 00 PAGE I8 
DATA SET SVneOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFURMAT ION 
C RE4X31 I ARC 11.-023 I A90 Of S CSRB OFF I (SSnE: WF I -000 -000 1.250 4.251) SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4XA3 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSWE OFF I .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X93 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRR OFF > SSSWE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 1N. 
C RE4X7 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSWE OFF 3 e.OW .a00 1.250 4.250 XllRP YER  ,0000 1%- 
,0000 IN. 
MRP ,0000 :N. 
SCALE ,0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF ELEYON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=lm25 PLUMES OFF 
tA)BETA = .00 PAGE 19 
DATA SET SYneOL CONFIG3RATlON OESCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH R I / L  REFERENCE INFORRATION 
[ RE4X31 1 W ARC 1 1 - 5 3  IAE)D OTS CSRB O F F  3 C S M  WF 1 ,000 .000 1.250 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 50.Ff. C RE4XA3 1 ARC : 1 - ~ 2 3  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 cssw OFF 3 .# 4.000 1.250 4.250 rREF 1290.3050 IN. [ RE4X93 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 ( S S W  OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF t290.3030 IN. C RE4X77 1 ARC 11-023 1,180 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF ) 8.000 .W0 1.250 4.250 XRRP .ODC0 IM. YllRP ,0023 1Y. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF ELEVCJN SETTING ON WI#6 LOADS I N  PITCH.MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
( A I B E T A  = .OO PAGE 263 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFI~WRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MCH RN/L REFERENCE IWMIHATlON 
C RE4X31 1 B ARC 11-023 1AW) OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSa OFF I .000 -000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.Fr ( RE4XA3 1 ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSS6 OFF 1 .OW 4.000 1.2M 4.250 LREF 1290.3503 IN. t RE4X93 I . ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSHE OFF 1 4.OCO 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 123?2.3003 ZX. C RE4K77 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB OFF I CSSIIE OFF I 0.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XWRP .95133 IN. 
YYRP .COO3 tV .  
ZVRP .OCC3 AN. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACHz:.25 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 P ASE 2 :  
DAYA SET SYHBOL C M I W I R A T I O N  DESCRIP710N 
:REJX31 I ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSY4E OFF I .OW .WO 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.a000 5Q.i 
: RE1156 1 8 ARC 11-013 , A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSWE OFF 3 0.m 4.000 1,250 4.2% LREF 1193.10Z0 !N. 
BREF 1290.3000 I-b. 
XMP .a000 iy. 
YMRP .3SCO .h. 
ZnRP .OD03 :hi. 
SCA1.E .tZCO 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH*MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 22 
OATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATIMJ OESCRIPTIW ELV-le nu-oe HACH RNJL REFERENCE I M ~ A T I ~  
C RE4X31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF I .000 -000 1.2W 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4X56 1 fl ARC 1 1-023 ll8O OTS LSRB O f f  3 C S M  OFF 1 8.000 4.000 l.Z!S 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3MlO IN. 
XMRP .OM10 IN. 
YtRP ,0330 IN. 










































FIG. 7 EFFECT 3F ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH. MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF *.- 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 23 
.'- 
OA>A SET SYneOL CONFlOURATtON M S C R l F T l O N  ELV-19 ELV-DB MACH RN/L REFERENCE IHFORHATlOY 
CRE4X31 ARC 11-023 lAeO OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSM OFF .000 .008 1.250 4 . a 0  SREF 2690.0000 5if2.Fr. 
I RE4X56 1 0 ARC 11-023 1 1 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 (5S.E OFF I 0.000 4 . 0 0 0  1.25C 4 .250  LREF 1293.3330 3V. BREF XKRP 1230.30CO IY. 
.00C3 ! N. 
YHRP ,0033 IN. 
Z M R P  .GSOC IU. 
SCALE . O M 3  
FIG. 7 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH.MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 24 
OATA SET SYWOL CGWIGURATIW DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB NACH RN/L REFERENCE fNFORnAflON 
I RE4X32 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I tSH4E WF I .000 .OM) 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
I RE4XA4 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X94 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSHE OFF 1 4.000 4.00" 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X78 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 8.000 .00, 1.400 4.250 XURP .OD00 IN. 
YrnP .OD00 IN. 
ZtlRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG.  8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOAOS I N  PITCH,MACH=i .4 PLUMES OFF ,.A* - 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 25 
DATA SET SYneOL CONFlGURATlON OESCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCFWTIMJ 
( RE4X32 1 B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SUB OFF 1 CSW OCF 3 .000 .000 1.400 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. ( RE4XA4 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSM OFF 1 -000 1.000 1.400 d.250 CREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X94 I ARC 11-023 fABO OTS CSRB OFF 2 CSSME OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4X78 I ARC 11-323 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF J CSSUE OFF 3 8.000 ,000 1.400 4.250 XURP ,0000 IN. 
YFIRP -0000 IN- 
Z.WP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .02W 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* OEGREES 
FIG. 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 26 
DATA SET SYnBRL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-DB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
C RE4X32 I ARC 1 1 -023 I A80 Of S [ SRB OFi? ) (SSI.1E OFF I ,000 .OD0 1.400 4.250 SREF 265il.0000 SO.Ff. 
( RE4XA4 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF I ~ S S ~ E  OFF I .OW 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4X94 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I ( S M  OFF 3 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.2'50 BREF 1290.3000 IN* 
[ ~ ~ 1 x 7 8  I ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS [SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 8.000 .ooo I .400 4.250 XMRP .OOOO IR. YMRP .OD00 IN: 
ZMRP .OM)O IN. 
-4  -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=l.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 27 
DATA SET SVneOL CONF1WC)ATION DESCRlPTlWJ ELV-I8 ELV-68 HACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORWAT!dN 
C RE4X32 ) ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF I 
I RE4lS7 1 ARC 1 1-023 !A80 DTf LSRB OFF I CSSHE QFF I -000 -000 1.400 4 . a  SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
C RElX68 ) 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 I&. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB OFF I ISSnE (IFF 1 8-000 -4rOOO 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000- IN. 
YMRP .0000 IK. 
ZRRP .OCOO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
I 
FIG. 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 28 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFlCURATlON DESCRlPTIffl ELV-18 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE IIJFMmATlCN 
ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF 1 t S S M  OFF ) I EE:% : ARC 1 , -on  lneo 01s csne w F  1 csaE o w  3 .OW .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690,0000 S3.FT. 8.000 4.000 1.400 4 . 2 M  LREF 1290.3000 1%. 
( RE4X68 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSRE OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 Ih 
XMRP .OD00 !'. 
Y M4P .oooo : 
ZMRP .OOOO : 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON V ING LOADS IN PITCH, MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF - - -  
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 23 

DATA SET S Y ~ B O L  CWIGURATIMJ RESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 . NACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnAT ICN 
C RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS iSRB OFF CS% WF I .000 .000 ' .6M) 3.400 SREC 2690.0000 SQ-FT. 
C RE4XAO I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB OFF I tSStE OFF I .OW 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290,3WO IN. 
C RE4X9O I ARC 11-023 SABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSWE OFF 3 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X74 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSS OFF I 8.000 .OR0 .600 3.400 XHRP -0000 IN. 
YnRP .CEiOO IN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=0.6 PLUMEOFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 31 
DATA S T  SYneOL COrYIGURAftONDESCRIPTlON ELV-ID ELV-W MACH W L  REFERENCE INFORMT!CN 
C RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS C S ? B  OFF I CSSME WF I .LWl -000 -600 3.400 SREF 2600.0000 SO.Ft. 
C REIXAO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF 3 .OOO 4.000 .600 3.430 LREF 1290.3003 I N .  
C REIXSO 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSnE OFF 3 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3CX IN. 
C RE4XZ4 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSHE OFF 3 8.00 .000 ,600 3.400 XHRP ,0503 IN. 
YURP .oca I \*  
ZHRP . C O M  ZK. 
SCALE .02CE 
F I  
C A I  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
G. 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON .ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  i?:TCHBH=0.6 PLtiMEOFF 
BETA = . 00 PAGE 32 
OATA SET 
C RE4XZB 3 
C RE4X84 ) 
t RE4X53 1 
t RE4X64 I 
FIG. S EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=0.6 PLURECFF 
tA lBETA = .OO PAGE 33 
DATA K T  SYIIBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTlON ELV-18 ' ELV-W MACH RWL REFERENCE INFORHATI@ 
C REIN28 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 0 0  OTS CSRB OFF I csw OFF 1 ,000 .OOO .SO0 3.400 SREF 2699.0000 53.FT. 
C RE4X84 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnf OFF 1 0.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 129C.3050 SX. 
t RE4X53 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 e.000 4.000 .6M) 3.400 BREF 1290,300C !N. C RE4X64 3 ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSRB OFF I C S S  OFF 3 8.000 -4.000 -600  3.400 X W  YtlR1RP .COCCI ,N- 
.0:00 !U. 













































FIG. 9 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH.M=O.G PLUN33FF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 34 
T SYMBOL CWIWRATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-dB RAW RNn. REFERENCE t NFQRnAY lUN 
' I  1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 0 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSK OFF I .000 ,000 .SO0 4.254 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FV. ARC ! f -023 IABO OTS {SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 ,000 4.000 -900 4,250 LREF 129O.mO IM- 
1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS r SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 4.000 4.000 .SOU 4.Z0 M F  1m.XICO IN. 
I AQC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSNE OFF I e . 0 ~  ,000 .m 4.80 xm .00~:0 :N. 
Y W  .WCO IX. 
ZnRP . o m  lh.  
SCALE .OZCO 
-4 -3 -2 -1 i 2 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
G. 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MBWENT I N  PITCH,M=0.9 PLUKESFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 35 
ELV-18 E L V - M  HACK RN/L REFERENCE 1MCSHAT:CY 
I CSUIE UFF I .OW .000 .900 4.250 SWF 2699.OOOC SC.FT. 
I CSSS OFF 3 .000 4.000 .900 4.25C LREF 1290.3CC3 :..'. 
I CSSM OFF I 4.000 4.000 -900 4.250 aREF 1293.3333 j) .  
8.000 .000 -903 4.2% Xt!9P VYR .CCC3 +. 
.03CB '%. 
ZrRP .COC3 ..U. 
Sf ALE .02f?C 
FIG. 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=0.9 PLUKEOFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 36 
DATA SET SYneOL CONFIGURATION (IESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RNIL REFERENCE INFORVAT If3N 
C RE4X29 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSN WF 1 .OW -000 .SO0 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 9-FT. 
L RE4XBS I ARC 11-023 1h80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OSF I 8.000 2.000 .SO0 4.250 LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
( RE1X54 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSRB OFF 1 LSSffE OFF I 8.000 4.000 .300 4.250 BREf 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X65 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSWE OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XNRP Y H .OOOO IN. .OCUO IX. 
ZMRP .OD03 IN. 
SCALE .02G3 
7 
FIG. 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HlNGE MOMENT I N  PITCH.M=0.9 PLUNEBFF 
PAGE 37 * - .  (AIBETA = .OO 
~. 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPllON ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORNATICN 
( RE4X29 I B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSM S F  f ,000 .W0 ,900 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. I. RE4X85 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSM OFF 1 8.000 2.000 -900 4.2'50 :REF lZS0.3000 IN. T RE4XS4 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSK OFF 6.000 4.000 ,300 ' 4.250 %REF 1290.3000 IN. dE4X65 I ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRE OFF I CSSUE OFF I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XHRP .OOOO :N. Y !¶RP .0000 iN. 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA*  DEGREES 
FIG. 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN KINGE HBflENT I N  P1TCH.M-0.9 PLUMEBFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 38 . 
C 
Z 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORHATION 
( RE4X3O I ARC 11-023 :A80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 (SU(E OFF 1 .000 .OW 1 . I 0 0  4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4XA2 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X92 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X76 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF 1 8.000 -000 1.100 4.250 XNRP Y ff  .OCCD !N . 
.CDOO iN. 













































FIG. 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH.M=l.l PLUMECFF 
[ A I B E T A  = .00 PAGE 33 
DATA SET S Y ~ ~ G L  CONC~GURAT ION DESCRIPT I w ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORnATIOV 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS [SRB OFF I ~ S S M  OFF I ,000 ,000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.QC00 SQ.Ff. 
[ RE4XA2 1 ARC 11 -023 fA8O OTS (SRB OFF I CSSWE OFF I ,000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1293.3050 IN. 
( RE4X92 I ARC 1 1-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.100 4,230 6liEF 1220.3000 IN* 
C RE4X76 I ARC 11-023 l A00 076 CSRB OFF 1 t SSME OFF I 8.000 ,000 1.100 4.239 XMRP YH  ,0000 r ~ .  . IN. 
ZMRP .0300 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTINE 9N ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH.M=I.l PLUHEOFF 
(AIRETA = .OO PAGE 40 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIOURATION MSCRIPTll%4 ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE !WORM " ICN 
( REIN30 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSS)IE OFF 3 . O N  .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. 
C RE4X86 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 8.000 2.000 1 .I00 4.290 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
t RE4X55 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 4.000 I .I00 4.250 BREF i250.300(3 1N. 
[ RE4X66 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB.OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 8.000 -4.000 1.100 4.250 XMRP Y  
.OD03 
.occ:: ;: 












































FIG. 1 1  EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=l .I PLUMEOFF . .*  
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 4 'i 
. 
DATA SET SYIWOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlQN ELV-I8 ELY-OB MACH W L  REFERENCE IMMZUAT lb)J 
[ RE4X30 1 B ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSrK OFF 1 .000 .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S3.=T. ( RE4X86 1 ARC 11 -023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 0.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3600 IN. C RE4X55 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4X66 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSStlE OFF 1 8.000 -4.00 1 .I00 4.250 XtlRP .CBCO IN. YrnP .OOOO IN. 













































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* OEGREES 
FIG. 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  P1TCH.M-1.1 PLUMEOFF 
IAIBETA = .OO PAGE 42 
G;.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-1'0 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORUATlOrJ 
C REIX31 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SR8 OFF I CSSN OFF 1 .000 ,000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.fT. 
[ RE4XA3 ARC 11-023 lAEO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 I N -  
[ RE4X93 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSUE OFF ) 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X77 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSUE OFF I 8.000 .OOO 1.250 4.250 XURP .CCOD IN. YMR? .COD0 I N .  
ZMRP .OC00 Ih- 
SCALE .0203 
FIG. 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITL-.X=1.25 PLUMEOFF 
( B I B E T A  = .OO PAGE 43 
DATA SET SYHBM. CWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlC'I 
C RE4X31 I B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB WF I (SSS OFF I a 0 0 0  .OW 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. C RE4XA3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF C S S ~  OFF I .WO 4.000 1 . ~ 0  4.250 LREF 1290.300n IN. ( RE4X93 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS [SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3C03 IN. C RE4X77 I ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 .00  ^ 1.250 4.250 
XRRP YU .COG0 OCOO IN.  















































FIG. 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH.M=1.25 PLUMEOFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 44 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT ION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlCN 
[ RE4X3 1 ARC 11-023 iA00 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSNE OFF 1 .000 .000 1.230 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
( RE4X56 1 B ARC 1 1-023 1180 015 11138 OFF 1 C SSHE OFF 1 8.000 4.900 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF XURP 1290.3C00 IN. 
.ODD0 1s. 
YXRP .OD00 I K .  
zmp .OCOO IS. 
SCALE -0203 
---- 
FIG. 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH,H=1.25 PLUMEOFF 
6AlBETA = .OO PAGE 45 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTlON ELV-10 ELV-OB MACH W/L REFERENCE INFORUATION 
t RE4X31 1 ARC 11-023 I A e O  OTS 1SRB OFF 1 CSSNE WF 1 .OMJ .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.CT. 
C RE4X56 1 8 ARE L 1-023 1 A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 C S S I E  (YF 1 8.000 4.000 I .250 4.2M LREF 1290.3000 !R. BREF 1290.3000 .ha 
XHRP -0000 IN. 
YWP .CGCO !X. 
ZRRP .C300 .hr. 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACN. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCHIM=1.25 PLUMEGFF 
[AIBETA = .OO PAGE 4s 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFtCURATlDN DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATICN 
C RE4X32 I B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSS* OFF .OM) .000 1.400 4.2'50 U K F  $690.OE)OC SQ.FT. ( RE4XA4 I ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF I ,000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF -290.3000 IN. C RE4X94 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF CSSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.253 BREF 1290.3Ci00 IN. C RE4X78 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS lSRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF I 8 .OD0 .OD0 1.400 4.250 XflRP .C933 IN. 
Y NRP .CCOO I Y .  













































- 4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=1.4 PLUYECFF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 47 
OATA SET S Y ~ M  CONFIWRATIW ESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 nAcn RN/L REFERENCE lNFI?RnATICN 
< RE4X32 I ARC 11-023 lA8O 075 CSRB OFF 1 CSSnE: OFF I .000 .OW 1.400 4.250 SREF 2630.0000 S9.F:. 
1 RE4XA4 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF I .W0 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IK- 
( RE4X94 I ARC li-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSUE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 %REF 1290.3C00 IS. 
( RE4X78 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  JTS (SRB OFF 3 (SSM OFF 1 8.000 .WO 1.400 4.250 XnRP -3000 !N. 
YBRP .00C3 .X. 
ZnRP .0CCO :x* 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
IG. 13 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MCMENT IN PITCH.M=I .4 PLWECFF 









Y t W L  CWIGURATION DESCRIPTtON ELV-18 ELV-OB WCH W L  REFEREME IMORnAT IO?r 
ARC 11-023 i,160 OTS CSPQ DFF 1 (SSm OFF 3 .OW .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.Ff. 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF ) 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1230,3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IhBO OTS (SR9 OFF 1 (SSilE 6FF 3 8.000 -4,000 1.400 4.292 SREF 1293.3WG IN. 
xueP .CtD3 IN. 
Y ~ R P  .C303 IN. 
ZWRP .C%3 :u. 
SCALE .G203 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 - I 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH,M=1.4 PLUKECFF - .  
(AIBETA = . 00 DAGE 4 0  
DATA SET SYneOL CONFIWRATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-05 MACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFCRUAViON 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF CSSM OFF .MK) .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
t RE4X57 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF ) CSSHE OFF 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 I N .  
C RE4X68 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I 8.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1293.3QCO 1%. XMRP .(5000 1%. 
YURP .OOOO IU. 
ZMRP .ODOO !a. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3 -2 -! 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
IG. 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTlNG ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH.M=1.4 PLUMEBFF 
IBETA = . 00 PAGE 5G 
DATA SET SYt4EW. CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C RE4Y28 I ARC 11-013 l A e O  OTS (SRB WF 1 CSSW OFF 1 .000 .000 .6W 3.400 SREF 2690.0WO SO-FT. 
[ RE4YAO 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSXE OFF I .000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3C00 Ik. 
( RE4Y90 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 1.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.30011 iN. 
( RE4Y74 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SUB OFF I [SSME OFF I 8.0oO .OOO ,600 3.400 XURP ,3000 I Y .  YHQP .OD03 .N. 
Z ~ Q P  .COC3 ;N. 
SCALE ,0203 
FIG. 14 EFFECT OF ELEVd! SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW. MACH=0.6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 51 
DATA SET SYHBM. CONFIWRATI~ MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-oe nAcH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATlOY 
( RE4Y28 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 -000 -603 3.400 SREF 2690.0009 SO-FT. C RE4VAO I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 4.000 -600 3.400 LREF 1293.30CO IN. 
( RE4Y90 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3CSG I & .  
( RE4Y74 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF I [SSME OFF 1 8.000 .000 ,600 3.400 XRRP .COO0 I \ .  Y n9p .030C I".. 
ZMRP .OD03 :h. 
SCALE ,0200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MStRIPTiON ELV-18 ELV-08 RACH RN/L REFERENCE !NFM(MATICN 
( RE4Y28 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SY1E OFF 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
( RE4YAO I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 .000 4.000 .6GO 3.400 LQEF 1290.3000 IFI. 
( RE4Y9O I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y74 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 8.000 .OOO -600 3.400 XMRP Y
.OOOO I N .  
.OD03 IN. 




FIG. 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH=0.6 PLUHES OFF 
. -.. 
(AIALPHA = .00 PAGE 53 
DATA SET SYflBM CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-0% RACH RN/L REFERENCE INFWATICN 
( RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF I ~ S S M  OFF I .000 .000 ,600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ-Ff. 
( SE4YB4 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS iSRB OFF 1 (SSflE OFF I ' 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 SN. 
( RE4Y53 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 !N. 
( RE4Y64 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 ( S S ~ E  OFF I 8.000 -4.000 -600 3.400 XHRP .OOGO IK. 
vnRP .OOCO I X *  
ZURP .0003 iW. 
SCALE .02G(? 
- - -  
FIG. 14 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW. MACH-0.6 PLUMES CFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 54 
DATA SET SVWL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I N F W k T  ION 
( RE4Y28 1 
!! 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSnE OFF 1 .000 .W0 .6W 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
[ RE4Y84 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF l200.30CC I N .  
( RE4Y53 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3300 IN. 
( RE4Y64 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 ,600 3.400 X ~ ? P  YYRP .OC33 IN. 
.COX? IN. 
ZURP .OOCO ;N. 
SCALE .0200 
3 











































1 RE4Y84 1 
( RE4Y53 I 
C RE4Y64 I 
FIG. 14 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH.0.6 PLUMES (3% 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 56 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlOURAllON MSCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 !A00 07s (SRB OFF I (SSM OFF I -000 ,000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
t RE4YA1 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I -000 4.000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y91 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 ,900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y75 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSM OFF I 8.000 .OCO .900 4.250 XMRP .COOD IW. YMRm .OD03 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .OZOG 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH4.9 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 57 

DATA SET SYtlBOL CONFIGURATlON MSCRlPTlON ELV-10 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
t RE4Y29 ) B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF > (SSnE OFF I -000 .000 .9CO 4.250 SREF 26S0.0000 SOST. C RE4YAl I ARC 11-023 iABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSM OFF 1 .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. (kE4Y91 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 .9110 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4Y7S I ARC 11-023 lAeO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSKE OFF 3 8.000 .OCO . N O  4.250 XMRP VK .OOCO 1N. 
.0030 IN. 
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SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH50.9 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 59 

DATA SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 NAG4 RN/L REFEREME IWORMATION 
( RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB BFF 1 [SSME WF 1 -000 a000 .%W 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
( RE4Y85 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF 1 8.000 2.000 .SO0 4.250 LREF 1190.30Cil IN. 
( RE4Y54 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREf :290.3CC0 IS. 
C RE4Y65 1 ARC l i-023 l A e O  OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 -4.000 .SO0 4.250 XHRP .OC03 IX- 
YRRP .0300 1%. 







































-4  -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = -00 PAGE 6: 
DATA SET SYneOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 RACW RN/L REFERENCE lNFORnATICN 
I RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 (A80 6TS [SRB OFF 1 CSSN OFF I .000 .000 .300 4.250 SREF 2690,0000 S3.FT. 
[ RE4Y85 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB WF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 2.000 3 0 0  4.250 LREF 1290.3300 IN. 
C RE4V54 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSflE OFF I 8.000 4.009 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3003 It;. 
( RE4V65 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSflE OFF 1 B.WO -4.000 .900 4.250 XRRP .OCC3 IN. 
YURP .SC03 i f f  - 
znw .SOSO Ih. 
SCALE .0203 
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS 1N YAW, MACH=0.9 PLUHES OG 
C A I  ALPHA = .OO PAGE 62 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFiGURATfON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
ARL 11-023 I A ~ O  TS CSRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF .wo .ma 1.100 4.250 SREF 269~).ooo~ SO-FT. 
ARC 11-023 lAPO OTS (SMB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 .OW 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1293,3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 4.000 4.300 1.100 4.250 BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABD OTS [SRB OFF I ~SSME OFF I 8.000 -000 1.100 4.250 xnlrt? .CCBO IN. 
Y MRP .COCU IN. 
zna:, .OOOC ;N. 
SCALE .CZCC 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 EFFECT OF ELEVON SE lT ING ON WING L O A D S  I N  YAW. MACHz1 .1  P L U M E S  OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE G 3  
~ A T A  SF7 S Y H ~ ~ Y  CDNFIGlJRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 ~ A C H  R N / i  REFERENCE INFWPAT!CN 
( RE4Y30 1 ARC 11-023 f4BC) ClTS CSRB WF 1 CSU(E OCF I 
( RE4YA2 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSHE OFF 1 
t RE4Y92 3 ARC 11-523 fA@O OTS (SRB OFF I fssnE OFF I 
c ~ € 4 ~ 7 6  1 ARC 11-023 l ~ e o  OTS ~ S R B  OFF I (sSnE OFF I 
-000 .W0 1.100 4.250 SREF i690.GWX)O S O - F T .  
.000 4.000 1 .I00 4.255 LREF 1290.30C3 1X. 
4.000 4.000 1 .lo0 4.2541 BREF :29!:.3003 iN. 
B.000 .000 1.100 4.250 XYRP -0309 :N. 
YWRP .on00 IN. 
ZMR? .OOCO :>. 
SCALE .@2GL: 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
'IG. ! 6  EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW. MACH.1. I PLUMES OFF 
,)ALPHA = .0!3 PA5E 64 
OATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0% HACH RN/L REFERENCE 1 NFORnAT 1MJ 
[ RE4Y3O I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF I .000 .00C 1 . I 0 0  4.250 SREF 2690.?000 SQ.FT. 
C RE4VA2 I. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 -000 4.500 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.2300 IN. 
C RE4Y92 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I [SSME OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 I N -  
[ RE4Y76 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSNE OFF I 8.000 .003 1 .I00 4.250 XMRP Y .0030 IN. -0003 IN. 
ZMR? .0303 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
DATA SET 
FIG. 16 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH=l,l PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 66 
DATA SET SVHBOI. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE lMORUATlW 
C RE4'130 ) ARC 11-023 I A e O  OTS [SRB OFF I tSSHE OFF I ,000 ,000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
C RE4VBS I ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS (SRB OFF ) CSSUE OFF 1 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.30(?t IN. (RE4Y55 ARC 11-023 lA00 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSUE OFF 1 B.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3003 I N *  
( RE4Y66 I ARC 11-023 IA0O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 0.000 -4.000 1,100 4.250 XRRP YM P .OOOO i%. 
,0000 IN. 










































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 16 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH.1 w 1 PLUMES OFF . - -  
(AIALPHA = .OO FASE 67 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUP.;TlON OESCRlPTlON ECV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORRAT!OY 
C RE4Y30 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I .000 .000 1 . I00 4.250 SREF 2600.CO@O 53.F7. 
( RE4Ye6 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SR9 CFF I (SSUE OFF I 8.000 2.000 I .la0 4.250 LREF 1233.32C0 :N. 
( RE4Y55 ARC 11-023 !A80 315 (SRB CFF 1 [SSXE OFF 1 8.OOC 4.003 1.100 4.250 SQC" !2?9.3C,:! I\. 
( RE4166 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSUE OFF I 8.000 -4.COO 1.1CO 4.250 XU"' Y?*SP .CCC3 IY. nn-3 .,, iU. 
on-3 
-.,.. 1%. 
DATA SET SYHEOL CONFIWRATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE lMORMATION 
( RE4Y31 I B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 fSSt4E OFF I .CQO .W0 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. ( RE4YA3 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y93 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y77 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 B.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XHRP .0000 IN. YWRP -0000 iN. 









































-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 17 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW* MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 69 
DATA SET SYnBM. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH R W L  REFERENCE XNFORHATION 
(RE4Y31 1 B ARC 11-023 IABO 015 CSRB OFF I CSSN OFF 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 S F  2690.0000 SO.FT. ( RE4VA3 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y93 1 ARC 11-023 tABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C HE4Y77 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF I tSSHE OFF 1 0.000 .000 1.250 4.250 
XERP Yn  
.COO0 !Y. 
.0000 iN. 
ZMRP .oooo :N. 
SCALE .0200 
SlOESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 17 EFFECT OF ELEVCJN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACHz1.25 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 70 
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT~ON ELV-18 ELV-09 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FIG 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (S48 OFF 1 [SSnE OFF I .000 .000 i .250 4.2M SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 I ;.a0 OTS tSRB OFF 1 [SSM OFF 1 -000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB CFF I (SSflE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3C03 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF I CSSflE OFF I 8.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XHRP -0000 IN. 
Y URP .ODOR IN. 
ZURP .OOGC 1N. 
SCALE .C200 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
17 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACHz1.25 PLUMES OFF 
IAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 71 
DATA SET sYneOt CONFIGIHATI~  MSCRIPTION 
I RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I 
I REIYSh I fl ARC 1 1-023 *A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 ISSHE OFF 1 
ELV-19 ELV-OB MACH W/L REFERENCE INFORMAT I ON 
,000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.00CO SO.FT. 
8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IK. - - - -  - - - -
XURP .WOO i ~ ;  
YMRP .oooo IN. 
ZNRP ,9000 !N . 
SCALE ,0700 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. I7 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING L O A D S  I N  YAW, MACH=I.25 P L U M E S  OFF 
[AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 72 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlON M S C R l P T l O N  ELV-1B ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 
I RE1156 ) fl  ARC 1 1-02) lA8O OTS ISRB OFF 1 ISSME OFF 1 -000 ,000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2S90.0000 SC-FT. 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 I N .  
BREF 1290.3500 IN. 
XHRP .C030 IN. 
YMRP .COO0 :N. 
ZMRP -0900 IN. 
SCALE .020C 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 17 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW* MACH={ .25 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = ,OO PAGE 73  
DATA SET S Y ~ E M  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB nAcn RN/L REFERENCE lMORUATlON 
C RE4Y31 2 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF 1 -000 .OD0 1.250 4.250 SREF 2643.0000 SO.FT. 
I RE1156 1 8 ARC 11 -013 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.m LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
YURP .OCOC IN. 

































-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 17 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW. MACHz1.25 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 74 
DATA SET SYneaL CONFIGURATION MXRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB M C H  RN/L REFERENCE fWORP1ATICN 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW* MACHz1.4 PLUt?ES OFF 
tA14LPHA = .00 PAGE 75 

OATA SET S 
C RE4Y32 I 
( RE4YA4 I 
( RE4Y94 I 
[ RE4Y78 I 
IYHSUL CONFIGURATION MSUZIPTlON ELV-:a ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE I NFBRMAT ! OEJ 
B ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 iSSt4€ OFF 1 .000 .MKI f .4W 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 -000 4.300 1.400 4.250 %REF 929C.3000 IN. ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 %REF 1230.3CCO IN. ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I 8.Q03 .000 1.400 4.250 XMRa .OCOi: IN.  
YMRP .GC3 1%. 
ZMRP ,000C :N. 
SCALE .Die0 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
PHA = .OO PAGE 77 
DATA SET SYHBOL COff1GtJRATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFWHATICN 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF CSSM SF 1 ,000 .000 1.400 4.250 SXF 2650.0000 S0.F:. 
( RE4V57 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 8.000 4.000 1.400 4 . 0  LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
f RE4V68 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 -4.000 1.400 4 2 M  BREF 1290.3000 1X. 
XURP 0 :M. 
VmRP .0000 : v .  
zmp .00C0 IN. 
SCALE -3233 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLiP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 78 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURAT1MJ DESCRlPTIOEl ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RWL REFEREtKE 1 NFORflAT I ON 
C RE4Y32 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB OFF I (SStlE OFF 1 .OM) -000 l . 4M 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F?. 
[ RE4Y57 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRQ OFF I CSSME OFF I b.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 ix. 
C RE4Y68 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSME OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3C00 !N. 
XMRP .C000 IN. 
VMRV .C3CO I\. 
ZWRP .OD20 IN. 
SCALE .C)200 
IG. 18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH.1.4 PLUMES OFF 
)ALPHA = .DO PAGE 79 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RNIL REF EREtKE IMMZHATION 
1 RE4Y 32 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStE OFF 3 
( RE4Y57 I ARC 1 1-023 I ABO 01s 1 SRB OFF I (SSMP OFF 1 
1 RE4Y68 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS 1SRB OFF I 1SSME OFF I 
F I G ,  
C A I A L  
- - - -  
.000 .000 1.400 4.2M SREF 2690.0080 SO.FT. 
8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
8.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3WO IN. 
XflRP .a030 IN. 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
I 18 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
.PHA = .OO PAGE 80 
OATA SET 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING dN ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, M-0.6 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 8; 
DATA SET S Y ~ ~ O L  CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L 
B REFERENCE lNFORMATl0N C RE4Y28 3 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SStlE OFF I ( RE4YAO 1 ,000 ,000 -600 3.400 SREF 2E90.0000 SO.FT. ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I -000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1:!90.3000 IN. ( RE4Y90 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSNE OFF I 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4Y74 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SSNE OFF I 8.000 .000 .600 3.400 XHRP 
.0000 :N. 
~ R P  .0000 IN. 














































-4 - 3  - -2 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW. Mz0.6 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 82 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV- 20 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, Mz0.6 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 83  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOSMATION 
- - - -  
[ RE4Y28 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .WO .6W 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4VB4 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 2.000 ,600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4V53 I ARC 11-023 IA00 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 0.000 4.000 -600 3.400 BREF 1290.30CCl IN. ( RE4Y64 1 ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 0.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XMRP .0053 1%- ---- 
YMRP . ~ o m  ihii 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .020C 
- 4  -3  -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
G. 19 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, Mz0.6 PLUME OFF 
ALPHA = .OO PAGE 84 
- 
DATA SET SVWOL CBNFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATldN 
( RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 -000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
CRE4YAl 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 tSSnE OFF 1 .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3030 IN. 
CRE4Y91 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF I tSSnE OFF 1 4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF :290.3C00 IN. 
( RE4Y75 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 8.000 .000 .900 4.250 XHRP .OOL?O I N .  
YURP .0003 IN. 
ZMRP .OOGO IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
F I  
C A I  
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIOESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
G. 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, M=0.9 PLUK O f  
ALPHA = .30 PAGE 85 
3ATA SET SYMBOL CONFltURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSN OFF 
RE4YAI I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS fSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 -000 -900 4.250 SREF 263!3.@00@ SC.F 
RE4Y91 I -000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3COt: 1%. ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 
RE4Y75 I 
4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.30CO Ih;. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF ) CSSHE OFF I 8.000 .000 .900 4.250 XnRP .COC@ IN. 
YnRP .C030 IN. 
ZRRP .Oc'OO IS.  
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT !N YAW. M.0.9 PLUKE OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 86 

DATA SET 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, n=o .s PLunc OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 88 
OATA SET SYNEOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTiON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORHATION 
c RE4Y30 1 B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSW OFF 1 .000 .000 . 1 .I00 4 .ZM SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 1 RE4YA2 1 ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB OFF I tSSflE OFF I .M)O 4.000 1.100 4.253 LREF 1290.3CC0 1%. t RE4Y92 ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.100 -4.250 BREF 1290.3000 ib. t RE4r76 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 8.000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 
XHRP YF  .OD03 !N. .0030 .N. 













































SIDESLIP ANGLEw BETA, DEGREES 
. FIGw 21 EFFECT OF EL EVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN Y A W P  M.1 .l  d L 5  EFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 82 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON OESCRIPTION ELV-I6 ELV-08 MACH FW/L REFERENCE lNFbRUATICN 
i Q ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF I (SSM OFF I -000 -000 1.100 4 -250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.Ff . ARC 11-023 iA0O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I -000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IK. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF [SSUE OFF 1 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 %REF 1290.3003 ih .  
I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 8.000 .OOO 1 .lo0 4.250 XPRP .COO0 !N. 
YURP .CCCO .ti. 
ZHRP .CDJO I \ .  
!;CAL€ -0200 
T- -- ----- -  - --- - 
- 4  -3 -2  -1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLiP ANGLE. BETAS OEGREES 
G s  21 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, M=l s l  PLUMP OFF 
IALPHA = .00 PAGE 9C 
DATA SET S 
t RE4Y30 1 
C RE4Y86 I 
t RE4Y55 1 
[ RE4Y66 1 
Y W O t  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE lNF0RUATION 
B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSS* OFF I .WO .000 1 . I  00 4.2% SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ARC 11-023 !A80 0 1 5  (SRB OFF I (SSUE 0 F r  I 8.000 2.000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1200.3003 IN. ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF (SSME OFF I 3.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3MC IN. ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 8.000 -4.000 1.1OCt 4.250 XKRP .COO0 IN. 
YRRP .OCOO IN. 
ZMRP .OOOO IN .  
Sch  2 .0200 
t I I 01- I 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 13 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLES BETAS DEGREES 
21 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, M=l . l  PLUKE CCF 
PHA = .00 PASE 9: 
DATA SET 5YnBOL CwIGURATION OESCRrPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/I. REFERENCE INFCRRATION 
C RE4V30 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS [cRB OFF I tSSt4E ObF I .000 .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0300 SC.FT. 
C RE4YBS I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1220.3020 IN.  
( RE4V55 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSR8 OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.303C IN. C RE4V66 > ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB EqF I (SSUE OFF 3 0.00 -4.000 1 .I00 4.250 XMRP .COP3 1%. 
F I G ,  
( A I A L  
vURP .0330 I X .  
ZHRP .0323 i N .  
SCALE .0203 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 C 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
, 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, M = f  . l PLURE OFF 
.PHA = . 00 PAGE 32 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATlON 
- - - - - . - . - 
(RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IhBO OTS [SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 SO00 .000 1 .25F 4.250 SREF 2690,WOO SO.Ff. 
[ RE4YA3 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF ) .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1230.3000 I&. 
[ RE4Y93 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I 4.30 4.000 1.250 4 - 5 0  BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4Y77 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 8.000 .OOO 1.250 JO XHRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .0300 IN. 
ZRRP .0000 1%. 
- SCALE .G200 
FIG. 




DATA SET SYHBM CONfIGURATlONUE :*.JT'O)u ELV-1B ELV-08 M C H  RNL REFERENCE INFCRHhT:(f'i 
C RE4Y31 1 ARC 1 1-023 1 A 8 0  OT: - 1-F ) (SSnE OFF 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF f630.C000 SO-FT. 
t RE4YA3 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (L JFF I (SSME OFF I .000 4.000 1.150 4.250 LREF .290.3fSD :N. 
Y RE4Y93 1 ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 OTS ( S R ~  OFF I (SSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF :230.3050 IM. 
( RE4Y77 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 ,000 1.250 4.250 XHRP .CCOiJ IS.  
YnRP .GCOD 1N. 
ZUSD .3202 IN. 
SCALE .C2CO 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 i 2 3 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG . 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 1N YAW. Mz1.25 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 94 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW ELV-IB ELV-W HhCH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CRE4V31 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSrY OFF 1 (RElV56 1 6 ARC 11-023 IABO DTS CSRB OFF 1 155% OFF 1 . O M  .000 1.2M 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 6.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. - 
BREF 1290.3000 I R .  
XnRP .0000 IS. 
Y HRP .OC03 IH. 











































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON EtEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, M=i .25 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 95 
DATA SET SYflBOL CMlGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFOh:UAT I O N  
ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF 1 ,000 -000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0OCO S0.F 0 ARC 1 1-02) I A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 ISSM OFF 1 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF l290.30CO IN.  
BREF 1290.3000 I N  . 
XMRP .COO@ iN. 
YMRP -0320 IN .  
ZMRP .CCC3 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG, 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON H I N G E  MCMENT I N  YAW, Mz1.25 PLUME OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 96 
DATA SET 
( RE4Y32 
( RE4YA4 J 
[ RE4YS4 I 
t RE4Y78 I 
(AIALPHA = .OO PASE 9': 
DATA SET SY- CWFIGURATICIN DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/ I  REFERENCE ! N F O R M T I O N  
( RE4Y32 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 [SSr# OFF 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.cT. 
C RE4YA4 1 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS [SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I ,000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y94 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 ih .  (RE4Y78 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I 8.000 .000 1.400 4.250 XMRP .OD03 l U .  
YMRP .COO0 IY. 
ZMRP .COO0 1%. 
SCALE .02CC 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 Q 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
F I G ,  23 EFFECT OF ELEVOM SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MEMENT I N  YAW, M=1.4 PLUEE 8FF 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 58 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIP1ION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFEREME lNFORUATION 
ARC 11-023 1.480 OTS (SR8 OFF 1 CSSdE OFF 1 
( R E 4 3 7  1 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS (SRB OFF I [SSUE OFF I (RE4Y68 I 
r R E 4 y 3 2 '  
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SR6 OFF I [SSUE OFF I 
.OW .OOS i .400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S3.F:. 
8.000 4.000 ! .400 4.250 LREF 1290.300C !X. 
8.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3230 ! Y .  
XMRP .on20 IN. 
YPIRP .eoc; . V .  
ZMR? .C3S? :4. 
-4  -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
F I G .  23 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE YOMENT I N  YAW, M= 1.4 PLUE CFF 
DATA SET S Y ~ ~ O L  CWIGURATIW MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFEHHATICN 
C RE4Y32 1 8 ARC 11-023 fABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSM OFF 1 -000 - 0 0 0  1 - 4 0 0  4 - 2 5 0  SREF 2690.CC9D SS.sT. RE4Y57 I ARC 12-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF 3 CSSHE OFF I 8 . 0 0 0  4 . 0 0 0  1 .400  4 . 2 5 0  LREF 1201.3C00 !h. C RE4Y68 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSUE OFF 1 8 .000  -4.000 1 .400  4 . 2 5 0  BREF XFRP 1290.3C03 Is. 
.OD00 !V .  
YURP .OD03 I \ .  
ZMRP .OCOO 1%. 
SCALE . 0 2 F  
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
FIG.  23 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMEYT IN Y A W P  M.1.4 PLUS OF' 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE i!?C 
DATA SET SYHEOL CONFIBURATIOI.I ESCRIPTION ELV-IB E L V - 0  MACH RN/L REFERENCE lMORUAT1ON 
(RE4X20 1 , B ARC 11-023 IASO DTS (SRB NOH 1 ( S S N  NOn 1 .000 .OW .GOO 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 S 0 . F  ( RE4XA5 I ARC 11-023 !A80 bTS CSRB NOH I C S S S  NOH ) .000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3003 IN. ( RE4X95 1 ARC 11-023 Ih80 C ! i S  (SRB NOH 3 [SSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 .60D 3.400 BREF 1293.3000 i N .  ( RE4X79 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  CTS tSRB NOH I lSStlE NOH I 8.000 .000 .SO0 3.400 YP9P XnR .OD03 IN.  
.COO0 :'c. 
ZHRP .OC03 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
F I G .  24 EFFECT OF ELEVDN SETTING ON W I N G  LOADS I N  PITCH, YACH.0.6 PLUXES CN 
I A I B E T A  = .00 PAGE : 2 :  
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW ELV-18 ELV-08 NACH RNft REFERENCE lNrRRtlhTiRN 
! RE4X2O I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I .fMO .OOO 6 3.400 SREF 2690.0037 SQ.ct .  
L RE4XA5 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NCM 1 .000 4.000 .600 3.430 LREF 1290.30C2 I&. 
[ RE4X95 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NUN I (SSHE NOH 1 4.000 .(.COO ,600 3.403 BREF i290.3C3S 1%. 
[ RE4X79 I ARC 11-023 IASO OTS (SRB NOH I CSStlE NOM 8.000 .000 .6CO 3.400 XHRP .CCDC IN. 
Y HAP . C 3 X  :N. 
ZnRP .P323 IN. 
SCALE .0230 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
I G .  24 EFFECT :' ELEVON SETTING ON WlNG LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=0.6 PLUMES CN 
ISETA = .00 PAGE : 02 
DATA SET SYWOL CJNFIGURATION OESCRlPTlON E L V - I 8  ELV-08 qACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORUATION 
( RE4X2O I B ARC 11-023 IA80  0 1 5  [SRB NOH I CSSnE NOH ,000 - .000 ,600 3 . 4 0 0  SREF 2690.000C SC.FT. [ RE4XA5 I ARC 11-023 lA80 0 1 5  CSRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOP 1 .000 4.000 ,600 3 . 4 0 0  tREF 12S0.3000 I N -  [ RE4X95 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRS P!OH I CSSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3030 iN.  [ RE4K79 1 ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 8.000 .000 .600 3.400 
XHRP YM .0033 IN.  
.000G IN. 
ZURP .GO30 I Y .  
SCALE ,0203 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
F I G .  24 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON Y ING LOAD' IN PITCH,MACH=O.E PLUMES ON 
[ A I B E T A  = .OO PAGE I03  
DATA SET SYbtBOL CdNFtGURATI ON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-QB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATIS\ 
ARC 11-023 lA8O IOTS (SRB NOn 1 ( S S K  NOH I .000 -000 -600 3.400 SREF 2690.OOCO 5C.F 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NbH I 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1293.3030 .e.. 
ARC 11-023 1.480 (DTS lSRB NOW lSSHE NUPI I B.OOO 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1295.3C33 :y. 
ARC 11-023 IABO ~OTS CSRB NOPI (SSME tan I 8.000 -4.000 .so0 3.430 X ~ R P  .CCO~ :\. 
Y WR? 
F I G .  24 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=O .6 PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = .30 PAGE l 2 4  
DATA SET 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS !N PITCH,MACH=0.6 PLUKES ON 
PAGE :05  ( A I B E T A  = .OO 
DATk SET S 8XWX CONFIWYlAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMAT 1 ON 
ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSfM' Nan 3 .WO ,000 ,600 3.400 SREF 2699,0000 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSME 3 8.000 2.000 .6W 3.4CO LBEF 1290.3CCO IN. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS C5RB NON 1 ( S S K  NOH I 8.000 4.000 .600 3.4GO BREF 1293.3003 IN. 
ARC 11-023 1\80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSUE NOH 1 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XHRP .OED0 IN. 
YnRP -0390 i ~ .  
ZKRP .OO39 IN, 
SCALE -0203 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LSADS IN FITCH,MACH=0.6 PLUMES 9N 
IAIBETA = -00 PAGE 106 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIW MSCRIPTlON ELV-10 ELV-W RACH RN/L REFERENCE IPJFORttAfION 
(RE4X21 1 B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOW 1 CSSM NOn .MH) A00 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.=f. [ RE4XA6 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS (SRB NOH CSSN NOH I .M)O 4.000 .SO0 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4X96 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 .SO0 4.250 BREF 1190.3000 IN. ( RE4X80 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH 1 8.000 .000 .SO0 4.250 XHRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .OOOO IN. 









































-4 -3 -L -1 o i 2 3 4 " 
A?!SLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCHIHACH=0,9 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 107 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATlaN DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-08 HACH RN/L EEFERENCE INFORHATICS 
1 RE4X21 1 B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSM WH I -000 .W0 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT- C RE4XA6 1 ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH I .M)O 4.000 -900 4.250 LREF 1290.3300 IN. 1 RE4X96 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 1 RE4X80 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH 1 8.00C .000 -900 4.250 XURP .OOrZO IN. YWRP .0000 IN. 
ZRRP .C303 !V. 
SCALE -0203 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPk'A* DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=0.9 PLUMES BN 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 108 
DATA SET SYWM CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
f RE4X21 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 ~ S S M  NOH 1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. 
f RE4XA6 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSM NOH 1 .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREf 1290.3000 IN. 
f RE4X95 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH 1 4.000 <.000 ,900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE4X80 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I 8.000 .DO0 .900 4.250 XNRP .0030 !N. 
YMRP .OCJOO IN. 































-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PIICH,MACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 109 
. 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB kACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
( RE4X2i 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOn 1 ISSE NOH 1 .000 .OOC .SO0 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
( RE4X88 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH 1 8.000 2.0012 .900 4 -250 LREF 1290.3090 IN. 
( RE4X59 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOU I ~ S S ~ E  NOH 1 8.000 4.0C0 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X7O 1 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NOU I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XMRP YH .0C00 1N. .~PGO :N. ----- 
ZMRP .0c00 :N. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF E1,EVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=0.9 PLUMES Z1N 
(A IBETA = .OO PAGE 110 
OATA SET SYneOL CONFlGUAATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-Oa MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORnATION 
CRE4X21 I B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn I CSSm I .000 .000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. C RE4X88 I ARC 11-023 !A80 01s (SRB NOH 1 CSStlE NOR I 8.000 2.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 IN. C RE4X59 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 8.000 4.000 .9UO 4.250 BREF 129C.3000 IN. ( RE4X70 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 tSSnE NOH 1 8.000 -4.000 .SO0 4.250 XURP .3000 IN. YnRP .oooo IN. 










































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=O.9 PI-UMES ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 11 1 
Z1 I 39Vd 00' = Vl30CVl 
NO S3WIlld 6'0=tI3VW'HXId NI SQVQ1 SNIM NO 9NIil3S Noh313 30 133333 SZ '911 
0020' 31V3S 
'N! 0000' dlUZ 
C UON 3HSS) C UON 88SJ SlO 08VI CZO-I1 3UV 
W 
c OLXb38 I 
C WON 3HSSl C UDN GUS1 510 OBVI €20-I1 3tlV C 6SXV31 I 
C WN 3b4SS) C WON BISI SIO OBVI €20-11 3tlY ( 88XP3tl I 
C WDN RISSI ( UON &IS) SlO OW1 CZO-II 31V C lZXt3I I 
DATA SET SYMBOL COPKIWIRATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB HMH RNIL REFERENCE INFORflATlON 
[ RE4X22 I B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOn 1 CSSHE NOn .OW .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.TT. t RE4XA7 1 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOn 1 ,000 4.000 1.108 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X97 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS tSRB NOR I (SSflE NOH 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3C00 IN. C RE4X81 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB  NO^ ? C S S ~ E   NO^ 1 8.000 .000 1.100 4.250 
XMRP Y  .030O IN. 
.C3GO IN. 
ZMRP .OC30 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WIhiG 1.0ADS I N  PITCHPI.IACH=l .I  PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 113 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFlGURATICIN DESCRlPTION ELV-18 ELV-38 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMDRMATICN 
C RE4X22 B ARC 1 1-023 l A00 OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSWE Elan 1 .000 -000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. C RE4XA7 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOn 1 .000 4.000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3GCD IN. ( RE4X97 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH ) CSSME N M  1 4.000 4.OCO 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.31330 IN. ( RE4X81 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSkB NOH 3 CSSME NOH 1 8.000 ,000 1.100 4.250 XMRP .OGCfl ?R. 
YnaP .CiiCO I N .  
ZPRD .G0C3 IN. 
SCALE ,CtOG 
I 
-4 -f3 - -2 -1 o i i 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=l. 1 PLUMES ON 
[AIBETA = .00 PAGE 114 
DATA SET SVHBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTlON ELV-18 ELV-OB HACH RNIL REFERENCE INFOfiHATlON 
C RE4U22 1 ARC 1'1-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOn I [SSME NOn I ,000 .WO 1.100 4.250 S X F  2690.0000 SC.FT. C RE4XA7 1 ARC 1:-023 I A A O  OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH I .000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 lX .  
C RE4X97 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH ) CSSHE NOH 3 4.000 4.000 1.1W 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 
C RE4XBl I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH I 8.000 ,000 1 .lo0 4.250 XMRP .OOC):! :s. YMRP .OOCO IX. 
ZKRP .001)0 !N- 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 26 EFFECT d ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH.MACH=l .I PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE ;I5 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-dB MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORHATfON 
[ RE4K22 ) ! ARC 11-023 IA80 8TS SSRB NOn 1 C S M  NUH 3 .000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2SW.WW SG.Ff. C RE4K89 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 8TS (SRB NOH 1 (SSN Net4 I 8.000 2.000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 :N. C RE4X60 I ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NO@ I CSSW N W  1 8.000 4.000 1,100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. L RE4X71 I ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOfl I CSSUE NOU I 8.000 -4.000 1.120 4.250 XVRP .C?G30 IN. YHRP .0(?30 !N. 
ZURP .OC30 EN. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITIH,HAcH~I. i PLUMES CN 
(AIBETA = . 00 PACE 116 
DATA SET SYHeOt CONFIGURATION OESCklPTICWJ 
C RE4X22 I ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS (Sf48 NOH 1 C S W  NOn I 
C RE4X89 3 ARC 11-023 !ABO OTS CSRB  NO^ > ~ S S M  NW 3 
( RE4XGO 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ 3 LSSX ran 1 
( RE4X71 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOfl I CSSt4E NW 1 
RN/L REFERENCE IMOR8ATIDN 
4.250 SREF 2690.00W SO.FT. 
4.250 LREF 1290.30W IN. 
4.250 EREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.250 XHRP .EODO lk.  
YH4P .O3CO i N .  
ZMRP .COG9 IN. 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  ' 0 I 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LBADS IN PITCH,MACH=l .I PLUMES ON 
ChlBETA = ,OO PAGE 117 
DATA SET SVnaOL C O N F I U A T I O N  RESCRIPTION ELV-18 E,V-OE) MACH RN/L REFERENCE lSCRUAT:CN 
C RE4X22 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB N8n 3 [SSCIE NOH J .W0 .000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2PSD.MrlO S3.FT. 
[ RE4XB9 ARC 11-023 lA8O RTS (SRB Nl?n 1 CSSnE NM1 I 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3CCO :K. 
C RE4X60 ) ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS tSRB N(R( 1 (SSME NOH 1 8.000 4.000 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF 1293.3003 !%. 
C RE4X71 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSUE NOH 3 8.000 -4.000 1.100 4.250 XCeP .COO? 1s. 
Y ~ R P  .D3G!) I s .  
ZHRP .es.on :a, 
Sf ALE .GiC 3 
- 4  -3 -2  - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
IG. 26 EFFECT OF ELEVRN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=l. 1 PLUMES ON 
IBETA = . 00 PAGE I 1 8  
DATA SET SYWOL CWIGUAATfLi*( OESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFEREME IMdRnhf lON 
t RE4X23 1 ARC 11-023 Ir83 OTS CSRB NOn I (SS% NOH 1 .OOO *SO 1.250 4.2% SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
C RE4XAB I ARC 11-023 l ~ i r 0  OTS CSRB NOM I csss NOM 3 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
C RE4X98 1 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB Not4 1 CSSHE NOU I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
C RE4X62 ARC 11-023 I A 6 0  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 3 8.000 -000 1.250 4.250 XYRP Y W  .DDOtl IN. 
.OOOD 14. 
ZRRP .0020 IN. 
KALE .0200 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH.HACH=1.25 PLUMES ON . - +  
CAIBETA .OO PASE 119 
-- 
DATA SET SYneOL CONFIGLU?ATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I6 ELV-Of) HACH RNfL REFERECKE 1NFI)RNATION 
C RE4X23 1 B ARC 11-023 [ A 8 0  67s CSRB NOn > CSSM NOH 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2090.0000 SOC.~?. [ RE4XA8 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I tSSHE NOn 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.30315 IN. [ RE4X98 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOH I CSSME NOH I 4.000 4,OCO 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.36C3 IN. [ RE4X82 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH I 6.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XRRP Y ~ R P  .CPJ30 iN. .OCDC IX
ZRQP .03C'I lK. 
SCALE .C230 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOA!IS I N  PITCH,MACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = . 00 PAGE I20 
DATA SET SYP1BaL CONFIGURATION MStRlPTION ELV-15 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 RE4X23 I ARC 11-023 ~ A S O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSM  on 1 .000 .000 t . S O  4.2M SREF 2690.00CO SO-FT. 
C RE4XAB I APC 11-023 IA8O OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOM I ,000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X98 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NoM I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4XB2 I ARC 11-023 l A e O  OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 8.000 ,000 1.250 4.250 X ~ R P  .0000 Ihr. 
Y HRP .OOCO iN. 
7-- 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 121 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ARC 11-023 f A 8 0  OTS [SRB NOn 3 CSSNE NOn 3 .000 .W0 1.250 4.2% SREF 2690.0300 SQ.FT. 
C RE4X61 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NoM I 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 IN. 
( RE4X72 I ) ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB M. 1 (SENE NOH 3 8.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3030 IN. 
Xt!RP .OOGO IN. 
Y MRP .OOCD Ih'. 
ZURP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, MACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
[AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 122 
DATA SET SY- CWlWlRATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE !MORNATION 
C RE4X23 3 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 ( S U Y  NOn I .OW .000 1.250 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 SC.F 
C RE4X61 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOn 1 (SSME NOM 1 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1250.3000 IN. 
( RE4X72 1 ARC 1 1-021 1 A80 O T S  CSR0 NOH 1 ( SStE NOH 1 0.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .OOOO IY .  
ZVRP .0300 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 a 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WINS LOADS !N PITCH,MACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 123 
DATA SET SYWL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( RE4X23 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 ISSHE N(m 1 .OM) .000 1 . n o  4.250 SREF 2690.0039 SQ.FT. 
( RE4XGI 1 ARC 1 1-023 [A60 OTS (SRB NOll 1 iSSHE NMI 1 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1230.3C30 IN. 
[ RE4X72 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NOR 1 0.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XnRP .OC30 IN. 
YHRP ,0003 IN. 
































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 27 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH,MACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
[AIBETA = .OO PAGE :24  
FIG. 28 EFFECT OF ELEVDN SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 125 
OATA SET SVWBOl CONFIGURATION DEXRfPT13N ELV-I5 ELY-06 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORUAT' 
( RE4X24 1 B ARC 11-023 l A e O  OTS lSRB NOn I tSUY NClM I .W0 .000 1.400 4.2% SREF 2699.0000 C RE4XA9 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NW 1 CSSM NOH I -000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1200.3000 C RE4X99 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NM4 1 CSSHE NOW I 4.000 -4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3CCP ' C RE4XB3 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSHE NOH 1 ' 8.000 ,000 1.400 4.250 XVRP YR .C03C . 
.COO0 :\. 










































ANGLE OF ~ T T A C K ,  ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 28 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH~MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 726 
DATA SET SVneOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRlPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-08 HACH W L  REFERENCE INFORPIATION 
( RE4X24 I B ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS [SRB NOH I rssm won I .ooo .OW 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.F C RE4XA9 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH I ,000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4X99 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSME NOH I 4.000 1.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X83 I ARC 1 1  -023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM I 8.000 .000 1.400 4.250 XURP -0000 IN. 
YURP .0000 !N. 

































-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* OEGREES 
FIG. 28 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=1.4 PLUMES CN 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 127 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFlGURATION MSCRfPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE !NFOF!HATION 
[ RE4X24 J ARC 1 1-023 1A80 QTS (SRB NOn f ( S Y Y  NOH I ,000 ,000 1.400 4.2M SREF 2690.0009 SO-FT. 
I RE4X12 J 0 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SNB Mtl 1 C S M  NMI 1 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1299.3003 IN. BREF XHRP i290.3000 IN. 
.000C) IN. 
Y t?RP .0000 IN. 









































FIG. 28 EFFECT O F  ELEVDN SETTING ON WING L O A D S  IN U ? C H s M A C H = 1 . 4  PLUMES ON 
EAIBETA = .OO PAGE 128 
DATA SET SYltBOL CONFIWRATlffl ESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV- M C H  RN/L REFERENCE Ih*'bPHATION 
C RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB EWm I CSS* NOn 1 .000 .W0 1.400 4.2M SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT. 
I REIX61) 0 ARC 11 -021 1180 01s CSRB NO* 1 CSSUE MXI 1 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XtiRP .0000 !N. 
YURP .0000 IX. 











































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 28 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  P I  TCH,MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
[AIBETA = .I30 PAGE 129 
DATA SET SYneOL COEiFlCURATIW OESCRIPTI(SN ELV-18 ELV-09 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATTON 
( RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 IAW OTS CSRB NOt4 1 CSStlE N(m 1 .000 -000 1.100 4 . B  SREF 2690.CDW SQ.FT. 
LRE4X92 1 6 ARC 11-023 ib80 OTS ISRB NB( 3 1 S S 1  NOH 1 B . W ~  4 . m  I .400 4.250 LREF 1290.3001! I&. 
BREF 1290.3320 IN. 
XMRP .Oaf% ?N. 
YPQP .0233 IN. 
































FIG. 28 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN PITCH,MACH=! .4 PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 130 
DATA SET SYt48M CONFIWl?ATIONDESCRlPTIW ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RWL REFERENCE INCBRt4ATION 
- .  - 
C REIX20 ) ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB NOn C S M  NOn f -000 .OM) -600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. [ RE4XAS 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I -000 4.000 -600 3.400 LREF 1290.3600 IN. C RE4X95 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I C S S ~ E  
 NO^ 4.WS 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 129.3003 IN. ( RE4X79 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I 8.000 ,000 ,600 3.400 XURP .0033 IN. 
YURP .OCW IN. 
ZURP .OC30 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
IG. 29 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVOW HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH.M=0.6 PLUXE 3N 
IBETA = . 00 PAGF 1 2 1  
OATA SET SYHROL CONFlGURATtON DESCRIPTIOE) ELV-IB ELY-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE I N F B F A T I O Y  
( RE4X2O 1 B ARC 11-023 I A B Q  OTS CSRB NOn 1 C S M  NOH 1 .Do0 .000 .6W] 3.400 SREF 2 6 9 0 . W  StE.FT. C RE4XAS 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB  NO^ 1 CSSRE  NO^ I .000 4.000 .SO0 3.400 LREF 1290.XCCI iFf. f RE4X95 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOn j [SSBE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 .SO0 3.400 RREF 1293.3C30 !N. i RE4X79 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOn I CSSBE NOH 1 8.000  .OOO .600 3 . 4 0 0  XFPP YWR .COCO I Y .  
.moo :N. 












































ANGLE OF nTfhCKI ALW&. DEGREES 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE FOFENTS 1N P!TCH9H=0.6 PFSYE ON 
EP,~BETA = .OO PAGE 132 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATI(?N DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORHATICrJ 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSM NOn 1 -000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH CSSUE NOH I 8.MO 2.000 .6W 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
A9C 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NGU 1 CSSUE NOH 1 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.30CO IN. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSUE NOU I 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XHRP .0003 IN. YRRP .03Ci3 IN. 
ZHRP .0030 ;N. 
SCALE .02CO 
I 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 
ANGLE BF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 29 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN PITCH?60.6 PLUME ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 133 

DATA SET SYHBaL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFEREWE INFOQHATION 
t RE4X21 1 B ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSM NOn 1 .000 ,000 .900 4.m SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C RE4XA6 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME HOH I .OW 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4X96 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM I 4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 1%. C RE4XBO I ARC 11-023 JAR0 OTS [51?8 NOH 1 [SSME NOM I 8.000 .OOO . N O  4.250 XURP .OCOO IN. 
YRRP .OOOO ICU. 












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 EFFECT BF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCHeH=O.9 PLUME ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE E35 
DATA SET SVMIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELY-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATIEN 
(RE4X21 ) ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSK cE 1 .000 ,000 ,900 4,250 SREF 26SO.OCDO SQ.Ff.  
C RE4XA6 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSME NOH I .000 4.000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1230.3010 IN. 
( RE4X96 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS ISRE NOH I [SSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 ,900 4.250 BREF 1233.3CQ3 IN. 
[ RE4XBO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I [SSHE NOH 1 8.000 ,000 .900 4.250 XMRP .CCXl IN- 
YHRP .C3CO IU- 
- - - - -  
ZMRP .GOCD 1%. 
SCALE .02?3 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 30 EFFECT OF E.LEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=0.9 PLUME ON 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 138 
OATA SET SYISOL CONFlGURATlWJ OESCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELW-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFURATION 
( RE4XZl I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOn I CSSW NOn 1 .000 A00 .900 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4XBB 1 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 8.000 ?.000 .SO0 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X59 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NOM I 8.000 4.000 .SO0 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X70 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH 1 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. 
rmP .oaoc IN. 




DATA SET SYWBOL CONFIXJRATEON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-06 flACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRHATIBN 
(RE4X21 I B ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS (SRB NOH 1 rssnE NOH I .wo .ooo .goo 4 . 2 ~  SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ( RE4X88 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH 1 8.000 2.000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1290.3330 IN. C RE4X59 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH I 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3200 Ilu. C RE4X70 1 ARC 11-023 1,180 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XMRP .OSC fY .  YMRP .El000 IN. 
ZURP .OG30 IS. 
SCALE -0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 30 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=O.J PLUME ON 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 138 
f 
% 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
C RE4X22 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSSM NOH 3 
C RE4XA7 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 
( RE4X97 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH 1 
( RE4XB I 1 ARC 11-023 lbBO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I 
ELV-16 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE IWl?RtfAflCV4 
.000 .OM3 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
.000 4.000 I .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 4.000 1.1W 4.250 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
8.000 .000 1 .I30 4.250 XHRP .0300 1%. 
YMRP .OOOO IN. 
ZMRP .0303 1%. 
SCALE -02420 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 31 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=l .I PLUME ON 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 139 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFfWRATfON OESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
: RE4X22 1 ARC Ll-023 iA80 OTS [SRB NWI I CSSM NQn 1 .000 .W0 1.100 4,250 SREF 2690.0000 $O.=T. 
RE4XA7 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOfl I .000 4.000 1.100 4,250 LREF 1290.3003 .hi. 
' RE4X97 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3600 TN. 
RE4X81 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I tSSWE Nan 1 8.000 .000 1.100 4.250 X H R ~  .SZC3 
YMRP .GOOC 
7MRP .IlCOO IN.  
F I  
C A I  
-4 -3 -2 - 1 i 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
G. 31 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=I .l PLUME ON 
BETA = .OO PAGE 140 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGWZATION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-0~ WCH W/L REFERENCE IMORnATYON 
C RE4X22 1 B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSM NOH 3 .000 .OM) I . I 0 0  4 .250 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. f RE4X89 I ARC 11-023 !A90 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOPI I 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 IN. C RE4X60 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I 8.000 4.003 1 .lo0 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 I K .  ( RE4X71 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS [SRB NMI 1 CSSME NOM 8.000 -4.000 1 .I00 4.250 XtlRP YHR .CDOO OO I X .  1%. 
ZIlRP .00C!J Ih. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 31  EFFECT O i  ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCHrM=I .I PLUME BN 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 141 

DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION OEKRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-68 RACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRnAT ION 
C RE4X23 I B ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS [SRB NOH I (SSW NOn 1 -000 -000 1.250 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. < RE4XAB 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 015 CSRB NOH 1 (SSIIE NOH -900 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4X98 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOR 1 C S S ~ E  NOM I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.30W IN. C RE4X82 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOM I 8.000 -000 1.250 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. YW?P .0000 IN. 












































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 32 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=I.Z5PLUBE ON 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 143 
DATA K T  SYneOL CONFIGWATIW OESCRIPTION ELV-I9 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IWORUATICN 
( REilX23 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRD NWl 1 CSSM Mm 1 .000 ,000 1 . 2 M  4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
[ RE4XAB I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOX 1 [SSHE NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF !230.30CO IN. 
C RE4X9B 3 ARC 11-023 lABQ OTS CSRB NOn I CSSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 %REF 1290.3C60 IN. 















































FIG. 32 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN PITCH~M=l.ZSPLUME ON 
(AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 144 
DATA SET SYmL CONFIGURATION MSCRIYIllQN ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORlsATIW 
ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS (SR8 NOH I (SSnE NOH I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S+I3.Fr. 
C RE4X61 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH I 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.2'30 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X72 I 8.000 -4.000 2.250 4.250 BREF X ~ S P  1290.3000 IN. 
.OW0 IN. 
YNRP .0300 !%. 














































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 32 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVOW HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCh.M=1.25PLUME ON 
CAIBETA = PAGE 145 . * .oo 
DATA SET SYfiBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-IB ELV-00 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATESY 
C RE4X23 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSSnE NOn I .000 .OW 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.C000 SO.FT. 
lRElX611 ARC. 11-021 llBOOTS lSRBNf3M 1 LSSM NOH 1 0.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1293.3009 IN. 
[ RE4X72 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOn I 8.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BqEF XRRP 1290.3000 SX. 
.WC3 p. 
YMRP .GO33 .Y. 












































FIG. 32 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCHPM:! .25PLUME ON 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 146 


DATA SET SYHROL CONFIGURATION M S C R I P T I O N  - -- - 
CRE4X24 1 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB NOH 




REFERENCE INFORMAT ION 
UKF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 1290.30C0 IK.  
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XNRP .ODCO IN. 
YNRP ,0000 IN. 
ZNRP -0030 IN. 
SCALE .0200  
hGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 33 EFFECT QF ELEVON SEiTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH.M=1.4 PLUME O 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 149 
DATA SET SYWOL CONF IGURATlON MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RNfL REFERENCE INF3REATICN 
[ RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 1~00 OTS (SRB  NO^ I (SSM NW 1 ,000 ,000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.03CO SO-FT. 
L REIN62 1 0 ARC 1 1-013 *A00 OTS (SRB NtYH 1 lSStlE NOW 1 0.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1230.3C30 IN. 
BREC 129C.3C00 IN. 
-  
x n R ~  .cC@S IN. 
YHRP .0300 I X .  
ZrnP .OBOC IN. 
SCALE .0202 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
16. 33 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH,M=1.4 PLUME ON 
IBETA = -00 PAGE 150 
DATA SET SYneOL CWIGURATIW BESCRIPTION ELV-!B ELV-OB MACH RWL REFERENCE lMORHAflON 
C RE4Y20 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSnE NOH 3 -000 so00 -600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
[ RE4tA5 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH I -000 4.000 e600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y95 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH CSStlE NOH I 4.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y79 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 8.000 .000 .600 3.400 XISRP .OOOO IN. 
YURP -0000 IN.  - - - - - .- 
ZURP .OD00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIOESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
' IG .  34 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAWPMACH=O.S PLUMES ON 
IALPHA = .OO PAGE 151 
DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATIMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH R N ~ L  REFERENCE iNFORKATION 
( RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SS* NOH I .MW) .W0 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
( RE4YAS 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH (SSflE NOH I .000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3030 IN. 
( RE4Y95 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SUB NOH 1 (SSM NOH 4.000 4.000 ,600 3.403 BREF !290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y79 I ARC 11-023 IA0O OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME MOM. ) 8.000 .OOO .603 3.400 XMRP .OOCO IN. 
Y MRP .0000 IN. 
ZKRP .OCOO IN. 
SCALE -02CO 
FIG. 34 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACHzO .6 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 152 
Y1.(BM COWIGURATION MSCRIPTION - - 
ARC 11-023 (A80 OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 
ARC. 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM 
(SSW NOH 
1 CSSHE NOH 
I CSSHE NOH 






SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT. 
LREF 1290.3030 IN. 
BREF X RP 
1290.3000 0  
IN. 
YHRP .OOOO 
7URP -0000 ;: 
REFERENCE INFORnATION 
FIG. 34 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=O.G PLUMES ON 
IAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE I53 
DATA SET SYfieOL CONFIGURATION M S C R I P T l O N  E L V - I 6  ELV-OB HACH RNlt  REFERENCE INFORW&TICX 
FIG. 34 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAWvMACH=0.6 PLUMES ON 
(AIALFHA = .OO PAGE 154 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURAT~~NOESCRIPT~ON ELV-IB ELV-OB ~ A C H  RN/L REFERENCE I N F m R I I O N  
[ RE4Y2O I B ARC 11-023 I A80 OTS (SRB NOn CSSnE NMI I .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. C RE4V87 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOR I 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.30CO IN. C RE4Y58 1 ARC 11423 lA8O OTS CSRB NOR 1 (SSWE NDPt I 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4Y69 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I fSSRE NOR I 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XHRP .OCS3 f H. YURP .0C03 .Y. 











































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* OEGREES 
FIG. 34 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAW.MACH4l.6 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 155 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPflON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFEREME INFORHATICN 
C RE4Y20 I ARC tl-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH I CSStE MY4 I .OM) .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2600.OO93 SD.cT. 
( RE4Y87 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOfl 1 CSSHE NOR I 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3CC3 Ih'. 
C RE4Y58 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NOH 1 8.000 4.000 .600 3.400 EREF 1290.3CCE Ik. 
( RE4Y69 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH I tSSHE NOfl 1 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XnRP -0033 IN. 
YRRP .EDDO IK. ---. 
ZIZRP .ccra :N. 
SCALE .020D 
-2 - 1 0 1 2 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG* 34 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTINb ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=C.G PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 156 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORWATlON 
(RE4Y21 1 B ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOM 3 .wo .OOO -900 4.250 SREF 269o.0000 SQ.F ( RE4YA6 ARC 11-023 IA80 OIS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 3 .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3W0 IN. C RE4Y96 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH 3 4.000 4.000 .9M) 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4YBO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRN NOR 1 CSSME NOM I 8.000 .OD0 -900 4.250 XMRP .OD00 IN. YWRP .OGOD IN. 
ZkRP .OCOO IN. 
SCALE .;1100 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 35 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=O.S PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 157 
CONFlWlAA 
ARC 1 1-023 
ARC 11-023 
ARC 1 1-023 
ARC 11-023 
TfON MSCRlPTlW 
I A ~ O  TS rsw tam 
Id80 OTS CSRB NOM 
IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 
1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
I (SSfiE MOH 
1 cssnE Non 
(SSME NOR 
> CSSME NOR 






SREF 2690.0300 S3.FT. 
LREF 1290.3CCC IN. 
B9EF 1290,3800 i N .  
XKRP ,0030 :N. 
73RP ,OCOD IN. 
ZRRP ,0300 1'4. 
SCALE .020t3 
SIOESLlP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 35 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS 1N YAWvMACH=0.9 PLUMES 8N 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 158 
OATA SET SVnBOL C W l m A f l m  OESCRlPTim ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORnATlON 
C RE4Y21 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH ( 5 5 s  NOn I ,m .m .900 4 . 2 9  U K F  2690.- SO-FT. ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SS* NOH 1 .000 4.000 .OW . 4.250 LREF 1290 .3W3 IN. 
ARC 11-023 [AeO OTS (SRB NOH ) (SSflE Nm C RE4V96 1 ' 4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3P53 IN. 
C RE4YBO 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH ) 8.000 .WO .900 4.259 XMRP -00319 IN. VMRP .0009 :r:. 
ZnRP .COO9 IN. 
SCALE -0200  
DATA SET SYneM. COWIGURATIW MSCPlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOWATION 
C RE4Y21 I B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn I CSSHE NOH I .OM) ,000 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ( RE4Y88 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH I 8.000 2.000 -900 5.250 LREF 1203.3C00 Ig. ( RE4Y59 3 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 LSSnE NOM I 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3G00 IN. C RE4Y70 I ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS CSRB NOH I [SSUE NOM 1 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XYRP .OCCO ik. YMRP .OC" ?N. 
ZMRP .03CO Ih'. 
SCALE .OF23 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
F16. 35 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAWpMACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
IAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 169 
DATA SET SVtIfiOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH W/L EFERENCE 1NfORUATlON 
C RE4Y21 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS fSRB NOn 1 CSSnE NOPI 1 .000 .000 .9W 4.2M SREF 2690.J3OO SO.Ff. 
( RE4VB8 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH I iSSUE Nbd 1 8.000 2.000 .900 4.250 LREF l73~ .?000  IN. 
C RE4Y59 3 ARC 11-023 IA0O OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSUE NOH 1 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF i200.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y70 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSUE NOU 1 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XURP Y .CCOO IN. .0000 is. 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. 
FIG. 35 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I t \  ! nW.MACH=0.9 PLUMES DN 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 15! 
DATA SET SYMOL CON--1GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 EL"-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCQHATl(?W 
C HE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS ~ S R B  NON 1 CSSM  on 3 .000 .M)O .900 4.250 SREF 2690.MtSO SQ.F?. 
(RE4Y88 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 8.000 2.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.36CO IN. 
C RE4Y59 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I [SSHE NOH I 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1200.3GCO lb4. 
( RE4Y70 1 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XKRP .C20D IN. 
YURP .CCC3 :V. 




OATA SETSYtiBOL CONFIGURATIONMSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE lNfORilATlON 
C RE4Y22 1 B ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NW > CSSM Nbn ) .000 -000 1.100 4 .  SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( RE4YA7 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 .000 4.000 I .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3030 IN. (RE4Y97 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOM I 4.000 4.000 I .1W 4.250 BREF 1290.3OCO IN. (REIYBI I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM I tSStlE NOH I 8.000 .000 1.100 4.250 XMRP .ODCC IN. YMRP .0003 IN. 
ZMRP .OCOG IN. 
SCALE .0230 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=l.l PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 163 
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATlON MSCRIPTION ELV-la ELV-Oa MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMhTlCN 
( RE4Y22 1 B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSSnE Nan 1 ,000 .OW 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT. t RE4YA7 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB NOM I tSSME NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3500 ih .  [ RE4Y97 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSflE NOH 1 4.000 4.030 1.100 4.250 RREF 1290.3030 IN. ( RE4Y81 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM 1 [SS?lE NOH I 8.000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 
XNRP YM  .000C 3 :N. I . 
ZnRP ,0030 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW ,MACH=l. 1 PLUlifES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE i64 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlW ELV-16 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORflATlON 
C RE4V22 1 B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSNE NOn I .M)O .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.Ff. ( RE4VA7 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOfl I CSSME NOH I .000 4.000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4V97 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSflE NOfl 1 4.000 4.000 1 .I00 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. CRE4V81 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOfl I 8.000 .000 1.100 4.250 XMRP V .0000 IN. 
.0030 Ih. 

































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  IAW.MACH=I .1 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 165 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION - . . - - - . . - - - - 
[ RE4Y22 1 ARC 11-023 lABO bTS (SRB NO)( 1 CSSW NOH 1 
( RE4Y89 1 ART !!-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 tSSHE NOH 3 
( RE4Y60 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB N O ~  1 CSSHE NOH 1 
C RE4Y71 1 ARC 11-0.~3 1 ~ 8 0  OTS [SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH I 
- - - - - - - 
.000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8.000 2.000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 I Y .  
8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN.  
8.000 -4.000 1 .I00 4.250 XHRP .OOCO I Y .  
YHRP .003C IY. 






0 -4  -3 -2 - 1 i 2 3 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=1.1 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 166 
DATA SET SYHBl3L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIOM ELV-18 ELV-09 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C RE4Y22 I B ARC: 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOfl I (SSME NOH I -000 -000 1.100 4 -250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( RE4V89 I ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I 8.000 2.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4V60 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH I 1SSME NOH 1 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 Id. C RE4Y71 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I [SSHE NOH I 8.000 -4.000 1 . I00 4.250 
XURP YH .0000 IN. 
.0000 IN.  










































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW.MACH=l.l PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 167 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIW MSCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-Oft HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORBATICY 
(REc.22 1 ARC 11-023 IA9O OTS CSRB NOM 1 C S M  NOH 1 -000 .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0S60 SO.FT. 
C RE4Y89 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOn I CSSUE NOH 1 8.000 2.000 1.100 4,250 LREF 1290.3900 IN. 
( RE4YGO 1 ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH 1 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3C30 IN. 
C RE4Y7 1 ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS (SRB  NO^ 1 CSSME tan 1 8.000 -4.000 1.100 4.250 XMRP .c000 Ih. YtlQP .COO0 i Y .  
ZrRP .CGOO IN. 
SCALE .020O 
FIG, 36 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON W i N G  LOADS i N  YAW,nhC?=! .; U P I E S  ON 
IAIALPHA = .a0 aAGE :6$3 
03TA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IE ELV-MI HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHA~ION 
RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOn I CSSW NOn I -000 .000 I .2M 4.2M U K F  2690.0000 S0.F 
RE4VAB I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I [SSHE NOH I .000 4.099 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
RE4Y98 1 ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS [SRB NOH I (SSME NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN .  
RE4YB2 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSNE NOH I 8.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XRRP .OD00 1%. 
YHRP -0000 IN.  
ZHRP .DOC0 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4  -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG.37EFFECTOFELEVONSETTINGONWINSLOADS INYAW,MACH=1.25 PLUMESON 
[AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 169 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFeRMATIDU 
C RE4Y23 3 ! ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSM NOn 1 ,000 -000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2630.0OW) SG.F C RE4YA8 1 ARC 11-023 fAEO OTS CSRB NOH I CSWE NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3200 I&- ( RE4Y98 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3C63 IN. [ RE4Y02 I ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH 1 B.000 .000 1.250 4.250 XHRP .OCC3 I N .  YURP .OCCD IN. 















































-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 0 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 37 EFFECT OF ELEVOK SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAWeMACH=1.25 PLUMES 6N 
CAIALPHA = ,00 PAGE 170 
nAT,, SET SIRB& CONF 1 WRAT lON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 WCM RN/L REFERENCE IMORPIATIGN 
C RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOn I CSSM Nan I .000 .WO . 1 . m  4.250 U K F  2690.MK)D SO-FT. 
( RE4YAB 1 ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB NOH I CSS* NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.JOC0 IN. 
( RE4Y98 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 %REF 1290.3000 IN-  
( RE4VB2 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOM e.ooo .ooo 1.250 4 . 2 ~  xnRP r n ~ p  .OOO'J IN. 
.OX3 IN. 
ZMRP .GO00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
DATA SET 
FIG. 37 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAWfMACH=1.25 PLUMES ON 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 1?2 
OATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DEStRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE !MORnATlON 
( RE4Y23 1 k! ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSM NOH I -000 .000 1.250 4.250 YKF 2690.0300 S0.F f RE4Y61 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOW I [SSME NOM I 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.30W I- .  ( RE4Y72 j ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS fSRB NOR I fSSRE NOH I 8.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 120D.3000 I V .  
XMRP .co00 :u. 
VRRP .OCOO Ik. 
zn42 .COO0 IN. 
SCALE .02CC 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 37 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACHz1.25 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 173 
DATA SET SYnsM CDNF1GURATlOi.i 'YSCRIPTION ELV-If ELY-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORYATICN 
( RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOPI I (SSHE NOH 1 .000 .000 1.2YJ 4.250 SREF 2690.C000 53.F 
( RE4161 I ARC 1 1-023 I ABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 ~ S S M  NOH 1 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
( RE4Y72 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH 1 ( S S ~ E  t s t r  I 8,000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF XnRP 1200.3000 It<. 
.C300 ; Y .  
YRRP .DO30 iN .  
ZHRP .OCOO i Y .  
SCALE -02OC 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 31 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  Y A Y ,  MACH11 -25 FLUMES ON 
( AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 174 
DATA SET SVHEOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L )tEFERENCE ! WORNAT I ON 
[ RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOn I (SSnE NOn 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 U K F  2690.WOO SO.FT. 
f RE4VA9 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOPI I (SSHE NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.400 4.250 L lEF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y99 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I (SSRE NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y83 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 tSStlE NOR 1 8.000 .OOO 1.400 4.250 XURP YH ?
.OOCO iN. 
-3000 IY. 
ZKRP .OOOC IN. 
SCALE .",zoo 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 38 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS i N  YAW.MACH=l.4 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 175 
DATA SET S Y W L  CONFIGURATIOH MSCRIPTION ELV-IO ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFEREME INFERHATICY 
(RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 IABO QTS CSFtB N W  ? CSSW NOH 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2693.CU03 SC.FT. 
I RE4YA9 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOfl r (SSHE NOfl ,000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 129D.3913 IU. 
I RE4Y99 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 1 4.000 4.000 1.40[! 4.250 EREF 1293.3255 I N .  
[ RE4Y83 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O QTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I 8.000 ,000 1.400 4.250 XYQP YnR? .a030 IN.  .C333 i?". 
ZMRP .00" I N .  
SCALE .02cc 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 38 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING L O A D S  I N  YAW*MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
{AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 176 
DATA SET 
C RE4Y24 I 
( RE4YA9 I 
C RE4Y99 I 
( RE4YB3 I 
IYHBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPT!ON ELV-18 ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORNATION 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOPI I CSSME NOn 1 . a 0  .WO 1.400 4.250 YKF 2690.0000 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH I [SSHE NOH 1 .000 4.000 1.4@0 4.250 LREF 1299.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NOM I 8.000 ,000 1.400 4.250 XPRP .OD00 I N -  
YHRP .03!?C IS. 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 38 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS IN YAWtMACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE '177 
DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION OESCRfPTION 
[ RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 BTS (SRB Net4 1 CSSHE N@! 
C RE4YS2 1 8 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE M U  1 
ELV-IB ELV-CB UACH RN/L REFERENCE IKFORnATION 
.000 .OM3 1.400 4.150 SREF 2690.0000 !Q.FT. 
8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1295.3G30 .%. 
BREF 1290.3033 IN .  
xnRP -050s I ~ .  
YMRP .COO0 1%. 
ZURP .COG3 :N. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* ZEGREES 
FIG, 38 E F F E C T  OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = -00 PAGE 178 
DATA SET SfHBDc. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFOR8ATlON 
( RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOH I ISSHE NOIi 1 .000 .000 I .400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
( RE4Y62 1 6 ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 ISSHE NOK 1 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XnRP .COO0 IN. 
YMRP .CCCO IN. 
ZPRP .ooeo 1s. 
SCALE .02G3 
c--- --- 
FIG. 38 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON WING LOADS I N  YAW,MACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 179 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOE! DESCRlPflON ELV-I8 ELV-08 UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOSflATI3V 
t RE4Y24 I ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS (SRB NOH ( S S ~  NOH 1 .OW .OD0 I 4 4 .Z!S SQEF 2690.C000 SO.FT. 
C RE4Y62 1 8 ARC 11-023 l l 8O OTS 1SRB NOH 1 1 S M  NOU 1 8.000 4.000 1.400 4.259 LREF 1293.3G00 I N .  BREF 1290.3COO I'd. 
XXRP .OC33 :N. 
VURP .0000 IN. 

































FIG. 38 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON WIhu LOADS I N  YAWvMACH=1.4 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 180 
DATA SET SVI)BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
[ RE4V2O B ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I C S S ~ E   NO^ 1 .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( RE4YA5 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSUE N3U I .000 4.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. [ RE4Y95 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRP NOH I CSSUE NOU 1 4.000 4.000 .600 3,400 BREF 1299.3000 IN. ( RE4Y79 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I [SSUE NOH I 8.000 .000 .600 3.400 
Y ~ R P  XKRP .COO3 IN. 
.oooc 1'4. 
ZnRP ,0030 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 39 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M-0.6 PLUME ON 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 18: 
DATA SET SYneOL C O N F I W R A T I O N  DESCRIPTlOH ELV-I6 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INfDRHATfOhl 
C RE4YZO I ARC 1 1-023 l A00 OTS CSRB NW I CSSM NOH 1 .DO0 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.OOSO S3.F:- 
( RE4YAS 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH I .000 4.000 ,600 3.400 LREF 1290.3CC3 !N. 
l RE4Y95 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOH I CSSME NOH I 4.000 1.000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 l v .  
i RE4Y79 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NO9 I (SSilE NOH ) 8.000 .OOO .600 3.400 XnRP .OD00 IN. YMRP .OC!?3 IN. 
ZRRP .OOCO i Y .  
SCAiE -02C3 
FIG. 39 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW. M-0.6 PLUME ON 
t AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 182 
DATA SET S V ~ ~ M  CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTI~W ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( RE4Y2O ) ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSM NOH 1 .W0 .000 .6W 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SC-FT. 
f RE4Y87 1 ARC l l -023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 a.000 2.000 .GOO 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4Y58 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I 8.000 4.000 .SO0 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y69 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOM 1 8.000 -4.000 ,600 3.400 XPRP .GO00 IN. YMRP .Go00 :N. 
ZMRP .OD00 In.  
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 39 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M.0.6 PLUKE ON 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE :83 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTif f l  ELV-13 ELV-08 RACH RN/L REFERENCE !hsGRXAT1"3h: 
I RE4Y2O 1 ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS CSRB N W  1 CSSM NOH 1 .M)O -000 .GO0 3.400 SREF 2690.0300 SO.FT. [ RE4Y97 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOU 1 CSSUE NQM I 8.000 2.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3COC .h. 
( RE4YSB ) ARC 11-623 IA8O 0 1 5  (SRB NOM I CSSME NOU 1 8.000 4.000 ,600 3.400 BREF 1250,33Ci! 1X.  
( RE4Y69 I l.RC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH 1 8.000 -4.000 .600 3.400 XMRP . O C X  I N .  YH4P .G33!2 !N. 
ZERP -0300 IN. 
SCALE .0203 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOMATION 
(REIYZI I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOn I CSSM NOn 1 ;MH) .000 .SO0 4 .-rjO SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
f RE4YA6 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 BTS (SRB NOH I (SSnE NOH 1 .000 4.000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y96 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM I (SSPE  NO^ I 4.000 4.000 .900 4.750 BREF 1290,3009 1%. 
C RE4YBO 1 ARC 11-023 fA8O OTS lSRB NOM I CSSME NOM 1 8.000 .OW .SO0 4.250 XURP .OD30 IN. 
r M P  .OCO3 1'4. 
ZHRP -0OC3 1s. 
SCALE .0203 
FIG. 40 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M4.9 PLUHE ON 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAS€ :85 
DATA SET SYtlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB nACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOHYATIC*~ 
t RE4YZI I B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSStiE 1E 1 .OW .Oil0 .900 4.250 SREC 2630.OCOEI SQ."I. L REQYAG I ARC 11-023 KABO OTS (SRB NOH I (SSUE tmn I .000 C.OOO  GO 4.250 LREF 129a.33~0 IN. C RE4Y9F I ARC 11-023 fA0O OTS (SRB NOU 3 CSSUE NUbl 1 4.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREf 1290.3200 1%. C RE4YBQ 1 ARC 11-023 IABO CTS iSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOR 1 0.000 .000 .90O 4.250 XERP YH P .630O IF;. 
.CDOO !N. 














































SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 40 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN YAW, M=9.9 PLLPE 3N 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 126 
DATA SET SYWOL CONfiGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RE4V21 1 B ARC 11-923 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH CSSM NOH 1 .000 .OW .SO0 4.250 SREF 2690.WOO SO-FT. C RE4YBB I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOn I 8.000 2.000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 ;N. [ RE4Y59 ; ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NOH I 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BRCF 1290.300C 1%. [ RE4Y70 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS fSR8 NOM 1 CSSME NOH I 8.000 -4.000 .900 4.250 XMRP Y  .COD0 IN. 
.ijJOO ! N . 
ZURP .COO0 i N .  
SCALE .32CO 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 40 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW. M4I.9 P L U E  W 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 187 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-it3 ELY-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRMATICS 
(RE4Y21 I W ARC 11-023 IABO BrS fSRB NOH 1 CSSM NOH I .000 .000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.WDO S3.FT. ( RE4Y8B I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSUE NOH I 8.000 2.000 .SO0 4.250 LPEF 129ff.>C;33 :'.. [ RE4Y59 I ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NCM 1 CSSflE NaPl 1 8.000 4.000 .900 4.250 BREF 1293.33Z :V. t RE4Y70 I ARC 11-02: IA80 OTS CSRB NOi. I CSSUE NOR I 8.000 -4.300 .93C 4.250 Xt?RP .Ou"C," i v .  
YMRP .GCX ?%. 













































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 40 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MBMENTS IN YAW. M.0.9 PLbi?E GN 
(AIALPHA = . 00 OAGE 188 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlaEi ELV-I8 ELV-OB RACH RN/L REFERENCE llyFORUAT!ON 
c R E ~ Y Z Z  1 ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  O ~ S  CSRB NO~I I cssw on I .om .wo 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 ~9.~1. 
f RE4VA7 1 ARC 11-023 IABO O'S [SRB NOU I CSSHE NOU I .000 4.000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN-  
[ RE4Y97 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOU I 4.000 4.000 1 . I00 4.250 BREF 129C.3003 IN. 
C RE4Y81 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSUE NO% 1 8.000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 XURP YH  .OCCO -0003 !h. IN
















































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 41 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN YAW, M.1 .l PLJME ON 
PAGE 189 - (AIALPHA = .OO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELL-- nAcn - '- REFERENCE 1 NFORHAT lOh; 
C RE4Y22 3 ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS CSRB NOW i CSSHE NOH 1 .000 ,000 1 . 1 0 0  5 0  SREF 2690.OOW SQ.FT. 
( RE4YA7 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ 1 C S S ~ E  NOH I .000 4 . 0 0 0  1 .100  . iSO LREF 1290.3930 1 N .  
( RE4197 I ARC l 1 - ~ 2 3  1 ~ 2 0  DTS CSRB &OM 1 C S S ~ E  NOU I . 4 . 0 0 0  4.000 I .  lcn 4 .250  BREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 3 0 ~  IN. 
f RE4Y81 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS LSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 3 8.000 .00a I . l o 0  4 . 2 5 0  XVR? .COtO I \ .  YMRP .3300D !N. 
ZMRP .C333 I \ .  
SCALE .C200 
FIG. 41 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M=l . l  PLUME Ot i  
CAIALPHA = P A  PAGE 190 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION tESCRlPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 IABO @TS CSRB NOH 1 ISSHE NOH I -000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
[ RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 IA8O BTS [SRB NOH (SSHE NOH 8.000 2.000 1 . I00 4.250 LREF i290.3000 I N .  
( RE4Y60 I ARC 11-023 IA83 OTS CSRB N3M 1 CSSUE NCM 1 8.000 4.000 1.100 4.253 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y71 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSHE NOW I 8.000 -4.000 1.103 4.250 XMRP .OC32 IN. YHRP .OC33 IN.  














































FIG. 41 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVEN HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW. M=l .l PLUME CN 
IA;,?!.PYA = .OO PAGE :9: 
REFERENCE 1 ~ ~ 3 2 H A T I Z V  DATA SET SYnBOL 
[ RE4Y22 1 
( RE4YBS 1 
1 RE4YGO I 
1 RE4Y71 I 
FIG, 
[ A l A l -  
ARC 11-023 IABO ~ T S  (sRe  on 
ARC I 1-023 !nee OTS [SRB :don 
ARC I 1-023 IAEO OTS (SRB caN 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 










SREF 2690 .COO0 fjC .FT. 
LREF 1293.LOOS IN. 
BREF 1242.33"u IN. 
XYRP .CDC2 ?N. 
YHRP .COCO !Y. 
Zt4RP .0000 1%. 
SCALE .02CC 
. I 1  
.10 
.09 
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S lDESL 1 P ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
I 41 EFFECT OF ELEYON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN YAW, M=l . l  PLUME ON 
.PHA = . 00 PAGE 192 
L 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWIGURATION MSGRIPT ION ELV-18 ELV-OB RICH RN/L REFERENCE INFORUATION 
I RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 1ABO RTS [SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH I ,000 ,000 1.250 4.230 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. ( RE4YA8 1 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSPE NOH I .000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LRiF 1290.3000 IN.  
[ RE4Y98 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH I [SSME NOM 1 4.000 4.000 i .250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4YB2 1 ARC 11-023 !A60 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOM I 0.000 ,000 I .zso s .2so XHF'P .OOCO 1%. YHFP ,0933 1%. 
ZUEP .0330 IN.  
SCELE .0250 
2. 42 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M=1.25 PLURE !3N 
ALPHA = .OO PAGE :93 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATIBN DESCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENE INFCSfiATIC': 
( RE4Y23 ) ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 1 .mo .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.C003 S0.FT.  
( RE4YAB I ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I .000 4.000 1.250 9.250 LREF 129L.3C00 IN. 
( RE4Y98 I ARC 11-023 Lh8D OTS CSRB NOH ) (SSflE NOH 1 4.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1295.5S30 j X .  
[ RE4Y82 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM I [SSME NOH 1 8.000 .OOC 1.250 4.250 XMRP .OCOC .%. YflRP .OCC3 I N .  
ZHRP .COO2 1%. 
SCALE .C20C 
FIG. 42 EFFECT d ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW. E=1.25 PLUnE ON 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 194 
DATA SET SYHEOL CONFIGNATION DESCRIPTION ELV-16 ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH ! CSS6.K NOH 1 .000 .W 1.250 4.250 SREF 26$!!.0000 SO.FT. (RE4Y61 1 ARC i1-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 8.000 4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3003 IN. 
C RE4Y72 I ARC 11-023 Ih8O OTS tSRB N3tl I tSSHE NOH I 8.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3033 IN. 
.OD00 IN. 
YMRP .C30C IN. . . .  . 
ZURP .0000 :N. 
SCALE .0290 
FIG. 42 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  YAW, M=1.25 PCURE ON 
fhlALPHA = .OO PAGE :35 
DATA SET 
[ RE4Y 23 1 
[ RE4Y6I 1 
( RE4Y72 1 
S Y ~ O L  ;ONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-fB ELV-M HACH R N 3 L  REFERENCE INFO7YhTIf'- 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB NW 1 CSSM NOH I ,000 .OLIO 1.250 4.250 SREF ~ ~ S D . O ~ G O  SG.FT. 
ARC 11-023 1'80 OTS CSRB NOH I [SStlE NOH e . 0 ~  4.000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.2306 !V. 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 8.000 -4.000 1.250 4.250 BREF X RP
1290.3CSC .hl. 
.01?0:: :hi. 
Y flRP .0033 :N. 
ZnRP .DO33 IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
DATA SET SY- CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RNIL REFERENCE INFJRHATION 
( RE4Y 24 I ARC 11-023 IABO UTS (SRB NOH ) CSS* NOH 1 -000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
I Rt:YA9 I ARC 11-023 ?A90 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH 1 ,000 4.000 1.430 4.250 LREF 1290.3003 IN. 
( RE4Y99 1 ARC 11-023 I A e O  OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH I 4.000 4.000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y83 1 ARC 11-023 !he0 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH 5 8.000 .000 1.400 4.250 XMRP .OOOO IN. YURP .0000 IN. 
ZHRP- .0000 IN. 
SCALt .0203 
FIG.  43 EFFECT OF ELEVBN SETTING ON ELEVON H I N G E  MOMENTS IN YAW, Mz1.4 PLUK ON 
(A3ALPHA = .OO PhGE i97 
DATA SET SYW c o w r c x m r t m  MSCRIPTION ELV-18 E L V - a  MACH RY/L REFEREME INFORHATICV 
( RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOW CSSM on .W .000 I .4QD 4.250 SSEF 2690.OCG3 SO.Ef. 
( RE4YA9 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NO)! 1 CSSUE NOH 1 -000 4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF !290.11°0 I N .  
f RE4Y99 1 ARC 11-023 1h80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NOH 1 4 . 0 0 0  4 .000  1 .400  4 . 2 5 0  BPEF i233..$tCO IR. 
( RE-lY83 1 ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB NOH ) CSSnE NOH 1 8 . 0 0 0  .OOO 1.4C0 4 . 2 5 0  XPO? .'>COO IN. Y nR? .CfiC@ I N .  
ZnR? .C?100 1'4. 
SCALE .02C:! 
OATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATIW MSCRIPTIW ELV-18 ELV-OE HACH RN/L REFERENCE IWMmAflON 
C RE4Y24 ARC 11-023 [A80 LlTS CSR8 N W  I CSSHE NOn 3 .OW .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ-FT. 
L RE4ISI I 0 ARC 1 1-023 I ABO BTE 15RB NOH i LS%E MOM 1 8 . W  4.000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XnRP .0000 iN. 
YnRP .0000 IN. 














































FIG. 43 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ZLEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN YAW, M.1.4 PLUME ON 
CAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 199 
DATA SET SYnao l  C s W I G U R A T i W  I D E S C R I P T I m  ELV-I8 ELV-06 MACH RH/L REFERENCE INFORCIATIOM 
( RE4U24 3 ARC 11-023 1ABO ibTS C5RB N M  (SSW PXSn I .000 .000 1.4DO 4 . m  SGEF 2690.00C3 SG .FS. 
(RE4161 1 8 ARC 11-023 IABO dT5 LSRB NOH 1 CSY(F NOH 1 8.ODO 4.006 1.100 1.250 ,4EF !29C,39Z3 1'4. 
BREF XXRP :290.3CC3 -0 C2 IN. .
- -  - - - 
YMRP .US03 IN. 
ZtiRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 43 EFFECT OF ELEVON SETTING ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN YAW, Mz1.4 PLUME ON 
(AIALPHA = .GO PAGE 200 
DATA SET SYHBOL PONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I W O R M A T I ~  
C RE4Y28 1 W ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OOO ,000 .600 3.100 SREF 2690.0000 !%.f?. C RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 IASO OTS [SUB NOM I CSSME NOH 1 300 -000 ,600 3.400 LREF 1290.3COO It:. CRE4Y11 3 ARC 11-023 Ih80 CTS lSRB NOM 3 CSSKE NOM+ I .OM3 .OM) -600 3.400 BREF 1293.3W IN. : PE4Y85 I ARC 11-023 1A8U OTS CSRa NOM 3 [SSME NO. I OUT1 .OOO .030 .So0 5.400 X W  .OD00 IN. 
Y W  -0000 IN. 
ZURP ;oooa IN. 
SCALE .0200 
F I G .  44 PLUME EFFtCTS ON V E R T I C A L  TAIL LOADS, MACH=O .6 
( A 1  ALPHF = .00 PAGE 201 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURkTION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-0% MACH RN/L 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-W HACH RNtL REFERENCE INFORMTIdN 
ARC 1 :-023 Ih8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSVE OFF I .OW .000 .SO0 3.400 SREF 2690.OMX) SQ*ff 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRR NOH > CSSVE NOK 3 .000 -000 .W0 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOPI I iSSME NOH+ 3 .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 BREF 1230.300I) IN. g ARC 11-023 l A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 ,000 .OOO .SO0 3.400 XnRP .0000 IN. 
YWP .om0 IN. 
FIG. 44 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, MACHzO.6 
PAGE 203 CAIALPHA = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L R€FEi?ENCE lNfOWATlW 
-. .. .. - - - - -  
SCALE .0200 
ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS [SRB OFF I CSSK OFF I .a00 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690,@300 3 . F  
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRR NOH I CSSME NOM 1 .W0 .000 ,900 4.250 LREF l290.3WO IN. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM- 3 .000 .000 .SO0 4.250 BREF 1299.3000 IN, 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SUB NOM 1 CSSME NOH+ 3 .I200 .OOO .900 4.250 XHRP .om0 IN. 
ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NO. 1 JUT) .000 .OCO -900 4.250 YHRP -0000 IN. 
zmp .OWO IN. 
'T. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB UACH RNIL REFERENCE IMORnATIQ( 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  I) 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIF ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
f 16. 45 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, '1ACH=0.9 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 205 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I0 ELV-QB UAtH RN/L REFERENCE IMORRI*T2O( 
C RE4Y29 I ASC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 ISSHE OFF I .OOO .a00 .9CO 4.250 SREF 26W.000 SO.F?+ 
CRE4Y2I I ARC 11-023 IA80 OiS CSRB NOM 3 (SSME NOH I .OOO .OCu .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
CRE4Y!6 I ARC 11-023 IA80 CTS CSRB NOM I CSSME N W -  I .000 .000 .903 4.250 %REF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y 1 2  1 tRC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME Nun+ 1 . M O  .000 .90C 4.250 XK3P .0000 IN. 
C RE4YB6 , ARC 1 1 4 2 3  IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 W T I  .WO 4.250 YMRP .C1000 IN. .ooo .or.- 
ZHRP .oalo IN. 
SCALE . O m  
-4 -3 -2 - I 0 i 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 45 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, MACH=0.9 
CAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 206 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MAC,:, RNIL REFERENCE INFOiZnAtI(r( 
C RE4Y30 I nRC 11-023 lit80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1 .l@O 4.250 SREF 2690.000 S0.F 
( RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NOH I -000 .000 1.100 k.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
(RE4Y17 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSRE NOH- I .000 ,000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE4Y13 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM* I .000 -000 1 .I00 4.250 XURP .Om0 IN. 
C RE4YB7 I ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS [SUB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 YMRP .OM)O IN. 
ZMRP .OoW IN. 
SCALE . O m  
FI  
C A I  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE I N F m A T I  Cif4 
ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS [SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
I [SSME OFF I 
I [SSME NOM ) 
I CSSME NOM- I 
I (SSME NOM+ I 
I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 
FIG. 














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIBN DESCRIPTION ELV-IR ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnkTlm 
C RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS fSR8 OFF 1 [SSME OFF I .OD0 .WO 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0300 M-FT* 
C RE4Y22 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH 1 -000 -000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.2000 IN. 
C RE4Y 17 3 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB @lOM 3 CSSME NRM- I .000 -000 I .I00 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE4Y13 I ARC 11-023 !A8G OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSM< ?:OM+ 1 .000 .000 1.1CO 4.250 XMRP .00W IN. 
C RE4YB7 I ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSKL NO. 1 OUT1 -000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 YnRP ,0000 IN. ZHRP -0000 IN. 
SCE'-c .0200 
PAGE 209 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-15 ELV-05 RACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATIQW 
CRE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I -000 .900 1.250 ? -250 SREF 2690.0090 SQeFT. 
C RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH I -000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE4YI8 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOH- I .000 -000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE4Y14 I ARC !I-023 IA80 DTS CSRB NOH I CSStlE NDM+ I -000 .000 1.250 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. 
C RE4YR8 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOR I (SSME NO. I OUT1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 VMRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-2 - 1  i i 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 47 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, MACHz1.25 
CAIALPHA = . 00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFC 1 
( RE4Y23 1 -000 ,000 1.252) 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO*fT. ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM I LSSME NRM I -000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 Ih. 
CRE4YlB I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM 3 CSSME NOM- 1 ,000 .000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
t RE4Y14 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM > (SSME NOH+ 1 -000 .000 1.250 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. 
( RE4YB8 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .000 1.25C 4.250 YMRP -0000 IN. 
ZURP .OD00 IN. 
SCALE .a200 
FIG. 47 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL LOADS, MACHz1.25 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 211 
DATA SET SYKBOL CONFIGURATION DESCF'PllON ELV-IB ELY-BB MACH RNfL REFERENCE INF6R1.tATiCRi 
- - - - - - - 
C RE4731 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSr A OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I a000 .U00 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
C RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS fSRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 1 .000 ,000 1.250 11.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y 18 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRU NOM I tSSME NOM- I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1250.3000 IN. 
tRE4Y14 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSR9 NOM I CSSME NOH+ I .000 .COO 1.250 4.250 XURP .DOW IN. 
I RE4YB8 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS ISR6 NOP! I CSSME NO. 1 WTZ .000 .00G 1.250 4.250 YMRP .DO00 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
FIG. 
C A I A L  PAGE 212 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURAT:QN DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RiYL RE.'ERENCE INFORI(A1fm 
- -- - -  
C RE4Y32 I ARC lb-023 IABO OTS tSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF I .OOO .OOO 1.400 4.290 SREF 2690.00110 SO.FT* 
C F?E4Y24 I ARC 11-323 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM J CSSME NOH I -000 -000 1.400 4.250 LREF 12¶O.#W)O IN* 
C RE4Y19 I ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NOM- I .000 .000 1.400 4.2% BREF X290.3000 IN. 
C I?E4Y15 I ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH+ 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 XHRP . O W  IN. 
C RE4YB9 1 ARC 11-023 id80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 ~SSME NO. 1 OUT) .000 .OOO 1.400 4.250 YURP -0000 IN. 
ZNRP .m IN. 
FI 
C A I  
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE ISSFORnATXON 
C RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME UFF I -000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690,0000 SQ-FT* 
C RE4Y24 I A R C  11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM 1 .000 ,000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN* 
C RE4Y19 1 ARC 11-923 IAEO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM- I .000 .000 1.400 4,250 BREF 1290.3MK) IN. 
C RE4Y 15 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM* I .000 .000 1.400 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. 
C RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I 1SStlE NO. 1 OUT) .OOO .OOO 1.400 4.250 YmP ,0600 IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE , O M 0  
FIG,  
C A I A L  PAGE 214 
DATA SET SYMBM CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-08 MACH RN/l REFERENCE !M(JRWTI(IN 
[ RE4Y32 I B rRC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .000 .000 1.4~) 4 . ~ 0  SREF %=690.~)00 SO.F ( RE4Y24 1 APC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH I .000 .000 1.400 *.XO LREF 1290.3000 I N *  C RE4Y 19 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH r CSSME NOM- I .000 -000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y15 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NDH 1 CSSME NOM+ J .QM) .OOO 1.400 4.250 X3RP ,0000 IN. [ RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB NUB ) CSSME NO. 1 BUT) -000 .000 1.400 4 -250 YHRP .OOM) IN. 
ZMRP .DM0 IN. 
SCALE .DM0 
- 4 -2 - -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG* 48 PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAiL LOADS, MACH=1.4 
[AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 215 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-re ELV-CF MACH R N ~ L  REFERENCE I I Q M ~ A T ~ ~  
C REJY2B I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSE OFF 3 .DOG .OW .GOO 3.400 SREF 269tt.CDOO S3.FT. 
C ?!E4YM 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB M3M I CSSUE Nr?n 3 (RE4Y I I  3 .WC .000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3003 IN. ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS C5RB NOH I CSSME NOH* I .000 .COO .600 3.400 BREF 125?0.3COI? fN. 
C RE9YB5 ) ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRR NOR 1 (SSME N3. 1 OUT) .OOD .000 -600 3.400 XHRP .0000 IN. 
YHRP .I3500 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .OM0 

IATA SET SYflQOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPFION ELV-IB ELY-OB MACH RNIL EZFERENCE IWORHWIW 
REIYBO 1 B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1.100 r.250 SREF 2630.0000 S0.F RE4Y22 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NOH I .000 ,000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. RE4Y 17 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS tSRB NOH I CSSME NOH- I .OQO .Of30 1 .lo0 a.250 BREF 3290.3000 IN. RE4Y13 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH* I .000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 XMRP .woo IN. RE4YB7 I ARC 11-323 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 -000 ,000 1.100 4.250 YHRP .I3000 IN. 
ZNRP . O W  IN. 
KALE . O W  
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG . 5 1 PLUME EFFECTS ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENT, MACH= 1 ,1 
CAIALPHA = .OO 
C I  
PAGE 218 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCR!PTION 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS tSRB NO? 
ARC 1 1-023 I A80 OTS (SRB hOM 
I CSSME OFF I 
3 (SSME NOM I 
1 [SSME NO?$- I 
I CSSME NOH+ I 
REFERENCE IMt*ZIIATIrn 
SREF 2690.6000 S 0 . F  
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XM8P .000O IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZnRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .OM0 
FI 
[ A ?  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIU?4 ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNfL REFEREHtE IWOWATIm 
[ RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSNE OFF I ,000 -000 1,400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-Ff. 
C RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSK NOM I -000 .2W 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN* 
tRE4Y19 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OT5 CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH- I .000 .000 i.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y 15 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH* I .WO .000 1,400 4.250 XWP .OW0 IN. 
C RE4YB9 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 WTI .WO ,000 1.400 4 - 2 3  YMRP .WXKJ IN. 
ZMR? .0000 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG, 
C A I A L  PAGE 220 
PAGE 221 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFEREKE INFOSHhTIDN 
L RE4X28 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I 
( RE4XZO 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOPI 1 (SSME NOH 1 
( RE4X06 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH* 1 (SSME NOH I 
( RE4XOI 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH*+) CSSflE NOM I 
.000 ,600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT. 
.000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3C30 iN. 
.000 ,500 3.400 BREF 1290.3CDO IN. 
.000 ,600 3.400 XMRP .C(?OO IN. 
YH4P .CCCO IN. 
M R P  -0000 IN. 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 54 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MACH=O.6 
(AIBETA = .00 PAGE 222 
DATA SET SY~BOC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-15 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE I N F ~ A T X O N  
( RE4X28 I B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB W F  I tSSnE OFF I .WO .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT C RE4X2O 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOH I .000 -000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 !N. C RE4X06 1 ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB NOH* I [SS~E NOH 1 -000 .000 .600 3.409 BREF 1290.3300 IN. ( RE4XOL 1 ARC 11-C23 I A a O  OTS lSRB NOM++l CSSnE NOH 1 -000 .000 .600 3.400 XHRP .C300 IN. 
YMRP .f]OOO TY. 
ZXRP .oooo I\. 
SCALE .0203 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 C 2 3 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 54 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, MACHz0.6 
[AIBETA = .OO PASS 223 , 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I3 ELV-08 WACH RN/L REFmENCE 3NFORYhTICN 
( R E 4 X 2 9  1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I .OaO .OOC .YO0 4.250 SREF 269'3.00X3 SQ-FT. 
( RE4X21 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS (SRB NOM I (SSHE NOH I .GO0 .000 ,900 4.250 LREF :25E.3C03 !N. 
( RE4X07 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOW+ I CSSME NOH 3 .030 .000 .900 4.250 BCEF :290.3C00 IN. 
C R E 4 X 0 2  ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH++] [SS~E  NO^ ) .OOO .OOO .900 4.250 Xt'W .CDSD 1'4. 
YERP -0203 IN. 
FIG. 55 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH* MACHz0.9 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 224 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I9 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMMmATlON 
( RE4X29 1 B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .M)O .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. (RE4X21 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOn ) .DO0 .000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X07 ! ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH* I CSSME NOM 1 .000 .OD0 .900 4.250 %REF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4X02 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM++l CSSME NOM 1 .COO ,000 .900 4.250 XnRP .COO0 !N. 
YKRP .Of330 IN. 








































-4  -3 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 -2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 55 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, MACHz0.9 
(A IBETA = . 00 PAGE 225 
DATA SET SY~BDL CONFIGURATIG~ OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELY-08 MACH RNA REFERENCE INFERHATI34 
( REtX29 I ARC 11-023 JAB8 OTS CSR8 OFF I t S W  WF 1 
C RE4X21 1 .000 .OW ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.0CCIl SO.FT. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM I 
( RE4X07 I ARC 11-023 IABO UTS CSRB M3H+ I CSSnE WPI I 
.000 ,300 -900 4.250 LREF 1290.3300 IEJ. 
C RE4X02 I ARC 11-023 IABQ OTS CSRB NOn++I CSSME NWI I 
.DO0 .OW .900 4.250 BREF 12SC.3GS IN. 
.000 -000 .90D 4.250 XYRP .OCOC IN. 
YmP .DO00 IN. 
ZHRP .0003 iN. 
SCALE ,0200 
FIG. 55 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON Y lNG LOADS I N  PITCH. MACH=0.9 
EAIBETA = .00 PAGE 226 
DATA SET 
FIG. 56 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, HACH=1.1 
[AIBETA = .00 PAGE 227 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-I& ELV-00 VACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOhUTIPK 
PAGE 228 
DATA SET S 
FIG, 
C A I B E  
YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-13 ELV-DB MACH W/L REFERENCE iW0RWh'fIOX 
B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSUE OFF I .OOn .OD0 1 .lot? 4.m SREF 2690.0000 S2.F ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOM 1 .000 .M10 1 .!00 4.250 LREF 12911.3030 IN. ARC 11-023 LAB0 OTS (SRB NOH- I (SSME NOPI 1 .000 .000 l .lOC 4.250 BREF 1299.3000 :N. ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM* 1 (SSME NOH I .OOO .OW 1.100 4.250 XMRP .CGDO ZN. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NW++) CSSME NOH 1 .OOO .OOO 1.100 4.250 YHRP .OOCO IN. 
ZRRP .aOC3 IN, 
SCALE .0203 
- 4 -3 -2 -1 0 : 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
56 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MACH=1.1 
TA = -00 PAGE 229 
DATA SET SYMaOL CONFIGURATIW DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 (A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 
ARC 11-023 IA0O OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH I 
ARC 11-023 !A63 OTS [SRB NOH- 1 CSSME N[W I 
ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOH* 3 CSSHE NOM 3 














-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 57 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN PITCH, MACHz1.25 
[AIBETA = . 00 PACE 230 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 POACH RN/L REFERENCE IIJFO(mATIf3N 
PAGE 232 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB M C H  RN/L REFERENCE INFORUATlON 
C RE4X32 I ARC 11-023 FA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSStdE OFF I .000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4X24 3 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSME NOH 1 .OOO .000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 I & .  
( RE4X27 I ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS [SRB NOM- 1 [SSME NOM 3 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1220.3000 IN. 
C RE4XlO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH+ I CSSME NOH I .000 -000 1.400 4.250 XMRP .0000 IN. 
C RE4X05 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM++I CSSME NOM I .000 .000 1.400 4.250 YMRP .CSDO IN. 








































-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG, 58 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  PITCH, MACHz1.4 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 233 
CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NOM- 
ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NOH+ 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM++ 
I (SSME OFF 
1 ~ S S M E  NOM 
1 [SSME NOH 
1 (SSME NOM 
I (SSME NOtl 




















ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C RE4X32 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
! RE4X24 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NM) I -000 .000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X27 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS lSRB NOH- 1 CSSME NOH 1 .OOO -000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.?"?0 1%. 
I RE4X10 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH+ 1 [SSME NOH 1 .000 .000 1.400 4,250 XMRP . 9 IN. 
I RE4X05 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH++; (SSME NOM 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 YMRP 
.,,,O GPJOO IN. - ZMRP 
SCALE .02CO 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I ,000 .000 -600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
( RE4X20 I ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM I -000 -000 -600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4X06 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOH+ 1 (SSME NOH 1 .000 .000 -600 3.400 BREF 1290.30CO IN. 
(RE4XOl I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM++l (SSME NOM I .000 .000 ,600 3.400 XMRP .COO0 I Y .  
YKQP .OOCO IN. 
ZURP .COO0 IN. 
Sf ALE -0200 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 I 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG, 59 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH, MACHzQ.6 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 236 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATIGN 
RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0003 S0.F 
qE4X20 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSHE NOH 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
2E4X06 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH* 1 CSSME NOH 1 .000 -000 -600 3.400 BREF 1290.300C IY. 
RE4XOl I ARC 11-023 1AB0 OTS tSRB NOH++) CSSHE NOH 1 -000 -000 ,600 3.400 XNRP .0000 IN. 
YNRP .COD0 IN. 
M R P  .GO00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 59 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN PITCH, MACH=O .6 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 237 
DATA SE 
C RE4X29 
I RE4X2 1 
C RE4X07 
C RE4X02 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE I hFORYAT:Cf' - -  .-- . -. . - B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 ,000 .XI0 .900 4.250 SREF 262?0.000= S0.F ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I (SSME NOH 1 .000 ,000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3003 IN. ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH+ I CSSME NOM I .000 -000 -900 4.250 BREF 1299.3000 IN. ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH++l (SSME NOH I .OW .COO -900 4.250 XERP .COO0 IN. 
YMRP -0003 IN. ----i n ~ ~  .~om IN; 
SCALE -0200 
FIG. 60 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH, MACHz0.9 
CAIBETA = .OO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORflATlON 
[ RE4X29 3 B ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 .W0 .DO0 .SO0 4.2% SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. ( RE4X21 ) ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOM I (SSME NOPI 3 .OD0 .OW .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3300 IN. [ RE4X07 I ARC 11-023 fA8O OTS CSRB NOn+ I (SSME NOH 3 .000 ,000 .900 4.250 EQEF 1290.3C00 iN. [ RE4X02 1 4RC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH++] (SSME NOM 3 .OCO .OD0 .900 4.250 
YURP XM
.C030 IN. 
.06% 0U. - 













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 60 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON L E V O N  HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH. MACH=0.3 - a 
[AISETA = .OO 2'; '2 32 S A P '  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I ~*FC?WI'?C'J 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB OFF I [SSflE OFF I 
( RE4X22 1 SO00 .DOG 1,100 4.250 SREf 2653.COCO S 3 . r .  ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSflE NOH 1 
( RE4X25 1 -000 .000 !.!00 4.250 LREF :293.33C3 11;. ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM- ! CSSME NOH 1 
I RE4X08 1 -000 -C03 *CO 4.250 SGEF :293.3CSC 13. ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH+ 3 CSSME NOM I .COO -050 I -100 4.250 XVSP 
.OCGC 1s;. 
4- 
C RE4X03 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSflE NOH I .COO .DOC 1 .100 4 -250 YMRP 
.C2?3 :N. 









FIG. 61 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH, MACHz1.1 
CAIBETA = . 00 P+EE 213 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW 1GURAT ION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS tSRB OFF 1 ( S S K  OFF 
ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  7s (SRB NOH I CssnE NOH 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH- 1 CSSnE NOM 
ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB NOH+ I LSSRE NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM++l CSStiE NOH 













SREF 2 6 3 0 . 0 ~ 0  $0.: 
LREF 1293.3033 1 N . 
3REF 1290.3339 IN. 
XURP .CC03 IF;. 
YWRP .C"3 IN. 
P R P  .003S IN. 
SCALE .02C3 
-4  -3 -2 - ! 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG . 61 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS IN PITCH, MACH=l. 1 
(AIBETA = .OO O A S E  24:  

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OR MACH RN/L REFERENCE I N F O W A f I O h '  













































-4  -3 -2  - 1 0 1 2 3 Z 't 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DE93REES 
FIG. 62 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENTS I N  PITCH. MACHz1.25 
(AIBETA = -03  P4SE 243 


DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-If3 ELV-08 HACh RN/L REFERENCE INFDRPATIOY 
( RE4Y28 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF '1 CSSME OFF 1 .000 .ODD .600 3.400 SREF - 2690.OCOD SO.FT. 
t RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS [SRB NOM ) (SSME NOH I .000 .COO -600 3.400 LREF 1290.3620 IN. 
t RE4Y06 1 ARC 11-C23 IABO OTS CSRB NOH+ 3 CSSHE NOM 3 .000 .000 ,600 3.400 BREF 1290.33CO IN. 
( RE4YOI 3 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOH++) CSSME NOM I .OD0 -090 .600 3.400 XE2P .OCCD IN. YMRP .0Gi?3 - IN. 
















- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
I G .  64 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACHz0.6 
IALPHA = .OO PAGE 246 
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION - -- - 
( RE4Y28 1 B - ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSME OFF I .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. ( RE4YZO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NOM 1 .000 ,003 .600 3.400 LREF !290.3000 IN. [ RE4Y06 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH+ I (SSME NOM I .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 BREF :290.3300 IN. [ RE4YOl I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOM++I [SSME NOH 3 .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 XHRP .OCOO IN. 
VMRP .OCOO IN. - 
ZMRP .OD03 IN. 
- 4  -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 64 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW* MACH=0.6 
- - (AIALPHA = . Ofi PACE 247 
DATA SET 
FIG, 64 EFFECT GF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACKz0.6 
(AIALPHA = . OG PAGE 248 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I 
(RE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOK ) CSSME NOH I 
( RE4YO7 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn+ 1 CSSME NOM I 












SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XWRP .0000 IN. 
YHRP .0000 IN. 








































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGRECS 
FIG. 65 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOAOS I N  YAW, MACH.0.9 
I A 1  ALPIjA = ,OQ a h  EF. 249 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELY-03 HACH RNlL REFEREECE INF2SXhrlCN 
( RE4Y29 3 ARC 11-023 IhBO OTS CSRB OFF j (SSME OFF I -000 .000 ,900 4.250 SREF ZC9:!.CCCO S2.F 
CRE4Y21 3 ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOn I .OOO .000 .9ca 4.250 LREF 1 2 ~ 0 . 3 ~ ' ~ ~  i ~ .  
C RE4Y07 3 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM+ I CSSME NOn I .000 .OD0 .900 4.250 BREF 123G.3Z00 IN. 
C RE4Y02 I kRC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOtl++l CSSME NOH I ,000 .OCO .SO0 4.250 XMQP .CZ00 :N. 
YWRP .CCCO I Y .  
ZVRP .OD00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
- 4  -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG, 65 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACk0.9 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 250 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATlON 
[ RE4Y29 I B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .W0 .000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. I RE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOM 1 ,000 ,000 .900 4.250 LREF 1230.3000 IN. ( RE4YO7 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOH+ I [SSHE NDM I .000 .000 .900 4.250 BREF i230.3C13Q IN. I RE4YO2 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSME NOH 1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 XMRP Y .03CD IN. .0300 IN. - 



















SIDESLIP ANGLES BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 65 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH=O .9 
IA3ALPHA. = .OO p4SE ?% L I  I 
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFlGURATION OESCRSPTION ELV-IB ELY-OB MACH RN/L REFEQENtE I?JFORt'hT ICY 
RE4Y30 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I .000 .OOC I. 100 2.250 SREF 2603.OUOC S0.F 
RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I .COO ,000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.303C IN. 
RE4Y25 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOU- 1 (SSnE NOn I .OGO .000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
RE4YO8 1 ARC I!-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH+ 3 (SSnE NOU 1 -000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 XHRP .COCG IN. 
RE4Y03 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOU++l [SSnE NOU I .000 .000 1. I00 4.250 YHRP ,0003 IN. 
ZURP .OD03 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 3 2 3 1 
s I DESL I P ANGLE. BETA. DE~REES 
FiG. 66 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH=1.1 
[AIALPHA = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 dACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORRATION 
C RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 tSSME OFF I .000 .030 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
C RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NCH 1 CSSME NOM I -000 .000 1.100 4.250 LREF 1290.3W0 IN. 
I RE4Y25 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NOM- I CSSME NOM I -000 .OCO i .I00 5.250 BREF 1290.3003 !N. C RE4Y08 I ARC 11-023 1,480 OTS CSRB NOH* I CSSME NOH I .000 -000 1.100 4.250 XMRP ,6300 rN. C RE4Y03 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSME NOH I .000 .OGO P . lOO 4.250 YMiiP 
.ED03 IN. 
ZWRP x a o a  IN. 
-4  -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 36 EfFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH=l , I  
CAIALPHA = ' 0 3  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlGN D E S C R I P T I O N  
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS [SRB OFF I S S M  OFF 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 O  OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOH 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  ! A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH- I CSSME NOH 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  !A80 GTS CSRB NOH* I CSSYE NOH 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSUE NOH 
ELV- 18 











FIG. 66 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH.1.1 
REFERENCE fNFCREATICN 
SREF 26% .CCGD 










I N .  
IN. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CDYf!I;URATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RNfL REFERENCE INFORMATION 








































-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLES BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 67 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS I N  YAW, MACH.1.25 
CAIALPHA = .OI" 
OATA SET SYHB?BPIL LBNF iSi:RAT iCli4 OESCRIPT ION 
- .  -- - 
( RE4Y31 3 ARC 1:-323 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 
( RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 
[ RE4Y26 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOW 1 [SSIIE NOM 1 
C RE4Y09 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH+ I tSSME NOH 1 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 67 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WlNG LOADS IN YAW, MACH=1.25 
CAIALPHA = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCPIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
t RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS tSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2600.0300 SO.Fl. 
[ RElY23 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOtI I (SSHE NOH I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3050 !N. 
( RE4Y26 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM- I CSSME NOM 1 .000 -003 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
f RE4Y09 ) ARC 11-023 LAB0 OTS i S R B  NOH+ 1 [SSME NOH I .OOO .OCO 1.253 4.250 XMQP .GO00 IN. 
( RE4YO4 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSME NOH 3 .000 .000 I .250 4.250 vKRP ZH .OD09 :hi. 
.*DS Ih. 
SCALE .G200 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAilON DESCRIPTION ELV-1% EFV-OB MACd RV/L REFERENCE INFORPATICh 

















SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
FIG . 68 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON W iNG LOADS I N  Y IW, MACH4.4 
f AlALPbrA = -00 PAGE 258 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORRATItW 
. - - - 
C RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSStlE OFF I .BOO .Om 1.400 4.230 SREF 2690.000Q SQ.F1'. 
C RE4Y24 3 ARC 11423 IABO OTS {SRB NOH 1 CSSME MOM I -000 .000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y27 I ARC 11-023 1,480 OTS CSRB N O W  I CSSHE NOM I -000 -000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
C RE4Y 19 I ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSRB NOH+ I CSShE NOR I -000 .COO 1.400 4.250 XKRP 
C RE4YOS I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH++) CSStlE NOH 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZURP .0000 IN. .  
SCALE -0200 
ALPHA = .OO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB FLV-CE HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORFATlCN 
FIG. 
C A I A L  
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS iSRB OFF 3 CSSHE OFF I .@DO .ODD ! -400 4.232 .'REF 2690,033130 SG.C 
ARC 11-023 ih80 OTS (SRE NOM I [SSME  NO^ I ,000 .000 1.400 4.253 L9fF 1230.30GO AN. 
ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB NOH- 1 (SSME NOH I -000 .000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3D03 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS (SRB NOH+ I [SSI~E NOH I .ODO .OOC 1.400 4 . 2 5 ~  XFRP .omr ! N . 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH++) 1SSHE NOH 1 -000 .OOO : ,400 4.250 YV4P .r N. 
ZURP 
SCALE . \
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
68 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON WING LOADS IN YAW, MACH=1.4 
PYA = .oo 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTiON ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORUATlON 
I RE4Y28 I B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF 3 .GOO .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F I RE4Y2O 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH I ,000 ,000 ,600 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4YO6 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS IS% NOM+ I (SSME NOH I .000 .000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. (RE4YOl 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH++) CSSME NOM I .000 .000 .600 3.400 XMRP .a000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
F I G .  69 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH=0.6 
IhlALPhA. = .00 PASE 25 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlON ELV-18 EFY-OR MACH R N / i  REFERENCE INFORHATIC% 
'i'E4Y28 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS fSR9 uFF I [SSM OFF .OD0 .000 .GOD 3.400 SREF 2690.OCCO SO.: 
C-'4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 DTS CIRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH ) .000 .000 ,600 3.400 LREF 1290.3CCO IN.  
9E4Y06 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH+ I CSSME NOH 1 ,000 .030 .600 3.4C3 BPEF 1293.3C00 IN.  
RE4YOl 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH++) CSSME NOH 3 -000 -000 .600 3.4CO XFRP .Ct!30 IN. 
YKRP . C ~ O  IN. 
ZnRP .OOCO IN. 
SCALE .02C3 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 C 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 69 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACHz0.6 
CAIALPHA = .OO PASE 262 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
( RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I [SSME OFF I .000 -000 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
t RE4Y21 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB NOM I (SSME NOM I .000 -000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y07 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH+ I tSSME NOH I .000 .000 .900 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4YO? I ARC i1-023 !ABO OTS CSRB NOM++l [SSHE NOM 1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 XMRP 
-0000 IN. 7 
.0000 IN. 
YnRP 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIG, 70 EFFECT QF ?LUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH=0.9 
IAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 263 
onin - . f m o ~  CONF IGURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-ZB ELV-08 nntH RN/L REFERENCE I tic LIRPfn T 'r;* 
C RE4729 J ! ARC 11-023 IhBO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSflE OFF 1 ,000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 265C.CICfO 50.FT. (RE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH I [SStiE NOH I ,000 .000 .900 4.2% LREF 1293.3000 I N .  [ RE4Y07 3 ARC 11-023 lA0O DTS (SRB NOH+ l.[SSME NOM I .000 .000 .9GO 4.250 BQEF 1290.3003 IN. [ RE4Y02 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB NOM++l [SSME NOH I ,000 .000 .900 4.250 XMRP Y .0000 OCOO IN. 

















SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 70 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, MACH.0.9 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 2G4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORUATION 














































- 4  -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIG,  71 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MGMENT IN YAW, MACH=] ,1 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAZE 2E'5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN-; REFERENCE INF'3RHhflCN - 
RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .OG0 l .I03 4.250 SREF 2690.02C3 SO.E 
RE4Y22 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRE NOM I ISSUE NOH I .COO .000 1 .I03 4.250 LREF 1230.3ZC3 IN. 
RE4Y25 3 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOH- I CSSHE NOH I .000 .000 ! . I00 4.250 BREF 1293.3ZC3 IN. 
RE4Y08 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH+ I CSSHE NOH 1 .000 .OD0 1 .iOO 4.250 XMRP .OOCO IN. 
RE4Y03 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOH++) CSSHE NOH I .000 .000 1.100 4.250 YMRP .GWD IN. 
ZNRP ,3000 IN. 
SCALE . O M 0  
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
S IOESL IP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 71 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOHENT I N  YAW, MACHz1.1 
EAIALPHA = .00 9 P  PASE r06 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IGURA 
ARC 11-023 
ARC 1 1-023 
ARC 11-023 
ARC 1 1-023 
ARC 1 1-023 
TION DESCRlPTION 
[A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 
LA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOM 
lA8O OTS lSRB NOH- I CSSME NOM 
lABO OTS [SRB NOH* I CSSME MOM 














SREF 2690.0000 S3.FT. 
LREF 1290.3090 IN. 
BREF 1293.3339 iN. 
XURP .OCOC IN. 
YMRP .CC)CG I Y .  
ZMRP .COO0 IN. 
SCALE .CZi?D 
FIG. 72 EFFECT OF PLUMESs ON ELEVON HINGE HOMENT I N  YAW MhCH=1.25 
CAIALPHA -- . OCS 9,-- L C 3  
IATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-DB MACH RNiL EEFERENCE !:sf SRt4A":CN 
RE4Y31 I B ARC 1j-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSnE OFF I RE4Y23 1 .000 .000 1,250 4.250 SREf 269CI.OC30 S9.F ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSHE NOn I .000 .DOC 1,250 4.250 LREF 1293.3Ct0 3. RE4Y26 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSRB NCM- 1 (SSHE NOH I .000 ,000 1.250 4,250 BPEF 1290.3300 IY .  RE4Y09 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM+ I CSSnE NOH I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 XVQP RE4YO4 I .CI;", Of?:, ARC l ! -013 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH++] CSSME NOH 1 -000 .000 1.250 4.250 YHRP .CCoPS :he 
ZHRP .CCC3 IN. 
SCALE .C203 
FIG. 72 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MACH.1.25 
[AIALPHA = ' 00  PAGE 2G8 
' T .  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OF] MACH RNIL REFERENCE INFORUAT~ON 
ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM 1 
-000 -000 1.400 4,250 SREF 2590.0000 S0.F 
,000 ,000 1.4CO 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 .000 1.400 4.250 BREF 1230.3003 IN. 
ARC i 1-023 I AOO OTS CSRB NOM+ 1 [ SSME ROM I -000 .ooo 1.400 4.250 xrRP .OGQO IN. k ARC 1 1-023 *As0 oTs csRB Non++l [ssME Nan 1 .ooo .ooo 1.400 4.290 YHRP .0000 IN. 
ZHRP .0000 IN. 
FIG, 73 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, MACHz1.4 
IAlhLPHh = .Of2 PAGE L'SS 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 FLY-CB YACX RN/L REFEREKE 1NFORVATfCN 
[ RE4Y 3,! 3 ARC 1 1-023 1180 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStIE OFF 1 -000 .005 1.405 2.250 SREF 2630.OClX 5SO.rT. 
( RE4Y24 1 ARC 11-023 IA88 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSYE NOH 1 .GOO .COO 1.4CO 4.253 LREF t290.3223 IN. 
C RE4Y27 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH- I CSSHE NOH I .000 .000 1.400 4 . 2 s  BREF 1290.3220 f N .  
C RE4Y10 1 ARC 11-023 IA90 DTS (SRB NOH+ I CSSME NOH j .000 -000 1.400 4,ZSC XURP , C C E ~  1%. 
C RE4Y05 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH++) CSSUE NOH 1 -000 .000 1.400 4,250 ~ R P  .OCOS IK. 
ZH9P .DO00 IN. 
SCALE .02C3 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETh* DEGREES 
FIG. 73 EFFECT OF PLUMES ON ELEYON HINGE MOMENT !N YAW, MACHz1.4 
PAGE 273 
0 4 T A  SET 
C R E 4 X 2 8  J 
C R E 4 X 2 0  I 
T R E 4 X I I  1 
( R E 4 X 9 3  1 
FIG, 74 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCii, MACH=O .6 
( A I B T T P ,  = .GO PAGE 27:  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERERCE !\~OSF?R7: CY 
C RE4X28 1 ! ARC 11-023 l A 0 O  OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 .COO .690 3 .400  S??S 2602,9SC3 S2.FT. C RE4XZO 1 ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOV I CSSME NOH I .COO .OD0 -630 3.400 LQEF i293.3033 :V. CRE4X1 I I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  !A80 OTS CSRB NOW I CSSME NOM+ 1 -000 .GOD .60D 3.400 SQEF 120L.3SCU" jP. C RE4XBS I ARC 11 -023  !A80 OTS CSRB NO.7 'I CSSME NO. I OUT1 .COO -000 -6CO 3.900 
XX?P Y PZ  
.CC2C .Y. 
* :". 
L W P  - .; .rrur . - 
SCALE .C2C2 
- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 74 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAO I N  PITCH. MACH.O.6 
CAIqFTA = .OO P?SE 2-72 
DATA SET SYUBOL. CONF IG'SATlOt3 MSCRIPTION ELY-I8 ELV-OB UACH RNfL REFERENCE INFORMTIOY 
( RE4X2B 1 B ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 -009 -000 .60O 3,400 SREF 26S.0083 SO-FT. C RE4X2O 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NO?( 1 CSSME NOH 3 .000 .ODD .SO0 3.400 LREF 1290.3D00 !hi. C RE4Xll I ARC 11-023 IABD OTS CSRB NOU I CS??lE NOM* 3 .OK70 .000 ,600 3.400 BREF '1293.3000 !N. C RE4XBS I ARC 11-023 IABO 0TS CSRB NOM 1 !SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .000 .600 3.430 Xr?RP .203:! It i .  - YMRP .W33 !S.  
ZMQP .CC03 .N. 
SCALE .OZCO 
- 
- .  
I 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 i 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 74 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH. KACH=0.6 
[ A I B E T A  = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN OESCSlPTlON ELV-:~ ELv-Qa MA% 5t6/L REFERETZZ IkF89PhTIZN 
C RE4X21S I ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF J .a00 -000 .900 4.250 SREF 2640.3CCD S0.F:. 
C RE4XZI I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM 3 .OD0 .000 .90D 4.250 LREF :290.3220 IN. 
I RE4X16 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS [SRB NOW I (SSME NOM- 1 .000 .000 .906 4,250 3REF !290.3?CO I Y .  
( RE4X12 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOW* 1 ,000 .OOO .900 4.250 XYRP .CCSD f t r .  









































FIG. 75 E F F E C T  OF SSME PLUME S I Z E  ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH.0.9 
IAIBETA = .00 PAGE 274 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELY-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORt4ATION 












































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 75 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH-0.9 F - -  
CAIBETP, = .00 3 .+EE 3-7q . L r 4  
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MAC+ RNJL REFERENCE 14;3RF!AT:Cti 
( RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 .COO ,900 4.250 SREF 2693.CC30 SO.FT. 
[ RE4X21 1 ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 3 .000 .000 .900 4.250 LREF 1253.3230 {&%. 
t RE4XlG 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 tSSME NCM- 3 .000 .GO3 .900 4 -250 BREF ! 253.3: '30 .Y. 
I RE4X12 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM+ I .000 .OCO .900 4.250 XH9P .CC33 lF2. 
t RE4XBli 3 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSME NO. 1 OUT) .DO0 -003 .900 4.250 YM2P .w-L r 3 Ibi. 
ZKRP .CC03 Z+:. 
SCALE .SiCO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
G. 75 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN PITCH, MACH=O ,9 
BETA = . CO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS (SRB NON 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 
I CSSME OFF 3 
1 CSSME NOM- 1 
I (SSME NUM+ 1 














SREF 2690.0090 S0.F 




y r q p  ,DOC3 Ihi. 
















-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 1 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
F I G .  76 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE OK WING LOAD IN PITCh, MACHzl. 1 . - 
CAIBETA = .03 pfiSE 277 
DATA SET SYMeBL CONFIGURATION DESCPiPTlON ELV-1% E i i V - 0 8  MACH RNfL REFERENCE ItiFORHATION 
[ RE4X30 ) B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS tSRB OFF > tSSHE OFF 1 -000 .OCO 1 .109 4 -250 SREF 2690.GOOO S2.FT. ( RE4X22 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH .000 .000 1 .lCO 4.250 LREF i29?.3000 Ih .  t RE4X17 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS tSRB NOM 2 CSSME NOM- 1 .000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 BREF ?290.3003 IN. [ RE4X13 I ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS (SRB NOM I tSSME NOH+ 1 .SO0 -000 1 .I00 4.223 XMRP .C030 1%. t RE4XE7 1 ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSVE NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .030 1.100 2.230 YKRP .2?3 :N. 

















-4 -3 -2 - 3 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 76 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH-1. I 
CAIUETA -. . 0 ~ 1  PAGt ??G 
CONFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IAao OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB N04 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 Id80 OTS CSRB NOM 
I CssnE OFF I 
I CSSME NOH f 
1 CSSME NOH- 1 
1 [SSME NOH* 3 














SREF 2690.0000 SO .F T. 
LREF 1290.3000 TN. 
BREF 1290.3000 X .  
XKRP .0000 IN. 
YVRP .03C2 IN. 
ZMRP .OCu"3 I&. 
SCALE .0280 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG, 76 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH* MACH=I.1 - - 
CAIBETA = . OC PA,SE 272 
OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFlGURAilON DESCRIPTlON ELV-18 ELY-CB Y8.Ct.I RN/L REFERENCE IYcCSY*:?CY 
( RE4X31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF 1 .000 ,000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2640.OCC3 2O.F: 
( RE4X23 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM ) TSSME NOH 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.259 LREF :2E?O.3",2 -\. 
t RE4X18 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I tSStlE NOW- 1 .660 .OD0 1.250 4.250 SREF 1290.2K3 !N. 
t RE4Xl4 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOW CSSWE NOH* -000 .000 1.250 4.253 XVRP .CCS3 ! U . 
[ RE4XBB I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSWE NO. 1 OUT1 -030 .000 1.250 4.250 YHRP .CC?3 IN. 
ZMRP .CCL'3 IM. 
SC + LE .G2X 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 - 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 77 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN PITCH, MACHz1.25 
(AIBE?h = . ot! PASS 2@f! 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHAflSV 
( RE4X31 1 ARC 11-023 !A90 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF .000 ,000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.CCCO SS.FT. 
C RE4X23 3 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NOH .000 .0C0 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.330C IN. 
C RE4X18 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I C5SME NOM- 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1293.3C00 1%. 
C RE4X14 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM I (SSYE NOM* ! .00O ,000 1.250 4.250 XWRP .CS30 fN. 
C RE4X88 ) ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 -000 : .250 4.250 YMR? Z P . C x C  ,hi. 
.CCCO I&. 
SCALE .020(! 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
G . 77 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME S I Z E  ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH=1.?5 
.. - 3;;- - - 9  i3ETA = -0'3 . C .  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELY-If3 ELV-OP MACH RN/L GEFEREKCE IZFZREATISN 
( UE4X31 I ARC 11-023 IA80 QTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 3 .DO0 .000 1.250 4.250 SSEF 2603.0001 SC.FT. 
C RE4X23 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1292.300C !h. 
i RE4X18 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SUB NOH 1 CSSME NOM- I .00D .000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1293.3GCC IF<- 
CRE4X14 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS lSR8 NOM 1 CSSME NOM* 1 ,000 .000 1.250 4.250 XERP .COGS iN. 
C RE4XB8 1 ARC I!-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT) ,000 .000 1.250 4.250 YHQ? .C?C3 I:<. 
ZPR? .COG2 :".. 
SCALE .023C 
FIG.  77 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH.1.25 
[AIBETA = . of! P,4SE 3Q3 LI-- 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATSON 









































- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 78 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME S I Z E  ON WING LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH-1.4 
CAJBETA = . OC 
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EtV-I8 ELV-OB MACH 4V/L REFEREE:&€ ! hic2KUAT :Ti 
C RE4X32 1 ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 C S S ~ E  OFF I .5'3O -000 1.400 4.250 SREF ?$SCl.CCEC Ss-FT. 
( RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH 3 .Cb3 .000 1.400 4.250 LREF . L ~ D . ~ C C ~  ~ h -  
(RE4X19 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM- 3 .OG3 -000 1.400 4.250 BREF !290.32CO IN. 
( RE4X15 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH+ I .000 .OCO 1 .400 4.250 X Y ~ ?  .C4QC !ti. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. I WT) .DO0 -000 1,400 4.250 YYQp .:s23 t". 
L- 
C RE4XB9 I ZX P 












































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 78 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN PITCH, MACH.1.4 w.. 
CAIBETA = .OO PASE 284 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-08 ZACH RN/L REFERENCE INrORHAT:CN 
[ RE4X32 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF ?690.COOC SO.CT. 
f RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOM I [SSHE NOH I .000 .000 ! ,400 4.250 LREF r200.3C33 IN. 
f RE4X19 1 ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS [SRB NOM 1 [SSME NOR- 1 .000 .000 1.400 4 .250  BREF 1290.3CD0 1%.  - 
f RE4X15 1 ARC 1 1 4 2 3  LA80 OTS fSRB NOM I CSSME NOM* I ,000 .00D 1 .i03 4.250 XM8P .CCDC in. 
C RE4XB9 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOV ) CSSME NO. 1 OUT) .000 .OD0 1.400 4.250 YMRP .OX3 i Y .  ZURP .33C3 I%. 
SCALE .02G5 
FIG. 78 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME S! ZE ON W IN6 LOAD I N  PITCH, MACH=1.4 
CAIBETC. = n . -- .On - l \zz 2$5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlDN DESr; ' :ON ELY-IB ELV-CO HACH RN/L REFERENCE ;NFORMAT:OX 
( RE4Y2B : 4RC 1 1-023 l A80 OTS a :':5 LCF I CSSME OFF I .000 .C30 .600 3.400 SREF 26'33.30CO SI.FT. 
C RE4Y20 I ARC 11-023 In80 OTS I,?E iOM 1 (SSME NOH 1 .COO .300 ,600 3.400 :REF 1292.3200 :X- 
CRE4YIl I ARC 1 1-023 IhBO OTS '. :, AOM I (SSHE NOM+ 1 .000 .000 .600 3.4CO SREF 1233.3CCC Ih;. 
C RE4YBS I A*C 11-023 1M30 07s ~ S R @  NOH I ~SSHE NO. 1 OUT) .OCO .OOC .600 3.400 'XHRP .CCtC' .b- 
YXRP ,dCCS :L. 
ZYPP .2303 I X .  
SC.I.LE .02CS 
-4 -3 -2 - I  0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLiP ANGLE* BETA* OEGREFS 
IG. 79 EFFECT OF SSMEPLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN Y A V ,  MACHz0.6 
IALPHA = .00 PAGE 285 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFXGURATIDN OESCRIPTION ELV-!B ELV-06 MACH RNCL REFERCNCE INFORMATION 
C RE4Y28 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSPB OFF I CSSME OFF I .DO0 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2630.0000 $O.FT. 
1 RE4Y20 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 3 lSSHE NOH 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 LREF 1ZP0.3030 .N. 
tkE4Yll I ARC 11-023 iA0O OTS (SRB NOH I [SSME NOM* 1 .000 .000 .SO0 3.400 BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
C RE4YB5 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS LSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT) .000 .COO .630 3.400 XYIRP .OCGO I N .  YXRP .0000 IN. 
zrw .0233 i N .  
SCALE .02CO 
F I G  . 79 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W l N G  LOAD I N  YAW. MACH-0.6 
IAIALPHA = .00 PhSE 283 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOb! X R I P T I O N  ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE ;NFCRPhT:3Y 
[ RE4Y28 I B ARC 11-023 i ~ e l  a s t s ~ e  OFF I ~SSME OFF I -000 .ooo .~OO 3.400 SREF 2690.ce00 SG.F [ RE4Y2O 1 ARC 11-023 i A r  '5 i 2 Q B  NOH 1 CSSME NOH I .000 .000 .600 3.403 LREF 1290.3220 IN. C RE4Y I I 1 ARC 1 1-023 I AL 1 I SRb .*1-'4 1 CSSME NOM* I .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREC 1290.3i)CO :hi. I RE4YB5 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  JRB NOM ? C S S ~ E  NO. 1 OUT) .000 .000 .600 3.400 XYRP .CCCD !N. YPRP .COG3 :J. 
ZNfiP .0000 Ih. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG. 79 EFFECT OF SSZE PLUME S I Z E  ON WING LOAD I N  YAW* MACH=O .6 
CAIALPYA = ,130 PASE 288 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RtUL REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[ RE4Y29 I ARC 1 1-023 I A130 OTS C SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 -000 .000 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
t RE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS ISR6 NOH I tSSME NOH I .000 .000 .900 4.250 LREF 1200.3C30 :N. 
t RE4Y 16 1 ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH- 1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 BREF 1230.3C00 EX. 
(RE4Y12 I ARC 11-023 iABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOR* 1 .OD0 .OOO -900 4.250 XMRP .E',330 !N. 
C RE4YB6 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 ,000 .900 4.250 ZbIRP YX  .COO0 LV. .02CO IN. 
SCALE -0230 
F I G .  80 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN Y A W P  MACH=C.9 
[AIALPHA = PAGE . Ci3 23s 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 P4CH RN/L REFERENCE IkFCRUAJIOY 
i RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 In80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .000 -000 .909 4.250 SREF 2693.OOCC SO.FT. 
(RE4Y21  I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOH 1 ,000 .000 .900 4.250 LREF 1290.3033 !N. 
( R E 4 Y 1 6  I ARC 11-023 Ih8O OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NOM- I .000 .000 .900 4.250 BREF 1293.3330 I N .  
( R E 4 Y 1 2  1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 [SSME NOH* I .000 .000 .900 4.250 XMRP .c:ec lti. 
(RE4YB6 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  11\00 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. ! OUT) .000 .000 .900 4.250 YMRP Z - .CC33 !h. 
.GE33 :N. 
SCAL: .CZCO 
FIG. 80 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W IN5 LOAD IN YAW, MACHzO.9 
IAIALPHA = .DO =4SE 293 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORNATION 
C RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS fS6B OFF I lSSHE OFF 1 .000 ,000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0003 S O S T .  
(RE4Y21 3 ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I .000 .000 ,900 4.250 LREF 1290.3C03 IN. 
f RE4Y16 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSM! NUM- I .000 .000 .900 4.250 aREF 1200.3000 1%. - 
tRE4Y12 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRD NOM I CS5Mt NOH+ I .000 .OD0 -900 4.250 YMRP .COOC IN. 
C RE4YB6 1 ARC 11-023 IhOE OTS CSRB NOH I (SSHE NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 VPRp .CCC3 ! N . ZVRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .!2203 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
F I G ,  80 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W 1NG LOAD IN YAW, MACH=O.9 - + 
CAIALPHP, = .0!3 D4EE 251 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESChlPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RNfL REFERENCE INFORKATION 
( RE4Y30 1 ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 3 ,000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF 2690.9090 SO.cT. 
C RE4V22 I ARC 11-023 1fi80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH I .000 ,000 1.100 4.250 LREF 12PO.3030 IN. 
( HE4VI7 1 ARC 11-023 Ih8O OTS [SRB NOM I (SSME NOM- ? .000 .000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
( RE4V13 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS tSRO NOH I lSSME NOM* .000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 XFRP .0003 1N. 
[ RE4YB7 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOH 1 (SSME NO. 1 OUT) .OOO .000 1.100 4.250 YMSP .03CO !N. ZVRP .OW3 !N. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 81 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN YAW. MACH=l.l 
IAIALPYA = .DO PAGE 292 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-Ob MACH RN/L REFEREXE 1NFORHATION 
















-3 -2  - 1 C 1 2 3 - 4  I 't 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* OEGREES 
FIG.  81 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN YAW, MACH=l.l 
(AIALPcih = . OCI PAGE 2S3 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-I3 ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRYATI3U 
t RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS [SRB OFF I (SSME OFF ' -000 .000 1 .I00 4 -2% SREF 2690.005C 7C.FT. 
( RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 Ih8O OTS (SRB NOM I (SSME NOU ; .000 .OD0 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3C23 .q. 
[ RE4Y 17 1 ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS (SRR NOH 1 (SSME NUM- 1 .000 .OD0 ! .I00 4.250 BREF :290.3COC jh'. 
t RE4Yi3 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOM* I .000 .000 1 .ID0 4.250 XMQP .CCOO *+:. 
( RE4YB7 I ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS tSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 -000 .003 1.100 4.250 YH2P .CCCi2 IN. 
ZMRP -2303 Ih'. 
SCALE .01CC 
F I  
C A I  
SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
G. 81 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  YAW. MACH.1.1 
ALFHA = .OO PAGE 224 
DATA SET SYMBOL C9NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-OB WACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(8E4131 I ARC 11-023 1h80 OTS CSRB OFF I ~SSME OFF I ,000 -000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
( RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 1hBO OTS [SRB NOH I (SSME NOW I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE4Y I 8  1 ARC 11-023 lABO OTS tWB NO3 I CSSME NOM- I .000 -000 1.250 4.250 BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
[ RE4Y 14 1 ARC 11-023 (A80 OTS (SRB NOH I [SSHE NOH+ 1 .000 .COO 1.250 4.250 XMRP .GOO0 IN. 










































FIG. 82 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W lNG LOAD IN YAW, MACH=1.25 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 295 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-@B MACH RNjL REFERENCE INFUR*4T!CN 
CRE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF I CSSM OFF 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.2003 50.FT. 
C RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 lABO BTS [SRB NOM I (SSME NOH I .000 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1293.3000 AN- 
[ RE4Y 18 1 ARC 11-023 LA89 OTS CSRB NOM I [SS?lE N3M- I .000 -000 1.250 4.253 BREF 1293.3033 IN. 
IRE4Y14 2 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I ( S S ~ E  NOM* .OOC .000 1.250 4.250 XPRP .CGCO IN. 
[ RE4YBB I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NO. 1 OUT1 -000 -000 1.250 4.250 YYQP .C2C3 !N. 
ZURP "30.2 IN. .  
st ALE .CZOD 
FIG. 82 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  YAW, MACHz1.25 7- 
(AJALPHA = . 00 P4GE 296 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRE4Y31 1 ARC 11-023 l A 8 0  OTS fSR3 OFF I [SSHE OFF 1 .000 ,000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2630.0000 SC.FT. 
C RE4Y23 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SR5 NOM 1 (SSME NOM 1 .090 .OOO ? .250 4.2511 LPEF C20.3030 12. 
(RE4Y18 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 9  111s [SRQ NUN I ~ S S ~ E  tan- 1 .OYi ,000 1.250 4.250 9OEr  . cd~.30C0 1%. 
(RE4Y14 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRS NUN 1 ( S S ~ C  NOH+ 1 .OCQ .OOO 1.250 4.250 AHQP .t333C I!;. - 





SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
F I G  . 82 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W IN6 LOAD I N  Y AU, MACH={ .25 
( A  j Al-PHP = .0'3 3"Sf 2 3' 
DATA SE 
C RE4 Y 32 
[ RE4Y24 
C RZ4Y 19 
C RE4Y 15 
( RE4YB9 
F I G .  8 3 E F F E C T  OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD IN YAW, MACHz1.4 
'IAJALPHA = .00 PAGE 298 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT~ON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 WACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORclATlOh! 
C RE4732 1 ! ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF CSSME OFF I -000 -000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SS.Ff. C RE4Y24 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NO3 I CSSHE NOH I .000 -000 1.400 4.250 L.REF 1190.3000 IN. C RE4Y 19 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSHE NOM- I .000 .OD0 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.30CC 1%. I Rt4Y15 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS [SRB NOM 1 [SSME NOH* I .000 ,000 1.400 4.250 xERP -3CCO 1%. C RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NO. ! OUT) .OCO .COO I .4q0 4.250 YRRP .C"C !X. 













































0 2 3 - 4  -3 -2 - 1 1 
SIOESL 1 P ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
F I G *  83EFFECTOF SSMEPLUMESIZE ON WINGLOAD I N  YAW, NACH=1.4 
(AIALPYE, = .On 
DATA SE1 SYMBOL CD$lGURATlOhl MSCRIPrION ELV-18 ELV-0% ?!!H RN/L REFEREKE INFOCR1ATIm 
C RE4Y32 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS tSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 .000 I .4W 4.250 SREF 269C.0000 53-FT. 
t RE4Y24 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSHE NOH I .000 .000 1.400 4.250 LREF 1293.3093 EX. 
C RE4Y19 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  1s ~ S R B  NOW I (SSME Wn- 1 .000 .OW 1.400 4.250 BREF 1293.30C3 IN.- 
CRE4Y15 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 3 [SSHE NOH* .OGO -000 1.400 4,250 AX9P .OCCL' IN. 
C RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSRE NO. 1 OUT1 .00C -000 1.400 4.250 YRRD .€LIED !?.- zn?? .COO3 3. 

































FIG. 83 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUME SIZE ON WING LOAD I N  YAW, MACHz1.4 
(AIALPHA = . 00 P5xZE 3CO 
f$ ,+ rt -2 
pATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OR l4ACH RNlL REFERENCE IWORHAT!ON 
C RE4X28 1 ARC 11-023 1~80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 .WO .ooO .SW 3.400 SREF 2690.C003 SO-FT. 
C RE4XZO J ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME %OM 1 .000 .OOO .650 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 j ~ .  
C RE4XI 1 3 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSME MOM+ 1 ,000 -000 .600 3.400 BREF 1290.3SCD 8N- 
( RE4XB5 3 ARC 11-023 LA80 CTS (SUB NOH 1 (SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OOO -0CO -600 3.400 {$; *oczo tN. .C9t3 AN. 
ZWRD .OJC3 !N. 
SCALE .I2203 
CAIBETA = .00 
. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPflON ELY-IB ELV-08 MACH RN.L REFERENCE INFORnhTlON 
C RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 IABD OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSHE OFF i ,000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.OWD SO-FT. 
C RE4X20 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH 1 ,000 .DO0 -600 3.400 LREF 1290.3GDG IN. 
CRE4X11 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NOH* I .OD0 .000 .EOO 3.400 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
C RE4XB5 I ARC 11-023 I480 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO, 1 OUT1 .000 .0CD -600 3.4CO XYRP .OGG",N. YXRP .0000 IN. 
ZURP .OD03 IN. 
SCALE .C200 
FIG. 84 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACHz0.6 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 332 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-If3 ELV-OP MACH RW/L REFERENCE 1NFORMATICN 
( RE4X29 1 ARC 11-023 IA90 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSEME OFF 1 .000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
(RE4X21 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB NOM I [SSHE NOH 1 -000 .000 -900 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 1%. 
( RE4X16 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 ilTS (SRB NOM 1 tSSME NOM- .OD0 ,000 -900 4.250 BREF !290.3GOO IN. 
( RE4X12 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH+ 1 .000 .000 -900 4.250 XMRP .GO00 IN. - 
( RE4XB6 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NO. i OUT) .OOO .OOO -900 4.250 ZdRP YK4  .COO3 IN. .GOOD !N. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG. 85 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE (3N ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH, MACH=O .9 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 333 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRCRTION ELV-IS ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I S O R M A T  ION 
1 RE4X29 3 ARC 11-023 lPeO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .000 -000 -900 4.2M SREF 2690.0900 SO.rT. 
C RE4X21 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn ) CSSME NOM I .WO -000 -900 4.250 LREF 1290.3C00 IN* 
[ RE4Xl6 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM- I .000 -000 .900 4.250 BREF 12s-3000 IQ- 
C RE4XI2 I ARC l l - 0 i 3  :AS@ 8OT CSRB NOW I CSSME NOH+ I ,000 -000 .900 4.250 XmP 
.COO0 is. 
C RE4XB6 3 ARC 11-023 !A80 015 CSRB NOW I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .00D .000 -900 1.250 YMRP ZH P .GOOD IX. .GOCO IN. 
SCALE .r?ZOC 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONflGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE XKFORr?ATlOn: 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I .000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF 2600.0ciCC SO.FT. 
C RE4X22 I ARC 11-023 l A e O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH ) .000 -000 i.100 4.250 LREF 1290.30CG IN. 
C RE4X17 I ARC 11-023 :A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOM- 1 .000 .000 *.I00 4.250 PREF !2S33CCV0 IN. 
[ RE4X13 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NCM* I .000 -000 1 .rOO 4.250 XVRP .COD2 IN. 
C RE4XB7 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I ISSHE NO. I W T  I -000 -000 1.1OF 4.250 "Y.RP .CDZO : N. 
ZNRP .00G3 1K- 
SCALE .CIOS 
FIG. 86 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN PITCH. MACH=l.l 
[AIBETA = .oo PAGE 305 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWZATION DESCRIPTION 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB Wf 
C RE4X22 1 ARC 11-023 1 A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 
[ RE4X17 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
C RE4X13 I ARC 11-023 IX80 OTS CSRB NOM 
C RE4XB7 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
Ftv-If3 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMOfWATlOhl --  - -  -- 
I CSSME OFF I ,000 .000 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF t690.0002 S3.FT. 
1 CSSME NOM 1 .OOO .oO 1.100 4.250 LREF .290.3000 !S. 
I CSSCIE NOM- I .ooo .m I .roo 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 !N. 
1 CSSME NOW* I .000 -010 1.100 4.250 XHRP .0000 IN. 
I CSSME NO. I OUT1 -000 -000 1 .I00 4.250 YMRP -0033 IS, .OCC %. 
ZMRP 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-RB MACH RN/L REFEREME INFORMAfl3N 
t RE4X31 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SOST. 
C RE4X23 1 AQC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH ) .000 .000 1 .L50 4.250 LRFF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X 18 1 ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS CSRB NOM, I CSSME NOH- 1 .000 .900 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3900 IN. 
[ RE4X14 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM * C :=SUE NOH+ I -000 .(MO 1.250 4.250 XHRP ,0000 1'4. 
C RE4XB8 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 YHRP ,0000 IN. ZHRP .0000 !N. 
SCALE .0200 
.. . DATA SET s~ffio~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-3~ ~ A C H  RN/L REFEREtXE INFORnAT!Oh; 
CRE4X311 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SUB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .OOO .000 1.150 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.fT. 
1 
C RE4X23 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NDH I CSSME NM3 1 -000 .00G 1 . Z M  4.250 LREF 1290.30GO IN. 
e-- 
C RE4X18 I ARC 11-623 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOM- 3 .OW .UO~ 1 .no 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4X14 1 ARC 11-023 IABO eTS CSRB NOR 1 CSSME NOH+ 1 -000 -000 1.250 4.250 X M P  .COW IN. 
C RE4XB8 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NO. I WTI .DOC -000 1.250 4.250 VnR P  .COO0 IN. ZnRP .(MOO IN. 
SCALE .OM0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-Of3 HACH RNIL REFERENCE I NFOWfiT ItYN 
C RE4X32 1 B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 3 (SSME OFF I ,000 ,000 1.400 4.250 SWF 26SQ.OOW SC.g ( RE4X24 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM C S S ~ E  NOH I .003 .OM) 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.300G !N. C RE4X19 1 ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH- I .000 .a00 1.40u" 4.250 BREF 1290.332C IN, CRE4X15 I ARC 11-023 lAEO OTS (SRB NOM I CSSYE NOH* .3CO .OOO ! .433 4.250 XKPP .COW IN. C RE4XB9 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS ESRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 OUT) -000 -003 . .403 4.250 YK9P .CG3C IN, 














































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 88 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  PITCH, MACH=1.4 
IA IBETA = .00 D ;ZE "-3 - - 
'T. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFM1HATII)N 
C RE4X32 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS ~ S R B  wc 1 CSSE WF I A00 .000 1.4'32 4.250 SREF 26%.0W S0.F 
C REIX24 I ARC ll-C23 IABO OTS (SRB NOM I CSSHE NOH I 
C RE4X19 1 .OCiO .M)O 1.400 4.250 LREF 1230.30CG iN. ARC 11-023 lAeO OTS [St?% NOM I [SSnE NOH- I 
t RE4XIS 1 .M10 .OD0 1.450 *: .2M BREF 1220.3503 IY. ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOn* I .OOO -000 1.400 4.250 n m ~  
C RE4XB9 3 -0000 IN. ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NM I CSSME NO. 1 WTI .om -000 1.400 4.250 YYRP -2300 IN. 
m p  .COO3 ;N. 













































Fl  G . 88 EFFECT OF SSME P! W E  S l  ZE ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT I N  P I  TCH. MAC3=1.4 
CAIBETA = . 00 PfigE 3Io 
I 
7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATLON OESCRIPTIDN ELV-IB ELv-OR MAC4 RN/L REFERENCE IkF04HATION 
( RE4Y28 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I -000 .000 -600 3.400 SREF 2699.0003 SO-FT. 
[ RE4Y20 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NM1 1 [SSYE NOb( 1 .000 .000 -600 3.400 LREC 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE4YII I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSHE NOH+ I .OCO .OD0 .6GO 3.400 %REF 1293.30C3 i'i. 
[ RE4YB5 I ARC 11-023 LASO BTS [SWB NOH I (SSME MO. 1 W l l  .OOC -000 -600 3.400 XMSp .OCCO !N. 
IHKP .ecco ty. 
ZIZRP -0203 .h. 
SCALE .C-X3 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 C 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DE~GREES 
IG. 89 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOKENT IN YAW, WAC3=O,G 
] A t P j - * P  = q C' - .  . .* 4 
OATh SET SYMBOL CONFlGURAllON DEscRlPfro~ ELV-IB R Y - O R  HAW RN/L REFERENCE INFeQMlrTiCX 
C RE4Y28 3 (RE4Y2O 1 8 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OfF 1 (SSM OFF 3 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH I 
[ RE4YI I I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB NOH I KSSHE NOMt I 
.000 .000 .690 3,400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
,000 ,000 .600 3.400 LREF !190.3000 !N, 
-000 -000 -600 3.400 BRFF 1297.3",00 :Y- 
YKRP .CCCil ZN. 
I S R P  .C003 :h. 
SCALE .OZCO 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 I 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
:G. 89 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW* MACHz0.6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNIL REFEfENCZ lNFORnATlW 
C RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSS OFF I .(;do .WX1 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.- SO.FT. 
C RE4Y21 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NDM 1 CSSS NOH I .OW ,WlO .903 4.250 LREF 129C.3000 Sh'. 
C RE4Y 16 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NCH- 1 .OM) .MX) .S00 4.250 BREF 1230.30C0 iN. 
C RE4Y I2 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB'JflM 3 LSSME NOH* I .COO .OW .9W 4.2% X W  .Go60 IN. 
C RE4Y86 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRE NoM 1 CSSME NO. 1 WTl .COO .a00 .90~ 4.250 73w Y ~ R P  .am3 IN. 
. O W  ih'. 
SCNE ,O2!33 
16. 90 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW. MACif-0.3 
IALPHA = '00 PAGE 313 
. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATlON MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH R N I t  REFERENCE INFORnATIOh( 
I RE4Y29 3 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I C S S ~  OFF 1 .OW ,000 .m 4.250 SREF 2630.0003 SO.Ff. 
C REQVZI 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS ISRB NOM I ISSHE NOH 3 .OOO .OW 9 4.250 LRtF 1230.3W IN. 
I RE4Y 16 3 ARC 11-023 IABO QTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH- 3 .000 .Om .900 1.2M BREF 163.30W !N. 
t REIYIZ ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSFIE NOH* 1 .OM) .000 .900 4.250 XERP .ffiCiY !N. 
( RE4YB6 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME E9. 1 OUT* .OOC -000 .90C 4.250 YflR? ,acm IN. Z nRP .WOO IN. 
SCALE .DB3 
FIG. 90 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW, MlhCH=O.9 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 314 
DATA SET S Y W M  CONFICL!ATION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INORMATION 
C RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE ffF 3 .000 .000 1.100 4 . m  SREF 2690.0000 fO,FT. 
C RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NW I .000 .OW 1.lM) 4.250 LREF i230.3000 !S. 
C RE4Y 17 I ARC 1 1-023 lh00 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSK NOH- I .OOO ,000 1 .lo0 4.250 BREF 1290.3COO IN, 
C RE4Y 13 I ARC 11-023 / A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSWE NOW I .OOO .o!lO 1.100 4.250 XHRP .ODs IN* 
C RE4YB7 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 3 [SSHE NO. I WTI ,000 .OD0 1 a100 4.250 Y W  . E C D  Ih'. 
ZnRP .oooo IN. - 
SCALE -0200 
IG. 91 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINSE MOMENT I N  YAW. HACH=I. 1 
)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 315 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGISATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORMATION 
I RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 I A e O  OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 .WO 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.00CC S O - F i .  
( RE4Y22 1 ARC 11-023 lAEO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NOM I .000 .000 1 .I00 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y17 1 ARC 11-023 lAEO OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NW- 1 ,000 .000 1.100 4.250 BREF 1233.3000 3 4 .  
C RE4Y 13 1 A8C 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM+ 1 ,000 .000 1 .ID0 4.150 XHQP .DDCC IN. 
[ RE4YB7 1 ARC 11-023 1AQO OTS CSRB NOW 1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OW -000 1.100 4.250 YHRP ZM .OD00 iK. .00C3 iN. 
SCALE .I3200 
DATA SET SYP(&OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-19 ELV-DB ClACH RNfL REFERENCE INFORMATIOH 
C RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 I A e O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 3 .000 .OW 1.250 4.250 YKF 2690.- W.F1 
C RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH J (SSME NOn I .OD0 .000 1.250 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y 18 1 ARC 11-023 lA9O OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOn- I .000 .OM) 1.250 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CRE4Yl4 I ARC 11-023 l A e O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH* 3 .OOo ,000 1.250 4 . m  X W  .0000 IN. 
C RE4YB8 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSME NO. 1 Wfl  .W0 .OOO 1.250 4.250 ZFRP Yn .0303 IN. .DOC3 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
16. 92 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW. MACH.1.25 
)ALPHA = .OO PAGE 317 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV- I 8  ELY -0% MACH W/L REFERENCE I N F W A T I C N  
[ RE4Y31 3 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF ! CSSME OFF I .ROO .W 1.250 4.250 SREF 269Q.M100 SO.-. 
. t RE4Y23 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 0 0  OTS CSRB NOH . CSSME NOH I .000 .OW 1.250 4.250 LREF l290.31300 IN. 
( RE4Yl8 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I tSSME NOM- .W0 ,000 1.250 4.250 %REF :235.3COO IN. 
CRE4Y14 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH I (SSME NOM+ I ,000 .000 1.250 4.250 XtlRP .OCO'J IN. 
( RE4YBB I ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NU. 1 WIT1 .000 .OW 1.250 4.250 Z W  YMRP .OCOC 1% 
.9WD IN. 
SCALE .0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES 
FIG. 92 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVW HINGE MOMENT I N  YAY. HACH-1.25 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 3?8 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OfS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOW 
ARC 11-023 lA80 07s CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS CSRB NOH 
I CSSME OFF 1 
J CSSME NOfl 1 
I CSSME NOH- 1 
1 (SSME NOM* I 
1 CSSME NO. I OUT1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION . 
fREF 2690.0000 UI.FT. ' 
LREF 1290,3003 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
~ M R P  ,0000 IN. 
YrnP *0000 IN. 
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-4 -3 -2 -I o i 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 93 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE 9N ELEVON HINGE MOMENT IN YAW, MACH-1.4 
{AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 319 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONirlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB FACH RNIL REFERENCE I NFCRHATIdN 
C RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF J [SSHE DFF I .000 ,000 t .400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F1 
C RE4V24 1 ARC 11-023 1A00 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH I .000 .MM 1.400 4.250 LREF 1290.3000 'IN. 
t RE4Y19 I ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO+ 1 ,000 .OW 1.400 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y 15 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSHE MlM+ I .000 .0@0 1.400 4.250 XMRP .C@00 IN* 
( RE4YB9 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 OtlTJ .000 .000 1.400 4.250 YHRP .0000 IN. ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
IG. 93 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT I N  YAW. MACH.1.4 
IALPHA = -00 PAGE 320 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlCORATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB NACH RNIL REFERENCE INCORnATIDN 
C RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSS OFF ) ,000 .WO .6W 3.400 SREF 2630.DMlO SOX?. 
C RE4X4 1 1 ARC 11-011 lAeO 01s CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 .000 .600 2.503 LRE; 1290.3000 IN. 
i RE4X33 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I -000 -000 -6W) 1.750 BREF 1290.##K) IN. XMRP ..ooo8 !N. + 
Y W  .1300C ;M. 






































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHh* DEGREES 
FIG. 94 EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH=O .6 PLUMES OFF e < 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 32: 
X ' 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFEREKE 1MdRnATLbN 
C REIXPO 1 ARC 11-023 lAEO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 3 .000 ,000 -600 3.400 SREF 269E).M30C SO-FT. 
I R E l X l l  1 hRC 11-023 lb8O 815 ISRB OFF 1 CSWE OFF I .W3 .MH) .630 2 . m  LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
C RE4X33 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS i S R R  OFF 3 CSSK OFF I .000 .000 .600 1.750 BREi 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP .MHKI IN. .-. 
YPRF .om0 IN. 
ZWP .ow0 IN. 
SCALE .OSM) 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
F I G .  94 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN  PITCH, MACH=0.6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = -00 PAGE 322 
DATA SET SYPlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB M C H  W L  REFEREME INFORHATION 
[ RE4X28 I ARC 11-023 lh80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSEIE OFF 3 ,000 .OM) .600 3,400 YKF 2690.0000 SO.fT. (RE4X4I 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSW RFF 1 .000 .000 .600 2.500 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X33 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .000 .MiO .600 1.750 BREF mRfJ 1290.3000 IN. 
.M1M IN. 7 
Y r a P  ,0000 IN. 



































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 94 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, RACH=O .6 PLUMES OFF - ."  
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 323 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIffl DESCRIPTION ELY-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORWhTTCN 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS (SRB OFF 3 CSSnE DFF 3 .WO .OOO .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 W,FT 
C RE4X41 > ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 3 .OW -000 ,600 2.500 LREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
[ RE4X33 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .000 .000 ,600 1.750 %REF XHRP 1290.3000 . 1%. 
.OOM) IS* 
Y W  . m u  1% 










































n .  
2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 94 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHzO.6 PLUMES (3Fi 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 324 
DATA SET SYnsOL CONFIWRATlON MSCRlPTfW ELV-18 ELV-OB WCH RN/L REFERDICE INFDRnATION 
C RE4XZB I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I [SSW OFF I . .OlM .MK) 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 !X.FT. 
[ RE4X4I I ARC 11-023 I A B O  01s CUZB OFF 1 C S M  OFF I .MX) .OCO -600 2.500 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X33 ! ARC 11-023 It490 OTS CSRB W F  3 CS!NE OFF 3 .000 .000 .600 1.750 BREF X W  
1230,300[) IN. 
,0000 IN. 
Y W  . O W  IN. 








































FIG. 94 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PITCH, MACH.O.6 PLUMES OFF 
' 4 l B E T A  = .OO PAGE 325 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEKRlPTION ELV-1% ELV-08 HACH W/L REFERENCE INFCRHhTIW 
C RE4X29 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 3 CSSS S F  1 .OW -000 .SQO 4.m SREF 2690.00e3 SD.fT. 
I RE4XI21 ARC 1 1  -023 lA8O DrS CSRB OFF 1 ISSME IFF 1 .WO ,000 -300 3.2% LREF 1290.3C33 IN. 
C RE4X34 1 ARC 11-w3 LAB0 OTS [SRB WF 1 [ S S E  OFF 1 .OW .000 ,900 2.2M %REF XMRP 1290.30M: IN. 
.GOO0 1%. 
Y r w  .WC3 IN. 
ZtlRP .Om0 IR. 
SCALE .OX0 
FIG. 95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH-0.9 PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = .00 PAGE 326 
DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 WCH RN/L REFERENCE IMORnATlON 
ARC 11-023 IA90 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSNE OFF I .000 .000 .30CI 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
[ RE4X42 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I I S M  OFF J .000 .000 .900 3.2% LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X34 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSNE OFF I .000 -000 .9M) 2.2%) BREF XWRP 1220.3000 IN. 
.wm IN. 
Y r n P  .OW0 IN. 
ZrnP -0303 I N .  







































ANGLE OF ATTACH* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NLlFtBER I N  PITCH, MACH.0.9 'PLUMES OFF 
IAIBETA = .OO PAGE 327 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlffl MSCRlPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ARC 11423 lA0O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 ,000 .OM) 300 4.250 SREF 2690 .W SO.fT 
ARC 11-021 IA80  OTS CSRB OFF I ( S S M  OFF I .000 .000 .900 3.250 LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
C RE4X34 3 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I C S S ~  OFF I .M)O .000 .~GI) 2.250 BREF 1290.3900 IN. 
xm .DOC30 :N. 
~ n a ~  .WOO :N. 
ZHW .OW0 i R .  
SCALE ,0200 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS WUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHzO.9 PLUMES OFF 
tA38ETA = .OO PAGE 328 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTleN 
[ RE4X29 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 
( RE4X4Z 1 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 
( RE4X34 1 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 
ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L QEFERENCE IHCRnhTlON 
.000 .W0 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
,000 .000 .900 3.250 LREF 1290.nl00 IN. 
,000 .000 .900 2.250 BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
XPIRP .0000 IN. - 
Y W  -0003 IN. 












































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG, 95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHzO.9 PLUMES OFF 






T SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRlPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RH/L REFERENCE I N F O W A T I W  
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I . -000 .sw 4 . n o  SREF 26w.0000 SO.FT 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 . W 0  .OW .WO 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 LAB0 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSflE S F  1 .000 .OD0 .SO0 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.JCO0 .000 IN. 
YMRP .C000 IN. 
ZMRP -0000 IN. 
SCALE .02DO 
FIG. 95 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH4.9 PLUHES OFF 
(A IBETA = .OO PAGE 330 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 RACH W L  REFERENCE INF-T ll3N 
C RE4X30 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSE OFF I .000 .000 1 . I 0 0  4 . 2 s  Y K F  2690.0000 U).FT, 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1 . I 0 0  3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 LA80 0T5 fSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I C RE4X35 I .OW) .000 1.100 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290,3900 .OW IN. 
V W  .OOOO IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN. 





































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 96 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PITCH, MACHzl . 1 PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 331 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfIGURATlON MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ~ A C H  RN/L REFERENCE INF~ATION 
C RE4X30 H)) ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSS OFF 3 .OM) .WO 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
L RE4X43 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 3 .OW ,000 1.100 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4X35 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 .000 1.100 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.3000 IN. 
-0000 IN. 










































F I G . 96 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN  PITCH, HACHzl I PLUKS OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 332 
OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-08 WCH RN/L REFERENCE IMOczMATlON 
C RE4X30 1 ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS (SUB OFF 1 CSSPIE OFF I .000 ,000 1.1W 4.m SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
L REG43 1 ARC 11-02) !A80 OTS ISRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 .W0 .000 l.lW 3.2M LREF 1290.3MX) IN. 
ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSWE OFF I .OM) .OW 1.IW 2.m BREF 1290.3000 IN. - ( UE4X35 I XHRP
,0000 IN. 
VWRP .oooo IN. 





F IG . 96 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH-I .I PLUMES OFF 
CA3BETA = .OO PAGE 333 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFEENCE INORflATION 
C RE4X30 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 C S X  OFF 1 .WO .WO 1.100 4.2% SREF 2690.OM)O SO.FT. 
I RE4X431 8 ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I -000 .OD0 1.100 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 iN. 
[ RE4X35 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 3 [SSME OFF I .000 .000 1 .I00 2.250 BREF XWP 1293.3000 ;N. 
.I0000 IN. 
YnRP .OOCO IN. 












































FIG. 96 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH=! .1 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 334 
DAT?. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RNIL REEREWE I N F m T I m  
t Vr4X3G ? ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 ISSHE OFF 1 .000 .WO 1.100 4.250 UKF 2690.00W SU.FT. 
1 aE4X43 1 4 hRC 11-023 1A80 OTS f SRB OFF 1 IS% OFF 1 .UO0 ,000 1 .I00 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. - 
[ RE4X35 1 ARC 11 -023 1A80 O f  S CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I ,000 ,000 1.100 2.2% BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.0000 IN. 
YMP .0000 IN. 
ZmP .C303 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
Q 







































FIG. 96 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. M A C H 4  .I PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO P P S  335 
-\* 
DATA SET SY- CONFIGORATIW DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELY-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE IMCm!ATI% 
ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 [ S M  OFF ) .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SEF 2690.UODP 50.FT. E 1 1-023 ima ors csR8 cssa I .om .m 1.250 3.m tREF 129o.39Co IN. 
C RE4X36 I ARC 11-023 fAOO 01s CSRB OFF I (SSnE OFF ) .OW .OW 1 . a 0  2.250 BREF XHRP 12P0.3C30 IN. 
.OCOO IY.  
YMRP . iYO9 fh'. 






































F 16. 97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PITCH. MACH-1.25 PLUHES OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 336 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE ! S J F O R n A T I ~  
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 1 .000 .000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2693,COOC S0.Ff. 
( 'RE4X44 3 ARC 1 1-023 l A80 OTS (5RB OFF 1 LSSME WF 3 .000 .WO 1,250 3.250 LREF !290.3003 IN. 
C RE4X36 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSK OFF 1 ,000 -000 ! .250 2.25C BREF XKRP 120::.3CC8 .OZC3 IN. .
YNSP .2033 I \ .  
Z K ~ P  .C:OS IS. 









































FIG . 97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHz1.25 PLUMES OFF 
(AIBETA = . 00 ?ASE 337 
DATA SET SYWOC CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlOIi ELV-I6 ELV-OB HACH RN/L REfERENCE 1NFWATIEEI 
C RE4X31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSYIE OFF I .OW .WO 1.2% 4.250 SREF 269D.OCOO SO-FT, 
CRE4X44 I ARC 11-023 1180 015 ISRB OFF 1 ( S O .  UFF 3 .000 .COO 1 .ZM 3 . a  LREF 1290.3030 IN. 
C RE4X36 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSE OFF I .MW .W)O 1 2.m BREF X W  lt53.33MI .S 3 IN. E  
v m  .OCCO :N. 



































FIG. 97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH* MACH.1.25 PLUnES OFF -A 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB WACH RN/L REFERENCE IHORWflllH 
C RE4X3 1 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB OFF 1 tSSnE OFF I .OOO .ow] 1.250 4.250 SREF 26s.- SCI.FT, [ R E I X I I  1 LRC 11-023 LAB0 OTS ISRB OFF 1 CSSK OFF 1 .000 -000 1.250 3.2% LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
I RE4X36 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I [ S S K  OFF 3 -000 .W0 1.250 2.250 BREF XURP 1290.30W IN. 
.OD00 IN. 
W P  .OOOO IN. - 












































FIG. 97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, HACHz1.25 PLUHES OFF 
[AIBETA = .Of3 Q.4SE 339 
"r, 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF~GURATION DESCRIPTIBN ELY-I8 ELV-OB MACH RN/L EFERENCE: Iff SHAT lr)N 
ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CYZB QFF I CSUSE OFF I ,000 -000 1 .yj0 4 . m  SREF 2690.3003 SD*FT* 
RE4X31 ' ARC 11-023 *A80 075 ISRB OFF 1 CSSME OTF 1 C 44 I .000 .000 1.250 3.250 LREf 1290.30M) :w. 
C RE4X36 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME WF ,000 .OW 1.250 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.300G in. 
. o w  IN. 
Y W  .COW IN. 












































FIG. 97 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHz1.25 PLUHES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 340 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 HACH RNR REFERENCE IMWATlm 
C RE4X32 ) I\RC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRs OFF ) CSYIE ffF I .000 .M30 !.4W 4.250 SREF 2690,WW SU.FT. 
CRElXlS 1 ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF ) C S W  OFF I .WO ,000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3MM IN. 
C RE4X37 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 ( S M :  OFF 'I -000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF X W  1293.3000 IN- 
-0000 I N .  
YN4P .0000 !N .  








































ANGLE OF ATTACK.  ALPHA.  OEGREES 
FIG. 98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH4.4 PLUMES OFF 
. . 
CAIBETA = -00 PAGE 321 
DATA SET SYtlBOL CONIIGURATIW MSCRIPTION ELV-IB CLV-08 UACH RN/L REFERENCE ItJFORKATICN 
( RE4X32 I ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSr(E OFF ) .000 .0iX 1,400 4.250 SREF 2690.0003 SO.Fy. 
I RE4X4S 1 ARC 1 1-023 !As0 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSHE OFF 3 .MHI ,000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X37 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRO OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF XH?P 
1230.3000 IN. 
.OOGO Ir. 
Y ~ P  -0000 IN. 













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. HACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF - 
CAIBETA = .OO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MCH W L  REFERENCE INFtWlATIOhl 
C RE4X32 J ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB OFF (SS* OFF 1 ,000 .000 1.400 4.250 YKF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C RE4XIS 1 8 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF J (SSHE OFF 1 .W0 ,000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X37 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I -000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF xtt ,P 1290.3000 IN. 
,0000 IN. 
V M i O  .OD00 IN. 
ZNRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE ,020C 
FIG. 98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH-1.4 PLUMES OFF 
I A I B E T A  = ' 0 3  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORC1.ATION 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 3 ,000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 26?0.0000 S0.FT. 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF ) (SSME OFF I -000 .WO 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4X37 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I ,000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 .C330 IN. 
YMRP .GO00 IN. 
ZRRP -0330 I N .  
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 344 
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION WSCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFOR)(ATION 
ARC 11-023 lArj0 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 3 .000 ,000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.OWO SQ.FT. !::::$ ARC 11-023 IABO OTS lSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF .000 .000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4X37 I ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS CSRB OFF I CSStlE OFF I -000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. 
. m 0  IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. C- 














































ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG. 98 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHzl.4 PLUMES OFF 
. - 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 345 
L 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ~ L V - 0 8  MACH RN/L REFERENCE fNFORWATlON 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .000 .M30 .600 3.400 SREF 2630.0000 SQ.F7 : :::::? ARC 1 1 -023 I A80 075 LSRB OFF I L SSt4E OFF 1 ,000 ,000 -600 2.500 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y33 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I -000 ,000 -600 1.750 BREF XMRP 1290s30M) IN. 
.WOO IN. 
YMZP .w00 IN. 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MACH-0.6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 346 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - 1 ~  ELV-OB UACH RNIL REFERENCE !MMmAT l W 
C RE4Y2B I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OOO -000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRE4Y41 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSME OFF I .000 .000 .600 2.500 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y33 I ARC 11-023 1hB0 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 3 .000 -000 -600 1,750 BREF XflRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.0000 IN. 
YMRP .oooo IN. 








FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MAEHz0.6 PLUMES OFF 
PAGE 347 . - CAIALPHA = .OO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATlON M S C R I P T I O N  ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE IMORHATION 
( RE4Y28 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .W0 .W0 .6M) 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.- (RE4I4I I ARC 11-023 IABO 015 CSRB OFF 1 15SM OFF 1 .000 .000 .600 2.500 LREF 1230.3W0 IN. 
( RE4Y33 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 .000 -000 .600 1.750 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. .0000 IN. 
rnRP ,5000 IN. 
































SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, HACHrO.6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 348 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH W/L REFEREME 1NFmAfION 
( RE4Y28 I 
IRE4Y4I3 
ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2690.0000 UI.FT. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I .000 .000 -600 2.500 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y33 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I ,000 .000 .600 1 .750 BREF X W  1290.3000 IN- 
.0000 IN. 
VflRP .OW0 IN. 











































FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACHzO .6 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 349 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWIRATIm DESCRIPTILW ELV-10 ELY-bB MACH RN/L REFERENCE I NFMmAT 3 dhi 
S RE4Y28 1 ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS CSRB G, I C S S E  OFF ) ,000 -000 .600 3,400 SREF 2690.0OCC SO.Ff, 
C REIY41 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 -000 -000 .COO 2,500 LREF 1290.3000 3N. 
< RE4Y33 I ,000 .OW -000 1.750 BREF 1290.30CO iN. 
XrnP .0000 IV. 
V n R P  - 0 0 0 0  3N- 
ZMRP .000C IN. 
SCALE .0200 
F 16. 99 lFFECl OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW MACH=O .6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 350 
DATA SET SYtlBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-08 HACH WL REFERENCE 1M:mTIm 
[ RE4V28 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 .000 .000 .600 3,400 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FI, 
I RE4VII ) ARC 11-023 1A80 07s LSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 -000 .OW 2.MO LREF 1290.M00 IN. 
[ RE4Y33 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 3 ,000 .000 .600 1.750 BREF 1290.3000 IN. X W  -0000 IN. 
Y ~ R P  .MXK) IN. 











































FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH=0.6 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = -00 PAGE 351 
,. 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFICURATIffl DESCRlPTIffl ELV-IB ELV-08 WACH W L  REFERENCE INFORWhTIDN 
ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSR8 OFF I CSUT OFF 1 .000 ,000 .a 3.4rU) SREF 2600,0000 SQ.FT, 
C RE4741 1 ARC 11-023 I A W  OTS CSRB OFF I CSWE OFF 1 
' 
ARC 11-023 ,A80 OTS ISRB OFF 1 (SSW OFF 1 
-000 -000 -600 2.500 LREF 1290*30M) IN. 
C RE4Y33 .000 .OM) .600 1.750 BREF 1290.300C IN. x m  .OOW IN. 
r w  .WED 1%. 
ZFIRP .0003 IN. 













































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAY, MACH=0.6 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 352 

DATA SET SY~BOL CONFICURATIDN DESCRIPT~ON ELV-18 ELV-OB n ~ c n  RN/L REFERENCE IEL*DRl'lAT ION 
C RE4Y2B 1 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 .MM .000 -600 3.400 SREF 2630.0000 SD.FT. 
LRE4I4I 1 ARC 11-023 1180 075 CMB OFF 1 lSStE OFF > ,000 ,000 .600 2.500 LREF 1290.000 IN. 
C RE4733 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSS OFF I .OW .000 .600 1.750 BREF XWP 1230.3000 IN, .WOO IN. 
YURP .DOC0 'N. 






































SIOESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 99 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW MACH.O.6 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO P4GE 354 
! 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWIGURATIW DESCRIPTION ELV-!B ELV-OB HACH RNR REFERENCE I M ~ T ! ! J N  
C RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB OFF I C S Y f  OFF .OW .000 .900 4.250 S F  2690.0000 SO.FT. 
L RE4142 I ARC 1 1-023 l A60 OTS (SRB OFF 3 CSWE OFF 1 .OW .OW .SO0 3,250 LREF 1290.#)0 I?;. 
C RE4Y34 ) ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 .000 .000 300 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.#KHl IN. 
.m IN. 
Y W  .WDO IN. 









































FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN  YAW, MACH=O.S PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .00 PAGE 355 
OATA SET SYnBBL CONFltUFiATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-I0 ELY-0 WCH RWL REFEROKE IMMZnATlON 
C RE4Y29 I ARC 11-323 IAeO OTS (SRB OFF 3 CSU(E OFF .OW .OW .SO0 4.m SREF 2690.0000 $O.FT. ( R E I N 2  1 ARC 11-023 * A 8 0  OTS ISRB OFF 1 C S S E  S F  I .MK) .M)O .SO0 3.250 LREF 1290.3030 r N .  
C RE4Y34 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF I .OM) .Om .SO0 2.250 BREF XKRP r290.3000 IN. 
.CTJ'JO IX. 
THRP .OSC3 !N. 
4- 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH.0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = -00 PAGE 356 
DATA SET 
FIG. 
SYtSDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ECV-16 ELV-08 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnAfION 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSflE OFF J 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSR8 W F  3 [SSHE OFF I .m .ooO .9M) 4.250 UKF 2630.0000 S 0 . F  
ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 -000 -000 .9M) 3.250 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
-000 -000 -900 2250 BREF 1290.3WO IN. 
X W P  .OD00 IN. 
m .moo IN. 
Z W  .OOGc IN. 
SCALE . O m  
100 EFFECT OF QEYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH.0.9 PLUMES OFF 
PHA = .OO PAGE 357 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFlGURATlON OESCRtPilON ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH i?N/L REFERENCE INFMmATION 
C RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 3 ,000 .000 ,900 4.250 SUEF 2690.0000 SO-Fl (RE4Y42 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSK OFF I .000 .000 .900 3.2% LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y34 1 ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .000 .OM) .900 2 . S 0  BREF XMRP 1293.3000 IN. 
.OCOO IN. 
YHRP ,0000 IN, 
ZRRP .DO09 IX. 
%ALE .0200 
FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH.0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 358 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH W L  REFERENCE IW-TION 
C RE4Y29 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSr(E OFF 1 .OD0 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
C REIY42 I ARC 11-023 IA60 OTS CSRB WF I CSSM OFF 1 .OD0 -000 ,900 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y34 I ARC 1 1-023 ,A80 01s CSRB OFF 1 CSSS OFF 1 .OW .MX) .900 2.250 5REF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP .OOW IN. 
W4RP .OM)D IN. --
rn .om0 IN. 
SCALE .OM0 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 t 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLES BETA* DEGREES 
FIG, 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACHz0.9 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 359 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORWATION 
[ RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSm OFF 1 .000 ,000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
C RE4Y42 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .OW .000 .900 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y34 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .OW .OW .9~3 2.2~0 BREF 1290.3000 IN. XHRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .OCOO IN. 
ZURP .OOOO IV. 
SCALE .0200 
SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH.0.9 PLUMES OFF 
CA3ALPHA = .OO PAGE 360 
DATA SET SVHBOL CONFlGURATlOhl DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB M C H  RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlW 
C RE4V29 I 8 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 1 .000 .OM) .900 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C RE4V42 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .MM .W0 .900 3.2M LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y34 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF 1 .000 -000 -900 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.woo IN. 
VHRP .COO0 IN. - 








FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH-0.9 PLUMES OFF - .  
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 361 
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-00 HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( RE4Y29 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSM OFF 1 .OW ,000 ,900 4.29 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .W0 .000 ,900 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y34 y42 I ARC 11-023 IABD OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OW .000 -900 2.250 BREF XWRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.0000 IN. 
YKRP .DO00 IN. 
Z#RP .a000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAY. MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO 
DATA SET SY~BOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTXON ELV-18 ELV-08 HAM RN~L  REFERENCE INFORMATION 
t RE4Y29 1 @ ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSM OFF I .000 .WO .9M) 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. ( RE4V42 I ARC 11-023 fABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSflE OFF I .000 .000 .900 3.m LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( RE4Y34 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS tSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OM) .000 .300 2.m BREF ltEM.3000 !N. X W  .0000 IN. 
YRRP . r n O  IN. 




































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 100 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=0.9 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 363 
. 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION MSCHlPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-08 WACH W/L REFERENCE IMORilATION 
i RE4730 I ARC 11-023 I A N  OTS CSRB OFF I (SSnE OFF 3 A00 .000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690,0000 SO-FT. 
I REII43 1 ARC I 1-023 1 A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSYE OFF 1 .000 .000 1 .lo0 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
t RE4735 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF I .OW .M)O 1 .lo0 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.3000 IY.  
. O W  IN. 
Y r n P  .0200 IN. 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIG . 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MACHzI.1 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO 

DATA SET S Y ~ ~ O L  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-IB ELV-m UACH RN/L REFERENCE I W ~ A T T U N  
ARC 11-023 JAB0 OfS CSRB OFF 3 [ S M  OFF 3 -000 .OMJ 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.00M SO.Ff, 
C RE4Y43 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF 3 .000 .000 1.100 3,250 LREF 1259.30Gt3 IN, 
C RF4Y35 I ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF 3 .000 .OM) 1.100 2.250 BREF 1293.3000 I N .  
XrnP .moo IN. 
YnRP .oom 1x. 
ZnRP .OD03 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG . 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACW=l .1 PLUMES OFF 
CA3ALPHA = .00 PAGE 368 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-bB MACH RN/L REFERENCE lhlFDRnATlOhi 
C RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 IAOO OTS CSRB OFF I tssm OFF 1 ,000 .000 1.100 4.250 m F  1630.0000 SO.FT. 
t RE4143 1 ARC 1 1-023 l A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 ( 5 5 s  OFF 1 .000 .000 1.100 3.250 LREF 1250.300[) IN. 
[ RE4Y35 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I ( S M  OFF I .MK) .000 1.100 2.250 BREF Xt%?P 1290.30w IN. .m IN. 
Y W  .ma0 IN. 
Z W  .m IN. 
SCALE .OX1D 
FIG. 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAU. MACH-I. 1 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = . 00 ?AS€ 367 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFlCURWlMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 HACH Rh/L REFERENCE IWtXHATZON 
C REIYU) 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSYIE OFF 3 -000 .OM) 1.100 4.250 ytEF 2690.0000 SO-Ff. 
C RE4Y43 3 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 3 .000 .OD0 1 .I00 3,250 LREF !290.3000 1'4. 
I RE4Y35 I ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 OTS ISRB OFF 1 (SSS OFF 1 .000 .000 1 .I00 2.250 SREF 1230.3000 IN. x w  .oooo 
YWP .cot,, :2: 
Z W  .GO00 :V. 
,0200 
S I DESL IF ANGLE I BETA. DEGREES 
FIG . 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAY, MACH=I .1 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 3G8 
DATA SET SYIIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW ELV-1% ELV-OB H A W  W I L  REFERENCE INFORnrrTlQY 
C RE4Y30 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS 1SRB OFF 1 CSSME Off ) -000 -000 1 .I00 4.m W'F 2690.00CO SO.FT. 
t RE4Y43 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSnE OFF I -000 .OM) 1 .IW 3.250 LREF 1 2 9 3 . 3 m  IN. 
( RE4Y35 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 01s CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 . O O  .000 1.100 2.250 BREF XmwI 1290.300C IN. 
.0CW IN. 
YHR? .OO!JC IN. 











































FIG. 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACHzI .I PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 369 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-Oe MACH RN/L REI=ERENCE IhKORHATlON 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSS OFF I ! AftC 8 1-02, , A 8 0  OTS CSf?B WF 3 CSS* OFF .000 .000 1.100 4.2M SREF 2690.0030 S0.F -000 .OOO 1.100 3.250 LREF 1290.3PClO IN. C RE4Y35 I ARC 1 1 -023 I ~ 8 0  OTS CBRB OFF I ( ssw OFF 5 .000 ,000 1.100 2.250 %REF 1290.3~300 IN. 
x w  .0000 IN. 
Y W  .0000 IN. 















































s IDESL IP ANGLE* BETA. CE~GREES 
FIG. 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH.! . I PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 370 
OaTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-tB ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE IWORnATICIN 
C RE4Y 30 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF CSSHE OFF 1 .000 .MM 1.100 4.2M SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. (RE1143 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 A00 .000 1 .!00 3 .2s  LREF 1290.3003 1s. 
( RE4Y3S 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 .000 .OW 1.100 2 . a  BREF XMRP 1230.30M) 0 00 IN. 
~ n R P  .OOCO IN. - 







SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
F IG. 101 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=l. 1 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 371 
\ 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 lA8J OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 
I CSSM OCF 
1 'SSHE OFF 






SREF 2690.0000 SO .F 1.  
LREF 1290.3000 IN, 
%REF 1290.3000 1%. 
XMRP .OD00 IN. 
YMRP ,0000 IN. 
ZHRP .OOOO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
PAGE 372 
DATA SET SYUBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 lABC OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 
1 CSSUE OFF 
1 CSSUE OFF 
1 CSSHE OFF 




REFERENCE INFORHATION - - - - -  
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.30W IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN . 
X P ?  .oooo IN. 
YHRP .GO00 IN. 
ZMRP .OOOO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 1 ? 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. OEGREES 
FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH11.25 PLUMES OFF 
. p 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 373 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTiON ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REF EREME INFORnAT IUN 
C RE4Y31 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSE OFF I .WO .OOD I .  4.m SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
C RE4Y44 1 AR: 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSUE OFF 1 .000 .OD0 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y36 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .OW .000 1.250 2.250 BREF X QP
1290.3000 .OOOO
IN. 1.4. 
Y HRP ,0000 it<. 









FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. HACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
ZAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 374 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I M O R W A f  ION 
C RE4Y31 1 ARC 11-023 lAeC OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSnE OFF I .000 .MW) 1 .ZU) 4 -250 SREF 26SO.0000 SO-FT. 
CREII44 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSf" ?EF I .000 .000 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4Y 36 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSK rF 1 .000 .000 1.250 2.250 BREF 1290.3000 1%. XMP .0000 IN. 
YnRP .0003 IN. 
ZMRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 375 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORnATlDN I 
1 RE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IABD OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 
CRI4Y44 1 ARC 11-013 lABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 lSSME OFF I 
I RE4Y36 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS tSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 
- - - - -  
.ow .wo t . n o  4 .& ~ R E F  269o.0000 s o . ~ ~ .  6 
a000 -000 1.250 3.250 LREF t290.30CO 1N. 
.OW ,000 1.250 2.250 BREF 1390.3000 IN. 
XMQP .DO00 IN. 
Y nRP .OOOO IN. 




DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-rn WACH RN/L REFERENCE IMBRnATION 
C RE4Y31 I 8 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF CSSIIE OFF I .000 .000 i .2M 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-Ff. C RE4Y44 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF 1 .WO .OW 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y36 I ARC i l-023 !A60 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .000 .OW 1.250 2.KO BREF 1290.3000 IN. XtlRP .0000 IN. 
rntv .OSOO IN. 
















































SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH.1.25 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 377 
OATA SET SYW.1BOL CONFIMATION DESCRlPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-OB UACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATlON 
C RE4Y31 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I (SSnE WF I .OW ,000 1 . m  4.250 SSEF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
LRE4Y44 1 8 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSnE OFF ? .000 .000 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C RE4Y36 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF . ,000 .000 1.250 2.250 BREF XHRP 1290.3000 DOC IN.  
VHRP .0000 IN. 













































FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 378 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWlATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-08 WCH RN/L REFERENCE INFOR((AT1m 
(RE4Y31 I ARC !l-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF CSSME OFF 3 .000 .000 t.2M 4.250 UKF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
( RE4Y44 I ARC 11-323 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSStlE OFF I .000 .OW 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y36 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 1SSME OfF 3 .000 ,000 1.250 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.GO00 IN. - 
YHRP ,0000 IN. 















































SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH-1.25 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = . UC] PAGE 375 
Ir 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTIW ELV-18 ELV-DB nACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORtfATX ON 
CRE4Y31 I 8 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSVIE OFF I .000 -000 1.250 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-Ff. C RE4Y44 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I tSSHE OFF I .000 -000 1.250 3.250 LREF 1290.3OOCI IN. C RE4Y36 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSStiE OFF I .000 .000 1.250 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. .oooo IK. 
VWRP .OOGO IN. 
ZERP .OOCO IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
FIG. i02 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAUP MACHzI .25 PLUMES OFF 
ZAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 380 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGWATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 NACH RN/L REFERENCE lNFORHlTlON 
CRE4Y31 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSnE WF I .OW .WO 1.2% 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
t RE4Y44 I ARC 11-923 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 .W0 -000 1.2'50 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y36 1 ARC 11-023 I A O O  OTS [SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 ,000 1.250 2.250 BREF XURP 1290.3000 OD IN. . 
lt4RP .0000 IN. 







































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 102 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=1.25 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 381 * 
DATA SE T SYYBOL CONFlGWATION ESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1NFORHATIO.J 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSW OFF I .000 -000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.01?00 SO-FT. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I .000 1.400 3.2M LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC ! 1-023 ,A80 0TS CYIB OFF 1 LLSnE OFF 1 3 -000 ,000 1.400 2.250 BREF XMRP 1230.3000 IN. 
.OCOO IN. 
Y n w  .oom IN. 
z w  .OD00 IN. 
SCrlE -0200 
i G .  103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER 1N YAY. MACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF 
PAGE 382 CAIALPHA = . 00 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-dB HACI! RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSNE WF 1 .000 .MH) 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S0.CT. 
( RE4V45 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSS IFF 1 
' RE4y32 I 
ARC 1 1-023 I ABO 01s CSRe OFF 1 C S M  OFF 1 
.OW .COO 1.400 3.250 LGEF 1290.30XJ IN. 
C HE4Y3T 1 .OW .000 1.400 2.250 BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
XHRP .om0 IN. - 
YMRP -0003 IN. 








































-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIOESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN Y A W P  MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = . 00 PAGE 383 
DATA SET S Y M ~ ~ L  CONFIGURATZON OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-00 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
( RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 IABO CTS (SRB OFF I CS* S F  1 .OW .Om 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.00M SO-FT. 
L RE4I4S 1 9 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS LSRB OFF 1 ( S S M  OFF 3 .OM) .000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y37 1 ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 OTS f SRB OFF I iSSME OFF 1 .000 .003 1.400 2.250 BREF xMRP :290.3000 !N. 
,0003 IN. 
YMRP .OCIO IN. 
ZYPP .OD03 IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER !N YAY, MACH=l.4 PLUMES OFF 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 384 
DATA SET SYMBOL CUNFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE I t F m A T  ION 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 ( S M  OFF 1 ,000 .OW 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
( RE4Y45 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF 1 .000 .000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y37 1 ARC 11-023 Ih80 QTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF .000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF XMRP 1290.3000 IN. 
.OD00 IN. 
YMRP -0000 IN. 
ZWRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .C200 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  Y A W S  MACH.l.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 385 
DATA SET 
FIG . 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 386 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnATfCN 
C RE402 1 ARC 1 1-023 1,480 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF I ,000 .000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
C RE4Y45 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I !SSME OFF I .000 .000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ RE4Y37 ARC 1 I-023 l l8O OTS (SRB OFF 1 . SSME OFF 2 .OW .000 1.400 2.250 %REF 1293.3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
YnRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  
SIDESLIP ANGLE* 
FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, 
(AIALPHA = . 00 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTION ELV-19 ELV-08 UAfH RN/L REFERENCE INFORUATlON 
1 RE4Y32 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSnE OFF 1 .000 .M)O I .400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 '(SStiE OFF 1 .000 ,000 1.400 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 !V. 
( RE4Y37 1 ARC 1 1-023 1180 OTS (SRB OFE I (SSHE OFF 1 ,000 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF XMRP 1230.3000 IN. 
.COO0 IN. 4- 
YnRP .OOC3 !*1. 






FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAY, MACH-1.4 PLUMES OFF 
[AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 388 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWRATION OESCRIPTlON ELV-lB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFEv?ENCE INFORRAT1 ON 
t RE4Y32 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSK OFF 3 .000 -000 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
i RE4Y45 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF 3 .OC3 .000 1.409 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( RE4Y37 1 ARC 1 1-023 I A 8 O  OTS 1SRB OFF 1 LSSM OFF 1 .W0 .000 1.400 2.250 BREF 1290.3000 . IN. XMRP .0000 IN. 
VMRP .OOOO I Y .  
ZMRP .OD00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES 
FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW. MACH=1.4 PLUMES OFF 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 389 
DATA SET SYMBOL C3NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 EL\*-OR MACH RN/L REFERENCE 1YFORflAZ:CV 
( RE4Y32 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF ) .DO0 .OOO 1.400 4.250 SREF 2690.CSOO 51.V. 
[ RE4Y45 1 ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF ) -000 .COO : -400 3.250 LREF 1190.?03C iL4- 
C RE4Y37 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OD0 .COO 1.4Ci: 2.250 BREF k V t P  !L'(?Cr-\C03 .Y.  
.OC31: Z'u. 
Y?:QP .C.OC'' :v. 
ZI.!-"D .r.2C; ;>:. 








FIG. 103 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW. MACHz1.4 PLUMES OFF 
IAIALPHA = .00 PASE 395 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT13N DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OR ':ACH RNlL REFERENCE INFORHATI~N 
C RE4x20 1 ARC 11-025 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 1 .@OO .OOC, .600 3.400 SREF 269CI.OOGO SC.'?. 
C REIX46 1 @ ARC 1 1-013 1 A00 OTS 1SRB N W  1 L SSME No* 1 .GO0 .C@O .600 2.500 LREF 1290.3300 1%. 
C RE4X38 I ARC 11-023 1kCO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSHE hut' ) .COO .Oil0 .600 1.753 ERE' XP'HP :29(!.3CPCI IN. 
.DOC3 :u. - 
YFlSP .clL?tO IN. 








FIG. 104 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH4.6 PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = . go P I ~ E  39: 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-lO ELV-OP MACH RN/L REFERENCE :NFCREIT:CY 
t RE4X20 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOM 1 ,000 .OR0 .600 3.409 SREF 2699 .C26C SC.FT. 
( RE4X46 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH I [SSME NOH 1 .000 .OOO .600 2.5CO LRE: !2?0.30f0 IN. 
( RE4X38 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NUN I CSSME NO* I .000 .OGO .600 1.750 BREF !293.392C 1%. Y t?R? .CCX! i V -  
Y PlRP .OCC2 cN. 
'NRP .OC33 IN. 
SC&E ,GZ?C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIG.  104 EFFECT- OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PITCH. MACH=0.6 PLUMES ON 





T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I B  E L V - 0 3  HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORWATICI 
ARC 11-023 l A 8 0  OTS CSRB NO!' I C S S N  NOn .OM) .000 .600 3 . 4 0 0  SREF 2S90.CG30 2E.F 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS (SRB NOW I CSSNE  NO^ I .000 . 0 0 0  -600 2.53i) LREF IZs'2.3C33 . r .  @ ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS (5RB NO" I ( 5 5 M  NOM 1 1 ,000 - 0 0 0  .600 ! .750 BREF :2?3.36CC 1'4. 
kxL,hP .CC30 IN. 
\ q? .C323 1s. 
p a p  . so'-,uu :v. 
SCALE . C202 
- 4 -3 -2 - t ! 2 3 
ANGLE OF ~ T T A C K .  ~ L P H A .  DEGREES 
G. 104 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACHz0.6 PLUMES ON 
BETA = . OC 3 q f ~  293 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlC-J ELV- IB  ELV-OF MACH RN/L r7EFEREKCE 1hFGRWAT:CY 
( RE4XZO 1 ARC 11-023 [A00 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 1 .OD0 .GOO .600 3.400 SREF 2693.DCC3 SC.'T. 
I REIX4B 1 8 ARC 11-023 [ ' 30  OTS [SRB WM 3 (SSME NOY 1 .000 .COO -620 2.5CC LREF !C-'3.3033 :?*. 
I RE4X3B 1 ARC 11-023 IAOO OTS [SRB NOH 1 (SSHE NOH I .00C .000 .600 1 .Xi3 E9Cf 129C.3003 :k. 
WRP .CC03 SY. 
VYW' .:?01:2 z.4. 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 104 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH.0.6 PLUEES ON 





T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION UESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-DB H*CH RN/L REFE!?EhffE INFOQKATIOY 
ARC 11-023 I L 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I C S S e  NOn 1 .OD0 .OD0 .600 3.400 SREF 659.CCCZ S2.F 
ARC 11-023 I L 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOm 1 .000 .COO -600  2.530 LREF It90.33rJ3 I N .  
: j  ARC 11-023 1ka0 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSHE NOH ! -000  .000 ,600 1.753 %REF :.?90.3[?OC ?'d. XERP .C330 *X- 
Y??k?P -5333 :x. 
ZURP .CCOC !N. 
SCALE .M3O 
FIG. 104 EFFECT OF REYNOL3S NUMBER I N  PITCH. MACH.O.6 Pi'lMES ON 
CAIBETA = .OO "kpc J- 325 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-03 MACH RN/L REFEREWE IhFORU! TTOY 
ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSRB NOfl I CSSME NOW I -000 .000 .900 4.25C SREF 2693.C222 S9.F 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS ESRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH I ,000 .OD0 .900 3,250 LREF i290.3033 I?:. 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SUB MOM I iSSME NOH I .000 -000 .9Cg 2.250 BREF i243.3COC !\. 
XYRP .CC23 1'4. 
Y"QD .CO" It:. 
znR? .0f33 !N. 
SCALE .CZG3 
- 4  -3  -2 - 1 0 i 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
G . 105 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  P I  I'CH. MACHz0.9 PLUMES ON 
BETA = . OD 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORnl(TlOry 
( RE4X2 1 I ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS (SRB NOM I [SSNE NOM 1 
C RE4X47 I .OM) -000 -900 4.250 SREF 2690.0003 SG.FT. ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  TS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOW I .ooa .ooo .900 3.250 L R E ~  12~0.3000 it<- 
( RE4X?,9 ) ARC 1 1  -023 IA8O OfS lSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH 1 -000 .000 -900 2.250 BREF 1290,3MlO JN. 
XWP .OM10 Ih. 
YMP .OCDC 1%. - 
ZMQP -0000 ih, 
SCALE .0100 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE I NFOrmhll ON 
C RE4X211 ARC 1;-023 lA80 OTS CSRB NOH I lSSPlE NOPI I .OW ,000 .900 4.250 SREF 7690.0M?O S0.F 
( REIXI7 1 ARC 1 1-023 1A80 OTS lSRB NWl 1 CSSHE MI" 1 .000 .MH) .900 3.250 LREF 1290.3300 IN. 
C RE4X39 1 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NOPI 1 CSSME NON 1 .000 .OD0 .000 2.2M BREF 1290.3003 IN. 
XMRP .Coo0 IN, 
YrnP .OCOO lN. 
R;RP .OC30 IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION RV-19 ELV-In3 M C H  RNtL REFERENCE lNF0RnATION 
C RE4X21 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOn 1 -000 -000 -9OU 4.250 SREF 2690.OW)O SQ.fT. 
[ RE4X47 I ARC 11-023 lA8O DTS CSRE NOH I CSSPIE NOH I -000 .OW -900 3 . m  LREF 1230.3300 IN. 
( RE4X39 I ARC 11-02) *A80 OTS CSR6 NO. 3 CSStlE ND1 3 .OW ,000 -900 2.250 BREF 1290.*3000 I&. 
XMRP .Oaw IN. 
YllRP .W@3 IN. - 
z a p  . o m  IN. 
SCALE .02m 
7 -  1 
-4 -3 -2 - 1  i i 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 105 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH=O .9 PLUMES ON 
AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 399 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhilON DESCRIPTION . ELV-10 ELV-00 MACH RWL REFERENCE !hFORV4?IOh 
( RE4X22 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 0 0  OTS [SRB NOH I t SSM NOH 1 ,000 .000 1 .!00 4.250 SREF 2640.CS20 S3.F 
C RE4XI8 I ARC 1 1-023 !A80 DTS CSRB NOH j (SSME NOH 1 .000 .000 1.100 3.250 LREF !290.3CC3 I\. 
C RE4X40 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSME NOM .OW -000 1.100 2.250 aREF :203.3CC0 IN. 
XYRP -003 IV. 
*%RP ,Stt:: IX. 







































-4 -3 -2 - 1  0 i 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIG. 106 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN PITCH, MACH=l, 1 PLUMES ON 
(AIBETA = , 00 PAGE 401 


DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFUQY&7ION 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOM I ,000 .000 1 .ID0 4.250 SREF 2603.C203 S0.f 
( RE4X48 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOM 3 .000 .GO0 1.100 3.250 LREF !2PD.333% 1'4. 
f ( RE4X40 1 8 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOH 1 ,000 .000 1,100, 2.250 BREf :200.3C3C !$. 
XYRP .C330 l U .  
W R P  .OCCC? IN. 













































I) -4 -3 -2 - 1 L 3 4 'I - 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. D~GREES 
' 
FIG. 106 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH, MACH=!. I PLUMES ON 
CAIBETA = .00 p.r\SE 404 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - 1 ~  ELV-OR ~ A C H  SN/L REFERESUE Z%FORPhT[c!< 
C RE4X22 3 
LRE4XI8 3 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH 3 CSSME NOM I .a00 -000 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2630.3CO0 StJ.FT, 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NCM 1 .OCO .000 1.100 3.2% 1 QEf 1293.3000 :D. 
C RE4X40 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOW 1 CSSME NOH 1 .OOU -000 1 .IOU 2.250 BREF 1200.3G30 IN. 
XYRP .C300 iN. 
YXRP .CWu" ;N. 
ZZRP .GO23 fV. 
SC+LE .0230 
-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIG. 106 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  PITCH* MACH=l. 1 PLUMES ON 
A'IBETA = .OO PAGE 525 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 ~ A C H  RY/L BEFERE.WE ?MCRn4r! 2% 
rasa: g ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOn I (SSM NOn 1 ,000 -000 -600 3.400 SREF 2690.0002 S0.F ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSNE NOM 1 :DO0 -000 .600 2.500 LREF 1290.30CC :'J. 
( RE4Y38 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NO!l 1 [SSME N@M I .CYC .OCO -600 1-75? BREF 1290,322 :N. 
XrnP -0C-u I \*  
'ERP .02m iN. 









































-4 -3 -2 - 1 0 : 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG, 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MACHz0.6 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OD PASE 4% 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlFTlON ELV-18 ELV-05 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IhiFL?l;MATICX 
( RE4YZO I ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB NOW I CSSME NOH 1 .000 .000 .600 3.400 SREF 2600.00CC SO,=T. 
I RE4Y46 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS tSRB NOM 3 (SSKE NOM 1 .030 .000 .GO0 7.500 LREF 1290.3030 i K .  
C RE4Y38 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSStlE NOM 1 .OW .COO -600 1.750 BREF 1293.33312 :V. 
XVRP .OOM IN. - 
Y HRP . 3 C m  IV. 
Z s t P  ,0002 !N. 
SCALE .OIOC 
-4  -3 -2 - 1 0 2 3 4 1 
SIDESL IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG, 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW, MACH=O .6 PLUMES ON 
AIALPHA = .OO PhSE 437 
DATA SET SYNBOL CQNFIGURAT~ON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-Ol3 MACH RN/L REFERENCE IW09%A'IION 
C RE4Y20 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOtl 1 CSSHE NOM I .DM) .000 ,6W 3.400 SREF 2690.00C2 SS.=' (RE4116 1 11-023 1A80 015 (598 NMI I ISSME NOM 1 ,000 .OOO -600 2.500 LREF I2?0.3W IR. 
( RE4Y 38 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ ) CSSME NOM 1 .000 .OD0 ,600 1.750 BREF X W  1290.3MX) ,0390 Ih. % .  
r m  .o~m is. 
































FIG. 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACHXl.6 PLUMES ON 
CAIALFHA = .00 ?+ZE 4C9 
b 
% 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 RACH RN/L REFERENCE IXF(?WAT!!Xd 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-19 ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE !YFGR'+AT!OV 
[ R E ~ Y Z O  I ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS CSRB NOH I rssm NOH I -000 .nc? 
C RE4Y46 1 .600 3 . 4 ~ 2  SPEF 2692.CCCC 5,:.='. ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB Non 1 cssm Non I 
t REJY38 1 .ZOO -CVL ,600 ?.520 L2EF 12%3)3,303S .... ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSR9 NOH I CSSflE NOH I -000 -000 -609 ..?!XI OGEF 1233.3(?00 iN. 
XVRP .EX3 Zn:- 
- - 
1 F ? P  I fh. 













































- 4 -3 -2 - 1 0 2 3 
s I OESL IP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NUMBER IN YAW, MACH=0.6 PLUMES ON 
[AIALPHA = .OD 2 4 % ~  4;s 
- i 
%*m 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIW ELV-IB EtV-OR HACH RN/L QEFEREhCii IhFCQR$r! CN 
C RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS fSQE NOH 1 ( S S S  NOM I .W0 .000 .600 3.490 SREF 2693.C9'33 S2.F 
C RE4Y46 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SHE NOH 1 ISSME NOrr 1 -030 .COO -6"u 2.590 FREF 129iJ.3300 I*<. 
L RE4Y38 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOM I A03 .OCO -6CO : ,750 99EF 1290.3,'OO !u. 
XYQ? .C232 !'.- 
- . -  -
Y K2:iZP ,C?9P I*;. 












































-4 -3 -2 - s 0 ? 2 3 4 
S T  CSLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS crilMBER f N YAW, MACH=0.6 PLUMES f3N 
CAIALPHA = .OO P4SE 41: 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C RE4Y20 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
C RE4Y46 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 





MACH RN/L REFERENCE fSFC4HATIC)N 
SREF 2690.03C0 SO .FT. 
LREF !2?0.3?0C IN. 
BREF 12%.?C00 i V .  
XXRP .0000 IY,  
YMRP .CC59 !N. 
ZXRP -3CS3 :k. 
S f  ALE .0230 
- 4 -3  - 2 0 ? 2 3 
s r DES‘ r P 'ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
F I G .  107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAW. MACHz0.6 PiUMES ON 
IAIALPHA = .OO =i\SE 413 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlON ELV-1% ELV-08 HACH RNfL REFEREME SNFORnAIIi?rrl 
I RE4Y20 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH C S S ~ E  NOH I 
I RE4116 1 @ ARC 11-023 Il8O OfS CSRB NO* 3 CSStlE NOH 1 .000 .000 ,600 3.400 SREF 2690.0320 S2.F 
I RE4Y38 I .000 .000 .650 2.500 ZREF 12?D-2?2t It;. ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM I .000 .000 -600 1.750 3REF 1250.3223 1%. 
XXRP .OCO'3 IN. 
YNQP .CCJS ;N. 








































-4 -3 - 2 -1 0 ? 2 3 
s IDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACHz0.6 PLUMES ON 
( A  IALPHA = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OfS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
3 [SSME NOH 
? CSSME NOn 
1 CSSME NOn 







SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
IG. 107 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER 1N YAW. MACH-0.6 PLUMES ON 
)ALPHA --: .00 PAGE 4 1 4  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB HACH QN/L REFERENCE INFORHAT!-% 
! RE4YZl I ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS [SRB NOH 1 [SSHE NOM I .000 .000 .900 4.250 SREF 2690.COCC SI;.F?. 
C RE4Y47 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOM 1 [SSME NOH I .000 .COO .900 3.250 LREF 1200.33'33 Is. 
( RE4Y 39 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I [SSME NOM 1 .000 .000 -900 2.250 BREF :298.3935 l i .  
XXRP .GOSO IN. 
Y3RP .OCC3 I*i. 
ZWR? .0532 :hi. 
SCALE .C)L'3:: 
-2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SlDESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
EAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 4:5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-DE\ MACH RN/L REFERESCE INc0QHAT:ON 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB NOM I rssm Non J : :::% I ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 075 ISRB NOM 1 CSSHE NOW 3 .000 .CEO .9W 4.250 SREr 269O.SC03 M.FT .M30 .000 .900 3.250 LREF 1290.30C3 1%. 
[ RE4Y 39 3 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS iSRB NOH I (SSME NOH I .OM) .000 .900 2.250 BREF 1293.3333 1N. 
r?lR> .GOC3 i Y .  
YERP .!Jew O:?:, 
ZrRP .OW3 :*4. 
SCALE .S2G3 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFEREXE IwwmT!m 
C RE4Y21 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOW 1 .OM3 .W0 ,900 4.2'50 SREF 2690.0000 SC.C 
( RE4v47 1 ARC tl-023 lh80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOH .WO .OW .900 3.250 LREF 1290.3000 i X .  
C RE4Y39 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOW 1 CSSHE NOH 1 .WO .OW .900 2.250 BREF 1290.3000 3, 
XMRP .0000 :A* 
YMRP .tQOC 3. 

































- 4 -3 -2 -1  0 1 2 3 4 
SIOESLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW* NACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .00 PAGE 417 

FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER f N YAW, MACHz0.9 PLUEiES ON 
[AIALPHA = .OQ PAGE 4 t 9  
DATA SET SYBEOL CONFlGURATlW DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 MACH RN/L REFERENCE SNFOR?rATtOY 
t RE4YZI 1 ARC 11-023 IAOO OTS CSRB NOH 1 lSSPE NOH ) .OW .000 .9M) 4.250 SREF 2690.00CC S0.f' 
t RElY47 1 @ ARC 1 1-023 !A80 OIS CSRB NW 1 IS* Mlll 1 ,000 .OOO .900 3.250 LREF I230.30CO ih. 
( RE4Y39 I ARC 11-023 !ADO OTS (SRB NOH 3 (S'iMLr W H  .COO ,000 .9W 2.250 BREC i290.30CO i'4. 
XrnP .mno t N . 
rPW .W.'O IN. 











































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER IN YAY. MACH-0.9 PLUMES ON 
C A  I*tLPHA = ,057 PAGE 423 
DATA SET SYREOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH W/L REFERENCE IVFORnATICrJ 
FIG, 108 EFFECT OF REYNRDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFfGURATION MSCRJPTION ELY-18 ELV-09 WCH RN/L REFERENCE 1 M O W & ? X O l  
C RE4Y21 1 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS [SRB NOn ? CSSNE NOn 3 
( RE4Y4P ) ARC 1 1-011 1A80 OTS CSRB NO)( 1 1 S W  NtM 1 -000 SO00 .3W 4.250 SWEF 2693.CZM 5Z.FT. 
C RE4V39 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSR8 NWl 3 CSSE NOH 3 *003 -000 -990 3.250 LREF 1290,3090 1%. 
-000 -000 .900 2.250 BREC 1293,3061: iN. 
XWP .WOO IS. 
Y W  .COCC !Y. 
I M P  .3CGS .Y. 
SCALE -0209 
- 4 -3 -2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4 
SlOESLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, l?ACH=0.9 PLUMES ON 
DATA SET SVMBOL CONFlGoRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L REFERENCE INsWiYAT:% 
CRE4Y21 I 
IRE(*(, 1 8 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSSHE NOn I .OM) -000 ,900 4.250 SREF 2699.0003 SC.; ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 tSSME NOH 1 .OW .000 .990 3.250 LREF 1293.30CS :V. C RE4Y39 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOPI I CSStlE NOH I .COO .OM) -900 2.250 BREF 1293.MCC j4. XWRP . ~ 0 0  ,U. 
YHRP .COO3 :X- 
ZHR" .CC33 I%. 





































- 4  -3 -2 - 1 0 i 2 3 4 
SIOESLIP ANGLE* 3ETAm DEGREES 
FIG. 108 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW* MACH=O ,9 PLUMES ON 
[AIALPHA = .DO PAGE 423 
DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-IB EtV-09 HACH RN/L REFEREME I?iFCG~ATION 
[ RE4Y22 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOn 1 LSSN NW 1 
L RS4Y48 1 Ff ARC 11-02) IABO OTS LSRE NO. 1 CSSME Mti ) .OOO ,000 1.110 4.250 SREF 2653.CCC2 S3.F;. .MO .000 1 . I 0 0  3.250 LREF 1290.3030 1R. 
LRE4Y4O 1 ARC 11-023 JAOO OTS LSRB NOW 3 CSSME NOM 1 -000 .030 1 .I00 2.250 %REF 1290.3C3C .Y .  
XSRP .GOcC ih. 
YKGP .0::00 .N. 









































FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH.1 . I PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = -00 P4GE 424 
d . 2  
'% 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1% ELV-OB HACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORPIATIm 
C RE4Y22 I 
IRE4I4B 1 8 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOfl I ( S S K  NOn I .000 .OC3 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.3000 S9.F ARC 11-023 IA60 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH 1 .COO .OCD 1.100 3.250 LREF 1290.3033 IY. ( RE4Y40 1 ARC 11-OX IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I !fSME NOM 1 .DO0 -030 :.lo0 2.250 BREF 1290.3000 1%. 
XKRP .COO3 th'. 
WRP .CaeC IN. 









































FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH.1 . 1 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .00 PAGE 425 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
C REIY22 ) ARC 11-023 lA0O OTS CSRB NOU 1 (SSUE NOW 
[ RE4Y48 3 ARC 11-023 lA00 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME &On 
I RE4Y40 I ARC 1 1-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 ISSHE NOM 
ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENE INFC~RfiTlCV 
.000 1 -100 4.250 SREF 2600.0030 SO.FT, 
.CDC 1.100 3.250 LREF 1,1!?0.3(3?3 IN. 
.000 1.100 2.250 99EF t290.3C00 IN. 
xnw .CC~C IN. 
YPRP -3PC.3 I.4- 
- - - - - .- 
M q P  .GO33 iN. 
SCALE .6100 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURhTlW DESCRlPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-CS MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFCRUATION 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH ) .000 .COLI 1 .lo0 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 S5.F 
C RE4Y48 3 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NOM 1 
C (RE4y22' Y40 8 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOM 1 -000 .000 1 .I00 2.250 BREF 1290.300C IN. .000 .CGO 1 .!OD 3.250 LREF 1230.3003 IN. 
X ~ S P  .COOO IN. 
vnRP .OCOO IN. 














































FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH.1.1 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = . OC! PAGE 427 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-00 MACH W/L REFERENCE IMORMAK!OY 
C RE4Y22 1 
LRE4Y4Bl 8 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB NOH I ( S S N  NOH 1 .000 .OOO 1 .I00 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 5Q.fT. ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH > CSSHE NOH l .000 .000 1.:00 3.250 LREF 1293.3000 IN. 
C RE4Y40 I ARC 11-023 IASO OTS tSR8 NOH 1 CSSME NOH 1 .000 -000 1.100 2.250 BREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
XFRP .!lo00 IN. 
Y HRP .0G00 ;N. 
ZWP .0000 :N. 
SCALE .I3200 
-4 -3  -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
16. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=I . I  PLUMES ON 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE t ?dFCREAT!CN 
ARC 11-023 !A83 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH I .OR0 .000 1.100 4 . 2 5 0  SREF 269- -3C2 SC.F?. 
bRC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM 1 
[ RE4Y40 I ARC 11-023 lh0O OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH I .OCO ,000 1.100 3 .250  LREF t290.30CC I N .  
.OD0 ,000 1.100 2.250 EREc 1293.3000 I N .  
XMRP .cmo m. 
VKRP .OCOD I Y .  












































FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW. MACH-! .1 PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO ?AGE 425 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-ID ELV-OD MACH RN/i REFERENCE :WCRliAflCN 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRD NOH I ISSK WM I ,000 .000 1.100 4.250 5RCF 2693.FC013 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 lA8O 01s (SRS NOM I CSSHE NUM 1 
C RE4Y40 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NOH 1 .000 -000 1 .I00 3.250 LREF 1290.3083 1%. 
.000 -000 1.100 2.250 BREF 1290.3330 l V .  
XKSP .St00 : x .  











































FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACHzl . I PLUMES ON 
CAIALPHA = .OO PAGE 430 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-16 ELV-OB MACH RN/L REFERENCE INFORUArl ON 
C RE4Y22 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH I .000 ,000 1.100 4.250 SREF 2690.00C3 SO-FT. 
( RE4Y48 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOM I 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOH 1 
-000 -000 1.100 3.250 LREF 1290.3005 IN. 
( RE4Y40 1 .W0 .000 1 .I00 2.250 BREF 1290.30C0 IN.  
XMRP ,0002 IN. 
1YRD - .CC-33 IN. 
ZCZRP -0003 IN. 
SCALE ,0203 
F I G .  109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW, MACH=1.1 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .OO PAGE 431 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOM I CSSM NOM I 
C RE4Y48 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SUB NOM I [SSME NOM I 
[ REIY40 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOH I 
RN/L REFERENCE INFOR~ATION 
4.250 SREF 2690.0003 SO.FT. 
2.250 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
6.250 BREF 12?O.3000 IN. 
XXRP .0000 IN. 
Y W P  -DODO !S- - - - -  
ZYPP ,oooo ix;  
SCALE .0200 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIG. 109 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUMBER I N  YAW* MACH=1*1 PLUMES ON 
(AIALPHA = .00 PAGE 432 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA 
C RE4N20 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH I .OOC .OOO .OW 
/ RE4N25 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM- 1 CSSME NOM 1 .OOO ,000 ,000 
[ RE4N06 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH+ tSzME NOK 1 .000 .OOO .OOO 
CRE4NOI 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB WOM*+) (SsME NOM I .OOO .OD0 .000 
REFERENCE I S O R H A T I  OX 
SREF 2690.000C SO.Ft. 
LREF 1290.3330 IN. 
BREF t290.3000 IN, 
XMRP .OW0 IN. - 
r m  ,0000 It;. 
ZKRP .0003 ZR. 
SCALE .0200 
-9 1 .o : .2 1 .J ! -4  c. 
MACH NUMBER 
F 16. 1 10 SUMMARY, SRB PLCrME S 1 ZE EFFECTS ON W 1% LOADS 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 433 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
[ RE4N2O I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS [SRB NOH I (SSW NOM 3 
t RE4N25 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOM- 3 (55WE tJMl 1 
( RE4NOG I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NUMt 1 CSSW NOH I 
t RE4NO1 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM**l CSSME NOR I 
ALPHA REFERt3JCE th%ORFAT :DY 
.7 .8 . ?3 I .i3 1 . I  1 ;2 1.3 E .4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 110 SUMMARY SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON WING LOADS 
CAIBETA = .00 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTlON 
C RE4N2O I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRn NOn I CSSME NOM 1 
( RE4NZS I ARC 11-023 IAUO O f S  [SRD NOM- I tSSME NOH I 
C RE4N06 I ARC 11-023 IAQO CTS (SHU &OM+ I (SSEE NOH 
[ REIN01 1 ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS [SRB NOM*tl [SSHE NOM I 
ELV-I0 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE !MOSnAtlbY 
SUE= 26M.OOC3 SO .F r. 
LREF 1293.3093 !FJ. 
BRCF 2 3  141. 
XUQP .Coil$ IN. 
YKRP -€mD3 1%-  - - - - - - 
ZHRP .C%C iK. 
SCALE . O X 8  
-6 .7 .8 .9 ! -0 1 . 1  1.2 ! .s - 
MACH NUMBER 
IG . 1 10 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON WINS LOADS 
)BETA = .QO PAGE 435 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRiPTlON ELV-IB ELV-08  ALWA REFEREKE INFOiZnATlOlJ 
( RE4NZO I B ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOn I CSSnE N(m I ,000 .WO .MK) SREF 2633.C2133 SC.F ( RE4N25 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB W- I (SSHE NOH 3 .000 .OOO .MM LREF !290.3033 iN. ( RE4NQ6 I ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH* I (SSHE NOM I .MH) .OO .OD0 BREF 1290.3000 !N. 
w 
[ RE4NOI 3 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH*+) ( S S ~ E  NOM I - 0 0 0  .M)O .no0 X ~ R P  .CCOO IN. 
W mw .[MOO LM. 
I 
ZKRP .CCD8 LN. 



















































- .6 .7 .8 .9 I .O 1 . I  I -2 ! .3  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 111 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
IAIBETA = .00 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRlPflON ELV-I3 ELV-08 ALPHll 
( RE4N20 3 ARC 11-023 ]A80 OTS tSRB NOn 1 tSSHE NOW I .000 .OOF ,000 
[ RE4N25 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH- I (SSME NOH I ,000 ,000 .El0 




SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
LREF 1290.3003 IK. 
89EF 113.3003 tY. 
x3SP . C W  IN. 
YXRD .Um3 IN. 



















































CI .6 .7 .8 .9 ! -2 1 .! 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 111 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME SIZE EFFECTS ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS 
[ A I S E T A  = .00 PAGE 437 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D E S C R I P T t W  O E L V I B  MLvm ALOHA REFERENCE lNF3s I I *T tC?S 
C RE4NAO I ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I .OOO 4.000 .OOO SREF 2650 .GND 5a.m. 
W C R E 4 N 9 0  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  l A 8 O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 4 . 0 0 0  4 .000  .COO L R E F  I290.3300 IY .  
3 C RE4N74 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  ! A 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSNE OFF 1 8.000 -000 -000 BREF f230 .33CO iY.  
C RE4N84 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  ! A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 e.000 2.000 -000 Xt'9P .CtOC :N. 
ARC 11-023 l A 8 O  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I 8.030 4.COO ,003 YFRP .CSO0 :u. m C RE4N53 I 




















































FIG. 112 SUMMARY v EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON WING LOADSWPOYER OFF 
CAIBETA = -00 PAGE 438 
wOATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATSON DESCRIPTION OELVlB OELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE Jh;FORnATIlJ% 
3 [ RE4NAO I B ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I tSSnE OFF 1 .OW 4.000 .OOO SREF 2693.0000 SC.F ( RE4N90 1 ARC 11-023 IABO 015 lSRB CFF CSSHE OFF 4.000 4.000 .OD0 LREF 1290.3000 !%. C RE4N74 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I 8.003 .000 .OW BREF 1290.3CCO iN. < RE4N84 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 2.000 -000 XKRP .COO3 IN. 0 ( RE4N53 ? ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSNE OFF I 8.000 4.COO .000 YERP .030!3 EN, 
C RE4N64 J 0 ARC 1 1  -023 IABO OTS C52B OFF 1 CSSHE OFF 1 8.000 -4.COO .OCO ZNRP .GDOO IN. 


















































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O ! . I  i .2 w 1.3 I .4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG 1 12 SUMMARY 9 EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECT ION ON W lNG LOAOSe POWER OFF 
(AIBETA = .OO PAGE 439 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlDN D E S C R I P T I W  
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRE OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRE OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS [SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 ! A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 
1 [SSME OFF 
I CSSHE W F  
1 [SSME OFF 
1 CSSME OFF i issnE OFF 
1 CSSME OFF 
ALPHA REFERENCE !NFORHA*ION 
SREF 2693,CCCO SO-FT. 
LREF !293.30C3 1%. 
BREF 1293.3CDC 2Y. 
xMRP .On36 IN. 
7MRP .CCC;C IN. 



















































w .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 .1 1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 112 SUMMARY EFFECTS OF ELEVBN DEFLECTION ON WING LOADSVPBWER OFF 
CAIBETA = .OO PQSE 44Q 
DATA SET 
( RE4NAS 
W [ RE4N95 1 
3 C RE4N79 1 
Z C RE4N37 1 
m ( RE4N58 1 

















































I . - 
F 1 G . 1 13 SUMMARY. EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECT ION ON V ING LOADS, PO1dER ON PAGE 441 
DATA SET SYflBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELVIB OELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFUR~ATIUN 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB Nan I [SSM NOM 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOW I CSSME NOM I 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOW I [SSME NOH I 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOW I CSSflE NOM I 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSflE NOM I 
ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSHE NOM I 
SREF 2693 .OCCO SO .FT. 
LREF 1193.3003 lh;. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .03CO :rJ. 
YMRP .CC93 l%- 
.6 .7 .8 .9 ! .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
IG , 1 13 SUMMARY v EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECT ION ON WING LOADS, POWER ON 
[A IBETA = . 00 PAGE 442 
DATA SET SYUBOL CONFIGURATlON MSCRlPTION REFERENCE 1NFORPIATION 
REINAS I B ARC 11-023 LAB0 OTS CSRB NiYU 1 CSSffE NOff ? .WO 4.000 .000 SREF 2690.OCOO SC.F REIN95 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOU I [SSME NOH > 4.000 4.000 .OD0 LREF t290.3000 l V .  RE4N7S 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSWE NOH I 8.000 .OOO .OOO 3REF 1293.300C !ha RE4N87 1 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSHE NOH I 8.000 2.030 .OOO xu2P .0CQC IN. RE4N58! A ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME HOW 1 8.000 4.600 .OD0 YHR? .ODE3 IN. 
RE4N69 ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH I 8.000 -4.COD .OD0 ZUR? .OOCG iN. 
SCALE -02Q 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1.2 2 .=i 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG 1 13 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON WING LOADS, POWER ON 
[AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 443 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATIQN M S C R I P T I W  M L V I B  DELVOB ALPHA 
[ RE4NAO I B ARC 11 -023  l A 8 O  OTS KSRB OFF I CSSYE OFF 1 .OOO 4.000 ,000 ( RE4N9O ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  !A80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 .OD0 C RE4N74 1 ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS (SUB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 9.000 .Oi)O .000 ( RE4N84 I ARC 11 -023  i A 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 8.000 2.000 -000 ( RE4N53 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I 8.000 4.000 .OOO 
W C R E ~ N ~ ~ I  0 ARC 11 -023  IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 
W 
8.CCO -4 -000 .OOO 
REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
SREF 2690 .GOOD S O S T .  
LREF 1290,3009 IN. 
BREF 1190.3030 IN. 
XHRP -0500 fN. 
YMRP .OCGO IN. 
ZHRP .COO0 I N .  
SCALE -0200 
W 
FIG. 114 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEVBN DEFLECTION ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER OFF 
z 
- CAIBETA = .OO ?AGE 444 
DELVIB DELVOR ALPHA REFERENCE 1 NFORHA T ION 
RE4NAO ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .OOO 4.000 . O M  SREF 2630.0000 
RE4N90 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 4.000 4.000 -000 LREF 1290.3000 
RE4N74 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I iSSME OFF 1 8.000 .OOO .OOO BREF !290.3000 
REIN84 I E.3C 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 8.000 2.000 ,000 XKRP .i)OOO 
RE4N53 I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS tSRB OFF 3 tSSME OFF 1 8.000 4 -000 -000 YKRP .OOOO 








.9 1 .o 1 . l  1.2 ! .3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 114 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEYON DEFLECTION ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER OFF 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 445 
DATA SET svneoL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION OEtVIB MLVOB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHAT I O Y  
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
J CSSHE NOH 1 
1 CSStlE NOH I 
I CSSME Not4 > 
I CSSME NOn I 
I cssnE Non I 
I CSSHE NOH I 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT . 
LREF 1293.3002 IN. 
BREF 1193.30CD iH. 
XMRP ,0000 IN. 
‘rXRP .OCE3 !N. 
ZKRP .C0W fN. 
SCALE .633 
.6 .7 .8 -9 I .O 1 . 1  1.2 ! .3 1 . 4  
MACH NUMBER 
IG . 1 15 SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF ELEdON DEFLECT ION ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER ON 
IBETA = .OO PAGE 446 
DATA SET sYnsOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OELVlB OELVOB ALPHA REFERENCE IMORnAT!@J 
C RE4NA5 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NM4 1 tSSr# NOn I .OW 4.000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .Fr . 
C RE4N95 1 ARC 15-023 lA80 OTS CSRB N014 I [SSHE NOH 1 4.000 4.M)D .OW LREF 1290.30CO IN. 
C RE4N79 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOM I 8.000 .OOO -003 BREF 1290.3000 !N. 
C RE4N87 3 ARC 11-023 1~00 OTS CSRB NOH I CSS% MM I 8.000 2.0CC -000 X W  .0000 :Y. 



















































8 FIG. ! !5  SUMMARY, EFFECTS OF EL.EVflN DEFLECTION ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENTS POWER ON 
z 
C( CAIBETA = .OO PASE 247 
DATA SET SYREOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-16  ELV-OB ALPHA 
C RE4N2D I ARC 11 -023  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ I CSSHE NOH I -000 ,000 .OOO 
( RE4N16 I ARC 1 1 - 9 2 3  IABO OTS CSRB M U  I CSSME NOM- 1 .OOO .OOO - 0 0 0  
C R E 4 N l l  I ARC 11 -023  I b e O  OTS (SRB NOP I (SSME NOM* I 300 .OD0 .OOO 







AIBETA = .00 PAGE 448 
DATA SET SYNC3'JL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA 
[ RE4NZO 1 ARC 11-023 IMO OTS (SRB NOH 1 [SSME NOH I .ow .000 .COO 
t RE4NL6 1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOM- I .ooo .Do0 ,000 
t REIN1 I I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOW I .OOO .WO .ooo 










FIG . 1 16 SUMMARY, EFFECTS SSHE PLUME SIZE ON VERTICAL TAIL L O A D S  
PAGE 449 
DATA SET SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-UP ALPPA 
C RE4N2O I ARC 11-023 fAB0 OTS [SRB NOM f CSSN NOM 1 .OD0 .000 ,000 
I RE4N16 I ARC 11-023 iABO OTS (SRB NOM I [SSHE NOn- 1 .OD0 ,000 .OD0 (RE4Nll  3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I ( S S ~ E  NOM+ 3 .OOO .ooo .ooo 









I G  . 1 16 SUMMARY, EFFECTS SSME PLUME SIZE ON VERT I C A ?  TAIL LOADS 
IBETA = .00 FASE 45C 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I 8  ELV-08 ALPHA - - 
[ RE4N20 ARC 11 -023  l A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOn 1 .oOO .OOO .WO 
( RE4N16 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  lABO OTS CSRB NOH I [SSME NOM- I .000 .000 .OOO ( R E 4 N L I  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOM* 1 .OOO .GOO .OD0 
( RE4NB5 I ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NO. I OUT) .OOO .OOO .DO0 
REFERENCE tNFORPAf ION 
SREF 2690 .0000  SO.FT. 
LREF 1290 .3000  .N. 
BREF 1290.30GO iN.  
XnRP .03C3 :N. 
YMRP .OCt30 !N. - 
ZMRP .Do00 :N. 
SCALE . E C 3  
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1 . 4  
MACH NUMBER 
F 16. 1 17 SUMMARY, EFFECTS SSME PLUME SIZE ON RUDDER HINGE MOMENTS 
( A I B E T A  = .OD "AGE 45: 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I C RE4X28 3 
SYMBOL 
.9 1 .O 1.1 112 1,3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
F 16. 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 452 
FIG 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSME OFF I C RE4X28 1 
ELV-IB PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 ALPHA .000 BETA .OOO REFERENCE INFOEHATION SREF 2693.0CD0 SG .F 
-000 ECV-00 .000 RN/L 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
,900 84Ef 1295.3300 1%. 
.000 X R ~ F  .OD30 IN. Y YQP .CCOO IN. 
Z WRP .OCOO IN. 
SCJLE .GZCO 
MACH NUMBER 
, 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W IN6 LOADS 
'T. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB BFF 1 [SSME OFF 1 iRE4X283  
SYnROL ELV-IB PARAUETRlC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION m 
0 .000 ALPHA 4.000 BETA .OOO 
0 .000 ELV-08 .000 RNIL 3.400 
0 ,000 
A .a00 
SREF 2690. SjlW SO.FT. 
LREF !290.. . IN. 
BREF 1239. r, IN. 
XMRP .' . IN. 
YMRD .tc IN. 
ZRRP .O& IN. 
SCALE .O2Ot 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1 . 4  
MACH NUMBER 
IG. 1 18 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 454 

ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 ERE4X283 
SY~BOL ELV-IB PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 ,000 ALPHA .000 BETA ,000 











SO .FT . 
IN. 




I G .  118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 455 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I f RE4X28 1 r 
SYMBOL ELV-18 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .000 ALPHA 4.000 BETA .OM) 







SO .fT . 
IN. 




.9 1.0 1 . l  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
G. 118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 457 . *
SYMBOL 
FIG, 
ARC 11-023 IA 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF J CSSME OFF I CRE4X281 
ELV- IB  PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INCORMATlON 
.000 ALPHA -4.000 BETA ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .F 
,000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
.ooo BREF 1299.3000 1'4. xH9P -0800 IN, 
-000 YVRP .OOOO IN. 
ZHRP .OD00 IN. 
SCALE .02CO 
MACH NUMBER 
I 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON W IN6 LOADS 
PAGE 458 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 CRE4X281 
SYMBOL ELV- 18 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORflkTION 
0 .000 ALPHA .000 BETA ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT . 
.000 RNIL LREF 1290.3000 !N. I3 .000 ELV-OB 3.400 BREF 1290.3300 rN. 
0 .ooo XPtRP .03W IN. - 







FIG . 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 459 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF ) [SSME OFF I [ RE4X28 1 
SYMBOL ELV-IB PARAWTRIC VALUES REFERENCE IYFORHATION 
0 ,000 ALPHA 4.000 BETA .OOO SREF 2690 .OOOO SO.FT . 
.OD0 RN/L LREF 1290.3000 IN. 0 ,000 ELV-05 3.400 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
,000 xnRP .coo0 IN. 
4- 
0 






FIG. 118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 460 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 O  CJTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I CRE4Y281 
FIG . 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 4Gl 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 (RE4Y281 
'WOL ELV-IB PARASTRlC VALUES REFERENCE lNFCRUATION 
0 ,000 ALPHA .000 BETA .000 SREF 26PO.0000 SO .f 
,000 ELV-09 .000 RNlL 3.400 LREF 1290.30CO IN. 
6 ,000 BREF 1290.3000 G 0 IN. IN. XMRP 
A .030 Y KRP .OCOO IN. 
ZMRP .00CO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 -8 .9 1 .O 1.1 ! -2 1.3 ! .4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
P4GE 462 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 2 CSSME OFF 1 CRE4Y281 
.9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
F IG . 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 453 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSME OFF 3 CRE4Y283 
SYMBOL ELV-lB PARAPETRIC VALUES REFERENTC I&FORXATlbN 
0 ,000 ALPHA ,000 BETA -4.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.Ft. 
.OD0 RNIL 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 0 ,000 ELV-0% BREF 1230.3C00 IN. 
0 .030 XMRP ,0000 IN. 
A ,000 ruRP .WW /N. Z W  . COO0 IN- 










































FIG. 118 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 464 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I CRE4Y28J 
SYMBOL ELV-I0 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
0 ,000 ALPHA .000 BETA .000 SREF 2690.0900 SO .FT. LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
0 .000 ELV-08 ,000 RN/L 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
0 XMRP .OM)[1 IN. ,000 r m ~  .0000 IN. 









































FIG . 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME S I ZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 465 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB 8FF 1 CSSME 6FF I CRE4Y28 1 
S Y ~ ~ O L  ELV- 18 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .000 ALPHA ,000 BETA 4 .oOO 




SREF 2690 ,u(MO SO .FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 174. 
XflRP .OW0 IN. 
Y ERP .OMW) i N. 
ZRRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0203 
.9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME S IZE ON W ING LOADS 
PAGE 4G6 
ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS (SRB OFF ? CSSYE OFF I CRE4Y28) 
ELV- IB PARAHETR f C VALUES REFERENCE I WORHA I I ON 
.000 ALPHA ,000 BETA -4.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
,000 ELV-08 .GOO RN/L 3.400 LREF 1290.3WO IN. 
,000 %REF 1290.3030 IN. XMRP .OOOG IN. 
.ooo VrnP .MI00 IN. 
ZMRP .OOOO IN.  
SCALE .020G 
FIG, 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 467 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF  I (SSME OFF I CRE4Y281 
SYMBOL ELV-IB PARAPlETRlC VALUES 
0 .000 ALPHA .OOO BETA .OOO 




SREF 2690,0000 SO .FT . 
LREF i2s.3000 IN. 
BkEF 129C.3000 ZN. 
XWRP .000'3 IN. 
VMRP smoo IN. - - - - -  








.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . l  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
Ic-* 
G . 1 18 EFFECT OF SSM E PLUME SIZE ON W IN6 LOADS 
PAGE 468 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I ERE4Y281 
SYMBOL ELV- I 6  PARAWETRIS VALUES REFERENCE lNFORUATlEN 
0 .000 ALPHA .000 BETA 4 .OOO SREF 2630.0M)(3 SO.fT. 
3.400 LREF 1230.30CC IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L BREF 1290.3000 :N. 
0 .ooo XMRP .0000 IN. - 


































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1 . 4  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 1 18 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON WING LOADS 
PAGE 469 
G . 1 19 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
PAGE 470 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS ESRB OFF 3 (SSME OFF I CRE4X281 
S Y ~ B O L  ELV- IB PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORMATlCrJ 
0 ,000 ALPHA .000 BETA .OOO SREF 2690.0000 !sIl.Fr. LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
x n u ~  .OOOO 1%. - 0 .ooo 













































FIG. 1 13 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
PAGE 471 
SYMBOL ELV-I8 PARAMETRIC VALL!S 
0 .000 ALPHA 4.000 BETA ,000 
C] .OM) ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 
0 .ooo 
A .a00 










ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I C RE4X28 I 
SYMBOL -V-IB PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
,000 ALPHA -4.000 BETA .WO SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
,000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3000 iN. 
.OOO XURP .OOOC IN. 
.OOO YMP .OD00 IN. 
ZURP .0003 IN. 
SCALE A200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 119 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
PAGE 473 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 3 CRE4X28) 
SYMBOL ELV- 18 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .000 ALPHA .000 BETA .OOO 
• .OOO ELV-OB .000 RNIL 3.400 
0 .ooo 
a .ooo 
REFERENCE lNFORnAT1 ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT . 
L R E F  1290.3C00 I N .  
BREF 1290.3000 IN .  
XtlRP .OD00 IN. 
YURP .0003 IN. 
ZPCRP .0000 3%. 
SCALE .02CO 
FIG. 119 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVBN HINGE MOMENT 
PAGE 474 
E L $  
.a r 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF ! CSSME OFF I C RE4X28 1 
0 4- 
SYMBOL ELV-18 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1NFORUAf:UAI 
0 ,000 ALPHA 4.000 BETA ,000 SREF 2690 .OW0 SO .FT. 
0 ,000 ELV-08 ,000 RNIL 3.400 LREF 1290.3000 IN. BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
0 ,000 XMRP .OoOo IN. - 















































FIG . 1 19 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUME S I H ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT . - 
PAGE 475 
ARC 11-023 I h 8 0  OTS [SRB OFF 7 (SSME OFF 1 C RE4Y28 I 
SYMBOL ELV- 10 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFEREME I(I;FOR?lATION 
0 .000 ALPHA .000 BETA -4 .OM) SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT. 
.000 ELV-08 LREF 129.3C00 IN. 0 .000 RN/L 3.400 BREF 1293.3000 iY .  
0 .ooo x M P  ,0003 fN. 
YURP .OOCO ZN. 
L 








FIG. 119 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT --, 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 CRE4Y281 
SYMBOL ELV-18 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .000 ALPHA ,000 BETA .OOO 




SREF 2 6 9 0 . W  SQ.F'I. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .OO'Jo IN. 
YHRP -nnclci IN- 
---- - - -  







.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .G 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 A - 4  I- 
MACH NUMBER 
119 EFFECT OF SSPE PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  BTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I CRE4Y281 
SYMOL ELV-18 PARANETRlC VALUES REFERENCE lWOR(IA710N 
,000 ALPHA .000 BETA 4 .OOO 
.000 ELV-08 .MM RN/L 3.400 
.ooo 
.ooo 
SREF 2690 .OW0 SO S T .  
LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
BREF 1230,3003 !N. 
XURP .OOoO IN. 
YURP .OOOO IN. 
ZMRP .oooo IN. 
SCALE .02GO 
.6 .7 .8 .9 ! .O I . l  1.2 1.3 1 .4  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG . 1 19 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOMENT 
PASE 478 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I (RE4Y281 
FIG. 1 19 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE FOMENT 
PAGE 479 
SYMBOL ELV-i~ PAKfc c n 'l: VALUES REFERENCE INfORMATlW 
0 ,200 ALPHA , BETA ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .TI. 
0 .OW EiV-08 7f.l RN/L 3.400 LREF 1293.3CCO IN. B F 9.3000 IN. 0 .000 x ~ R P  .L)DCO IN. 
A .ooo Y* .ooOO IN. Z ~ R P  .0003 IN. 
SCALE .a200 











ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 CRE4Y281 
ELV- I8 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 ALPHA -000 .%TA 4 .om 
REFERENCE 1NFORnATlON 
-000 ELV-OB -000 RN/L 3.400 
SREF 2690 -0000 SO .F 
,000 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3C00 




119 EFFECT OF SSME PLUME SIZE ON ELEVON HINGE MOHENT 
PAGE 481 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIIGURATIRN DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-00 ALPHA REFEF:ENCE INFORHAT ION 
( EE4N2O I ARC 11-023 IA6 7TS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NOH I .OW .000 .Oil0 SREF 2690 .COO0 SO .FT . 
[ EE4N25 1 ARC 11-023 li2C JTS [SRB NOH- I [SSME NOM 1 .OOO .OD0 ,000 LREF 129Ll.3000 IN. 
( EE4N06 1 ARC 11-023 1 . F T U S R B  NOH* 1 (SSHE NOH I .OOO .OOO .OOC BREF 1290.3C00 IN. 
I+ ( EEINOI 1 ARC 11-023 r ^ ' i s  [S?B NOH**) [SSHE NOM 1 ,000 .OOO .OOO XMRP .OCOO IN. 
. 
a 
YMRP .OC3!J IN. 
ZHRP -0000 IN. 
k! SCALE ,0200 
FIG, 
CAIBE 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
120 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME EFFECTS ON WING CENTER OF PRESSURE 
T A  = . Of2 PAGE 482 
OATA SET s y n e O L  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I B  ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE I W O R M A T I O N  
( EE4N2O 1 ! ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  ! A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOW I (SSWE NOW I .OOO -000 .OOO SREF 2690 .WOO 50 .F f . C E E 4 N 2 5  ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  l A 8 O  OTS {SRB NOM- J CSSME NOW I .OOO .OOO -000 LREF 1290.5000 IN. ( E E 4 N 0 6  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  lh00 OTS (SRB NOW* ( S S ~ E  NOH 3 .OOO .OOO -000 BREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 0 0 0  IN. ( E E 4 N D I  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I h 8 O  OTS (SRB NOH++) [SSME NOH I .OOO .COO -000 X n R P  .OCM) IN .  YRRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .O@JO IK. 























































5 FIG.  120 SUMMARY, SRB PLUME EFFECTS ON WING CENTER OF PRESSURE 
2 
- CA1BET.S = .OO PAGE 483 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA - -- - 
[ EE4N2O 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOM 1 [SSHE NOH 1 ,000 .OOO .OOO 
[ EE4N16 I ARC 11-023 '!A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH- ,000 .OOO .OOO 
'(EE4NlI 1 ARC 11-023 ]A80 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NOM+ I .OOO .OD0 .OD0 
C EE4NBS I 
n 




SREF 2641.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF ! 290.3000 IN. 
%REF 1230.3000 IN. 
XMRP -0000 IN. 
YnRP .0000 IN. 
ZURP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
121 SUMMARY 9 SSME PLUME EFFECTS ON VERTICAL TAIL CENTER OF PRESSURE 
TA = .X)O PAGE 484 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - $ 8  ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE lNFOPf fA r lCN  
( EE4N20 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1A80  0 7 s  (SX3  NOH 1 (SSHE NOR 1 .OOO .DO0 ,000 
[ EE4N16 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1.480 OTS (SRB NOF! I (SSME NOM- ? .OOO ,000 .OOO ( E E 4 N l l  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH+ I .OOO .OOO - 0 0 0  
( EE4NB5 ? ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OOO .OCO .OOO 
SREF 2690 .OC00 SO .FT . 
LREF 1293.30CO IN. 
BREF 1293 .3000  IN. 
XKRP .OCCO IN. 
VMRP .OCoO IN. 
ZX9P .oom IN. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG. 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 ! .4  
MACH NUMBER 
121 SUMMARY, SSME PLUME EFFECTS ON V E R T I C A L  T A I L  CENTER OF PRESSURE 
' A  = . OD PAGE 485 
DATA SET SYMGOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA RN/L REFERENCE INFORWATIOY 
C RE4049 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 1 9.000 4.000 .000 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
L RE4050 1 fl ARC 11-023 TAB0 0 7 s  l y l B  NOM 1 (SSME NOW 1 8.000 4.000 .DO0 4.250 LREF 1290.30CD IN. BREF 1230.3C00 1'4. 
X ~ R P  .ED00 IN. 
Y ~ R P  .OGCO IN. 








F 16. 122 SUMMhRY 9 RACH RAMP MAXIMUM W lNG LOADS 
(A IBETA = - .06 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA RN/L REFERENCE INFORI*ATION 
( RE4049 1 ARC 11-023 !A00 OTS (SRD OFF 1 CSStlE OFF 1 B.OOO 4.000 .OD0 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SC.r 
( RE4050 1 fl ARC 1 ,423  lA8O OTS lSRJ ND( 1 (SSME NOH I 8.000 4.000 -050 4.250 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
%REF 1290.3000 !N. 
XMRP .DO00 !U. 
YKRP .OOCO IN. 











































FIG. 122 SUMMARY MACH RAMP MAXIMUM WING LOADS 
CAIBETA = - .06 PAGE 487 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION M S C R I P T I O N  
( RE4049 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB OFF 1 (SSHE OFF > 
( RE4050  1 ARC 1 1-023 I ABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 1SStlE NOH 1 
ELV-18 ELV-0% ALPHA RN/L REFERENCE INFORHATION 
8.000 4 . 0 0 0  .000 4 -250 SREF 2690.OCCG SO.Ff .  
8.000 4 .000  ,000  4 .250  LREF 12P,9.3030 IN. 
BREF 1290.3030 IN. 
Xff RP .OC03 IN.  
YKRP .COO3 1%. 
ZMRP ,0003 IN. 







84  .88 .92 .96 1 .OC 1.04 1 -08 1.12 1.16 1-23 
MACH NUMBER 
c-_ 
IG , 122 SUMMARY, MACH RAflP MAX I M U M  W l NG LOADS 
IBETA = - .a6 PAGE 488 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA RN/L REFERENCE I M O P n A T l  CN 
( RE4049 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF J CSSME OFF 3 8.000 4.000 .GOO 4.250 SREF 2690.0000 SO.F?. 
I RE4050 1 0 ARC 11-023 ll8D OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH 1 8.000 4.000 .OD0 4.250 LREF f190.30CO IN. 
BREF 1290.3SOO !N. 
XMRP .OOGC IN. - 
VMRP .@COO IN. 
ZnRP -0303 IN, 
SCALE .02SO 
.84 .88 .92 .96 1 .OO 1.04 ! .08 1-12 6 1.23 
MACH NUMBER 
F I 6. 123 SUMMARY 9 MACH RAMP MAX IMUF ELEYON HINGE MOMENTS 
CAIBETA = - .OE; 
D A T A  SET S' 
( HE4049 ! 
C RE4050 1 
YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-CB ALPHA RWL REFERENCE !!iFCQ?.ATISb 
ARC 11-023 lheO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSUE OFF 1 8.000 4.030 .COO 4.250 SREF 2G9!3,0?CO S[i.F3 0 ARC 11-023 l AEO OTS f SRB NOM 1 t =SUE NOR 1 8.000 -1.000 .3CO 4 . 2 M  LREF lTS0.3C00 I"i. BREF 113S.3CC0 1%. 
XERP .cam IX- 
YnaP .OOCO :N~ 
ZRRD .CCOO IN. 
sc ALE .02ao 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 123 SUMMARY, MACH RAMP MAXIMUM ELEVDN HINGE MOMENTS 
PAGE 490 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOR OESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB OFF ARE i i -0Z3 i~80 OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC '1-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM 
1 CSSHE OFF I 
I cssnE NOH I 
I CSSHE NO%- I 
I (SSME NOM* I 
3 (SSME NO. 2 OUT) 
1 [SSME NO. 1 OUT1 







ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
SREF 2E30.0000 SO .FT . 
LREF 1290.??00 !N. 
68EF 1250.:300 IN. 
XWRP A000 IN. 
YMRP .OCCO IN. 
ZMRP .03@0 I&. 
SCALE .a230 
- 6  .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMSER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BhSE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4 .r 
f h l 6 E T A  = .00 P4GE 4 9 ;  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON M S C R I P T l O N  E L V - I 8  ELV-08 ALPHA REFERE&€ INFOR?IATION 
C AE4N28 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 O  OTS ( S k B  OFF 1 (SSHE OFF I .OOO .OOO -4.000 YZEF 2690.OMDO SO.FT. 
( AE4N2O 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS (SRB NM4 1 CSSME NOH I .OOO ,000 -4.000 LREF 1290.3000 IN .  
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS (SRB NOM I (SSME NM1- I .Of20 ,000 -4.000 BREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 0  IN. ( A E 4 N l 6  I 
C AE41411 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NOM* 1 .OOO ,000 -4.000 XWP .0000 IN. 














































FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
( A I B E T A  = -00 PAGE 492 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA - -  .- 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS fSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRb NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC :I-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
I (SSME OFF I 
1 [SSHE NoH 3 
I rssnE NOM- 1 - - -  -j ISS-: NOM* j 
I tssnE NO. 2 OUT) 
I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 
REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
SREF 2690 -0000 SO .FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 129D.3000 IN. 
XHRP . W O O  IN. - 
YHRP 1000 IN. 
znRP .COOO :n. 
SCALE .0200 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE NPHA=-4.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI@N 
ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS FMffl 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 ]A80 OTS CSRB Nm 
3 CSSME OFF 3 
3 (SSME NOM I 
3 SSSME NWI- 3 
1 CSSME NOH+ 3 
3 ( S S M  NO. 2 WTl 









SFXF 2690.0000 S4.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ZFP 1290.3000 IN. . a m  IN. 
-....- ----
YWtP ,0000 IN. 
ZMRP .OM#) IN. 
SCALE .0200 












































FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES (3N ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 494 
* 
DATA SET SYHEUL CONFIGURAilON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFOWAtION 
I AE4N28 I 
. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME 3 .OW .OM) -4.000 SREF 2690,0000 U).FT 
C AE4N2O I ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NON I .OOO ,000 -4.000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( AE4Nt6 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS (SRB NOM 3 (SSNE NOM- ) .000 .OM -4.000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C AE4N11 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH+ 3 .000 .OOO -4.000 x m  .0000 IN. 
C AE4NBO I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 ISSME No. 2 WT3 -000 .OW -4.000 YIiRP ,0000 IN. 
tAE4NB51 ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 WT3 .OOO .OOO -4.000 Z W P  .OW0 IN. SCALE ,0200 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORB1 TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 435 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFJGURATlON MSCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-W ALPHA REFERENCE INFORflATtON 












































,6 .7 .8 -9  1 .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1 ,4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON MBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
[AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 496 
- & 
***s' % 
DATA SET SYH8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA RCt c$ZtNCE f Yf t r t ' i4A f f ON 
* C AE4N28 I 
f ! ARC 11-023 1AB0 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I ,000 ,000 -4.000 SREF >6!30 .PO00 SO .FT C AEINZO 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRO NOH I (SSME NOM 1 ,000 .OOO -4.000 LREF L23O.3000 IN, % [ AE4N16 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB ROM 3 CSSME NOM- 1 ,000 ,000 -4.000 BREF 1230.3000 fN. F C AE4Nll J ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH* 1 .DO0 ,000 -4.000 XNRP .0000 IN. C AE4kBO 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NO. 2 OUT) ,000 .000 -4.000 Y MRP .0000 IN. 













































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 497 
DATA SET SYHBOL 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  
ARC i 1-023 i ~ e o  
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  i A 8 0  
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  i A 8 0  
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  
ARC L 1 - 0 2 3  1A8O 
016 (SRB OFF 
OTS CSRB NW4 
OiS (SRB NOH 
OTS (SRB NOM 
OTS (SRB NOM 
OTS CSRB NOH 
I CSSK SF I . W O  
1 CSSME MOn I .OOO 
I CSSME NOM- I . W O  
1 CSSME NOnt I . W O  
1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO 
1 CSSW NO. 1 OUT1 .000 
REFERENCE INFL1IRMA 
SREF 2690,0000 
L R E F  1290.3000 
BREF 1 2 9 0  3000 
XMRP . W O O  
r n R P  .m 
ZnRP .OWO 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURASION OESCRlPTlON 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB Nan > CSSnE 
ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH ) CSSHE 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS [SRB NOH 3 CSSHE 
ARC 11 -023 lh8O OTS CSRB NO8 I CSSHE 
NO. 2 mr1 
NO. 1 OUT3 
REFERENCE lNFdRnAT IQI 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.Fl. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
X W  ,MWO IN. 
YnRP .ow0 IN. 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES W ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 " - -  
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 499 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATl.ON DESCRIPTION ELV- 18 ELV-OB ALPHA 
.MY) -4.000 
.OM] -4.000 




SREF 2690.- s0.F 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
XMP -0000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA8Q 132s CSRB NOM 
AhC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
AR": 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
I (SSME OFF I .000 
I [SSME NOn I .Do0 j issrrE NOH- s ;oOo 
1 (SSnE NOn+ 3 .oOO 
I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 .oOO 
1 (SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OW 
Y W  ;0060 IN. 
ZnRP .OOw IN. 
SCAiE .02w 
l l l l i l  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
[AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 500 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE I N F O R H A T l O N  
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGMAT ION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE tMOf?MATiOhL 
t FE4NZB 1 ! ARC 1 t - 0 2 3  I ~ e o  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .o00 .m -4.000 SREF 2690.OOW SO.FT [ FEINZO I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM I .OOO .000 -4.000 LREF 1290.3000 I N .  t FE4N16 I ARC 11-023 lAOO OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NOn- I .ooO .ooO -4.000 . BREF 1290 .3000  IN .  C FE4N11 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH+ I .OM3 .M)O -4.CSD XMRP .OD00 I N .  I FEINBO I ARC 11-023 IABC OTS CSRR NOH I CSSME NO. 2 WTI .OOO .Do0 -4.000 YnRP ,0000 IN. 












































FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES (3N ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA+ .O 
iAlE3ETA = .OO PAGE 502 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE XNFaR)U4t l0)c! 
t FE4N28 1 B ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .MK) -4.000 t FE4N20 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOn I SREF 2690.0000 9 . F  .m .m -4.000 t FE4N16 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn I (SSHE NOH- I LREF 1290.3000 IN. [ F E I N l l  I .m .ooo -4.000 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOH 3 CSSME NOW+ I B(KF 1290.3000 IN. .m ,000 -4.000 C FE4NBO I XHRP .M)(M IN. ARC 11-023 ]A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSM NO. 2 OUT1 .Of20 .M)O -4.000 Y m f J  C FE4MB5 I Q ARC 11 -023 IABO OTS f SRB NOM I CSSK NO. 1 OUT1 .OOO .000 -4.000 .ODW3 IN. zmp .OM)(3 1%. 
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CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 503 
FIG. 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUEES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.-4.0 
. 5. 
CAIBETA = . 00 . . PAGE 504 
CONFIGURATION 
ARC 11-023 IA80  
ARC 11-023 I A W  
ARC 11-023 IA8O 
ARC 11-023 IAEO 
ARC 11-023 IABO 
ARC 11-023 IA8C 
DESCRIPTION 
OTS CSRO OFF 
OTS CSRB NOH 
OTS CSRB Wl 
OTS CSRB NOM 
OTS CSRB NOM 


















REFERENCE INFORHATION - -  -
SREF 2630.0000 U).FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.#)00 IN. 
X W  ,0000 IN. 
YISRF -0000 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
,0200 
' IG,  124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
)BETA = . 00 PAGE 505 
DATA SET SYPleOL CONFIGURAFlffl OESCRIPTION ELV-EB ELV-08 ALPHA 
FIG. 
CAIBE 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB W F  
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC tl-023 fA80 OTS [SRB NOH 
ARC 1 i-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS ISRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 L A 8 0  OTS tSRB NOH 
- 
I tssm WF I 
I CSSME NOn I 
1 CSSME NOM- 1 
I CSSME NOn+ I 
cssm No. 2 WTI 
1 CSSMENO. t OUT1 
REFERENCE INFORUATION 
SFEF 2690,OOW SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3030 iN* 
XWP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN, 
ZnRP .OooO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
TA = . 00 PAGE 506 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPT ION ELV-10 ELV-OB ALPM REFERENCE 1NFORWTION 
OFF I 
NOH ! m- 
NOn* ' 
NO, 2-OUT) 
NO. 1 OUT) 
-4 .OM1 SREF 2690.0000 9 . F I  
-4 .m LREF 1130.3000 IN. 
-4.000 8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
-1.000 XHRP ,0004 IN. 
-4 Alxl YmZP -0000 IN. .-- 
-4 ;- Z W  .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.9 1 .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
'IG, 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
,)BETA = .00 PAGE 507 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlSURATlON DESCRIPTION 
I rssm OFF I 
1 CSSME Ew1.I I 
I iis~E NOH- I 
I CSSHE NOn* I 
I CCSME NO. 2 OUT3 
1 CSS3E NO. 1 OUT1 







I5IKF 2690.wo0 SO.Ff. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1230.3009 IN. 
X W  -0000 IN. 
V m P  *D000 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE . O M 0  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-WI ALW AEFERENCE IffORHATIblv 
C FE4N28 3 B ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF 3 .000 .OW -4.000 C FE4N2O 3 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOn 1 SREF 2690.0000 s0.F .m .WO -4.000 ( FE4N16 1 ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS (SRB M)EI 1 CSSME NOH- I LREF 1290.3000 IN. .000 .ooo -4.000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( FE4Nll I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH+ 3 .000 .000 -4.000 X W  .WOO IN. C FE4NBO I ARC 11-023 EA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 OUTJ .WO .OOO -4.000 YBRP 
( FE4NB5 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NO. 1 WTI .0000 IN. .OW ,000 -4.000 ZnRP .0000 IN. 
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IAIBETP, = . 00 PAGE 509 


DATA SET SYMBOL 
C GE4N28 I 
C GE4N20 1 
t GE4N16 1 
C GE4N11 3 
[ GEINBO 3 ! 
CGE4N85 I 0 
CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB OFF I 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB M)M 1 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I 
ARC 11-023 l A 0 0  OTS CSRB NOM 3 
ARC 11-023 IABO DTS CSRB NOM I 
ARC 11-023 iA80  OTS CSRB NOM I 
CSSW OFF I 
CSSME NOE1 I 
CSSME NOM- I (SSME NOH* 3 [SSME NO. 2 OUT1 
CSSME NO* I WTI 

















.WOO ,0000 IN. i .
.m IN. 
.om 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION MSCRIPTION ELY-IB ELV-CJB ALPM REFERENCE INFORNATIQN 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 513 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
C GE4N28 1 
C GE4N20 I 
C GE4N16 1 
C GE4Nl1 I 
C GE4NBO I ! 
CGE4N85 I 0 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS fSR8 OFF 
ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM 











NO. 2 W T )  
NO. 1 OUT3 















SREF 2690.0000 St3.F 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XNRP AOtXl IN. - - - - -  
YMRP .m IN. 
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FIG, 124 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=-4.0 
[AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 514 

FIG.  125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
tB3BETA = . 00 PAGE 516 
DATA S5T SYMBOL 
1 CSSHE NOn 1 
1 (SSME NOM- ) 
1 KSSME NOW* 1 
1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT 1 
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FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 518 
OATA SET SYIWOL 
ARC 11-023 ;A80 OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 IA83  OTS CSRB NOH 
I tSSME OFF ) 
I rssm NOH I 
I CSSIIE w- 3
CSSK m* I 









SREF 2690,0000 SQ*fT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
X W  A000 iN. 
Y M l P  .0000 IN- 
Z W  ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
DATA SET SY?IB#L CONFIGURATION OESCRfPTIW 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB W F  
ARC i i-023 1h80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-02> IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
I rssm WF 1 
I CSSNE NOH I 
I CSSME NOH- I 
I css* Nan* 3 
I CSSM NO. 2 BUT1 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG.  125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O . 
(CIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 520 
DATA K T  SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELV-IB EL5'-OB NPHA 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSN fff 1 .000 ,000 .000 
I AE4020 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSSK NOn I .000 .MM an3 
C AE4016 3 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH CSSME NOH- I .OOO .OOO .000 
C AEIOI I 1 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOEl 3 CSSME W+ I .OM .OM) .Om 
[ AEIOBO 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM 1 CfSHE NO. 2 W T )  .000 .OOO .MX) (AE40851 ARC 1:-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOfl I CSStlE NO. 1 WT) .OOO .OM) .OW 
REFERENCE INFO(mAT1mJ 
UKC 2690,0000 S . F t .  
LREF 1290.3000 !N. 
B X F  1290.3000 IN. 
XrPRP -0000 IN. 
Y W  .DOM) IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .OM0 
.9 1 .O 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON OSZITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 521 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIDN ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA - - - . - - - . - - - 
[ AE4O28 3 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS CSRB OFF ) ( S S m  OFF 1 
C AE4OZO 3 
.wo .OM3 .WO 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NQM CSSM NOM .000 .OM3 .000 
c ~ ~ 4 0 1 s  I ARC 11-023 MEIO 01s CSRB NOM I rssm NOH- I .ooo ,000 .WM 
( A E 4 O l l  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  !A80 OTS lSRB NOM I fSSnE NOn+ I .OOO .OOO ,000 
C AE4OBO I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  l A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO .OOO .oOO 
C AE4OB5 I D ARC 11 - 0 2 3  1ABO OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NO. 1 Wdll .OOO .OOO .MM 














FIG . 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
CBIBETA = .oo PAGE 522 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C AE1028 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 1 
C AE4020 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH I 
I AE4016 J ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB f f iM 1 CSSME NOM- 1 
[ AE4011 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRb NOH 1 CSSME :;2S+ I 
C AE4OBO : ARC 11-023 IABO 0 %  CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 
C AE4085 I [IS ARC 1 1-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 IN; IN. 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .0 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 
ARC i i-053 i ~ e o  ~ T S  CSRE NOM j isSnE NOH j 
ARC 11-023 iABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSHE NOH- I 
APC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NOM+ I 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 
ARC 1 1-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NO; f OUT) 
SREF - 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF . 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP ,0000 IN. 
YHRP .WOO IN. 
ZMRP -0000 IN. 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURa'.ION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 EiV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORflATIW 
[ AE4028 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ ~ 0  RTS CSRB OFF I (SSM OFF I .WO .OM) .OW SREF 2690.0009 S0.f 
( AE4020 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NON I [SSHE NOn I .OW .000 .oOo LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( AE4016 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOn- I .OOO .OPO .OOO BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ AE4011 I ARC 11-023 iABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM* .OW ,000 .OW XYRP .0000 IN- 
C AE4080 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 WT3 .ooo .wo .om YtlRP .0000 IN. 
CAE40851 ARC 11-023 Ih80 075 [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 1 W T )  .Om .000 .000 ZtRP .0000 IN. 
- SCALE -0200 
-9  1 .O 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE hLPHA=O.O 
CCIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 526 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I B  ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
C AE402B I ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 
C AE4020 1 .wo .ooo .000 ARC 11-025 l hBO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH I SREF -1690.0000 S0.F 
[ AE4016 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH- 1 .OW .003 .OM3 LREF 1290.3009 I N .  C AE4011 ARC 1;-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM ) CSSME NOH+ I .000 .WW) .OOO BREF 1290.33W lhl. 














































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.0 .O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 527 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRfPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA 
;~€402e I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSHE OFF I ,000 .OW .OOO 
[ hE4020 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH 1 .000 .OM .OD0 
AE4016 I ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH CSSHE NOH- 1 .oOD .OOO .ooo 
C AE4011 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM* I ,000 ,000 .DO0 
1 AE4OB0 3 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS [SRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 2 WTI ,000 ,000 ,000 
CAE4OBSl ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 O u T l  .WO .OOO .Do0 
REFERENCE INFaRHhTION 
SREF 2690 .ROO0 SQ .FT. 
LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP .0000 IN. 
YNRP .DO00 IN. 
ZMRP ,0000 !N. 
SCALE .0200 
MACH NUMBER 
IG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
IBETA = .OO PAGE 528 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPnA 
ARC-: 1-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NM1 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC J1-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
I CSSM OFF 1 
I CSSME NOH I 
I CSSME NOn- I 
I CSSME NOMt I 
I ~SSME NO. 2 -WT)  
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG, f 25 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
CCIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 529 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALP.C~A REFERENCE I M ~ M T I  DN 
t AE4028 I B ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO O i S  CSR8 OFF 3 [SSHE OFF 3 .OOO ,000 .OOO SREF- 2630,0000 S0.F c ~ ~ 4 0 2 0  I rqc 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I csw NOH I .ow ,000 ,000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. C AE4016  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ 1 CSSME NOH- .OOO -000 .000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. C AE4011 1 ARC 11 -023  l A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOn* 3 .MM .000 .000 XHRP .00W IN. C AE4080  1 ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NO. 2 ( W T l  -000 -000 .OW Y M R P  .OOOO IN. C AE4085  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1A80  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 ,000 .OW .OW ZnRP .MHX) IN. 
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MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 530 
DATA SET SY~BJL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I B  ELV-08 ALPHA 
B 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C AE4028 I ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSW OFF 1 
t AE4020 > ,000 .OM) .000 ARC 11 -023  l A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOn I UKF 2690.0000 S 0 . F  
C AE4016 1 
.m .ooo .ooo 
ARC 11-023 1A80  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH- LREF 1290.3000 IN.  
C AE4011 1 
.ow .m .m 
ARC 11-023 l A 8 O  OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOM+ I BREF 1290.MMf IN. 
C AEIOBO 1 
.MX) .OOO .oil0 X W  .OM30 IN. 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOR I [SSME NO. 2 OUT1 ,000 -000 ,000 
( AE4385 I ARC 1 1-023 i A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. I W T  1 ,000 .m .000 YMRP . .WlM) IN. ZMRP .WOO IN, 
U) SCALE .0200 
IG . 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
IBETA = .OO PAGE 531 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATSON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-68 ALPWA 
t AE4028 1 i ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME IFF ,000 ,000 .OW ( AE4020 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 DTS [SRB NOH I CSSHE NOH 1 .OOO ,000 ,000 ( AE4016 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 3 C S M  NOH- ) .OOO .000 .OW C AE4011 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB N% 1 [SSME NOH+ 1 -000 .OOO .000 f AE4OBO 1 ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSSB Wfl I CSSME NO. 2 OUT2 .000 .OOO ,000 (AE40851 ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 [ S S K  NO. 1 WTI -000 .000 .WO 
REFEREW INFORBAT1 W 
SREF Z9O.OWXI SO.FT, 
LREF t290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IH. 
XMi?P .Do00 :U. 
'rm .m IN. 
z.RP .OOM) 18. 
SCALE . O m  
FIG, 
t C 1 8 E  
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
:TA = 4.00 PAGE 532 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA 
C AE4028 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSSNE OFF 1 .oOO .WO .000 
( AE4O2O I ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS (SRB NOH I CSSbfE NOn I .000 .MH) .OOO 
C AE4016 ! ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSVE NQM- I .OOO .M30 .MH) 
CAE4011 4 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOCl 1 CSSME NOnt I .000 ,000 .[WWI 
C AE4OBO I ARC 11-02> 1A80 OTS CSRB N3N 1 (SSME NO. 2 OUT1 .M#) .WO ,000 
CAE40851 [5 ARC 11-02> lA8O OTS CSRB NOn 1 (SSM NO. 1 OUT1 .OW -000 .OOO 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
6REF l29C1.3000 IN. 
X W  .0000 IN. 
YMW .0000 IN. 
ZnRP .OM)[) IN. 
SCALE . O m  
REFERENCE INFUWATIIM 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE KPHA=O.O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 533 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC i i-023 IAEO OTS CSRB Nm 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS fSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB PJCM 
j CSSWE N&+ I 
I (ssnE NO. 2 OUT] 
I (SSHE NO. I WT) 
ECV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA 
Y K F  2690.0000 SQ.Cf, 
LREF 1290.300C IN. 
BREF 1290.XH#) IN. 
XMRP ,@OW iN. 
YWP .W300 IN. 
ZMH' .mw IN. 
SCALE .OH)O 
.9 1.0 1 .1  1.2 1 . 3  1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
ECIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 535 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E L V - I B  ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORFIATION 
C AE4028  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  J T S  CSRB OFF I [ S S M  OFF 1 .000 ,000 -000 SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT . 
t A E 4 0 M  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 ~ 8 0  OTS (SRB NOH I CSS* NOM 1 .000 .000 -000 LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
( AE4016 I ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH- 1 .OOO .OOO ,000 BREF t 230.3003 IN. 
t AE4Oi 1 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  lABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSHE NOH* 1 -022 ,000 ,000 XHRP ,0000 IIJ. 
( AE4OBO I ARC 11 -023  1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ 1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT) .OOG .000 A00 YRRP .0000 IN. 













































.6 .7 .8 -9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
(AIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 536 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE IWl%WATIMY 
5 AE4028 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB OFF I CSStE OFF 
* AE4020 1 ,000 .ooO .ooO ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSt4E NOM > SREF 2690 .m S0.F 
C AE4016 I -000 .m .m ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOM 1 tSSME NOM- I LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C AE4O11 I .m .OW .000 ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM 3 CSSME NOH+ I &REF 1290.3000 IN. 
C AE4OBO 1 .ooo -000 .wo X11RP -0000 IN. ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NQM 1 CSSHE NO. 2 OUT) .000 .000 .000 InI?P .0000 IN. IAE40BSl  0 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSHE NC. 1 OUT1 .000 .OM) .000 ZWP .0000 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
[BIBETA = . 00 PhGE 537 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-16 ELJ-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
( AE402B 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 
( AEQOZO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOR I (SSHE NOH I .000 ,000 .OW SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
( AE4016 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH- 3 .OOO .OW ,000 LREF 1290,3000 IN, 
C AE4011 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I tSSME NOH* I 
,000 .000 ,000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
( AE40B0 1 
moo0 .mo .wo 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO, 2 OUT1 ,000 ,000 .000 XMRP ,0000 IN. 
; AE4OBS I (1S ARC 1 1-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NQM 1 CSSME NO. I O U T )  .OOO .000 .000 YNRP .OOW IN. ZR F .OOOO IN. 














































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.Q 
(CIBETA = 4 .00  PAGE 538 
DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB B F  
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS lSR8 NOH 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 
I CSSt4.E OFF I i rssnE NOH I 
1 CSSHE NOH- I 
1 CSSME NOM+ I j issHE NO. 2-OUT) 
I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 














REFERENCE IF(F0RHAT I a  
HKF 2690.0000 U).Ff. 
LREF t290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XM# .MX)O IN. 
Y W  .OD00 IN. 
ZURP . 0 0 w  IN. 
SCALE .0200 
DATA SET sYnsaL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-1B ELV-08 ALPHA 
C AE402B ) ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I CSStlE WF 1 .OOO .ooo .ow 
t AE4020 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB MM I CSSME NOn ) .000 ,000 .M#) 
C AE4016 1 ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 tSSt4E NOH- 1 .OOO ,000 .OW 
CAE4011 I ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NOM+ I .OM1 .OW .000 
( AE4080 J ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 OUT) .OW .OM) .OOO 
CAE40851 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NO. 1 OUT) .OOO .OM) .000 
FIG, 
tBlBE 
REFERENCE 1 NFORrUIli ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FV. 
LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 'IN. 
XtlRP .OD00 IN. 
YHRP ,0000 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .02W 
.9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
'TA = -00 PAGE 540 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.0 .O 
CCIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 541 
DATA SET S 
C hE4028 3 
t AE4020 I 
C AE4016 1 
C AE4G11 1 
[ AE4OBO I 
C AE40B5 I 
FIG,  
I A I B E  
, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
:TA = -4.00 PAGE 542 
I A T A  S E T  SYMBOL CONFIGURATfnN D E S C R I P T I O N  ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE l N F O R n A T I O N  
A E 4 0 2 8  1 B ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I .OOO .OOO .000 SREF 26W.0000 s 0 . F  A E 4 0 2 0  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A B O  OTS CSRB NOW I (SSME NOH 1 .000 .OOO .OOO LREF 1290.3000 IN. A E 4 0 1 6  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS l S R B  NOM I l S S M E  NOH- I .MX) ,000 .000 BREC 1290.3000 iN. A E 4 0 1 1  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A B O  OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH+ 1 .000 .OOO .OOO XElRP .WOO IN. AE4OBO I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A B O  OTS (SRB NOn I (SSME NO. 2 WTI .OOO .OOO .OOO Y W P  .OOUO IN. 
A E 4 0 8 5 1  0 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSME NO. 1 WTI .OOO .OM) ,000 ZmZP .0000 IN, 
SCALE .0200 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
(BIBETA = .oo PAGE 543 
DATA SET SYMROL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ECY-18 ELY-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
[ AE4028 I ARC 11-023 JAB0 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSN OFF 1 
( AE4020 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I 
[ AE4016 1 ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS 'qQB NOM 1 CSSME NOH- 1 
C AE4011 I ARC 11-023 lABO 015 L:<B NOM 1 CSStlE NOH* I 
C AE4OBO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH CSSME NO. 2 WTI 
(AE4085J ARC 11-023 1.480 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 1 W T J  
FIG. 












,6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON GRBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
TA = 4.00 PAGE 54+ 
DATA SET 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.0 .O 
(AIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 545 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NF:GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORPlATlON 
FIG, 
[BIB€ 
ARC 11-023 1A00 OTS CSRS OFF 
ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NCO 
ARr 11-023 lA80 OTS ( 9 0  NOM 
nRC 1:-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOPI 
1 CSSnE OFF 3 
1 CSSX NM4 1 
I CSSME NOH- 1 
1 CSSRE NOH+ J 
I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 
1 CSSPIE NO. 1 WTI 
SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
LREF 1290.3000 fV, 
BREF 1290.39QLl IN. 
XMRP .OCOD IN. 
YMRP .COO0 IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN, 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . l  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
TA = .OO PAGE 546 
DATA SET 5 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I CSSflE OFF I 
I CSSME NDn I 
1 CSSME NOH- 1 
I CSSME NOM+ I 
1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 















SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3003 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
YflRP .0000 IN.  
ZtiRP -0000 IN. 
SCALE .OZOO 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
ECIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 547 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAI.ON DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE IWORflATION 
C FE4028 1 ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS [SRB OFF 3 CSS* OFF 1 
C FE4020 1 .OM3 ,000 .om ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 1 SREF 2690.0E00 SQ.FT. 
C FE4016 1 0 ,000 .ooo ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOn (SSME NOH- I LREF 1290.30CO !N. .mo .ooo .ooo 
CFE4011 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH 3 CSSUE NOH+ I -000 .OW .OW BREF 1290.3000 1%. t FE4OBO I xmp -0000 IN. ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS (SRB NOM I ( S S M  NO. 2 OUT1 .000 -000 .DO0 YmP .OD00 iN. 















































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHkO.0 
CAIBETA = -4 .05 PAGE 548 
ELV-19 ELV-OR ALPHA REFERENCE I N F W H A T I O h l  
[ F E 4 3 2 8  J ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS ISRB OFF 1 [SSHE OFF I .OOO .O00 .OD0 SREF 2690 .OW0 SO.FT. 
( F E 4 0 2 0  3 ARC I 1 - 0 2 3  I ABO O ~ S  ( S R ~  NOII I (SSHE NO~I I .OOO .OOO .GOO LREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 0 0 3  IN. 
[ F E 4 5 1 6  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS (SRB COM 1 (SSME &Oh- 3 .OOO . O W  .OD0 BREF 1 2 9 0 , 3 0 0 3  1N. 
[ FE4O11 I ARC 11-023 i A 8 0  OTS (SRB ROM I (SSME NOM+ 3 .OD0 ,000 .OD0 XMRP .OC03 IN. 





.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 .! 1.2 1.3 I .4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
'TA = .00 PAGE 549 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D E S C R I P T I O N  E L V - 1 6  E L V - 0 0  ALPHA REFERENCE I N F O W A T I P N  
( F E 4 0 2 8  I B ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 O  0 7 s  (SRB OFF 1 CSSME W F  ) ,000 .000 ,000 SREF 2690.OOW SO.FT, C F E 4 0 2 0  1 ARC 11-023 1 A B 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOPE 3 .MX) .MfO .OOG L R E F  1290.3000 IN. C F E 4 0 1 6  1 ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSPlE NOH- f .M)[) . W O  ,000 BREF Im0.30M) IN. ( F E 4 0 1 1  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1 ~ 8 9  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NOM+ > -000 .OOG .OOO XMRP .WOO IN. C FE4OBO 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 ,000 .OOU .OOO Y MRP . W O  IN. 
C F E 4 O B 5 1  D ARC: 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A B O  OTS C S R B N O n  I CSSRENO.  1 OUT1 .OD0 .OW .OOO ZMRP . O W  IN. 
In SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 .! 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
G, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 





ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA90 OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 










NO. 2 OUTI 






























, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE .ALPHA=() - .  .O 
:TA = .OO PAGE 552 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORnAT ION 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
(C IBETA = 4.00 PAGE 553 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SUB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 
ARC i i -023 I ABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOM 
I [SSHE OFF I 
I [SSME NOH I 
I CSSME NOH- I 
1 CSSME NOH+ 3 
1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT3 
I CSSME NO. 1 OUT) 







SREF 2690.0000 SD .FT . 
LREF 1230.3000 IN, 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
Imp .0000 iN. 

















































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.2 1.4 
M4CH NUMBER 
F 16. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 554 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FIG, 
CBIBE 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .OW .000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 3 .OOO .OM3 ,000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS lSRB NOM I [SSME NOH- 1 .OOO .OOO ,000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSHE NOH+ 1 .OOO .OOO .OOO XMRP .I3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO .OOO .OOO YMRP .0000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSnE NO. 1 WTI -000 -000 ,000 ZMRP .00OO IN. 
SCALE a200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
T A  = .OO PAGE 555 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATION D E S C R I P T I O N  E t V - 1 B  E L V - 0 8  ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C F E 4 0 2 8  1 B ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB O f f  I CSSME OFF I . O W  .OOO .OM3 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F [ F E 4 0 2 0  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  Id80 OTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH I .OOO .OOO .OOO L R E F  1 2 9 0 , 3 0 0 0  IN. C F E 4 O 1 6  I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  O T S  (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH- I .OOO .OOO .OOO BREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 0 0 0  I N .  C F E 4 0 1 1  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  Ih80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NOM* 1 .000 ,000 -000 XHRP ,0000 I N .  C F E I O B O  1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  L A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 1 (SSME NO. 2 WTI .OOO .OOO .OOO YMRP .0000 I N .  












































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
CCIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 556 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIBN 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOM 
ARC kl-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 
I CSSME OFF 1 
I CSSME NOM I 
I [SSME NOM- 1 
I (SSME NOM* 1 
I (SSME NO. 2 OUT1 
I CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 
ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA 
0 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT . 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290 -3000 IN. 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
Y MRP .OODO IN. - - - - -  


















.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O I . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
. - *  
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 557 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE;JW.ORUATION 
f FE4028 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 3 -000 ,000 
i FE4020 I ,000 ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS [SRB NOH I (ssw NOH ) SREF 2690;0000 SO-FT. 
i FE4016 1 
,000 ,000 .&W 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I (SSHE NOH- LREF 1290.3WC) IN, 
( FE4011 'I 
.a00 .ooo .ooi 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH* 1 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
t FEIOBO I 
.ooo .ooo .om XnRP 
ARC 11-023 1A80 DTS (SRB NOM 1 (SSME NO. 2 WT) .000 .000 .000 .OOOO HI.  YMRP (FE4OBS 1 0 ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSM NO. I OUT1 .OM) .000 .000 .0000 IN. ZflRP .  I . 
.-4 SCALE ,0200 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.O.0 
[BIBETA = .OO PAGE 558 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS LSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS LSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSR8 NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
I CSSHE OFF 1 
I [SSME NOM I 
1 CSSHE NOM+ I 
1 (SSME NO. 2 OUT1 
1 CSSME NO. I OUT1 















.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
6, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
BETA = 4.00 PAGE 559 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTIL)N E L Y - I B  ELV-09 ALPHA REFERENCE ENFORUhT ION 
t F E 4 0 2 8  I ! ARC 11-023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 3 (SSrK  OFF 1 ,000 .OOO .OD0 SREF 2630.0000 M S T .  C FE4O2O J ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn CSSHE NOM 1 ,000 .OOO -000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. [ F E 4 0 1 6  I ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOM I (SSME N O W -  1 .OOO .OOO .OOO BREF 1290 .3000  IN. ( F E I O 1 1  1 ARC 11 -023  1 A 8 0  OTS [SRB NOH I [SSME NOH* 1 .OW ,000 .OOO XHR? .o000 tN. ( FEIOBO I ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NO. 2 OUT) .OOO .DO0 .OM] YHRP ,0000 ,N, C- 
c F €4085 I a ARC 1 1-023 I A ~ O  TS (SRB NOM 1 c SSNE NO. 1 OUT 1 ,000 .ooo .ooo Z ~ R P  .DOMI IN. 




.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1 .4  
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
:TA = -4.00 PAGE 560 
nATA SET SYMROL CBNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-10 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFBRnAT ION - , . . . . - - . - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - 
[ FE4020 1 B ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .OOO .OOO .OOO SI?EF 2690.0000 SO.FT. [ FE4020 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NM) 1 CSSME NOH I .OW ,000 .000 LREF 1230.3000 IN. (FE4O16 I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOPI 3 (SSME NOH- 1 .MI0 ,000 .ooO 82EF 1290.3000 IN. C FE4011 I ARC 11-023 IABD OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOH+ I -000 .OOO .000 XHRP -0000 IN. t FE4CIBO I ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NO. 2 OUT) .OD0 -000 .Do0 YHRP .M)OO IN. (FE4C051 a ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 1 %TI .M)O .OOO .OOo ZHRP .00m IN. SCALE .0200 
FIG, 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1:2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
CBIBETA = .00 PAGE 561 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION O E S C R I P T I I ~  ELV-LB ELV-OB ALPHA REFEREICE INFORHAT f ON 















.6 .7 .8 .9  1 .0 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4  
KACH NUMBER 
G ,  125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O ' 
BETA = 4.00 PAGE 562 
DATA SET S Y ~ ~ O L  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-If3 ECV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFMZtlATlON 
n ARC 11-023 lABO OlS (SRB SFF I (SSME OFF I .WO .MO -000 --- - - - -  
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NOPI I .OOO .M)O .000 
ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB  NO^ I C S S ~ E  NOH- I .OOO .OOO .OOO 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS iSRB NOM I CSSHE NOH+ 3 .OOO .000 -000 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB KOM 1 (SSHE NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO .000 -000 
ARC 11-023 fA0O OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NO. 1 OUT1 -000 ,000 .OD0 
SREF 2690.00CO S0.F 
LfiEF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 fN. 
XflRP .WC0 IN. 
YHRP -0000 IN. 
Z m P -  .OOOO IS. 
SCALc ,0290 
MACH NUMBER 
, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
TA = -4.00 PAGE 563 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGCRATION DESCRlPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFOWAPIOG 
FIG, 
CBIBE 
ARC 11-023 i h R 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 ,000 ,000 ,000 SREF 2 6 W . 0 0 0 0  S0.F 
ARC 11-073 I A 8 0  OTS (SRB NOM I [ S S K  NOH I ,000 .GOO .OOO LREF 12 '30 .30M .N. 
ARC 11-023 I A B O  OTS CSRB NOM 3 (SSME NOH- I ,000 .OOO ,000 BREF 1290.3000 iN. 
ARC 11-023 1ABO OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSME NOH* 1 .OOC ,000 ,000 XnRP .0030 IN. 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSHE NO. 2 OUT3 -000 .OOP .OW YnRP ,0000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 LAB0 OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSME NO. I OUT1 .OOO ,000 .O@O ZHRP .00DO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,O 
:TA = . 00 PAGE 564 
-. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPiION ELV-10 ELV-08 ALPHA -.REF!if?€NCE INFORHATION 
( FE4028 1 B ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I ,000 .OCO .WO SREF 2690.CW0 SO.Ff. C F E4020 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOH I CSSME NOM 1 - ,000 '.OOO -000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. ( FE4016 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS tSRB NOM I tSSME NOM- I ,000 .OOO ,000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. [ FE4011 I ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOM I CSSME NOM+ I .OOO .OoO .a00 Xtt RP .0000 IN. ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOH I [SSME NO, 2 OUT) .000 .000 .000 YFRP ,0000 IN. - ( FE40BO 1 
Z FE4OB5 I ARC 11-023 LA80 OTS lSRB NOM I [SSME NO. 1 OUT1 ,000 .OGO .000 ZttRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . I  i .2 1 .S 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
F I G ,  125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
CC38ETA = 4.OC PAGE 565 
DATA SET SYM9OL CONFlGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELV-19 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE I&FORHAT!ON 
C FE4028 3 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSS~IE OFF (FE4OZO 1 @ ARC l l  313 lABO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSME NOH I 
C FE4f116 I ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS CSR6 NOH I CSSHE NOH- I 
i ~ E i o e o  i h ARC i I -023 I A ~ O  ors CSRB NOM (SSME NO. 2 OUT) ,000 ,000 .m 
CFE40851 0 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSR8 NOM I CSSME NO. I OUT1 .Ow ,000 ,000 
- - -  -
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP .0000 IN. 
W R P  .0000 IN. 














































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2' 1.3 1.4 
MACh NGMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
(A IBETA = -4.00 PAGE 566 
DATA SET S 
( FE4028 I 
C FEiO20 1 
[ FE4016 1 
tFE4011 1 
( FEIOBD I 
C FE40B5 I 
iYtlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ARC 11-023 IAEO OTS (SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IARO OTS (SRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 
ARC i i-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS f SRE NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH 
1 CSSME OFF I 
1 (SSME NOM 1 
f CSSME NOH- 1 
I CSSME NOH+ 
j (SSME NO. 2 OUT1 
1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP -0000 IN. 
Y MRP .OD00 IN. 
ZMRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 110 1 . 1  112 1.3 114 
MACH NUMBER 
F I G ,  125 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUMES ON 02GITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
I B I B E T A  = .OO PAGE 567 

DATA SET SYHBOL CONFlGURATlOrJ DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 i A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn 
I (SSME OFF I 
I CSSME NOn I j ~ S S M E  NOM- I 
1 CSSflE NOP1+ 1 ? CS';::E NO. 2 OUT) 








ALPHA REFERENCE INFORtlAflON 
S$Ef 2690.0000 S O . F f .  
CREF 1290.3000 I N .  
8&F ' 1290.3000 IN .  
XNRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. - 
ZWP .0000 IN- 
MACH NUMBER 
6, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORB1 TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
(AIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 569 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE IIJFORWATION 
C FE4028 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (SRB OFF 1 CSStE OFF I .OOO .003 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
C FE40ZO 1 B ARC 1 1 -023 *A80 O f  S ISRB NO& 1 1SSME NOH I 
C FE4016 1 
.OOO ,000 .OOO LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB &OM 1 CSSME NOH- I ,000 ,000 .OOO 
I FEIOI I I & ARC 1 1-023 I A80 OTS L SRB NOM 3 CSSME NOH+ I BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
C FE4OBO I 
.000 .OOO .OOO XHRP 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 ISSME NO. 2 OUT1 .0000 IN. 
.OW .OOO .OOO Y HRP .  I . 
I FE40B5 I b ARC 1 1-023 IABO OTS ISR8 NOM 1 ISSHE NO. 1 OUT1 ,000 .OOO .000 ZMRP .0000 IN. 












































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHh=O.O 
EBIBETA = .OO PAGE 570 
DATA SET SIMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF ARC i i-023 ~ A B O  OTS (sRa NOH 
ARC t1-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
1.  
ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA 
I CSSUE NOH 1 
3 (SSHE NOM- 1 
I CSSME 8IQtit 1 
I t ssnE ~ 6 .  2 CUT] 
1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT3 
REFERENCE INFORCIATION - - -  - 
SREF 2690.0000 M . F T .  
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN, 
XMRP .0000 IN. 
Y MRP .MfOO IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
FIG, 
.6  .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
(CIBETA = 4 .00 PAGE 571 
OATA SET SYWOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-03 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORPIATIW 
C FE4028 I ! ARC 11-023 1~80 OTS (SRB OFF I C S S ~  OFF 3 .OOO .000 .OOO SREF 2690.0000 SO.F C FE402O 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS CSRB NOn I CSSME NM) I ,000 ,000 .OW LREF 1290.3000 IN. C FE4016 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOH- 1 .030 ,000 .OOO BREF 1290.3000 IN. ( FElOl 1 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOn I (SSM NMI+ I ,000 ,000 ,000 X W  .0000 IN. t FE4OBO 3 ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I [ S S ~  NO. 2 WTI .WO .OW ,000 YWP .moo 1H. 
(FE4OBS 1 0 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOrO, 1 OuT3 .OOO .0bO ,000 ZMRP .0000 I N .  











































. Ci .7 .8 .9 1-0 l . l  1.2 1 . 3  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 572 
,.c 
I- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFfGURATlOFi DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OU ALPHA REFERE&€ lNFORnATlON 
C FE4028 I ARC 11-023 fA80 OTS (SRB OFF I [SSME OFF I .OOO ,000 .OW 
[ FE4020 I ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I C S S ~ E  NOH 1 .OOO .OOO ,000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
(FE4016 1 ARC 11-023 iA80 OTS [SRB NOM I CSSME NOH- I LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.ooo .om .ooo (FE40LI I ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS [SRB NOW I CSSME NOH+ 1 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.ooo .om .ooo 
[ FE4ORO I XWRP .0000 IN. ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOW I CSSNE NO. 2 OUT) .000 .000 -000 YM  .0000 IN. C FE4Oa5 1 ARC 1 1-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOW 3 (SSME NO. 1 OUT) .000 .000 .C@O ZMRP .0000 IN. 














































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORB1 TER BASE PRESSURE KPHA=O .O 
(BIBETA = .OO PAGE 573 
DATA SET SYH8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE I N F O R W T I O N  
[ F E 4 0 2 8  3 ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I ,000 .OOO ,000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F:. 
C F E 4 0 2 0  3 ARC 11 -023  1 A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSbHE NOH I .OOO .mil .OOO LREF  1290.3000 I N .  
C F E 4 0 1 6  I ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSHE NOH- I .000 .OOO .DO0 BREF 1290.3000 IN.  
( F E 4 0 1 1  I ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I (SSHE NOM+ I -000 ,000 .OOO XHRP .OW0 I N .  
( FE4OBO 1 ARC 11 -023  1A80  OTS [SRB NOH I [SSME NO. 2 OUT1 .M)O .000 .000 Y nRP .0000 IN.  
















































FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHh=O.O 
(CIBETA = 4.00 PAGE 574 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ACPHA=O .O 
CAIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 575 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIQN ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION - - 
C GE4028 I ARC 11 -023  l A 8 O  OTS (SRB OFF I CSSIIE Wf 1 .000 .000 .DO0 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
( GE4020 I ARC 11 -023  1ABO OTS (SRB N M  3 (SSnE NOU 3 .OOO . W O  .OW LREF 1290.3000 !ti. 
( G E 4 0 1 6  I ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NDn 1 (SSME NOH- I ,000 .000 . O M  BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ G E l O l l  1 ARC 11 -023  LAB0 OTS (SRB NOH ) ( S S M  NOH+ 1 .OOO .OOO .000 XWRP .0000 IN. 
( GE4OBO 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  JAB0 OTS CSRB NDfl ? (SSHE NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO .OOO .000 IMP .lmIO IN. 
( GE4CB5 1 ARC 1 1  -023 I A 8 0  QTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSNE rsO. 1 BUT1 .OOO ,000 -000 z m J  .M#)[) IN. SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .0 1.1 1.2 1 .S 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
G. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
BETA = .OO PAGE 576 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTfON E L V - I B  ELV-00 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C GE4028 I B ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSS% OFF 1 .M)O .000 ,000 SREF 2690.0000 5iil.Fr. ( GE4020 I ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH I .a00 .OOO .OM3 LREF !2!30.3000 IN. C GE4016 1 ARC 11 -023  f A 8 0  OTS CSR6 NOH I CSSHE NOH- I .090 .OOO .OOO BREF 1290.3000 IN. CGE4011 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  1.480 OTS CSKB NOH I CSSME NOH+ I -000 .OOO .000 XMRP .000'l IN. C GE4OBO 1 ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  GTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NO. 2 OUT1 -000 .OOO - 0 0 0  Y HRP .mi20 ZN. (!5E?(iB5 1 ARC 1 1  0 2 3  LA80 OTS (SRB NO? 1 CSSHE NO. 1 OUT1 -000 .OW .DO0 ZMRP .oooo IN. SCALE -0290 
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FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 
- .  






t GE40 1 1 
[ GE4OBO 
I GE4OBS 
T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTlON ELY-18 ELV-l3B ALPHA REFERENCE INFOi?HATIBN 
ARC 1-1-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF I ,000 .000 .OD0 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOH ) CSSPtE W M  3 .OW .OOO .OW LREF l290.3030 IN. 
ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS [SRB NOfl ) ISSME NOH- I ,000 .OOO .000 
I 
%REF 1290.3000 lh .  
ARC 11-023 IABD OTS [SRB NOM 1 (SSME NOH+ I .OM) .OW .OOO XHRP .0000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 lA8O O?S (SRB NOH 1 ISSME NO. 2 OUT3 -000 ,000 .OOO YnRP .OW0 IN. 
ARC 1 1-023 I A80 OTS ISRB NOH 1 t SSHE NO. I OUT 1 ,000 ,000 . O O  LWP .COO0 IN. 
SCALE .02130 
.6 .7 .8 .9  1.0 1 . l  1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O,B 
PAGE 578 
a 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOM 0ESCRI3TION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA 
GE4028 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS "el3 OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 .OW .000 
GE4020 1 ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS C>dB NOH 1 (SSME NOH 1 ,000 ,000 
GE4016 I ARC 11-023 lABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOM- 1 .OOO -000 
GE4011 1 ARC 11-023 lAB0 OTS [SRB NCM I [SSME NOH+ I -000 -000 - - -  - - -  GEI~B~I  j I ARC i i -023 i ~ B o  OTS t S ~ 6  NOM 1 ~ ~ S H E  NO. 2-OUT] .ooo .ooo 
GE40B5 3 0 ARC 1 1-023 lAB0 OTS ( S  .,OM 1 t SSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OOO .000 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 








FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE AL?HA=O.O 
EBIBETA -: .00 PAGE 579 
DATA 2.-1 SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORnA?lON 
FIG, 
[CIBE 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB OFF 1 (SStlE OFF 1 .W0 .000 .OOO SREF 2690,0000 S0.i 
ARC 11-023 IA80 DTS tSRB NOH I [SSHE NOH 1 ,000 .OOO .OOO LREF 129G.30GO IN. 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS [SRB w n  I (SSHE  NO^- 1 .ooo ,000 ,000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IA6C OTS CSRB NDfl 1 (SSHE NOH+ i .000 .OOO .000 XMRP .OD00 IN. 
ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS [SUB NOH I (SSME NO. 2 W T I  ,000 .Om .000 YHRP .0000 IN. 
ARC 11-023 IA8G OTS (SRB NOH I (SSHE NO. 1 OUT1 .OOO .OOO ,000 ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  i .2 1.3 1 .4  
MACH NUMBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
TA = 4.00 PAGE 580 
DATA SET S Y ~ S O L  CONFIGURATION OESCR!PT~ON ELV-IB ELV-OB kLPrfA REFERENCE INFORf lAT lON 
C GE4028 I B ARC 11-02; IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSflE OFF I ( GE4020 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  $ A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSflE NOn I ,000 .OW .OOO UlEF 2690.0000 S0.F .om .on0 ( GE4016 I .ooO ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 ISSW Nan-  1 LREF 1230.3000 IN.  (GE4OI  1 I .000 .ooo .000 ARC 11 -023  l h 8 0  OTS lSRB NOH I (SSUE N w t  I BREF 1290 .3000  IN. ( GE4OB0 ) .ooo .ooo ,000 XflRP ARC I Y - O ~ ~  IABO OTS [SRB NOH c s s n E  NO. 2 OUT) .0000 IN. ,000 -000 .wo Y flRP 
I GE40BS I 0 ARC 1 1 -023  1 A 8 0  OTS t SRB NOM I t SSflE NO. 1 OUT1 .El003 IN.  
.OOO .OOO .OOO ZHRP - 0 0 0 0  IN. 











































.6  .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1:2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORSITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.0 .O 
[AIBETA = -4.00 PAGE 581 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF~GURATION DESCRIPTION ELY-18 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
[ 5 E 4 0 2 8  1 B ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSR8 OFF I CSSME OFF I C GE4020 .mo .ooo .OOU ARC 11-023 l A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH 1 SREF 2690.0000 S0.F -000 .ooo .ooo C GE4O16 I ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  I 4 8 0  OTS ZSRB NOH I CSSHE NOH- I LREF 1295.3000 IN.  .OOO .030 .OOO (GC4O11 I BREF 1290.3000 IN. ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSflE NOH+ 1 .OOO -000 -030 ( GE40RO I XHRP .0000 IN. ARC 11 -023  I A 8 O  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 2 BUT1  .OOC -000 .OOO YHRP 
C GE4065 I ARC 1 1 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I [SSME NO. 1 OUT I .OD00 I N .  
.OOO -000 .OOO ZnRP .0000 IN. 













































.6 . .7 .8 .9 1 .@ 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHAzO.0 
CBIBFTA = -00 PAGE 582 
n A T A  SFT SYMEIflL CflNFIGURATIf3N ~ E S C R I P T C O N  ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORWATION - -  - - -  
ARC 11-023 IABG OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 1 [SSME NOn 1 
ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS tSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOH- I 
ARC 11-023 rA8O OTS CSRB NOH I tSSHE NOH+ 1 
ARC 11-023 Ik80 OTS [SRB NOPI I CSSME NO. 2 OUT) D ARC 11-023 lABO OTS CSRB NOfl 1 CSSME NO. I OUT) 
- - - - . - - - - - - LREF 1250 .3000  IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP - 0 0 0 0  IN .  - - - -
Yr!SP .0000 I N .  
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE .0200 B 
$ 6  .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4  
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O .O 








ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSW OFF I 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn 1 (SSME NOH 1 
1 ARC 11-023 I*B0 OTS CSRE NOM I CSSME NOH- 1 
1 ' ! ARC 11-023 IIBO OTS CSRB NOH I (SSME NOH+ I 
fl ARC 1 1-023 1 h8O OTS [SRO NOM I i SSME NO. 2 OUT 1 
ARC 11-023 Ineo 07s csRB Nan 1 css.nE No. 1 OUT) 
ALPHA HEFEGENCE INFORllATlON 
SREF 269~.OWX) SO,FT 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1293.3000 IN. 
x n w  .0000 IN. 
YnRP ,0000 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . l  1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG, 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
(AISETA = -4.00 PAGE 584 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTION E L V - I 0  ELV-08  ALPHA REFERENCE INCO(H1ATICN 
I GE4020 1 ARC 11 -023  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I (SSME OFF I 
( GE4020 I .oOO .ooO ,000 ARC 11 -023  1 M 0  OTS [SRB NOH I (SSME NOH I SREF 2690.i1000 M.FT.  
( GE4016 1 
.OD0 .om ,000 
ARC 1 1 - 0 2 3  IABO OTS (SRB NOH I [SSME NOH- I LREF 1290.30CO IN. 
[ G E 4 O l l  I 
.ooo .ooo .a00 
ARC 11 -023  IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOMt I BREF 1290.3000 IN.  - .OOO ,000 .OOO . XMRP 
C GE4OBO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NO. 2 W T I  .000 .000 -000 .0000 I . YMRP .Of200 IN. 
C GE4005 I ARC 1 1-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOn 1 (SSME NO. 1 W T )  .000 .000 .000 ZMRP .OOM) IN. 
-3" SCALE .0203 
FIG. 125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE hLPHA=O.O 
(BIBETA = .OO PASE E.35 
DATA SET SYflBOL CONfIGURATlDN DESCRIPTION ELY-IB ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE INFORtIATIBN 
t GE402B 1 B ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I .000 .OOQ .OOO SREF 2690.OOM) SQ,FT. ( GE4020 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOH I .000 .000 .OD0 LREF 1290.30SO IN. (GE4016 ARC 11-023 IABU OTS CSRB NOH ) (SSME NOM- I -000 .300 .000 BREF 129'3.3000 IN. ( GE4O11 I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOH 3 CSSHE NOH+ I -000 ,000 .000 XHRP .OD00 IN. ( GEQOBO ) ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSME NO. 2 OUT) .000 -000 .OOO YHRP .OD00 IN. 
iGE4OBSI ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 (SSM NO. 1 OUT1 -000 .OD0 .OW ZtlRP .MMO IN. 




,6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . 1  1 .2 1.3 1.4  
MACH NUhBER 
125 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=O.O 
TA = 4.00 PAGE 586 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRlPTION E L V - I 8  ELY-08 ALPHA REFERENCE I N F ~ A T I W  
( AE4P28 1 ARC 11 -023  I A 8 O  OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF I .000 .000 4.000  SREF 26%) .0000 SO .FT . 
C AE4P2O 1 ARC 1 1 -023  LA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 [ SSiIE NOR I .OOO .OW 4 .DO0 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ AE4P16 I ARC 11 -023  lABO OTS (SRB NOR CSSME NOH- 1 .000 .OOG 4.000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
[ AE4P I  1 1 ARC 11 -023  I A e O  OTS iSRB NOM 1 CSSIIE NOR+ 1 ,000 . W O  4 .OOO XHRP . .0000  IN .  - 
f E4PBO 1 ARC 11-023 [ A 8 0  OTS (LRB NOM 1 [SSME NO. 2 OUT1 .OOO .OOO 4 .000  YMRP .OOOO IN.  
I AE4PB5 1 0 ARC 1 1-023 I ABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 [SSME NO. 1 OUT 3 .OOO .OOO 4.000 ZMRP .0000 IN. 
- SCALE .0200  
FIG, 
(A lBE  
.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1 .4  
MACH NUhBER 
, 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=d.O 
: T A  = .OO PAGE 587 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRiPTfON ELV-1B ELV-(3% ALPHA REFERENCE INFCFltiATlON 
( AE4P38 I B ARC 11-027 IA80 OTS lSRB OFF I (SSHE OFF I .000 ,000 4.OM) SREF 2630.059e S0.F ( AE4PLO I ARC 11-OLJ IABO OTS (SRB NOH 1 fSSME NOH I ,000 .000 4.000 LREF i253.32?23 .N. f AE4P16 1 ARC 11-023 1AeO OTS (SRB NOH 1 (SSME NOH- I .OOO ,000 4.000 BREF 1290.3300 IN. I AE4Pl1 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB NOM J (SSME NOfl* 1 .OD0 ,000 4.000 XMRP .G000 IN. [ AE4P50 1 ARC 11-02? 'A80 OTS (SRR NOH I CSSME NO. 2 W T I  .000 .OOO 4.000 Y HRP .or00 ! N. 
[ AEJPB5 3 0 
r- 
v4 
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- .46 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1 . I  1.2 1.3 ! .4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPPA=4.0 
(AIBETA = .00 PAGE 5138 
- 
DATA SET 5 
C AE4P28 I 
C AE4PZO I 
C AE4P16 I 
CAE4PI1 I 
t hE4PBD 1 
t AE4PB5 I 
.6 . ? .8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1 .3 1.4 
ilACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE FRESSURE ALPHA=4 .O 
(AIBETA = .00 PAGE 5139 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELY-OB ALPi?'A REFERENCE INFDRYATIDN 
C AE4P28 I ARC 11-023 1480 OTS tSRB OFF 1 C5SflE OFF I .000 .OW 4.000 SREF 2635,0000 SD .FT. 
t AE4P2G I ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS CSRB %On I [SSHE NOM I .000 . O N  1.000 LREF 1290.3090 IN. (AE4P16 1 ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS (SRB NOH 1 lSSHE NOfl- I .OCO ,000 4.000 BREF 1290.3000 iN. I- 
[ AE4P11 1 ARC 11-023 Ik80 OTS [SRB NOH (SSME NOM+ 3 .OGO .OOO 4.000 X ~ R P  .0000 IN. 
C AE4PBO 1 ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS (SRB NOH 1 CSSnE NO. 2 OUT) .OOO .OOO 4.000 YHRP .U300 ia.  
C AE4PB5 1 0 ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS (SR8 NOH I (SSME NO. 1 OUT3 ,000 .000 4 .DO0 ZHRP .OC@O IN. 
0 SCALE -0200 
FIG, 
DATA SET SYWPL CWI I~WIATION DESCRIPTIOIS ELV-IB ELV-Q9 ALPHA REFERENCE INFQmATION 
C AE4P28 1 ARC 11-023 iA8O OTS tSRB OFF I tSW€ OFF 3 .OOO .000 4.000 
[ AE4P20 1 ARC 11-C123 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSHE N M  3 ,000 .OW 4.000 
[ AE4PI6 I ARC It-023 lABO OTS CSRB NM1 I CSSME NOM- 3 .MX) ,000 4.000 
C AE4PI 1 ARC 11-023 Id80 OTS CSRB NOM I !SSME NOH+ 3 .OW .OOO 4.000 
[ AE4PBO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS (SRB Fll I CSSHE NO. 2 OUT1 .000 .000 4.000 
C AE4PB5 I ARC 1 1-023 I A80- H 1 CSSME NO. 1 OUT1 .OW .000 4.000 
SREF 2630.0000 SQ.F 
LREF 1290.30CD IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XW?P .OW0 IN. - - - - - - - - 
YWRP .OMX) IN. 













































.6 .7 .8 -9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHh=4.0 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 591 
DATA SET SYRBOL CONFIGUR4TiOEI OESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-08 ALPHA 
C AE4P28 I ARC 11-023 IAW) OTS (SRE OFF 3 CSUIE OFF 1 ,000 ~000 4.000 
ARC 11-023 I h 8 0  QTS CSRB NM.1 3 CSSME WI 3 .OOO .OM) 4.000 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  DTS [SUB NOH I rssm w- 3 ,000 ,000 4.000 
C A E ~ P I I .  ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM* I .ooo .MID 4.000 
C AE4PBO 1 ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSNE NO. 2 W T 3  .000 ,000 4.000 (AE4PB5 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOP( I CSSHE NO. 1 W T 3  ,000 .OW 4.000 
REFERENCE INFMmATlMJ  
2690 .OD00 SO .FT . 
1290.3000 IN. 
. o m  IE(. 
. O W 0  IN. 
,0000 IN.  
. 0 2 w  
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG . 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORB1 TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.0 
CA3BETA = .OO PAGE 592 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 E L V - 0  ALPHA REFEREME INFORnATION 
( AE4P28 1 ARC 11-023 IABb OTS CSRB OFF ) (SSME OFF 3 .000 ,000 4.000 SREF 2690,000 SQ.FT. 
( AE4P2O 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS [SRB NOH I (SSME NOM 3 .000 ,000 4.000 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C AE4P16 1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 3 (SSMFL NOn- 1 ,000 ,000 4.000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
C AE4Pll 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSME NOM* 1 .om ,000 4.000 XMP .0000 IN. 
C AE4PBO I ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME N@. 2 WT) .OW -000 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. (AE4PB5 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 1 OUT) ,000 .OOO 4.000 zm .moo Id. SCALE -f@e 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON LlRBiTER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA14.0 
AIBETA = . 00 PAGE 593 
DATA SET SYtlEOL CONFIGURATIMJ DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NfjM 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NM1 
ARC 11-023 1,480 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
3 t SStE OFF 3 
I CSSr4E Nan 3 
1 (SSmNon-  I 
I [SSME b!BH* I 
1 (SSnE NO, 2 WT) 
I ISSME NO. 1 WTI 














DATA SET SYMBOL 
( AE4P28 1 
[ AE4P20 1 
t AE4PI6 1 
t AE4P11 1 
1 AE4PBO I i! 
C A E 4 P E i ?  0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIMJ 
I [SSHE OFF 3 
I CSSW NOn I j is% tan- 1 
1 CSSME NOH* I 
I CSSIiE NR. 2 OUT1 
1 (SSIiE NO. 1 OUT) 
ELV-16 ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE fNFOPtlATlON 
.000 .OOO 4.000  SREF 2690 .0000  SO.FT. 
, O W  .OOS 4.000 LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
.OOO .OD0 4 . 0 0 0  BREF 3290 .3000  IN. 
.OOO .OOG 4 .000  X W P  .OOCO IN. 
,000 ,000 4 .00L  YBRP ,0000 IN. 
,000 .000 4 .000  ZEtRP .DO00 IN. 
SCALE .0200 
----- 
F I G .  126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES (3N ORB1 TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.4 .O 
CAIBETA = .00 PAGE 594 
d 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATSON MSCRIPTIW ELV-18 ELV-OB A! WA ' REFERENCE IMORnhTIOcJ 
t AE4P28 I B ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSME OFF I .OOO .000 4.C& SREF 2690.0000 S 0 . F  C AE4P20 I *.RC 11-023 1A80 OTS CSRB NOY I (SSM NOn 1 ,000 .OOO 4.000 LREF 1230.3WO IN. C AE4P16 1 ARC 11-023 1 ~ ~ 0  OTS CSRB NOH J CSSK MH- I .OW .000 4.000 BREF 1290.3000 IN. l AE4Pl l  1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSHE NOH+ ? .000 .oOO 4.000 XW .woo IN. ( AE4PBO 1 ARC 15-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM I (SSM NO. 2 OUT1 .000 '000 4.000 Y W  .WOO IN. 
[ AE4PBS I ARC 1 1-023 1 A80 CTS CSRB NOH I CSSflE NO. 1 OUT1 .OOo .OOO 4.000 ZMRP .WW IN. 










































.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.0 
IAIBETA = .00 PAGE 595 





NO. 2 OUT3 
NO. 1 OUT1 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 12Y0.3000 IN. 
XnRQ .Or300 1 % .  
YWRP .COO0 IN. 
ZWP .Do00 lN, 
K A L E  .0200 
.7 .8 .9 1.0 1 .1  i .2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHAz4.0 
AIBETA = .OO PAGE 596 
CWlGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I CSSME OFF 3 
I lSSnE NOM 3 
I rssw NOH- I j iGME N&+ i









SREF 2690.0000 S0.F 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
XURP .0000 I N ,  
YriRP .WOO IN .  
ZflRP .WOO IN. 
SCALE . 0 2 W  
DATA SET SYHsM CONFIGURATION MSCRSPTION 
I CSSflE OFF 3 
I rssm  on r 
3 CSSM NOn- 1 j CSSUE NN+ 3 
1 tSSUE NO. 2 WT) 
I rssw NO. 3 WTI 







ALPHA REFERENCE INFORUh'lION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290,3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .OW0 IN. 
YURP ,0000 I N .  
Z W  .0000 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
.6 .7 .8 .9 1 .O 1.1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
F I G .  126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHh=4.0 
(AIBETA = . OG PAGE 598 
DATA SET SYMBRL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIRN 
FIG, 
CAIBE 
ARC 11-023 LA80 RTS (SRB OFF I CSSHE OFF I 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NRM 1 rssm NOH I 
ARC 11-023 iABO OTS [SRB NOH I CSSW NOH- ? 
ARC l1-023 tABO OTS CSRB NWI 1 (SSflE NOH* 2 
ARC 11-023 f A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSHE NO. 2 MITI 
ARC 11-023 [A80 OTS CSRB NOU I CSSM NO. 1 RUT1 















.6 .7 .8 .'9 1 :O 1.1  1 '.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
326 EFFECT OF SSHE PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHh=4.0 
'TA = . 00 PAGE 599 
OArA SET SYMOL 
C FE4P20 3 
I FE4PZO 1 
C FEIPIG 3 
CFE4P11 I 
C FEcPBO 1 ! 
CFEIPBS I b 
CMJFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 JAW OTS CSRB OFF 
ARC 1 1-023 IA80 OTS [!38 NOH 
ARC 11-023 iA80 CJTS CSRB NOCI 
ARC 11-023 1480 OTS CSRB NDIl 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 i A 8 0  OiS CSRB NOH 







REFEREXE INFaRtlAT ION 
SREF 2650.0900 S0.F:. 
LREF 1 m . 3 ~ 0 0  SN. 
BREF 122O.JSW IN. 
XnUP .0305 IN. 
YMRP ,0000 IN. 
ZttkP .0000 IN. 
SCALE . 02N 
D A l A  SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELY-08 ALPHA 
ARC 11-023 IA80  OTS CSRB OFF I C S 9 E  OFF ) 
ARC 11-023 iA8O QTS (SRB NOH I CSSHE NOn I 
ARC 1 1-023 l A80 OTS (SRB NOH I (SSME NOH- 
ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  QTS CSRB NOH I cssm NMI+ I 
ARC 11-023 lh8O OTS lSRB M)E( I KSSWE NO. 2 OUT3 








.6 .7 -9 1 .O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.O 
AIBETA = * .00 PAGE 601 
DATA SET SYP1BOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS SSRB OFF 
ARC t 1-023 IA80 OTS (SRB NOPl 
RRC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NW1 
ARC i i-023 i~80 OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NllW 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOn 
1 E S S M  NOn+ 3 
1 CSSM NO. 2 WT) 
I CSSHE .IE. 1 W T I  
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 1290.UKXj IN. 
BREF t290.JOW IN. 
XMP . C W  IN.. 
YURP .Ot3UO !N. 
ZMRP .WOO IN. 
SCALE 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUKES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.O 
AIBETA = .OO PAGE 602 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS [SRB OFF 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 lA80 OTS CSRB MU4 ARC i 1-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 1 1-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 1A8O OTS CSRB NOH 
1 CSStlE OFF I 
I CSSM NOn I 
> CSSME NOM- 1 
3 (SSME NOH+ I 
I CSSME NO. 2 OUT3 
I CSSE NO. 1 WT) 
U V -  I 6  













SREF 2690 .DO00 SO .FT . 
LREF 12W.#U30 IN, 
8REF 1290.3000 IN. 
X W P  ,&Xi0 IN.  
G. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.0 
BETA = .OO PAGE 603 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUiZATfON DESCRIPTlCN ELV-I6 ELY-DB ALPPA REFEFENCE INFWW&TION 
[ FE4P28 I ARC 11-023 ~ A B O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSM OFF I .WO .'J00 4.000 SREF 2693.W S,FT 
C FE4P.20 3 ARC 11-023 1~80 DTS CSRB NUI I CSS* NOH I .000 ,C30  4.0433 LREF 1290.3000 fN.  
i f E 4 P l 6  3 ARC i t - 0 2 3  I A ~ O  OTS CSRB WI 1 CSSM W- I .000 ,CWO 4.300 BREF 1230,3000 IN. 
CFE4PLl 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOM I iSSME t M *  3 .000 .000 4.930 X H W  .OOW) t H .  C FE4PBO 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSPIE NO. 2 W T 3  .OCKJ .OW 4.000 Y W  ,flOM1 Ik. 












































.6 .7 -8 .9 1.0 1 . I  1.2 1.3 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.O 
[AIBETA = .00 PAGE 604 
L 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELY-08 ALPHA REFEREWE INFORUATlON 
I CSSHE OFF I 
I cssm NOH I (SSME NOH- 1 
l SSME NOH* 1 
I (SSME NO. 2 OUT1 















FIG . 1 26 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON OR91 TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4 .O 
CAIBETA = . 00 PAGE 6Q6 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB ALPHA REFERENCE IHUWATYON 
GE4PZB 1 ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB OFF I [SSHE OFF I .000 .000 4.000 
GE4P2O 1 ARC 1 1-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NW I ( SSE  on I ~000 JlOO 4.000 
GE4PI6 1 ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH 1 CSSHE NOH- 1 ,000 ,000 4.000 
GE4Pll) ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB NOH X CSSHE NOH+ I .M30 ,000 4.000 
GE4PBO 3 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOn 1 CSSME NO. 2 WT3 .M#) .000 4.000 
GEIPBSJ a ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB MOM ) CSftlE NO. 1 W l l  .000 .000 4.000 
SREF 26m.m M.F 
LREf 1 1 9 0 s M 0 0  IN. $REF 3290.3000 IN. 
X W  .00M3 IN. 
YnRP .M)o IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
.6 -7 .8 .9 110 1.1 1.2 1 i3  
MACH NUMBER 
1 G . t 26 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORB I TER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.0 
IBETA = .OO PAGE 607 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFlGURATiON DESCRIPTION 
ARC 11-023 lA8O OTS CSRB W f  
ARC i l - 0 2 3  I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS ISRB NOM 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSRB NOH 
ELV-IB ELV-08 ALPHA 
I CSSHE OFF I .000 ,000 4,000 
I CSSME NOM 3 ,000 .OOU 4.000 
I (SSME NOn- I .OW .000 4.000 
1 CSSME NOM* 1 .OOO .OOO 4.000 
1 CSSM NO. 2 OUT) .OM) -000 4.000 
1 CSStE NO. 1 OUT1 .oOo .OM) 4.000 
REFERENCE IFJFORnATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOJT, 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.3m IN, 
XWP - . IN. 
r w  .#00 IN. 
Zt iW . m 0  IN. 
SCALE ' .0200 
IG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA=4.0 
IBETA = .OO PAGE 60B 
DATA SET SYMROL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
-.. . -- - 
C GE4P28 1 
C GE4P20 1 
C GE4P16 I 
[ GE4P11 I 
c GEIPBO 1 
C GEIPBS ) 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS CSR8 OFF 
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 IABO OTS ISRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOn 
ARC 11-023 1 ~ 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH 











NO. 2 OUT1 
NO. 1 OUT) 
SREF 2690,0000 !iX3.Fr. 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BREF 1290.30Ci) IN. 
X W  .WXXl IN. 
r w  ,0000 IN. 

















































.6 .7 .8 .9 I .O 1 . i  1.2 1.3 - 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON ORBITER BASE PRESSURE ALPHA.4 .O . . 
CAIBETA = .OO PAGE 609 
DATA SET 
I GE4PZB 1 
C GE4P20 I 
[ GE4P16 I 
( CLIP1 1 I 
C GE4PBO 1 
t GE4PB5 1 
SYIlSOL CONFIGURATfOIJ M S C R I P T l O N  ELV-18 ELV-08 ALPHA REFERENCE 1WORMTlON 
ARC i t - 0 2 3  lA8O OTS (SRB OFF I C S S R  OFF I .MXI ,000 4,000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 
ARC 11-023 1A80 OTS (SRB NM1 I tSSME NOM .000 . O W  4 . 0 0 0  LREF 129013WO IN.  
ARC 11-023 IA8O OTS (SRB NOM I [SSME NOH- 1 .OM3 . O W  4 .000  BREF 1 2 9 0 . 3 ~ 0 0  I N .  
ARC 11-023 IAeO OTS CSRB NOH I CSSEIE NOM+ 3 .OOO .OOO 4 .000  x n w  .OW0 IN. 
ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NO. 2 OUT1 .OD0 .OOO 4 .OOO YMRP .0000 I N .  
0 ARC 11-023 I A ~ O  OTS CSRB NOH I (SSFLE NO. 1 OUT) -000 .000 4.000 ZHRP .OMX) 1N. SCALE .0200 
MACH NUMBER 
FIG. 126 EFFECT OF SSME PLUMES ON 
IAIBETA = .00 
ALPHA=4,0 
PAGE 610 
ORBITER BASE PRESSURE 
i-- 
'*-Y 
CBE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB BFF 3 CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES . - DATASET MACH 
-4.000 BETA .000 CLV-10 .OOO BE4228 .SO0 
.000 ELV-08 8 4.000 .OM) RN/L 3,400 BE4Z30 1.100 BE4232 1.400 
I REFEREME 1MORHATION 
DATASET YACH SREF 2690.0000 SO-FT. 
BE4229 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BE4Z31 1.2% BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP .OW#l IN. 
YMRP .00W3 IN- 
ZMRP .[#K)O IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES + .  
PAGE 611 
%- 
(BE42283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF I (SSME OFF 3 REFERENCE I N F ~ A T I W  
SYMB3L ALPHA, PARAHETRlC VALUES DATASET UACH DATASET HACH SREF 269O.aMlO SQ.FT. 
-4.000. BETA .OOO CLV-18 .MK1 BE4228 .600 BE4229 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 8 4% ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 BE4230 1.100 BE4231 1.250 BREF 1290.3OOO IN. BE4Z32 1.400 XMRP . O W  IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 






FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 6i2 
CBE4Y28) ARC 11-023 l A 8 O  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SVMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATAKT MACH 
-4.000 ALPHA .OW CtV-18 .000 BE4Y28 .600 
.WO ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 BE4Y30 1.100 
4.000 EE4Y32 1.900 
FIG, 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
I REFERENCE IHORRAT ION . - 
DhTASEt MACH SREF 2590.MK)(3 SO.FT, 
e E 4 ~  29 r 900 LREF t290.3000 IN. 
BEaY31 4.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XMRP -0000 IN. 
YMRP .DOW IN. 
PAGE 613 
CBE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 QTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SVMBCIL BETA PARAMEfRIC VALUES DATASET MACH 
-4.Q30 ALPHA .OW CLV- 18 .OW BE4Y28 .6W 
.WO ELV-OB .OW RN/L 3.400 BE4Y30 1.100 
BE4V32 1.400 
1 REFERENCE 1NOR.nAT lOPd 
DATASET MACH SREF 2690.OOM) SO-FT. 
BE4Y29 .900 LREF 12213.30M) IN. 
BE4Y3 1 1.2% BREF 12S.3M)O IN. 
xmP .OMO IN. 
FIG* 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE Gl4 
k 
CIE4Z281 ARC 11-023 XA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I REFERENCE I S ~ T I O N  
SVMBiK ALPHA PARAKTRIC VALUES D A T A K T  UACH D E Y A S E I  4ACH QIEF 2690.0000 SO-ff. 
-4.000 E T A  ,000 ELV-18 .WO 1E4Z28 .6QO 1 Ed229 .900 LREF 1290.3000 ia. 
.000 ELV-OB .OW RN/L 3.400 tE4Z30 1.100 1-2SU BREF 1290.3000 IN. 1E4Z31 
lE4232 1.400 XMRP .WOO IN. 






.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
M 
FIG. 127 OR8 VENT PRESSURES 
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CIE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS (SRB OFF 1 [SSflE OFF 1 REFERENCE IwmnATim 
SYMBOL BETA PARMETRIC VALUES DATASET ~ A L Y  DATASET HACH SREF 2 6 9 0 . W  SU.Ff. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-IB .000 XE4YZB .r=90 IE4Y29 .= LF(EF 1250.~00 IN. 
.OM) ELV-OB .M)O RN/L 3.400 IE4V3O 1.100 IE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3WI IN. 
IE4Y32 1.4W x w  -0000 IN. Y W  .0000 IN. 
.M#)[) IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 616 
CCE42281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSR9 OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBbL ALWA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-IB .M)O CE4Z28 .SO0 
.000 ELV-I)B .M30 RNlL 3.400 CE4230 1.100 
4.000 CE4Z32 1.400 
3 REFERENCE IHWWTID( 
O A T A K i  MACH SREF 2690,OOOa SO.FT. 
CE4t29 .300 LREF 1290.300 IN. 
CE4Z31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XURP .000[3 IN. 
V W  ,0000 IN- 
ZURP .M)(XI IN. 
FIG.  127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 617 
CCE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 O'rS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SVMBM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DA7ASET HACH 
- - 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-18 .000 CE4Z2B .600 
.000 ELV-OB 
- - 4.000 
.OOO RN/L 3.400 CE4Z30 1.100 
CE4Z32 1.400 
1 R E F E R E E  IMmATlm 
- - -  
5AThBEt HKH SAEf 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
CE4229 .900 LREF 1290.#100 IN. 
tE4Zll 1.250 BREF 1230.3000 IN. 
XrnP . O m  IN. 
F I G .  127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
Y W  .Om0 1% 
ZMRP . a m  I&. 
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CCE4Y283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I [SSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAWETRIC VALUES OATASET NACH 
-4.000 ALPHA ,000 ELV-IB .DO0 CE4Y28 ,600 
.MX) ELV-08 . RN/L 3.400 CE4V30 1. 100 E 4 U M  1.400 
'1 REFERENCE 1 hCORnArl ON < 
OAT A K T  MACH SREF 2690.0000 SQ-FT. 
CE4Y29 .9oO iREF 1290.3000 IN. 
CE4V31 1.250 BREF 12%- IN* 
.m 1N. 
PAGE 619 
CCE.rY283 ARC 31-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET HACH 
-4.030 ALPHA ,000 ELV-SB .000 CE4Y28 .6W) 




CHE4Z28I ARC 11-023 !A80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE I N F ~ A T I O N  
SYMBOL ALPHA PAl?kHETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.050 BETA .WO ELV-18 .M)Z) HE4ZZB .600 HE4229 .9M) LREF 13!30.3000 IN. 
,000 ELV-OB 8 4.500 .000 RNIL 3.400 HE4Z30 1.100 HE4231 f .2SO BREF 1290.3000 EN. HE4232 1.400 xHRP ,OW0 IN. YMRP .00W IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE ,0200 
d' a0 
(V 0 4  
a Q 
U U 
. - . 3 m  
.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
M M 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CHE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE I N F m T I W  
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH OATASET MACH SREF 2690. OOW SObFT. 
-4.030 BETA ,000 ELV-IB .000 HE4228 .600 HE4229 .900 CREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.00O ELV-OB .000 RNIL 3.400 HE4230 1.100 HE4Z31 1 250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 HE4232 1.400 XMRP 
.0000 IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. 
7HRP -0000 IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 622 
- 
CHE4Y281 ARC 11-823 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH 
-4.000 ALPHA ,000 ELV-1% ,000 HE4Y28 .600 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4Y30 1.100 
4.000 HE4Y 32 1.400 
3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0ATASEt WCH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.900 LREF 1290.3MlO IN. 
f .250 BREF 12Y0.3000 IN. 
XMRP .OOM) IN. 
YuRP .WOO IN. 
ZHRP .COO0 IN. 




'283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OfS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 
BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 .000 HE4Y28 .600 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4V30 1.100 
4.000 HE4Y32 1.400 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
9 REFERENCE INFURHATION 
DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SQnFT. 
HE4Y29 .9M1 LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
HE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP -0OOO IN. 
Y Y ~ P  .oooo IN. 




CJE4Z283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF 
SYRBM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.030 BETA ,300 ELV-18 .000 JE4228 .SO0 
.OW ELV-OB 
-8 4.NO .000 RNiL 3.400 JEU30 1.100 JE4232 1.400 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
3 REFERENCE 1NMf lON 
DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 9 - F T .  
JE4Z29 .900 LREF 12SU.3MK) IN. 
JE4231 1.250 BREF 1290.3OiX) IN. 
XMRP .OO!Xl IN. 
PAGE 625 
tJE42281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE I NFORHAT ION 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET HACH QAT~SET HACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.fT. 
-4.0W BETA .000 ELV-18 .OM1 JE4Z28 .6W JE4129 ,am *so0 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 JE4Z30 1.100 584231 EREF 1290.3WX) IN. JE4Z32 1.4w XWRP .0000 IN* 1.000 VClRP 
.DOW) IN. 
zHRP -0000 IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 626 
CJE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSPB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYtlB3L BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATASET HACH 
-4.000 ALPHA .WO ELV-18 .000 JE4728 .600 
,000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 JE4VU) 1.100 
JE4V32 1.400 
- - - - -  
DATAKT HACH SREF 2690.OOOO SOmF'F. 
JE4Y29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
JF Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3c00 IN. 
XHRP .0030 IN. 
YmP .w00 IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 627 
CJE4Y28) ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAnETRiC VALUES DATASET MACH 
-4.030 ALPHA .000 ELV-IB ,000 JE4v28 .600 
.OW ELV-OB .OM3 RN/L 3.400 JEIY30 1.100 
JE4V32 1.400 
1 REFERENCE IWORUATlON 
Mf ASET HACH SREF 2690.00QO S0.FT. 
JE4Y29 .300 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
JE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
X.*P .woo IN. 
YHRP .WW IN. 
- r p  
.*. - . o m  IN. 
M 
f IG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CKE4Z283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARARTRIC VALUES OATAKT MACH QAtASE? HACH SREF 2690.0000 SI1.Ff. 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-IB .000 KE4ZZB .600 ~E4229 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.OW ELV-OB .000 W/L 3.400 KE4Z30 1.100 KE4Z31 BREF l2%.3Mn3 IN. 
4.000 KE4Z32 1.400 X M R P  .OD30 IN- 
Y W  .000a IN. 





-6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
M M 
F I G .  127 OR8 VENT PRESSURES 
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CKE4Z283 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB ClFF I CSSNE OFF 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAKTRIC VALUES DATASET HACH 
-4.030 BETA .OM1 ELV-18 ,000 WE4228 .600 
-000 ELV-OB % 4.000 .W0 RNIL 3.400 WE4230 1.100 WE4232 I .  400 
1 REFERENCE IWWMATiCN 
DATASET HACH SR€F 269O.OMlC fO.FT. 
RE4223 ,900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
KE4Z31 1.250 3RET 1290.3OGO IN. 
X H W  .00-50 Ih'. 
YnRP . o m  IN. 
mRP .ooOo IN. - 
SCALE ; oiao 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CKE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 {SSME OFF 
SVMBM BETA PARAmTRlC VALUES DATAKT HACH 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 .000 KE4V28 -600 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RNtL 3.400 K E 4 Y M  1.100 
KE4Y32 1.400 
I REFERENCE INFCWATIW 
OATASET IW '4 UKF 2690.0300 M.FT. 
.so flE4*29 I.m L& 1290,3000 IN. 
KEJV~! BREF 1290,3000 IN. 
x M W  -mu0 IN. 
YMWI -0000 IN. 
.M)OO IN. 
FIG, 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 631 
CKE4YXI ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL E T A  PARAMETRIC VALUES OATAKT MACH 
-4,030 ALPHA ,000 ELV-18 .W)O KE4Y28 .6W 
.000 ELV-08 
4.000 
.000 R N 5  3.400 6E4Y3Cl 1.100 
KE4Y32 1.400 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
DATASET WCH SREF 2690~0000 SC.FT. 
KEIY29 .3W3 LREF Z290.3000 IN. 
KE4Y31 t .2!50 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP -0009 IN. 
Y W  .Do60 IN. 
ZHRP .OOW IN. 
PAGE 632 
COE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INMTIOJ 
SVMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH DATASET UAtH SREF 2690.OQOO Sb.FT. 
-4.PM) BETA .OW ELV-10 .a00 aE4Z28 .6W DE4Z29 e 9 M 1  LREF 1230.301)(1 IN. 
.OW ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 DE4Z30 1.100 DE4Z31 1 . m  BREF 1290.3000 IN. 0E4232 !.400 x m  . o m  IN. YHR? ,0000 IN. 





F I G .  127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CDE42281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORWATION 
SVMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASE? MACH O A ~ A S ~ T  MACH SREF 2690.OOOD S?.FT. 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-IB .000 OE4Z28 .SO0 . S O  
oE4229 1.250 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 DE4Z30 1.100 O E31 BREF 1290.30W) IN. 
4.000 DE4Z32 1.400 XMRP .00(10 IN. 
YMRP .Om0 IN. 
ZHRP ,0000 IN. 
SCALE 
F I G .  127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CDE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH 
-4.000 ALPHA .OOO ELV-18 .000 DE4Y28 .600 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 OE4Y30 1.100 
DE4Y32 1.400 
FIG, 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 635 
-. 
CDE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYKBOL BETA P A R A ~ T R I C  VALWS DATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2~9o.oooo SO. FT. 
-4.030 ALPHA .000 ELV-I5 .000 0 ~ 4 r 2 8  .SO0 OEM29 ,900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.OW ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 0 ~ 4 ~ 3 0  1.100 DE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 0 ~ 4 ~ 3 2  1.400 xMRP .0000 IN. 
YXRP .0000 IN. 
ZnRP .000O IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CLE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-18 .000 LE4228 .600 
.000 ELV-08 .OD0 RN/L 3.400 LE4230 1.100 
4.000 LE4Z32 1.400 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
- - 
OATASET MACH SREF 2690.mW SO.FT. 
LE4Z29 .9OO LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
LE4Z31 1.250 BREF 1290.MOO IN- 
XMRP .OOOC IN. ... .. .-
YMRP .WOO IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
-- 3 5 , U , U 8 8  .6 1.0 1.2 1.4 
M 
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CLE4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-18 ,000 LE4Z28 .600 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 LE4Z30 1.100 
4.000 LE4Z32 1.400 
1 REFERENCE INFORMATlON 
DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. 
LE4229 ,900 LREF 1250.3000 IN. 
LE4Z31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XERP .OD30 IN. 
vnRP .0000 IN. 
7MRP -0000 IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CLE4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET RACH 
-4.030 ALPHA .OW ELV-10 ,000 LE4Y28 .600 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 LE4Y30 1.100 
4.000 LE4Y32 1.400 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO. Ff . - - 
LE4v29 .9W LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
LE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 1N. 
XHRP -0000 IN. 
. ---- 
ZMRP .OOOO IN; 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CLE4Y283 ARC 11-023 Ih80 OTS CSRB OFF  I CSSME O F F  1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMTRlC VALUES DATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 50. FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 .000 LE4Y28 .600 LE4Y29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 LE4V30 1.100 LE4V31 1.250 BREF 12H).3000 IN. 
LE4Y32 1.400 XHRP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .moo IN. 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 640 
tME4Z281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-IB .OM) ~ ~ 4 2 2 8  .600 
.OW ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4230 1.100 
HE4232 1.400 
FIG, 127 ORB VEN i r2ESSURES 
- - - - -  
OATASET MACH SREF 269.0000 SO.FT. 
HE4229 .goo LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
?lE4231 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
XHRP .0000 IN. 
YnRP . o m  IN. 
- 0000 t N. 
PAGE 641 
[ME42281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INrmATIm 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH 0hth$Et MACH SREF 2690.Om SO-FT. 
-4.000 BETA ,000 ELV-IB ,000 ME4228 .6W !:t%; .900 LREF 1290.30W IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 ME4Z30 1.100 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. HE4z32 1.400 XMWP .0000 IN. YHRP .OOOO IN. 
ZHRP .WOO 1% 
M 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CME4Y281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 
SVMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH 
-4.030 ALPHA .OD0 ELV-IB .000 K4Y28 .600 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.230 nE4Y30 1.100 
4.000 ME4 132 1.400 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
1 REFERENCE INORMATlON 
DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.Ff. 
tE4V29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
W4Y31 1 . 2 M  BFEF 1290.30M) IN. 
X?!RP .0000 IN. 
v lRP .0000 IN. 
. M M O  IN. 
CME4Y2C1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I 
SYMBOL BETI PARAnETRlC VALUES OATASET HACH OAfASEt HACH SREF 2690. GOO0 S0,FT. REFERENCE IhiCRMAT 1 ON 
-4.000 ALPHA -000 ELV-IB .000 ME4Y28 
.600 
.000 ELV-08 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 8 4.om -000 RNIL 3.400 HE4YM 1.100 n ~ 4 ~ 3 f  1.250 BREF 1293.3C00 IN. ME4V32 1.400 XURP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .WOO IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
Q] 
CD (3 
Q b a U U 
- 5w---u 
. 6  .8 1.0 1.2 1.4  .6  .8 i .0  1.2 1 .4  
M M 
PI 
FIG. 127 ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 645 
CBE4V281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB ClFF 3 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE : N F ~ ~ A T  ION 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH . DATASET MACH SREF 2690sGOc10 5'2. FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-I8 .000 8E4VZB .600 BE4V29 .3W) LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 BE4V30 1.100 BEIV3I 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
BE4V32 1.400 XMRP 4.000 Y W ?  .00W IN. 
.00w IN. 
ZHRP .0000 IN. 
M 
M 




FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
PAGE 647 
281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE IMURRAT~ON 
BETA PARAttETRlC VALUES OATASET MACH OAfASET MACH SREF ZS90.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .GOO ELV-18 .000 IE4V28 ,600 lE4V29 .goo LREF IZJO.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 . OD0 RN/L 3.400 1E4V30 1.100 IE4V31 l.z!x BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 IE4V32 1.400 XnRP .0000 IN. 
YM!P .OW30 IN. 
ZRRP .woo IN. 
SCALE . 0200 
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1 . 1  I .  3 1.4 1.5 
M 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CCE4W281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 REFEREKE I w m n A T l m  
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-I8 .000 CE4W28 .600 CE4W29 .SO0 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB ,000 RNIL 3.400 CE4W30 1.100 CE4U31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN- 
4.000 CE4Y32 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CCE4V281 ARC 11-023 11"" OTS [SRB OFF 1 [SSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INFOR~AT~ON 
SYMBOL BETA PARAtlETRtC VALUES DATASET MACH DATABET H K H  SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
8 -4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 .000 CE4V2B .600 CE V29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 1N. .OW ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 CE4V30 1.100 CEfVIl 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 4.000 CE4V32 1.400 XMRP .0330 IN. YHRP .OD00 IN. 













'281  ARC 11-023 IA80 OT3 (SRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORFIATION 
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH OATASET MACH SREF 2690. WOO SO.FT. 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-18 .OOO HE4W2B .SO0 HE4W29 .3M) LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4Y30 1.100 HE4W31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN- 
HE4Y32 1.400 XMRP 4.000 YMRP .OOM] IN. 
.0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
I 
-. 3 
.6  .7 E...l...r..l....l,...1.,.,1....1....1 1 .O 1 1  1 : 4 5  1.2 1.3 .5 
M 
M 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CHE4V281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE I N F O W A T ! ~  
SVRBOL BETA PARAWLTRIC VALUES DATASET nAw ~ A f h Q f  HKH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT* 
-4.000 ALPHA .a00 ELV-IB ,000 HE4V2B .600 . SO0 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB 8 4.000 .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4V30 1.100 ! !  1.2- BREF 1290.3000 IN. HE4V32 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. 
YURP .onno IN. - - - - -  
ZMRP -0000 IN. 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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'281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INFORMATI ON 
hLPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET NACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-18 .000 JE4Y28 .600 JE4W29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
,000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 JE4Y30 1.100 JE4Y31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 JE4V32 1.400 XMR? .0000 IN. 
VMRP .0000 IN. 
Z ~ R P  .oooo IN. 
SCALE .0200 
M 








'281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET HACH DflTA$E t MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. Ff . 
-4.000 BETA .000 ELV-18 .000 KE4W28 .600 .900 
1.250 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
,000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 KE4W30 1.100 KE4W31 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 KE4W32 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. VMRP .001)0 IN. 
ZM9P .OOoO IN. 
SCALE .0200 
M 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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. 
CKE4V281  ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INFORHAT I ON 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH OATASET IlACH SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
-4. OW ALPHA .000 ELV-IB .000 KE4V28 .600 KEN29 .900 L R G  1290.3000 IN.  
,000 ELV-OB 8 4.000 .000 RN/L 3.400 KE4V30 1.100 KE4V31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. KE4V32 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. VMRP .0000 IN. 
2MRP .0000 IN. 




281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORnATlON 
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES . OATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. Ff 
-4.OM) BETA .OD0 ELV-lB .OOO OE4Y2B .600 DE4Y29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 OE4Y30 1.100 OE4W31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 DE4Y32 I .  400 XnRP .0000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZnRP .0000 IN. 
M 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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% 
V281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 CSSME OFF 1 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BET A PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FI. 
-4.000 ALPHA ,000 ELV-18 .000 M4V28 -690 OE4V29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 OE4V30 1.100 DE4V31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
DE4V32 1.400 XMRP 4.000 rnRP .OOOO IN. 
.0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN- 
M 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CLE4W281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 1 [SSME OFF 1 REFERENCE IPRORMAT I ON 
SYYBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OAYASET HACH OATASET nACH SREF 2690.090 SO.Ff. 
-4.030 BETA .000 ELV-18 .000 LE4W28 ,600 LE4W29 .900 LREF 1290.3900 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .OCO RN/L 3.400 LE4W30 1.100 LE4W31 I. 250 BREF 1290.3300 IN. 
4.000 LE4W32 1.400 KMRP . OG30 IN. 
VMRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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(LE4V281 ARC 11-023 ZA80 OTS [SRB OFF 1 (SSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SVHBOL BETA PARAKTRLC VALUES OATASET MACH O h T h S E ~  WAcH SREF 269C.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA ,000 ELV-I8 .OOO LE4V28 .600 LE4V29 ,900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 LE4V30 1.100 ~ E 4 V 3 1  1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 LE4V32 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. Y MRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP ,0000 IN. 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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- 
CME4W281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF I CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INORWATION 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET HACH 0'alASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO,FT. 
-4.000 BETA .OW ELV- I B -000 llE4W28 .6CO ?l€4W29 ,300 LREF 1290.3WO IN. 
.OOC ELV-OB .000 RNIL 3.400 UE4W30 1.100 nE4W3I 1.250 BREF 1290.3900 1N. 
4.000 UE4Y32 1.400 XflRP .0000 1N. 
YMRP .OD00 IN. 








.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 !.O 1 . 1  1.2 1.3 1 .4  1.5 
H 
FIG. 128 . ,<RAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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CriE4V281 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB OFF 3 CSSME OFF I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
S Y ~ B O L  BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATAKT MACH OATASET EACH SREF 269O.OM)G SO.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 ,000 tlE4V28 .600 UE4V29 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 UE4V30 1.100 E4V31 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 tlE4V32 1.400 XURP .0000 IN- VURP -0000 IN. 
ZMRP .00w IN. 
SCALE .0200 
?I 
FIG. 128 AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES 
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(BE40201 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOP? 1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYMBOL ALPPA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH O A ~ A S ~ T  MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.000 BETA .ow ELV-re .000 BE4020 .SO0 ,900 f ,250 
LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RNIL 3.400 BE4022 1.100 BE4023 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 BE4024 1.400 XMRr .0000 IN. VMRP .0000 IN. 









FIG.  129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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'201 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM 3 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH OATASET MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 ,000 1E4P2O .600 IE4P21 .900 LREF 1290.3300 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RNIL 3.400 iE4P22 1.100 l E4P23 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 IE4P24 1.400 xnRP .0000 IN. VPRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
SCALE -0200 
M 
FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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M 
F I G .  129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CCE4P201 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS [SRB NOM 3 CSSME NOM 1 REFERENCE IMORI.IAT1ON 
SY~BOL BETA PARAmTRlC VALUES DATASET MACH 0 4 t A l f  W C (  SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. 
-4.000 ALPPA .OW ELV-IB .000 CE4P2O .600 .900 C E 4 P 2 ~  ,.KO 
LREF 1290.3000 IN- 
. OW ELV-00 .000 RN/L 3.400 CE4P22 1.100 CE4P2 BEEF 1290.3000 IN. 
CElP24 1.400 XERP 4.000 .DO00 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZMRP .0000 IN. 
M 
PAGE 668 
CHE4Q201 ARC 11-023 I A 8 0  OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM 3 REFERENCE I WORMAT ION 
S Y ~ ~ O L  ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH DATAKT MACH SREF 2650.0000 ~ 0 . ~ 1 .  
8 -4.000 BETA .000 ELV-:B .000 HE4QM ,600 HE4021 .300 LREF 1290.3000 IN. .W0 ELV-QB .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4022 1.100 HE4023 1 .SO BREF 129C.3000 IN. 4.000 HE4024 1.400 XMRP .0030 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 








FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PPESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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. 
CHE4P20) ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET HACH DATASET HACH SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .OM) ELV-I0 .000 HE4PM .600 HEW21 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4P22 1.100 M4P23 1.250 BREF 1290,3000 1N. HE4P24 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. YHRP .oooo IN. 
ZnRP .000u IN. 
FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CJE4QZOl ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM 1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYMBM ALPHA PARAWETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH D A ~ A S E  T MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. 
-4.000 BETA .OOO ELV-IB .000 JE4020 ,600 ,900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 ,000 R W L  3.400 JE4022 1.100 JE4021 %REF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 JE4024 1.400 XRRP .go00 IN. 
YHRP .0Q00 IN. -  - -
ZMRP 
FIG. 129 OELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CJE4P201 ARC l l -Q23  IA80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSSME NOM 1 REFERENCE I ~TORMAT I ON 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH O A T A ~ ~  MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. 
-4.030 ALPHA .000 ELV-I8 .Om JE4PM .6W JE4P21 != LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
,000 ELV-OB 
4.000 
.000 RNIL 3.4W JE4P22 1.100 JE4P23 1,250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
JE4P24 1.400 xMRP .0000 IN. 
vnRP ,0000 IN. 









FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CKE4Q20'1 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NOM I CSSME NOM 1 REFERENCE I M ~ A T I ~ N  
SYI~BOL ALPHA PARA~ETRIC VALUES OATASET nAru DATASET MACH SREF 2690.OWO S0.Ff. 
-4.030 BETA .OOO CLV-18 .000 KE4020 .6W KE4021 .900 LREF 1290.3000 1 N. 
.000 ELV-OB .OLD 4NIL 3.400 KE4022 1.100 KE4023 1.2% BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 KE4024 1.400 XKRP .oooo :hi. 
Y rRP .0030 IN. 
7MRP ;OOOO IN. 
FIG, 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CKE4P291 ARC 11-023 1A80 QTS CSRB NOY 3 CSSME h2i-n f REFEiENtE INFrfPHATICU 
SVVBSL BETA PARAMETW lC VALES DATASET MACH DATASCT n ~ c n  SREF 2690.300a SO. FT. 
il -4.001) ALPHA .GO0 ELV-le .QOO KE4P2O .GOO UE4PZi .900 LREF 1290.3000 !N. .000 ELV-OB .000 R h > f ~  3.400 KE4P22 1.100 KE4P23 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 4.009 KE4P24 I. 4CJ XMR3 .0000 IN. v11RP .OCOO IN. 









FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CDE4Q201 ARC 11-023 I A 8 O  OTS CSR8 NOM' 3 (SSME NOM 3 REFERENCE I N F ~ A T I W  
SI~BOL ALPHA PARAKTRIC VALUES DATASET nAcn OATAS t ~ A C H  SMF 269o.0000 SO.FT. 
8 -4.000 BETA ,000 ELV-1B .OW OE4020 .600 DE4CI2I (900 LREF 1230.3000 IN. .000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 OE4022 1 .100  OE4023 t s 2 H i  BREF -Y0.3000 1 M, 4.000 DE4024 1.400 xnRP .OD00 1%. 
rnRP .OJ00 IN. 








FIG. 129 OELTA AVERAGE OR8 V E N T  PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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C DE4P20 1 ARC 1 1-023 I A80 OTS CSRB NOH I CSbs .' "dM 1 REFERENCE tNFoRnATlm 
SYMBOL BEfA PARAmTRlC VALUES DATASET RACh DATASEi MACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. F f  
-4. OW ALPHA .OM)  ELV-18 .000 M 4 P M  .6W E4P2  1 ,900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
,000 ELV-00 .000 RN/L 3.400 OE4P22 100 OE4P23 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. OE4P24 I 00 xnRP 4.000 .oooo !N. VHRP .0000 .N. I
M 
FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CLE40201 ARC 11-023 IA80 OTS CSRB NQM 1 cSSI"IE NBM 1 REFERENCE I M O R M A T I ~  
SrKBbi ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH DATASET MACH SREF 2690.OC00 SO. FT. 
-4.000 BETA .OOO CLV-18 .000 LE4QZO .SO0 LE4021 . S O  LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 ,000 RNIL 3.4,00 LE4022 1.100 LE4Q23 1.250 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 LE4024 1.400 XURP .oooo IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
ZHRP .DO00 IN. 
FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB "ENT PRESSURES DUE T 3  PLUMES 
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CLE4P201 ARC 11-023 !A80 8TS CSRB NOfl 1 [SSME NOM 1 REFERENCE IEtFORnATlON 
SVKBQL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES OATASET MACH D A T A K T  MACH SREF 26%. 0000 SO. Ff 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-19 ,000 LE4P2O .600 LE4P21 ,900 LREF 1293.3000 IN. 
-000 ELV-QB 
4.000 
,000 RN/L 3.400 LE4P22 1.100 LE4P23 1.250 BREF iZhj.3000 IN. 
LE4P24 1.400 XURP .OQOO IN. 
VHR? .000C IN- 








FIG. 139 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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(ME40201 ARC 11-023 SA80 OTS [SRB NOM 1 (SSME WOM 1 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
S Y ~ B O L  ALPHA PARAUETRIC VALVES OATASET UACH OATASET HACH SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT. 
-4.000 BETA .000 CLV-IB ,000 ME4020 ,600 M4021 .900 LREF 1290.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-08 ,002 RN/L 3,400 HE4022 1.100 ME4023 1.250 BREF 12YC.3500 IN. 
4.000 ME4W4 1.400 XMRP .0000 IN. YMRP .0000 IN. 
7MRP .0000 IN. 
FIG. 129 GELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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CME4P2Ol ARC 11-023 IA80 01"s (SRB NOM 1 CSSME NOM 1 REFERENCE INFORFIATION 
SYRBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATASET MACH O A ~ A Q L ' ~  HACH SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
-4.000 ALPHA .000 ELV-18 .000 HE4P20 ,600 .%I0 
HE'P2' 1.25C 
LREF 1230.3000 IN. 
.000 ELV-OB .000 RN/L 3.400 HE4P22 1.100 4P21 BREF 1290.3000 IN. 
4.000 UE4P24 1.400 XURP .0000 IN. 
YMRP .0@00 IN. 
ZMRP .GCOO IN. 
FIG. 129 DELTA AVERAGE ORB VENT PRESSURES DUE TO PLUMES 
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?:,rA SET SY;!i30L COFi'IGUPA7ION DESCRIPT ;ON 
' :.<.t!l?B r A?'. 1 i -C23 1 A60 OTS tSRg=CFF 019=3FP t E T  BASE 
: ;.tc.q?~ 1 2 ~ H t l  i - 3 ? 3 ! ~ @ 3  OiSi5PB-N O%=N 1 E l  BAS: 
. ;$:-...;: 1 I c ;q~i!-3?3!:p3 C T ~ I " ~ Z ~  p a - % .  I t T  @ASE 
1 ? hi;. : -3_25;.13: C:St 5;=!+-.4 iC3 f:O. 1 O C i  1 E T  !!As< 
; .,. ... 1 ' :.Q-; ; -;az!:,'-;: 3;~(sca.. ;  r . 3 . ~  02; ;; : B;,:.;
c - . - i' . . 
4 . U .. . - 4 . ~. ! . ' ,  . ... - - . q  - . ?  - 2  A * ,  
DISTANCE FROM <CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. RIROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON E i  BASE PRfSSURE CGEFFICIENT, MACH=0.6 
PAGE 681 
, A T A  SET S Y ~ D O L  COEIFIC- FAT ION CESCP:PT ION ZLV-13 ELV-GS MACH R N I L  
IAE4WZl l  0 APCl l -C?3lA00 CTSlSPB=?FF ORB=CFFl t T  BASE .030 . 000 . ~ C O  3 . 9 ~ 0  
s A1 4t120 I U tir>< 1 I -Gi?3lAe3 OTS(SPE?=N OPS=N ' ET BASE .000 .COO . 6 C C  3.Lli73 
A i ' . H I I )  0 tsfJ:l 1-3.271 A0!?OO'SISRB-N C W - N +  r E l  9ASt .COO . OCO .5f 0 3.430 
IALL+irH51 APCl l -C23IA93CTS(S9B=N 9 2 3 R 3 . t  UdT)ETB&SE .S39 . CCO .S:C 3.43C 
( at '+t4t33 r .~QCII-C231Ad3 0T5(51R:tJ Czd F.9.2 OUTIFT EAST .070 .a00 .6!C .i:trJ 
PAGE 682 
2 : , T t +  5:: S Y : - ' ~ ~ L  C 3 N r  IGURkT I ON DESC7IPT 13X ELV-13 ELV-OB RICH i ? N r L  
: 1 C ~,Fc!  I - C F X ! A ~ ~  CTStc;og=Crr  CPS=QCF I C T  BASE . $23 . OS2 .635 3.UC.O 
: J r 42:; -023i:.13: z : s : ~ F ~ = ' \ ;  r ~ i ? a = ~  I Elr e A 5 C  . C C ?  . C30 -520 3.43C 
, :{.,,.(I I 1 0 & R ; :  : -",S!L~; O'ScSSa=N ORB=N+ : E l  9ASE . C3C . Cor? .530 3.400 
: -.j35 1 i.7; i : -3- 3 :  CTSI ~ R S = P :  ~ " 9  KC. 1 OUT IIT EASE -PC ..-a . S0'3 .el:? ?.+LO 
. r.- 1 ; L ~ L . ~ ?  ,,-_ 1 1  -~zji.!.a; cTs:sqe-?; C;9 N3.2 CLJT1-i SASE .C3? . C?3 .Ell9 S.-SZ 
DISTANCE FRCM CENTERLINE B4SED OK OUTER RADIUS. R'ROD 
F IG.  130 PiUKE EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE C 3 E F F I i l E r : i .  MACH=0.6  
-c - , C -\ -i ,-,- c - ,- 
.= -+ .G'33 -. .,_  ! ,. . . , - - .  3. .. - L - . 2 i '  -. PAGE 683 






DATA SET SYlf9OL CCNF IGURAT ICN DESCRIPT IOU 
ARCI!-023lA9~ CTS!SGB=?rr C%3=3FFI ET 94SE 
ET BASE 
: A C L , ~ :  ; G : -3>;!n;l~ @;SI~P:?-.Y ??9-!J+ F 7  3ASE 
[ A[ j535 ; , : ; ' - 3  , :.l.: - p.3. i OLT'CT GAZE 
1 ~,i.(.i.3::) A":: I 1-0;'31AtJ3 C T ~ I  SQfi::, SO? : .3.2 3L!i!ET SASE 
ELV- 1 e 
.OtO 
. C O ?  
COO 
CS3 
, , .  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. Rt'ROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS CN ET BASE PRESSURE COEFF!CIENT, MACH=0.6 
PAGE 685 
DATA SCT SYt'90L CC ' \ r  iGUGA7 iC '4  DESCQlP; iCY EL';-:B E L \ - C S  "A: + RC. - 
A P t i l - D 2 3 l A @ 2  CTSlSRS=GFF OPB=OrFI  ET BASE .LO3 . 0 2 S  . - - E.-3 3 .  ~ 2 3  
1 E T  9 A S E  . OCC] . CSC .St': 3 . ~ 3 3  
, \ 1 1 0 ARC1 ! - 3 2 3 i C B Z  CrS1 :23-:i Csg-!r+ 1 f T  BASE . C32 . c:c .C2C 3 .t: 
c LT'triF35 1 ~pc:;-~;;:t,Pg::'~c~"Y=h 3Y2t:O.l OJT)ET R&5E ,239 . '253 ,1573 3 . - 7 ?  
( ~ 3 ~ 3 9  1 ;"; 1 !-223;  ' 6 ;  C:stC.=s='. C R 3  N0.2 C'JT I T ;  C P S E  . SOC . G93 .63" 3 v33 
; I ! ; : ,  + 
I - 
. > '  - 
8 ,  
- 
1 .. I , '  , , .. 
# .. 
-- ; I : ; , ;  , I 1 , 7 4-
I ' d 
1 ' , 
- 
' . -  i I -. 
-. 
J - I .. , , . . i r , ;  ! ' I  I I ! I 
- __ &_-__L ---L__----- , 
--
, , 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. R'ROD 
F I G .  130 PLUME EFFFCTS ON ET BASE PRESSUgE COEFFICIENT. MACH=0.6 
PAGE 686 
3 L T A  SET SYtC93L CONrIG'JRATION DESCRlPTJON ELV-18 El-V-03 MACH RNlL 
i:,ZbHFS) ',7 ARC;l-0?3:Ae3 9151S93-CFF CRB=SFFI E l  8ASE .COO -303 € 3  3.403 
I ;f 4525 I C AF:~! -0231Ae3 OT515Fa-t< CRS=N I ET BASE . OC9 . C33 .690 3.400 
; i ! 0 ARC:, : --3:r,33 ~ : S I  :'B:V C"D=Y+ 1 ET 9:;: .OSO . C3; ,632 3.43? 
! i Q ARC : !  - g ? S ;  ~ 6 - l  CTS1533;X SCS >:0.1 OUTlE: PASE c.Ion . - - "  . C C ?  . K O  3 . ~ 2 2  






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED CN OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PqESSURE C3EFFICIENT. MACH=0.6 
, ' . A  = . f ; 3 3  "';,L .- .- - 7 - , -  !=a: - 1 - L - i  - . c. c, -. ,. 
. .  - .  
PAGE 687 
) DATA SET SYPiCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-19 ELV-08 M R C ~  RN'L 
~Lt4H281 0 ARCII-023:ABO OTSISRB-OFF OR3=OCF) ET BASE .OD0 .a00 .63G 3.'-+00 
1 AC.4H.29 1 ARC: 1-0231 A80 OTS15Ra=N ORB=N ET BASE .DO0 .OD0 -690 3.400 
rAE4HltI Q APC;!-023lASO OTS15?9:K CQB=N* I ET SASE -000 .OD0 .633 3.4~0 
1 KE4H85 1 ARCII-0?31A90 OTSlSF9=N OPS NO.l OUTIET BASE .OD9 .a00 .6@0 3.4C3 
ilrLIVB91 iP<ll-O231A00OT51S"B=N ORBt10.ZLI:liiiTBAK .OOO .COO .630 3.+00 
- - 4  - .2  0 .2 - 9  - 6  . E! 1.0 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE FRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=0.6 
.030 9 E f A  = .C03 ?Hi = 2;S.fiCO PAGE 688 
-- 
DATA SET SYRB'JL CONFIGURATlON DESCRIPTlOh( ELV-IF3 EL\'-OB HAZH RVIL 
lAf'tH281 C! APCII-"U31ABO OT51S*B=OFF 0.9S=OFF) ET BASE .30U . OSO 600 3.900 
tAC9H201 a ARCIl-UZ3ikBO OTSrSRB=N O W = N  ) E i  BASE . OCO -000 600 3.~00 
tPEkHI1) 0 kRClL-0231A80 OTSrSPBrN CRB=N+ ) ET BASE .90O -000 600 3.9011 
( t.L'QH95) ARC 1 1 -023 [A93 CIS t SRB=N WB NO. 1 OUT )ET BASE -000 . OD0 690 3.r00 
( PL 4HGS 1 f? I1PC I L-CE'3 1 A83 015 tSP6=N OR3 N0.2 OUT l E T  3A5E .330 .OOO ECCI 3,rt!YO 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASEL QN OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=O.6 
= 4.000 8EfA = .G30 PHI - .ZCO PAGE 689 - 
DATA SET SYWXX COW IGURAT 10): DESCRIPT ION ELV-18 ELV-OB HACH FiNfL 
IAEctH2BI 0 ARC11-3231ABO OTS(SRB=dFF OPBaOTf) ET BASE .PO0 .000 .600 3.400 
I A14H2R I ARCII-PZ31ABO OT5rSRic.N 0RB.N ) El BASE . GCO ,000 .60C 3.Q30 
I I E W I  1 I 8 ARC{ I -021IABO 015tSRB=N ChS=N- I ET EASE .OOO -000 .600 3.400 
t QL4H35 I rif;CIl-oi?31ABO TSfSF!B=h OR3 XO.1 OUTIET BkSE . 090 .OOO -690 3.403 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=0.6 
AtPIik = 3.000 9ETA = .GGO F!! = 9CI.322 PAGE 690 
5 r Ir" 
-. 
DAtA SET SYPBOL CONFIGURATIOh DESCRIPTION 
tAEbH281 9 APCll-O23IAE)9 OTStSPa='3FF ORB=OFF) E l  BASE 
(Ar'tCir?D) A X 1  I -Gi)31lr.8O OTStSFjsN ORS=N ) ET BASE 
C E 4 I i 1 1 1  ADCll-C231A8.3 3TSISQ9-F: 2P5-hi* I ET BASE 
I LE4Y551 Q AiJf i 1 -023i A60 OTStS?S='i GFY NS. 1 OUT JEi BASE 
(bE4HaG1 fi ~QCii-023IABDOiS(SRG=hl C~S?:9.2OUTtETBASE 
MACH 
PAGE 691 
DATA SET SYtX90L CONFIGURATION OESCRiPTlON ELV-IB ELVdOB MACH RNfL 
r A t l r H t B  I 0 ARC 1 1-0?31 a80 OTSI SPEyWF OkB=OfFl ET BASE -000 -000 .60D 3.bPD 
1 AC4WO 1 kRC11-0231A83 OTStSRB-N ORB-N 1 ET BASE .a00 -000 .SCD 3. '0 
I I C l r W (  I I 9 ARC 1 1 -as31 980 f3TS(SRB=N ORB-N* ! ET BASE .000 .DO0 3 . 9 ~  
1 AE'tHRS APCif-'Jz3!A53 0'519331 GQEiJO.1 OUilEf SASE -390 ,000 .f  00 3.4GL) 























DISTANCE F3OM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/RGD 




DATA SET SYKSOL CONFIGURATION =SCRIPTiSia ELV-IB ELV-OB MACK RNhllL 
I BEkH28 I ARCRCII-023lkBO 0T5CSii3=wF ;laB=OFF) ET BASE .a00 . DO0 .600 3 . ~ ~ 0  
I B E ~ W D I  8 AJCI 1 - 0 2 3 1 ~ ~ 0  OiSISRB=N OR3=N I ET BAY .OOJ ,000 .630 3.4EO 
I9EbHlI 1 0 ARC 1 1  -023IABO 0TS:SRS;N CRS=N+ ) ET B4SE .OD0 .63C .60C 3.400 
tBEkH35, A ARC:1-0?31A.70 OTStS"?a=% 3RB N0.t 0UT)ET BkSE .COO .0?3 .633 3.403 
lBE4HBC) b ~3ti1-023fA8D GTS(SR3:N OR9 NO.2 OUTlET EASE .OD0 -393 .603 3.400 
D4TA SET SW<f)3L CONFIWATION CiEfCRIPTlON 
( BF4H281 0 ARC! I -OZ37 A80 075 t5F75=GFF W9=--OFF I ET BASE 
lBCqH2E11 a kRC11-O23iA83 OTSiS?B=N CR9=N 1 ET BASE 
: 6E4H11) Q AFC i 1-0231 A80 C'SlSPB=K CRB=X* ) ET BASE 
f 6E"rci85 1 A9Ci 3-3233880 OTSISW=N OI?B W. 1 OUTjC.1 BASE 
IBE'+kSOI f? APClt-C2JIABO CTSlYW=*i CR3 Fa.2 W T I E T  B A Y  
Dc'lh SET 5YtJ&0C CONFfGURAT ION DEXRIPT!OH ELV-IB ELV-09 MACH WtL 
: ~ ' l 4 ~ ~ 8  1 ARC11-O23IABO OTSISRB=OFF ORB=OFFI Er BASE ,000 .DO0 .6QO 34CE) 
: BEr920 3 8 ARC1 I-9231 A01 OTSlSFS=N OR9.N I ET 9A5E .000 .OOO -600 3.490 
'LE4Hfll 0 &Pfll-9i?31&80 OTS(SPB=N OR&N* 1 El SASE .030 .OOO .603 3.400 
1 St'tG351 ARCil-O231ABO OTS!SPS=N ORB NO.l OUTIET 94SE -000 .OOO .600 3.400 
(tE'tHa31 % AFCI I -925IABC OTS15Fnl-N DPB N0.2 WTIET BASE .3GD .DOC -650 3.490 
OaTh SET SYl.IBOL CONIGURATION E X R I P T I O N  
(BE4HZ81 0 APCI 1-0231ABO OTSISPB=OFF ORB-.OFF] ET BASE 
(BC4H20 1 0 ARC1 1-0Zi31A80 O'IS~SRB=N ORB*' 1 ET BASE 
(BEQHIII O ARCli-02.31A8!2 OTS(SRB=N ORD=N+ E l  BASE 
( ' ~ 9 ~ 9 5  1 ARCll-0231A30 OTS:SR5=N ORB N0.1 WTET 9492 
( BE4WBO 2 lPCiI-O2311120015(5W=N WSNo.ZWTlETEASE 
ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH RNfL 
.OOO .GOO .600 3.400 
.a00 .ooa ,600 3.900 
-000 . aoa .6oo 3.400 
-000 -000 .630 3.QZ0 
-000 -000 -503 3.s00 
", #. ci*-.u r xr, " -1 b-4 rr 7 x% 3 I." r . M-.a*.UXTl.T* 
DATA S E T  SYtBOL CONFlGWATlON XSCRiPTIOFI ELV-IB ELV-OB MAW RNfL 
(BE4H581 0 ARCfI-0?31A80 OTSISRB=OFf CRB=WF) £1 B4K ,000 -000 .*>OD 3.400 
f K ~ H . 2 9 1  13 AqCl l-!223IA8fl OTSISP@=N DRf3-N 1 ET B A K  . OCO -000 -500 3.400 
lEE4YII1 9 k~Cll-023t990 OTfffQS=N W = N +  1 €1 RAfE . DO0 .GOO .LC0 3.L100 
1 EE4H851 A~;lr i l -Dr?31180 UTS[SRP=q 3RBN0.1 WT>Er BJSE ,300 -000 - 5 C O  3.403 
19E91Cll A ~ C i I I G ? 3 J L A 8 3 O i 5 1 6 ~ i a - N  W!3?42.POUT>fTBISE . DO9 -000 .6ZO 3,900 
DATA K T  SYMBOL CON'lGURATlW DESCRIPTION ELY-18 fly-08 NJCH RNlL 
taE4mr 0 ARCII-023148D ?'StSW-C'FT ORB-rOrFI EY BASE . OOC -030 . ~ 3 0  3.900 
t arwa) ARC;I-O?~I~~BO OTS(S~?B=N WB=N 1 ET BASE . 000 -000 ,630 3.*oo 
lPElt-ill> A P C I  !-OL'lllRO 015 15W.N IP9.N- I ET B A S  . UCO .OOq -699 3.900 
I Y E 4 W  1 APCII-C23IABO CfStSRB=N O W  W.1 OUTIE: SASE .C33 . ODU .E39 3.4US 
LOEQHSD) % ARCI I-C?Slr(BD OTS"X%=P CRO la.? WTlET £34- , OD0 -003 .603 5.43C 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE FZESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.6 
PAGE 
DATA SET SYI<B3L CONFffURATIDN MXfiIPTION ELV-I9 ELV-DB HACH F W L  
1BE9HZBI 0 k9C11-023IA80 OTS15n"S=OFF GRB=OFf) ET BASE .ODD .OGO .600 3.900 
1 BC4H20 1 El ARC! I -023IA20 OTSr==N WB=N 1 ET BASE .GO3 .OOO -600 3.q00 
rE?F%Hill 0 #XI!-OP31AS0 OTStWB=N Oi?B=N+ ) ET BASE .OD0 . OGO -509 3.900 
f tT'4YBSI A ARC 1 I -023IAQ0 OTSCSW=N ORB NO. I OUT )ET B A S  .33C -090 .SC3 3.400 
1RCQHBOI h A P C i  i-C23IP83 OTSf598=N b2B X9.2 OUTIET BdcSC .DOC; - 030 -6CO 3.400 
PAGE 699 
DATA SET SY!?BOL CMJFIGURATI W M X R l  PT ION ELV-18 ELV-OE) MACH RtUL 
tBE416781 0 ARC t l-O?3;A80 OTSCSRa=FF ORB=MFI ET B A K  -000 .blCIO .6CO 3.900 
IBCbH201 ARC1 l-0231A83 OTStSRa=N DPB=N I £1 EASE .DO0 . b00 .63L 3.300 
lEE4HIII O ARCll-'JE'31A61 OTSlfRB-N DPB-N* 1 E l  B A K  -000 .COP .6CO 3.430 
I t311QHa5 1 APCII-O231ABO OTS153B=N ORB X0.1 W T I E T  B;SE - 003 .COO -6CO 3.430 
t BE4HE)Ol f: A X  ll-C231 A 8 0  CTf LSW-N ORB N0.Z OUTiET B A S  . OOC -COO -5GJ 3.b30 
FIG. 130 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MXCH=O.6 
PAGE 700 
' F4m w--*:fi.;..a:i ar.+71t(rY. +t:P:;*pt:l.l., :. :a-WXm w:;"- ti'," :: .... ?-;I. *( ,,: $&;;p$x: . .$*. :, ki: 8 . ... , . !   . .  . . "'* . "" v: . . I , . _  raF):T!:pmm 
DATA SET SYI%Ck 
tAE4H291 0 
I AE4WI k 
ttPQ+tint 8 
fAE4H12) A 
I tE4YBBl t 
(4fQHSLJ 
CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTtON ELV-I0 V HACH RN?L 
ARClt-0231A90 OTS1SWB=OFF @?a-MFI ET BASE .009 ,300 . 9 ~  4.251 
ARC11-0231A80 OTStSES=N W 9 . N  1 El BASE -000 -000 .9m 4.250 
A2ClI-0231A93 C?S1SRS=N 6?p3=R- J ET BASE . OOC -000 -400 4 2 . 1  
APCtt-C23tAi30 CTSISW=N -NCPS=N* 1 ET BAK . CCO -009 .90Q 4.;150 
ARC11-C23Id93 CTS[SW=X GI73 M.1 CjTIET BAC-E . OOC .OOO .9CO 4.FCO 
kRC11-5?31Ati3 OISiSE3:N ORB h9.Z OUTJET BLSE .000 -0';i.i -900 4.250 
ALPHA = -4.000 = .030 PHI - . ilC3 PAGE 701 1 
DATA K T  SYt?BOL CCWIGURATIDN DESCRIPT I OFJ 
1 AE4W9 ) 0 ARC I 1-023 t A00 OTS f SRB-OFF ORB=CFf l ET 8AfE 
rAC4H211 Cf ARCli-U23tABO OTS1SW.N OPa=N 1 ET 3 6 5  
rAE'tH16) 9 ARCll-0231AB3 OTSlSRB=N CPB=N- 1 ET BASE 
I 4 ~ b r i l ~ )  APClI-Gri3;ABO CTSiSRB=N OW&N+ 1 ET BASE 
I kE4tr5361 g APCI I-023lAi3D OTSISEEI=N WS W. I OUTlET B&SF 
rAE4Hal)  D &RCll-C23iA6OOTSISRB-N O R R M . 2 W T I E T B A C , E  





















DISTANCE FkOM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS 13N ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=O.9 
ALPHA. = -9.000 BETA = .OGO PHI - ,900 - PAGE 702 
4; 
DATA SET SY- CONFIUATIDN DEfCRIPflON 
1AE9H291 0 ARCll-G231ABO DTSrSFiB=@FF ORB=Wf) E l  BAS 
IAT9Wl:  ARC1 1 -0231dS0 OTSlSRE=N ORB=N I Ef BASE 
(AEQFil61 9 ARC11-0231ABO OTSICB=N CRB-N- €1 BASE 
iAErlH12) A ARC1 1-0231ABU aTSri.8=N ORB--N+ 1 ET B A S  
IAEWi361 &L ARC1 1-0t31A80 OiSlS9B=P4 OPa M.1 OUT )El BASE 
(AEQHBII 0 ARCll-CZ3lbBD OTStSRB=N ORB N0.2 WTJET BASE 
ELV-IB ECV-OB MASH 
-000 -000 ,900 
-000 -000 -900 
.OOO .OW -900 
-000 . 1300 .9!lfJ 
.DO0 " 000 .90G 
. q00 -000 .goo 
DATA SET SYh!33L C 3 W  IGURAT f ON DESCRl PT ION 
ALPHA 
ARCII-023IA80 OTS(SPg=CFF ORB=DTF) El BASE 
AI?Cl'I-U23IA03 OTSrSI?9=N OR3=N 1 ET SASE 
IRCi1-023IA63 OTStSRB=N ORB-N- 1 El BASE 
ARCII-C231ABO OTSISRB-N ORB=N+ t ET BASE 
ARC11-O>liiADO CTS(SRS-.N ORB NQ.1 OUTlET SASE 
AAClI-C?3iA80 OTS(SRB=N CR3 NO.2 WTIET BASE 
ELV-C8 MACH RNIL 
-000 .900 4.BO 
. OCO .930 4.250 
. OCO -900 4.25g 
.ooo -930 r.250 
. 000 .9CO 4.250 
-000 .gao 4 . ~ 0  
= -4.000 BETA = -000  PHI = 270.0Ql PAGE 704 
DATA SET 
r AE4H29 1 
t AE4H21) 
ICtT4H161 
I AL14V?6 1 
I A54tlQ 1 t 
4LPFIA = .OClO BETA = .000 FHI - .003 PAGE 705 
DATA SET SYM90L C W I W A T I D N  DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH SN'L 
(AE4H29) 0 ARCII-023IABO OTSlSRB=OFf ORB=WF) ET BASE -000 .OED .300 4 .Z50 
lAE4t4211 U AECII-0231480 OTSlS%3=V ORB=N I ET BhSE . DCO .COO .930 4.250 
IPE4H161 Q ARC1!-0?3IAC?'J OISISPB=N OR9.N- I ET BASE .OD0 .OOD .go0 3.2511 
I A E 4 H l 2 )  ARCl1-0231ABD OTSl!if?O=N ORB-Y* ) ET BASE . C30 - 900 . Q"O -- 4 .250 
IAEWi361 $ AFii 1 -OP5:AB? OiS15R3=4 OF3 NO. i W T  l E I  BASE -300 -000 .$SO *.ma 
i&E4Hi311 D A~;I-C?31ABJ3TS1S~B=N OD9h3.2QUT)E~ OAK . CGO -390 -90C 4.252 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT,  MACH=0-9 
ALPtik = .COO BETA = .CCO PHI = S3.GrJC PAGE 706 
5 c2 
DATA SET SYI.iBCL CONF IWRAT ION KSCRIPT ION 
t AF\~WW o ARCI I -0231~83 OTS~SR~=WF  OFF I ET BASE 
IAfW2tl AFCll-0231A80 OTStSRB=N OEB+N I ET BASE 
(Af4Hi6) O A4CIl-OZ31ABO OTS[SFB=PS OFZR=N- i Ef BhfE 
fhC'tW?1 $ hFCll-C23144fiCTSL'i1'!3:N O P i l : N * I  E T O A X  
1 AL4tiB6 1 &i?Cll - !JZ3:At10 OISlSHB-hi 05D bi0.l OUTIET BASE 
























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESsURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
ALPHA = -000 BETA = ,000 P H I  = .80.000 PAGE 707 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWtGURATiON DESCRlPTfON 
(AEltH291 0 ARC11-0231A60 OTS[SR9=CFF ORB-OFF) ET 
t acs~c?t r ARCI I - 0 3 1 ~ ~ 0  OTSCSRB=N WSN I ET BAS< 
l lCbH161 8 U C I  !-0?3liBO 0"51SQE=N 0RB.N- I E7 BLSE 
lkC4Ht;ZI 4 AFCII-023IABo OTS(SES=N WS=N* 1 ET BASE 
lfiLllHS61 L~fl:-C?31ABOC'5(SRB-N CF3NO.IOUTlETBASE 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
ALPHA = .000 BETA = .clan PHI = 270.r3co PAGE 708 
DATA SET 
( AE4H29 1 




t AE4tr31 I 
0A:A K T  SYlR3OL CW1GURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-09 W H  RN f L 
r hE4Hc?9) 0 ARC I 1-U23IABO OTf lSRB=OFF OF,.-OFF I ET BASE .OOQ .a00 ,906 4.250 
1 hC4wI 1 @ ARC1 1-0241kBO 0iStSPB:P; OF?B=N 1 ET RASE . 000 -000 .990 4.250 
IP_'QHi61 0 hRC1:-0231ABO OTStSRB=N M t N -  I ET BASE .OW .OhJrl ,900 9,250 
( &E%Hf2r 1.RC11-OS3tABO OISISES=N @BIN* 1 ET BASE .COO -000 .900 4.2's 
Ikt.*h%l ARCII-Oi?3IAUO OTS(SRE(=N G S B N 0 . 1  WrlET BASE -000 . OCO .900 Q . 2 3  
I n c r i ~ l  I D mt1 1 - C ~ ~ I A B O  :SISRB=:~ ma ra.2 o u t l ~ r  BPSE .GOO ,900 -900 ' 4 . ~ 3 1  
ALPHA 
- - 4  -.2 C .2 . L) .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED M\I OUTER RADIUS, RIROO 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
= 4.000 BETA = .OCD PHI = 9Ci.000 PAGE 710 
O4TA SET SYMOL C M I C w a A T I O N  DESCRIPTION CLV-18 ELV-06 M4CW RNfL 
(Af%i'9) 0 ARCll-U~31P;80OfStSRB=OFfORB=OCFl ETRASE .a00 .DO0 -900 4.250 
l AWH2 1 1 ARC1 1-0i?51&80 OTSSISPB=N OR9=N 1 ET BASE 
-000 .a00 -930 4.~50 
1 X*PiSI 1\RC1! -0231A80 OTStSPEt=N ORB-N- I ET BkSE 
- 000 "000 .900 4 . m  
lhEt'4HlZl ARCII-0231A80 CTS(SRB=N W - N *  1 El BPSE 
-000 .oou .900 % - K O  
fAf4H95f ARC1 ! - 6231W OiSltQg=N WS NO. 1 WTIET EASE 
-000 ,003 .so0 4.m (AE4HBt1 APCii-023iAEQOTSifi?B=N OR9NO.ZWTfElBIK 
























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER FU#IUS, RfROD 
FIG- I31 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFflCIENT, H.ACH=0.9 i .. 




1 Af.rti421 I 
1 P 3 H : f i l  
r AE4HI2 1 
t M456 1 
r 4t4ritil I 
ELV-16 ELV-W %ACH WJL 
-900 4.250 
.mil r . m  








DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON WTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=0.9 f 
PAGE 712 
DATA SFT SYPS3OL CtW=lt09hTIW DESCRIPT~QN 
tBEQW9k 0 ARC! I -C1;?31A@0 OfSi%=CFF ORS-m) ET BASE 
f!3!3fe I AgCii-0231hBD OiStS~3=% W8-N I E l  3 A Z  
fPK*H161 2 S": 1 -O&?JI&BO 'JIS'S'grN a 9 . N -  t ET 34% 
f HT*H32 t 4 &f?C I i -323XAt30 bTSlSng=N W3=rl* t ET RASE IPc4iC!fil hW i l  -CTTIAR3 OTI;(E.V&7?J 023 Fa. I WTIET R8T.E 
1 a 6FC!t-CZ3iAHD O : S I C m  N Wi W.2 W? tET BASE 
ALPHA = 'T.4 = - 4 . O t j Q  PH: - ' ~ 9  
- - PAGE 713 
ELV-I 8 
ALPHA = .OO?3 9ETA = -4 .023 P H I  = 03.2C3 PAGE 714 
CONIGURATlCiU DESCRIPTION 
ARClt-0231A80 OiSrSR9=OCF ORB=OCCt ET BAK 
ARCll-023IA80 CTS(E.FE)=N ORB-N 1 ET BASE 
hRC11-023iA90 37S(SP3=N N -  1 El BASE 
APCl i-G23lAE0 CiSrSRS=N 0"9=N* 1 ET B A T  
ASCII-C23rAt30 OI515PE=N CSi3M.I OUTIETBASE 
hriCII-C23fAbO OTSISRB-N WB N0.Z WTlET BASE 
ALPHA = .000 BETA = -4.CSD = i8O.COO PAGE 715 \ 
DATA K T  S W L  CONFICuUCiATION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-05 MACH RNfL 
rBC4WS) 0 ARCfl-Oi?31880 OTSISF?a=OFr WS=OFF) El BASE .OOO .GOO .900 4.250 
IRt4HZI 1 13 ARC1 i -0231A83 OPSlSRa=N 0RB.N I ET BASE .OOO .DO5 . 4 - 2 s  
tQE4HI61 O ARCi!-0291ABO OTSISW-N m = N -  1 E3 04% .GPO ,000 -900 V . 2 3  
r 9 ~ 4 ~ 1  2 1 $ ARCll-0231ABO OTStSe9=N CQa-N* 1 ET BASE ,000 -000 - 9 3  4.?3 
f BEW36 I ARC11-CE31ABO OTStS%=N ORa NO.1 W T l E T  SASE -000 -000 ,900 4.253 
iSE'tWB11 0 ARC11-023IA83OfSr~~=hi OF'BW.2WT)ETBASE -003 . ODC .WG r.250 
0 1 .o 1.2 -.4 -. 2 - 2  .4 .6 .9 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RiROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURi COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
PAGE 716 

DATA SET SYWOL CONFltURAflON DESCRIPTlON ELV-18 ELV-OB VACH RN/L 
fBE4Hi19) G ARCII-023l48D OTSCSPB=OFF ORB=WFI ET O A K  -000 .COO -900 4 . E O  
(BC4H21 I a ARC1 1 -0231ASC OTSrSRB=N 0RB.N I ET EASE -000 .030 .000 4.359 
tBZttHi61 0 ARC1!-0~31k9G OTSrSPS=N ORB=N- ET BASE -000 -000 ' ,9CO 4.259 
~ B E ~ H I ~ )  kPf1I-G23!ADO CTSLSRB=N ORB=N+ 1 El BASE .OOO -000 -900 *.ED 
IOE'tM161 % AEC11-11131180 OTS15RB=N CPS NO. 1 OUT1ET BASE -000 .GO@ -930 QA3C 
(SE4HBIl D ARCll-OZ5lABCI OTSlSr?B=N ORB N0.Z OUTrET BASE -000 . 0i)C .SDO 4.250 




DATA SET SYVQQL COW IGURAT I ON OESCRiPf ION 
lVi'4H1?31 0 IRC11-0231A80 OTS(SPE=CFF GR9=OFFl El BASE 
IOr4HZI I U ARC1 l-Oi?Sl%BO QTS:SR&=N OP?=N 1 El BASE 
IEEltH161 0 ARC1 l-U2jIABO CTStSPB*N CQB=N- I E T  BASE 
ALPHA 
ELV-IB ELV-09 11ACH SNJL 
.LOO .OOO -900 4.250 
. OCO .DO0 .900 4.KO 
. 0C.O -000 .900 4.250 
.OOS . OCO -900 4.253 
. Oi3 .500 -950 4.240 
-009 -000 .9OO 4 - 3 0  
- . L t  -.2 3 .2 - 4  -6 -8 1.0 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE FRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
- 
- .OOG BETA = '4 ,653 Fki i . : e z . = t ; ~  PAGE 719 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. R/ROD 
FZG. 131 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=0.9 
- 
- .OOC BETA = 'i.OGO PHI  = 2-70 .[:GO PAGE 720 
e 
(AEW-l30I 0 &I?CIt-C23IAEO O:SfSi?B-CTF ORB=OFFl ET SASE 
I &t4~,72 I AFCIi-023IAf33 OrS(SFe=N OP9.N I ET BhSE 
I AEWii?l 9 LQCI I-0131180 OTS1SPB=N CW3.N- I ET BASE 
( A f 4 H l f l  &PC:l-CZ31ABD OTStCn!3=N CPB=N* ) ET BASE 
t 4E4W7 I ARC11-CZjIABO OTS(5P3-N OW 9  NO.1 OUTIET BASE 
t A E ' i M i ? )  D ARC 1 1  -C?31 k69 OTf 1539-N ORi? '40.2 OUT JET B P S  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 




I nrw22 t 
rAE4H171 
K kt4HI3 )  
r n r r ~ 3 7 1  
t AE4P62 I 
SY:%L COkTIGURATIONMSCRIPTION ELV-IS ELV-OB MACY wrL 
-003 1.100 4.250 
.OD0 I.IrJ0 %.a0 
-001: I .too *.+?so 
.ODE, 1.100 4-250 
.000 1.100 4.250 
.090 I .  109 4.250 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=l.I 
ALPHA = -4.0CO BETA = .0(3fl PHI = 2S.2OC) PAGE 722 
3 A i A  SET 
I AE4H30 1 
iAC4W2) 
I &54Hlf I 
I AE4H13 I 
1 nE4%371 
C Z,E4W2 > 
SYmOt C W l W R A T I O N  DESCRIPTSON ELV-I8 ELV-0% MACH RNfL 
0 ARC1 I -0231ABO OTSISRB-OFF OR9-OFF l ET BASE .000 .OED 1.100 4 2 5 0  
0 kPC!I-0231A83 07515i;B-N W%=N 1 ET BASE .OW -039 1.100 4 - a O  
-000 1.190 4.259 
-009 1.100 4.250 
.OCO 1.loD 4.250 
-3s) i.lGO 9 - 3 3  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=1.1 
= -+,0gg EETA = .ocn PK: = :EZ . :ZO PAGE 723 
SYMBOL CWtG1JRATIOVDESCRiPl ION ELV-JB ELV-Ot3 MACH RNfL 
0 AP3!i-C231ABO OTSfSP9=OfF 093rOFFI ET BASE .OOO .GOO 1.100 4.250 
n w:  :- ~ 2 3 1  neo OTS rsag*~ ~ 9 3 : ~  ET BASE -000 .DO0 1.ICD 4.250 
0 A q : ;  f 23 :Aa  OTSt5-"9=N C -  1 €1 B&SE -000 -0% 1.100 4.259 
f: AWL: : 2 3  iAe!? 075: 599=?4 CFII=N* I CT BASE ,000 .031 1.100 *.?36 
~r;: i 1 -231A130 OiSt';E31-~ C2?a NO. 1 Wr:ET BASE .OD0 .OD? 1.103 4.250 
D A X 1 1 - C t 3 i A 8 3  OTSIS?B-N OPa NQ.2 OUTJET e&S .OOO -003 1.100 4.250 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLIKE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=1.1 
0 Phi: = r170.2t30 PAGE 724, 
SYmX C3NFIGURATfON CESCRIPT ICN ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH R N l l  
0 flC11-0231ABD OTS(5?8=WF ORB=oFFl E l  BASE . C!?O .CC9 i.100 ( r - K O  
0 i t~C:l-GZ?3ika3 OTS[SQB=N W9:N ET BASE , CSO -000 1.130 4.250 
0 A?Cil-f23!ASO OTStCF3=Y CP9.N- I ET RASE .OED .OCO 1.100 '4.259 
ARE: i-e2ll.lPO O?5rs?a.t4 CPa=K- r E i  S:&E .P,:u ,000 I.1'30 ' 4 .ao  
&oci:-a~s:~8a C ; ~ ~ S P B = N  o g r o . ~  O f f T l E i  errc .3zo .ono  roc r . 2 ~  
C h ~ ? ~ I 1 - G ? 3 l h B J O T S ! ~ ~ ~ - : ~  WHN3.2WTlETBASE . CC3 .OQU 1.IOC 4.253 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER R A D I E ,  R / R W  
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=1.1 
PAGE 7s 
DATA 5C1 SYI?BQL COTXfG3tATION DESCRIPTION ELV-19 ELY-DB W H  RPllt 
(AE4H30 1 0 Z1RCIl-OZ3iA83 OiSrSPB=Wf ORS=OFFf ET RASE . OD0 .000 l.lO0 4 . a 0  
1 rJ-+H,?i! 1 XiI-023IABO OTSISFa=N WB-N ET eASE -000 .DO0 1.100 Q.250 
tLK*HI71 A9Ci!-0131193 OT51Y)B:N tP9.N- I iT BASE . 000 .OED I.lC0 '(-259 
.~F4Hi31 ARC; 1-G23iA93 CfS(SRD=N ORO=N* 1 ET SAC& .Jlr)O -000 !.I09 4.&%3 
t ZZ+t+l-' ft?CSl -c?3lA@G 9:5<SPC3-!4 Wi3 No.1 OUTlET R&5E .030 -090 1.103 4-?XI 
'AC'+1%?1 C! &-':I :-C23IAS3 CiSrS'B-• Cc3 "2-2 GUT IF7 B:.55 -0% .008 f.!CO Q.c% 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=T.l 
ALPfiA = -030 SETA = -000 PHI = 2 9 . C l D O  PAGE 726 
CWlGURATfON CEXRIPTIUN 
ARCiI-0231ABO OTSISPB=OFt ORBrOFF) ET BASE 
ASCII-02312180 OTStSFa=N WS=N 1 €1 BASE 
h?~I!-G23iA93 S:S:54B=N C%--ti- j KT 3 A K  
LPCI I-GZ:IABO O T S ~ S D ~ - ~ (  ODJ=N- B ET e m  
APC I I -CZ: aa3 CTS!SPBLN csa t.9. : WT r cr s a z  
ARC11-0231&8O O:SrS"B=N Oi?B X0.Z OUTIEf ekSE 
ELV-IB ELV-DB MAW RN/L 
,000 .030 1.100 4.250 
,000 -003 1.100 4.255 
*DO0 -0 .~5  1.IoD 9 . ~ 3 5  
-900 .OR3 1.189 4.m 
. OC.2 .EC3 1.fCO 4 - 2 9  
. OGO .9t3 1.130 4.aD 
-. 4 -. 2 C ! - - . ct . G -8 1.0 1-2 - 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSWE COEFFICIENT, MAW=I.I 
ALFEA. = SET4 = .Cl i ' f  PH! 1 ip3.3'313 PAGE 727 
r i ~ h ~ ~ t .  ,L:L 1 D + ~ - L ~ . (  - 1- I E . r- A * .  . I - '. . . . % 
DATA SET fYMrjOL CONFIWRATION CEXRIPTIDN ELV-fB EL? W W H  W f t  
1 AEf++t3C 1 0 ARC1 1-0231 A8980 OTSCSP;P6=Q F OF?B=OFF 1 El BASE .000 .OG' f .iOO 4.250 
c kC'rH22 1 C;RCll-0231&00 OTflSF7:N DI?B=N 3 ET BASE .030 .OOG 1.fW 4.pil) 
~ L E W I T ~  8 AWI I - O ~ J ~ A B O  OTS159=N OPB=N- I TT 8.5~ .UVO .COQ 1.100 4.~+3 
:AE4ti131 APfll-U?3lASO OTSfSEB=N WB=N+ 3 ET BkSE . 0rta . C09 100 4.250 
( A E L f n 9 7 I  f; ;PC1 I - C i ) 3 i & 9 3  OTS1Sa!3=Y N0.1 OUTtET 81s -030 .OiO 1. '3 @--?%I 
6 ~ 5 4 ~ 2  n A F C I ~ : - U ~ Z I ; ‘ ~ ~  CITSI~~S-N 13713 m.2 OUTSET BASE .OBO . O I O  z.ico '4.250 
-.4 - -2  0 - 2  - 4  .6 -13 1 .fl 1-2 i - 4  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. R t R W  
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=t.l 
ALPHA = .Offg E T A  = .9GO Pki! = .3'73.3300 PAGE 723 
cr, 
.- 
DATA SET SY!:!3X C O W  l W i R A T  ION DESCRIPT13N ELV-18 ELV *OB F4CH 9NtL 
1 AE4H3CI I 0 ARC 1 1 -0231 A80 QTSI SR3=CFT ORB=wF) Et BASE ,UOO .GOO 1.100 't-i?‘x 
tAf4H22) ARC: l -O231RH3 OTSlSPa=N W = N  1 ET BASE .OCO .OO@ 1.100 4.250 
1 AEkHi7) 0 AEiC1 f -0231~00 OTSISV2-N CQS=N- C: BkSE . OVO -000 1.100 .I-?% 
rAT'tFli31 CPC; :-~?31:.83 O?SISP~=N 0~8=h* I ET BSSE ,COO .003 1,100 4253 
r ;rrriijTr 2 Cuct I -o23i1\uo oistsw=Z: w-8 PC. I WTlET E w i E  .830 .ooo 1.103 4.250 
(Af4r!Ei? ) 0 ART:' 1-oi?31:,eo o;sI~<~* u 0!:B !Kt.,? w: IET @&SE -020 . O ~ O  r.;m 4 . ~ ~ 0  
-.4 --. -.c 0 .2 . L? -6 -8 1.0 1.2 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=l*I 
= 4.000 ECTA = .GCI0 PHI - . CL)O 
DATA S E T  SYZSCL C W I S X R X T l f 3 4  DCSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB EACH Rh'lL 
iAi;tH3T)) 0 ARtll-Ut31h83 OTSfS*3=OFF WS=WF1 El BASE -5'30 -000 1 -I00 't.259 
1 AEQtb'21 D &RCl  ;-U?3l;.@O CTSIS%I-N OPB=N 1 ET -000 .BOO 1 .!DO 4.?50 
IAf+f171 0 kPfil-O?3i&BaQTSISW'-N C W = N - i  ETSASE -000 .000 1.ICO 4.253 
i ?  1 4 ARC: I-CZSlS(e3 0:SlS~9-'( OPS=lJ* 1 ET BASE . CJG ‘353 ! . ICE h.252 
t ; t  A c f  i :  -C23::+ti3 D!S'5"9=N OEa t;?. 1 OUTIET SASE .SOU .C33 l . !C3 %.-3O 























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RfROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=I.I 
.4LPHp. = 4.000 g C T A  = .CCO Pe! = 5 3 . r J G O  PAGE 730 
@==% P- 
hd t;; 
DATA SET SYtCBOL CWIGURArION MSCRIPTIm 
-0231hBO OTSfSRS=OFF ORB=DFF) ET BASE 
- 0 3 i A 6 3  OTSISF%=N C?B=N 1 ET BASE 
-2231ARO 0ISlfES:R PRB-N- I E l  BASE 
-OF'3!ABO CTSlSQB=N OWB=N* 1 E l  BASE 
-G23lnFO OTStSW3-N @?a N9.s WTYET BASE 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON GUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
F I G -  I32 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=I.1 
A i F M  = 4.000 SETA = .CS3 Piii = ;g3.1;r~tj PAGE 73'1 






ARCII-0231A80 O?SISRB=OFF OilB=IXFI ET BASE 
APCll-023iA80 OTSCSPB=N ORB=N 1 ET 3ASE 
ARC11-0231A83 OTsr5RQ=N CQDxN- 1 El BASE 
kRCil-O23IABO OTSfSRB=N OR9=N+ J El BASE 
AQCll-OZ3IABO DrSiSGS=El 0% NO.1 OCITIET BASE 
ARCli-0231A80 OiS(SRB=N 0% N0.2 OUTlET BASE 















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RA31US. RIROD 
F I G .  132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.1 
= 9.530  BETA = .000 Pt!I = 270 000 PAGE 732 
DATA K T  SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB YACH RNf L 
1 BE4HB0 1 8 ARC1 I -0P31ABD OT5(SR!3=iZF ORsaWF I El B A Y  -000 .000 1 . I 0 0  4.250 
1 BCrtH22 I ARCll-0231ABO OTSfSI%=N ORf3.N ) ET BASE .OOO .OOO 1.100 4.250 
ierrtH17) 0 ARCll-0231Ae0 OTSlSRB=N V s Y -  1 ET BASE ,000 .000 1.100 4.250 (BCrHiz) ARC! 1-0a31~ao oTstsRe=N or?d=~t I ET BAX . oou -000 1.100 4.250 
I B E ~ H ? ~  I AQC i i - o a i ~ m  O T S I S R ~ = ~ I  osa NO. 1 CUT ~ E T  BASE .ooo .ooo 1.100 4.253 
tE?E4bsC21 i \T iC l l -0~3 lAE9OTS~S~B=N 099KO.2OUT~ETBASE . OoTi -030 1.100 4 . ~ 3 3  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON E T  BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.1 




"I :  
b 
7 
DATA SCT SYWOL CONTI~J;~ATIO:~ DESCRIPTIW ELV-18 ELV-DB MACH wrt 
rBfkk3737) b Af?Cl!-C231J.BD 0TSfSr"B:E: C73 SO.! OUTIET SASE .OD0 .000 1.100 9.2% 
lBfsHS?l D A X ! : - C 2 3 i 5 8 3  OiS1S"Ei=Y ORB K3.2 OUTlEI B&SE .DO0 .DOG 1.100 9.250 
-.4 - .2  r,t .2 .4 -5 .a 1.0 i -2  
OiSTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=I.l 
ALPHA = -092  BETA = -4.03fl FH! = 9Cl.ClCfl PAGE 734 
DATA SET SY:2OL CCP;TIGURATICN CESCR1PT:ON ELV-I% E L V - M  YdCH w:rL 
i EbY311  4Qt11-0?31&93 O:SfSW=%-F OGg=g.DFFI El BASE 
-331) .:c9 t . I " u  'e.z750 
~ B C * b 2 Z ~  8 L K i  t-013iA83 075:5=3=N CRS=N > E f  BAK . CC3 .Ct3 1.123 4 - 3 3  
: Z E L I . L ~ I ~ )  o PC; : -ci?3!&~:: o:s(s=g=~i CSS=V- I E T  a h s ~  
. G3-3 . -- .+ .. . :.I53 4.Z.9 
tBkkW3: APCl  i-CZ3lA33 C:S:S:g-:J (?&'S=Yt 1 ET QqSE .-no 
.**" .: 33 !.I:= 4.?53 
f 6% Wi37 1 A 1 i - 3  5 -  C8.9 l l i .  1 (iv7:Et BiSF .?30 3 I .  1-3 4 . 7 :  
iLjt'trrJ2t ARC1 : - C 2 3 t B U ' ;  C : ~ C S ~ B  N 'JPU k3.2 OUT IET UJL;T 






















-.4 - - L 2 J -2 - 4  - 5 f 1 
- i! I .t, ; - 2  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON E l  BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=I.I 
~.:',ncii; = -222  ~ 7 ;  - - i , r ;Y:  f?p:  = ;?S- 4!,d . .< PAGE 735 

. , f A & *  ,...2.L3:r.:,  - .. 25.'. >"a'~3,2'J-":E: f;:'C .--- PC  
- 
. . ... 
* . .  




- .4 - . 2  5 -2' .4 . t' . 4  * .  - : *LJ 
OISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIRm 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ZT BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=l.I 
PAGE 737 
- - 
Dr:n SET sf- cw ~ G . W A ; I ~ ~  S~CFIIPT!OT; ELJ-re t ~ v - c s  ?rrcr c,.; 
fGF4'r?3 t 0 LQC t t -C?3i183 O*StSEE!=CFF C-*FT1 t f BA5F . e x  .::!? I.:C2 9.P-2 
I E E * ~ U ~ ' I  G ~ ' ~ C I ~ - C F ~ [ : J : C : ' ~ ~ * ; G ' ~ + Y  p . ? . r c  t E f  P:;E - 5 3  . . .- 1.1: *..V,,; 
fBt,%L+i?) .  *u=;:-:z~!ny;; ~'~-:s i j tu  t j f f  a k ~ , ~  .$XI .C ;? : - . i ' -3  
fW.'u+423l & ~ f : l - ~ ~ 3 ~ & i . ? ~ : 5 1 + ! ) ~ : ;  C C ; ~ * ? J + )  E T B A S E  .--I nnrl 1 . 1 *.1'-:3 
r &, 4*+7 I C. tu: ; : :J: r-; ~ : ~ r  1." *i ~ z . 3  s .2.  ; 2-1 8 :  v c.a i~  ...-I n -  .':? 1.1:: '. t r :  
rgtw.1;3, 2 w_::  :;~;:.y:: c-5. 6" '4 c;? *,3.2 =r,-:f- . C 6 3  . .  a" -.- : *.. .. - *
-- .2 r, A .2 .4 -6  -6  7 a .4 ;. I .2  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RfROO 
FIG. 132 PLUiIE EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.1 
ALPHA = .000 Bf T,1 -- 4.0C10 !'ti: = '23.5CG PAGE 738 
1J 9 
DATA SEf SYKWL CCW!GORATION CESCRlPTlON CLV-18 E L Y - 0  EACH RNJL 
IBE~~'?'?! 0 AF?C11-Ot31AB0 QTsrFPB=CFF O R B 4 F F I  €1 BASE -000 -000 1.100 4.250 
[fiT'-H2Z1 0 ARCIt-ClZ31A8:: OTS[SFB=N CIF9=N 1 Ef BASE .CCO .CS2 1. iC5 9.?5C 
fPE4Yi71 0 AGC1]-C231ABG O'Sf5Fr=N CPg=N- 1 ET 0455 .03g . 1.ICO 4.250 
tUELtYl3t &2fi!-Ci?3iiSCI :'StSELizN OaY=h* 1 ET 34SC . ELI3 .C20 1.1.33 4.250 
r f3.bc.37 ! AQCl: -2,131 AGZ CTS:.l=a-V i?RS LO, 1 WT:ET BASE . a30 2 1.1~3 4 . ? ~  























-.4 - .2  b . ;I - .4 -6 . i3 1 .G f - 2  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.1 
- ALPFA - -053 E 1 . S  = S.rJGG Pii = i22.'~59 PAGE 739 
















6 A K  
ens€ 
SASE 
-.4 - . 2  0 . c .4 -6 . E! f .O 1 .;3 1.4 P 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RJROD 
FIG. 132 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFiCIENT, MACH=I.I 
- 
 .SOD SETA = 4.C)OO Pi-1: = 27O.OCO PAGE 740 
+ 
L 
* i  
-7. 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
IAEqH31' Q ARCII-023IABO OTSISRB=OFF ORB=OFFl ET BASE 
tAEWH231 17 ARCll-0231A80 OTSlSRb=N ORB=N 1 ET GAS€ 
(AE9HIB) O ARCli-023IA80 OTS[SRS=N G+?B=N- 1 ET BASE 
(AE4HIMl ARCll-0231A8O OTS(SW=N ORBzN* 1 ET BASE 
( A E ~ ~ J ~ B  1 ARCif-0231A80 OTStSRB=N OW3 No.1 WTIET BASE 
CAI . 0 ARC1 I-OE'3IdBO OTSI599=N OPB NO.? OUTIET B4SE 
ALFHA 
ELV- IB ELV -OB MACH KNfL 
.DO0 -COO 1.250 Q.250 
.DO0 .coo 1.250 9.m 
.ooa .COG 1.- *.a 
-000 .COO 1.250 4.aCl 
-0130 .COO 1-25!: 4.2% 
. ODD .COO i . ~ a  *.KO 
- .Lt - .2  3 .2 - 4  . Ei -8 1.0 1.2 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RfROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MPGH=1.25 
- -4 000 BETA = .000 PHI - 000 PAGE 'Ptl - 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTION ELV-I8 FLV-08 MhCH RNIL 
tAE4H31J 0 ARCII-0231ABO OTStSRS=OFF ORB=OFFl ET htK .OD0 .#oa 1.250 4.250 
lAtSH231 a ARCII-GZ3;ABC OTS(SRB=N ORB=N 1 E' BASE .000 .OOO 1.250 S.250 
I AE4HIB1 0 ARC$ !-023IARO OTStSResN CRB=t;- ) ET 9A5E .000 .000 1.250 r . 2 ~  
I kK4H14 i APC11-0231AB3 OTS15RR=N ORB-;N+ 1 ET BASE ,000 .000 1.253 4.250 
I A t  4H99 I AHC I I-OE'ZIA8D '3TSrSw3=h! 0110 XO. 1 OUTIET BASE -000 -000 1 . K 9  9.250 
IkE'?H831 Q ASCII-023IA80 OTSISRBiY OPB NO.2 WTIET BASE .GOO ,000 I . ~ f l  't.2'53 
-.4 -.2 0 - 2  . 't - 6  .i3 1.3 1 -2  i - 4  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIX, R/ROD 
F I G .  133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE CClEFFICIENT, MACf-!=..E5 
ALPYA = -Q.030 BETA = .GCG PHI = (33.r300 PAGE 742 
I . ,  
b& 
DATA SET SYRBOL CONFIGURATIW DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH RN/L 
r AEttH3I I 0 ARC 1 I -023IABO OTSCSRB-CFF ORB=OFF l ET BASE ,000 .OCO 1.250 4.~53 
IAELtH231 ARC11-0231AB0 OTStSRB=N ORB=N ET B A S  .OD0 .DO0 t.250 4.250 
rAC4HIB1 0 ARCIl-0Z3IkBO OTS(Sr79=W 0RB.N- 1 ET RASE .OD0 .ODD '-250 4.250 
I At%).{ I 9 I ARC1 1-C23tABO OTStSPB=N OW=N+ ET BASE .000 . OO? -253 4.250 
I AE'IHDO 1 ARCII-C23IA8G OTStSRO-N ORB N3.1 OUTJET BASE .DO0 .Oil0 -250 ;.i?50 






























- . r t  - .c. 6 - 2  . 't - 5  .8 1 .C '1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
i. \ 
P.LPHA = -4.001) BETA = .OD0 Pi-t-f! = iEC.OG13 PACE 743 4. 
DATA SET SYKBOL CONTIGWRATIDN DESCRIPTlON ELV-I6 EtV-DB M A W  RNtL 
cAEctH3l f 0 ARClE-023IA80 DTSISRB=OFF DRB=WFl ET SASE . OCIO .OOO 1.250 4 . E O  
: ACqH23 I AQClI-023fABO OTS(SRB=N Or?@-N 1 ET BASE . OCfO ,003 1.250 4.250 
t AEltHIBl g ARC t t -0231ABO OTS(SRB=N OFiB=N- f ET BASE -003 .DO0 1.250 '..250 
t AE4Hl'o ARC11-023IP80 OTSISRB=N WB=N+ 1 ET BASE 
I AE4HR8 1 ARCil-0231A8OOiS159B=N W S M . 1  OUiiET BASE 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = -4.003 BETA = .OOQ PHI = 270.f;OO PAGE 744 
(AE9H31) 0 kRf l  
1 AC9H23! [7 ARC! 
tAE4HLE) 0 ARC1 
IAE4Hi4) A ARCl 
(AE4H3BI fh ARCl 
I rtf'tti03 I 0 ARC 1 
1-023IA80 OTSCSRB=mF ORB=OFFl ET BASE 
1-0Z3iABO OTS(SUB=N ORB=N ) ET BASE 
1-0231A83 OTSISPB=N ORBIN- 1 ET SASE 
I-C231ABO OTSCSFB=N OR3=N+ FT SASE 
- --
I ~33iA80 OT5rSRL3=N ORB R3.1 0t;T;tT BASE 
I-Oi'3iA83 OTStSRi-N OP8NL1.2OUT)LT BASE 
ELV- 1 E ELV-08 MACH WfL 
ALPHA 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
- 
- -000 BETA = . GSS FClI - - 
. O D 0  PAGE 745 
DATA SET SYKOOL CONFIGURATION DESCffIPT1ON ELV-I8 ELV-0% MACH RN/L 
ARCl1-023iABt) OTS(SfB=OFF ORB=OFFI ET BASE 
APClI-O?3IARO OTSISRB=N ORB=N ) El BASE - - . - - - . -- - - - - 
ARC1 I -0231A83 OTS tSRB=N O R ~ = N -  ET BASE 
ARCil-C231ABO OTSiSEB=N ORB=N+ 1 ET BASE 
A~f11-C23!ABCJ OTSCSQB-N ORB MO.l OLITIET BASE 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 





DATA SET SYMBOL CCWIGURATION OESCRfPTlON ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH SlotL 
IAE4H3I) 0 ARCli-023IAB0 OTS(SRB=OFF ORB=OFFI ET BASE 
r AC41i23 1 -003 -0CO t ,250 4.253 ARCII-0231AB3 OTStSRB=N ORB=N ET BASE 
.OD0 .OOO 1.250 Y.250 bE4HI8) 8 ARC1 i-021IABO 01515RB=N JRB=N- I ET B A Y  
- 000 .OCO 1.250 9.25G 
I AEkHi9 $ ARC1 1 -0231A83 CTS[SRB=N ORB=N+ ET SASE 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH.1.25 
ALPHA = 009 BETA = -000 PHI = 270. QGO PAGE 748 
DATA SET SYKBOL 
lAE4H311 0 




r AEWfB31 a 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARCll-023lABO OTS[SP3=OFF ORB=OFF) ET BASE 
ARC11-0231AB3 OTSISRP=N 0RF.N I ET BASE 
A9CI:-023iABO OTS!SQEt=N CRR=K- I FT RLCF - -  - - -. -..-- 
ARC 1 I -C231ABO OTSISQB=N ORS=N+ I ET BASE 
kPCII-O;?3IA80 OTSISRB=N ORB KO.1 OUTIET BASE 















ALPGA = It . D O 0  BETA = .GOO ? H i  - .Or30 PAGE 7q9 
DATA SET SYXBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNlL 
tAE'1N3IE # ARC[:-023;ABO OISISRB-OFF OFtB=OFF.'I ET BASE .OOO ,000 1.250 4.250 
t At4HZ3 ARCl1-023IAEiO OiSrSRB=N ORB=N 1 ET BASE .000 .000 1 ,250 '1.230 
IACQHIBI 8 ARC, I-DZIIABO TS[SR~=N O R ~ = N -  I ET BASE .ooo .OOO 1,250 '1.250 
t AE1tH14 1 ARCil-0231ABO OTS(SRB=N We=&+ I ET BASE -000 ,000 1.250 4.250 
I hC4hRB 1 k AQCI I -0231ADO OTSl5I?EI=N ORB NO. 1 OIITIET R&SZ .DO3 -000 1.250 4.Z50 
(AE4hB31 a ARC1:-GZ3IABO OrStSRB=N ORB kO.2 OUTJET EASE -000 -000 1.250 q.250 
ALPHA = 
- - 4  - . 2  0 - 2 . 4  .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=l.25 
4.000 BETA = .000 PHI = 90.000 PAGE 750 
DATA SET SYt3BDL 
cAC'iH31 1 @ 
rAC4H23 t U 
( AEkH14 I 
(AE4t2031 3 
CONFIGURATION OCSCRlPTlON EtV-IB ELV-0B MACH RN/L 
ARC11-0231A80 OTSISRB=OFF ORB=OFFI ET BASE . 000 .DO0 1.250 4.2'50 
ARCII-023fABO OTStSRBeN ORB=N I ET BASE .DO0 .DO0 1.250 4.250 
ARCII-0231ABO OTSrSRB=N ORB=N- 1 ET BASE .OOO .OOO 1.250 4.250 
ARCll-0231ABO OTS(SRB=N CRB=N+ 1 ET BASE -000 .OD0 1.250 4,?50 
ARCI!-023!A00 OTSfSRG=N ORB NO.l OUTlET BASE -000 -000 1.250 4.250 
ARCIl-023iABO OTS1SRB-N OR9 NO.2 OUTIET BASE .DO0 .OD0 1 .?50 4.250 
ALPHA = 4.000 BETA = .000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 751 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFlGURATION MSCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-DB MACH RN'L 
t AfrH311 0 ARC1 1 -0231A80 QTS [SRB=OFF ORB=OFFI ET RASE .OD0 .000 1.250 4,250 
tAE4H231 17 kffC11-0231ABO OTStSRB=N ORB-N 1 ET BASE -000 -000 1.250 9.250 
cAE9HISl 0 ARCII-0231ABO OTS[S29=N ORB=N- 1 El BASE ,000 .OOO 1.258 4.250 
tAEW!41 A ARCII-023IABO OTStShd=N ORB=N+ I ET BASE .OOO ,000 1.250 q.259 
(kE4HEB) b ARC1 1 -0Z31ABO OTS[SRB=N ORB NO. I OUTIET BASE .OOO .OOO 1.250 9.Z50 
iAE4HB31 0 ARCIl-O?3IABU GTS(SRB=N ORB NO..? OUTIET BASE . OCO .OD0 1.250 4.250 
-.4 0 .2 - 4  -6  .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROZ3 
I I33 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=:.25 
ALPHA = 4,000 BETA = .OD0 PHI = 270.G00 PAGE 752 
DATA SET SYfBOL fONFIGURATiDN DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB t1ACH RNlL 
rBE4M11 Q ARCll-023IA80 OTSISRB=OFF ORB=OFCl ST BASE . 000 -000 1.KO 4.250 
16C4HZ31 a ARCll-0231A80 OTS(SRB=N ORS=N 1 ET BASE .OD0 -000 1 .?SO S.250 
tBE'tHI81 O ARCt!-023IABO OT5(SRB=N CR0.N- ) ET BASE .OD0 -000 1.250 4.250 
tBE4Hi4 1 ARCll-Oi?S!ABO OTStSRB=N CRB=N+ 1 ET BASE .DO0 -000 1.250 4.250 
t BF4H38 1 k ARtll-DE'31AOO OTS(5RB=I.i O R B N 0 . I  OUTIETBASE -000 .DO0 1 .KO 4.250 
lt3E4H331 C\ APCli-0231480 OTSISRB=N OR8 NC.2 OUTlET BASE .COO -000 1.250 4.250 
0 .2 - 4  .6 -8 -.4 -. 2 1 .Q 1.2 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
AiPtik 7 .000 PETA = -4.000 PHI - . OOr3 PAGE 753 
DATA SET S Y P W  CONFIGURATICN WSCPiPTION ELV- I B 
OTSi SRB=WF 






O l J T l t T  BASE 
OUTlE: BASE 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = -000  BETA = -4.090 P H I  = 95.230 PAGE 754 
DAlA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNlL 
tBE4W311 0 ARClI-023IAS0 OTS(SRB=OFF ORB=OFFl ET BASE 
fBE4H23i 17 ARC1!-023IAB3 CTS(SRa=N ORB=N 1 ET BASE 
?05bH;8? 0 ARCi!-023iA80 OTSI:SPS=N C9B=N- ET BASE 
1 Bf'lt43B I t?r ARC1 l-C23,PAUO CTS:SR3=N ORB NO. 1 OUTfET EASE . 000 -333 1.Z50 4-250 
CBE-lrjr33) 5 ARCII-023IASO OTSrSPB-N O w  R0.2 OUTIET BASE -000 .OOO 1.250 q.250 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACHz1.25 
- - 
PAGE 755 
DATA SET SYMBOL CJWISURA'irW 5ESCFtPTiON ELV-I0 ELV-Oe YACh RVfL 
ARC! I-31ZIAUG OTStSRB-WF ORB=OFF) ET BASE 
ARCli-0231A80 CTStSRB=N ORB=N ) ET BASE 
ARC!I-023IA80 OTSISRB=N ORBEN- 1 E: % A x  
ARCiI-O;t3l&BO OTStSRB=N ORB=N+ ) ET BASE 
ARCI!-O23IABO OTSr3RP=% ORB NO.1 OUTIET BASE 























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = .OclD BETA = -4.000 PHI = 270.000 PAGE 756 
DATA SET SYKBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH 4NlL 
(BE'1H311 0 ARCII-023IABO OTS:SRB=CFF ORB=DFTI ET BASE -000 -030 1.250 4.250 
(BC4H231 ARCli-023iA80 OTS(SRB=N ORB-N I ET BASE ,GOO .OOO 1.253 9.250 
tBE4HlBf 0 ARC1 1-323IABO OTSISRB-N ORB=N- 1 ET BASE -000 .ODG 1.250 4 . K D  
(BE'iHi4) A ARCl:-O23!A80 9TStSRS=W ORB=N+ E' SASE -000 -000 I .WO 4.250 
(BE4HBB) h ARC1 :-023!ABQ OTS'S9S=N Oi78 NQ. 1 0UT)ET BASE -000 -000 1.250 4.250 
fBE-tHEj3) ARCII-023fABD 3TStSPB-Y ORB N0.2 OUTIET BASE .OOO .en0 1 -250 r -250 
C - 2  -4. .6 .9 i .C 1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLlNE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = . C O O  EE'4 = 4.000 PHI - - 0 0 0  PAGE 757 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGC;RATION OESCRIPTION ELV-fB ELV-08 MACH RN'I 
(BE4H311 0 ARCll-023iABO OTS(SRB=OFF ORB=OFFI Ef @ASE . OQO -000 1.250 9 . K 3  
(aC'tH23) ARC:1-0231ABQ OTSlSRE=N 09B=N I ET SASE .000 .OCD i.25G 9.25D 
19ErHlB) 0 ARCfI-023IABO OTSISP9=N ORB-R- 1 ET BASE .000 -000 1.250 b . K O  
(BELrHi4 I APCII-OE'3IASrJ OTStSRB=N OPB=N+ I ET BASE . C3C) -030 t -250 4.F3 
I BE'tHBaI &PC ; I-DZ3I A83 CiSI Sni;=*d CPB VCl- 1 OUTIET RPSE .030 -0110 i -252 '+.t511 
-.4 --2 0 - 2  - 4  -6  .8 1 . O  1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = .000 BETA = 4 .000  P'rfi = 90.300 PAGE 758 
DATA SET 
FIG. 133 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.25 
ALPHP, = .000 BErA = 4.000 PHI = 180.00U PAGE 759 
DATA SET SYE:'3GL CChlFIGW)ATION DESCRIPTICY ELV-IB ELV-08 YACH RNfL 
CBE4H311 0 ARCII-023:ABO OTS(SRQ=OFF CYIB=OFFI ET BASE - - - - -. - - - - - - - - 
( RT4H23) ARC 11 -0231 ~ 8 0  OTSlSRB=N OQY=N I ET BASE 
( BE4H18 1 ARC I ! -0231 A80 OTS(SRB=N CRB=N- 1 ET BASE 
( E4H 14 1 O ARC t 1-0231 A80 OTS I SRB=N OOuB=+ 1 ET BASE 
CE!EY%981 b. ARC1:-0231Z80 OTSfSRB=N OR3 NO.] OUTIET BA5E 
CBELtHB3) ARClI-02SiABO O?S(SRG=N O W  NO.? OUTIET EASE 
ALPHA 
-.4 - .2 0 .2 - 4  . €5 -8  1.0 1.2 i - 4  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RlROD 
FIG. 1,; PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=lr25 
- 
 .OF? BETA = 4 .000 PHI = cr'7Ll.000 PAGE 760 
DATA SET SYWBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
OTStSRB=OFF 
OTS:SRB=N 
OTS f SRP=N 
CISISRB=N 
Q'St E;fiH=N 
f TS I SGB=N 
6. 40.1 OUTIET 
ORB 10.2 OUTIET 
ELV-IB ELV-06 MACH RN/L 
-.4 - .2  0 .2 .4 -5 .El 1.0 ! .2 i .Q 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE CCEFFICIENT, MACH=l.4 
-4.UOD BETA = . D G O  PYI - . OCIC' PAGE 761 
DATA SET SYWOL CCNCIGURAT:ON MSCR;PTION ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNlL 
IAEbH32) 0 ARCLI*C23lABO OTS(SPB=CCF OfiB=OFF) ET BASE 
- 000 .oso !.roo Q . Z ~  
IAC'iH241 ARCll-0231ABO OTSiCRB=H ORB=N ET BASE 
-000 .03G 1.400 4.253 
ILC4H191 0 ARCII-O23IABC OTSlSRB=N ORB-N- ET BASE 
-000 .@00 1.400 4.250 
(AE4H151 A ARCll-0231A03 OTSCSRB=N ORB=N+ I ET BASE -000 .00D ! .483 4.253 
(kELtH99 1 a A X  1 ! -0231A80 OTS(59B=N ORB W .  1 OUTIET BASE . OGO   DO^ i.roc 4.250 























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=i.q 
ALPHA = -1t.000 EIETA = -000 PHI = 90.000 PAGE 762 
DATA SET 
( A E 4 H 3 2  1 
( AEttH29 l 
l AE4H19f 
i A f 4 H 1 5 t  
t ArQl1?39 l 
t AE4kl84 t 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFPCIEMT, MACH=1.4 
ALPHA = -4.009 BETA = .003 PHI = :83.030 PAGE 763 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLIQATION DESCRiPfION ELV-I8 ELV-08 V4CH RNIL 
CRB=OFF: El BASE 
ORB=N 1 El BASE 
CRE=N- 1 ET B4SE 
CR3=N+ 1 ET BASE 
GRB N0.2 OUT IET BASE 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, R/ROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=l.4 
P.LPHA = -4.000 EETA = .020 PFil = 270.!3'3(3 PAGE 769 
DATA SET SYWOL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC11-023IABO OTS!SRB=3FF ORB=OFFi ET BASE 
ARC!I-023IA80 OTS(SRB=N ORB=N I ET BASE 
ARC[!-O23IABO OTStSRE=N ORB=N- 1 ET BASE 
ARCS!-023IABD OTStSSB=N ORB=N+ 1 ET BASE 
ARCII-023iABO CTSISRB-N OR9 ND.l OUTIET BASE 
ARCII-023iA83 CTS(SQB=N ORB NO.? O t X I E T  BASE 
ELV-IB ELV-OB MACH RNtL 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, Ri'ROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=I.4 
PAGE 765 
DATA SE' 
r AE4H3? 1 
r AC4H2r ' 
lAE4HfSJ 
( AE4Hi51 
I AE4YB9 1 
f Af 4qB4 1 
SYV39L CONrIGCH7ATIOY CESCiiIPTIOY ELV-IB ELY-CS HhCc? W'L 
0 ARCII-O231ABO OTSIS98:OFT ORB=WFI ET  BASE .300 ,003 t .430 r "253 
A9C:i-J231AB3 OTSl5P3-N 04B=N 1 ET B45E .GOO .OX I . 4 3 ~  4.250 
O ARCII-023IABO OTSIS3B=N ORB=N- I ET BASE -030 .COO i ,400 4 -250 
A ARtll-C23IABO OTS(SB=N ORB=M+ 1 ET BASE .OD0 .000 1 . 4 ~ 0  4.250 
AR21 I-023IABJ OTStSRD=hJ ORB NO. I DUTIET BASE .OD0 .GOD 1,4C3 4-25: 
D ARC!l-023IABJ O'SlSPBrN OPa '43 .2  0UT)ET BASE .03C .000 1 - 5 2  4.?53 
- .4 - .2  0 -2 .4 .6 . 8 1.0 1.2 ! . 4  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
DATA SET SYX30L CONFtGt'RATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RNfL 
rAE4H3?1 0 ARCl1-023IABO OiSISRB=OFF ORB=OfFl ET BASE .OOO -000 1.400 4.250 
t AtrH24 I C ARC 1 1-023iABO OTS[SRB=N ORBzN 1 ET BASE .OOO -000 l.r00 4.250 
(AE4i-4191 0 AF?Cl!-023tkBO OTS(SRB=tJ ORBIN- ET BASE -0011 -000 1.400 * . K O  
(AE'tHIS) A ARCIi-92T;tiBO OTStSPB-N @tT=N+ 3 ET BASE -000 .OD0 1.400 4.250 
f AE'Jc1991 k. AFCi 1 -6Z3IABO cTS(SQB=N F a  kt?. 1 OUTlET i3ASE . ODC -000 i -400 4.259 
(AE4YB4) 3 h92!1-023:A80 C:S(SDB=N CQB NO.? OUTJET BASE .OOO .C X  1 .+DO 4.250 
- .2 R .2 - 4  .6 .S I . O  1.2 f .4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROO 
FIG. 139 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
.0130 BETA = .GOO P!ii = 1 8 0 . ~ ~  PAGE 767 
DATA CCT SYXOOL C 6 W  1 G W A T  ION DESCRIPTtON ELV-IB ELV-i)8 MACH 4 N / L  
IAKLtH2'+> 3?Cli-O23IA83 OTSlSRB=N W B = N  I ET BASE 
r A E 4 H l 9 )  @ ARC11-0231AEO OTS(SRi3=N CRB=N- 1 ET BASE 
CAE4HiS) A kPC11-C>3IA80 OTStfRG=N ORB=N+ I El BASE 
I AE4Gjti3s) h AriCi  I -C231A80 CTStSSB--N OR3 luO. 1 WTIET BASE 
IAE4H341  a AWCl:-GZ3iABiI Q;S[SRB=Y 9SB N0.2 WTlET BASE 
-. 4 - .2  b . - P * 3 -6 .ii3 1 . C  1.2 1.4 
DISTANCE F W W  CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG. 134 FLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
- 
- .01;0 SETA = .000 P9i  = 273,OCT) PAGE 768 
DATA SET S Y M m  CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH RNfL 
Z AE4H32 I 0 ARC 1 1 -023 I A80 OTS t SRR-OFF ORB=OFF I ET B&E .OD3 .000 1.400 4.2'3 
( AL4Hd4 ARC11-0231ABO OTS(SRB=N ORB=N ET BASE .?OD .OOO 1.900 Q.250 
I AEIHI91 3 ARC1 ? -023ll8D 01615P9=N ORB=N- 1 ET B15E .OOO -000 1.900 9 . t ~ )  
tAE4H151 Q ARCII-0231A8B OTSr54B=F! ORB=%+ 1 E7 BASE .000 .000 1 .400 r.250 
I AL'tEBB 1 b ARC 1 1 -0231 ABO OTSI93--N ORB VO. 1 OUT )El BASE -000 -000 1.400 4.250 
iAE4HE41 D ARCll-0231ABO OTStSRB-N ORB p40.2 OUTIET BASE .OD0 .000 1.r00 r.250 
-.2 0 -2 - 4  -6 -8 1.0 1.2 1 :4 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. RIROD 
PIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
ALPHG. = 4.000 BETA = .Cr3C) PHI - .3QO " PAGE 769 
DATA SET SYMBM CONFfWRATIW DEfCRlPTiON ELV- IB ELV-OB HACH RYf i 
I AE4H32 1 0 ARC! i -023IAB'J OTS iSRS=OFc ORB=V Ff)  ET BASE .000 .OOC 1.400 4 .253  
(Af4HZ'iI ARCll-U?3SABo OTSISRB-N ORB=N 1 Ei BASE .030 .DOG 1.40U Q.250 
(AE4H19, O A9Ct:-0231ABO OTSISF?B=N ORB=N- ) ET BASE .OD0 .OC3 i .403 4 . 3 5 0  
(AE..HISI A-"C,^: 1-Gt31.483 CTSlSW-N ORB-N* 1 ET BASE -300 .OC3 i.hC3 +.X? 
I AELtHB9 1 &?;:I-C23iABO OFiISQS=N CP3 M.1 OUTIET SASE .DO9 . o m  1 . % ~ 3  4 . 2 5 ~  (AE4HB41 ARCIi-0231ABO DTStSQS=N OFB q 0 . 2  DUTIET SASE . OCO .OCC l.bD3 4 - K O  
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG.  134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
4 . 0 0 0  S t f A  = .09G PHI = 90.C03 PAGE 770 
DATA SET 
[ AE4H32 ) 
( AE'iH2'4 I 
(AE4HiOl 
IAE4Hi51 
I GE'll-iB9 1 
( AE4if3-t 1 
ALPHA = 4 . 0 0 ~  BETA = . C O O  PHI = ~ O . U ~ I O  
PAGE 771 
DATA SET SYFlBCL CONFIGURATi8N CEftRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 WhCH W I L  
ARCll-0231ABO OTStSRB=CFF ORB-OFF) 
ARC11-0231A80 OTSrSRB=N ORB=N 1 
ARC1!-023!AB3 OTSIE.RB=N ;RE-N- 1 
APCII-9?3IABO OTS(SRS=N ORB=N+ 1 
ARCll-ZZ31A00 OTSrSRS-N OR3 NO.! 





























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
F IG.  134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
ALfHk = 4.000 BETA = .000 PHI = 270.OCO PAGE 772 
CAT4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH iW/L 
rBE4H321 0 ARCll-0231ABO OTS(SRB=OFF ORB=OFFl L. BASE -000 -000 1.400 4.250 
[ GC4H?+ 1 APC 1 1 -02SIA8lt OTSrSRB=Y ORR=N I ET BASE -000 .000 1.400 4.250 
fBf4HI9) C ARCll-0231k80 OTS(SRB=N CI?B=N- 1 ET BASE -000 .003 1.400 4.250 
(BE4H15i I$ APCll-0231A82 CJTStSRB=N OPB=N+ I ET BASE 
1 PE'thQa t -000 .OOC 1.400 4.Z53 ARtll-C~?3lA83 3TSISEi3=N GRS NO.1 0JTIE' -6SE . G30 .Ow 1.433 b.253 






















DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. RlROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=1.4 
ALPHA = . o m  Z E T A  = - - + . o c ~  PHI - -002 PAGE 773 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESC2!PTIOY ELV-IB ELV-9F3 KACH RNf L 
1 BE'fH32 0 ARC I 1 -G23 I A8U 0-5 SRB=CrF CRBaOFF E l  BASE . 000 .OOE I .kO0 4 .ZC 
:EC4Y291 ARCli-0231A83 ?rSrSQB=N OR9=N ; ET BASE -000 -00: 1.400 4.150 
rSEi~'thi9) 0 APCII-C2SIAGO CTSrSRa=N ORB+- 1 ET BASE . OD0 -00: I . r O C  4.259 
tSE'4151 A AACII-0231ABG OTSfSQB=N CPE=N+ I ES BASE .CCD .SSt 1.430 4.250 
iBfy/91 b 6RCI i-C23iABL' 3rSISpB-N On3 hO. I OUTIET BASE .COO - . i.432 4.25C 

























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. RlROD 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=1.4 
ALPHA = .00S BETA = -!t.r?00 Pi+! = 93.500 PAGE 779 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-1B ELV-08 MACH RN/L 
(BE4H32' 0 ARClI-O23lABO OTS[SRB=OFF ORB=OFF) ET BASE .OD0 .OOO 1.400 4.250 
I BC4H2k 1 ARCll-0231A80 OTSISRB=N ORB=N ) ET BASE . OOD .033 .1.900 4.250 lE?F*Hi91 :! ARC1 :-0231A80 OT51SRS=N C9B.N- I ET BASE .OD0 .OCQ 1.400 4.250 























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. R/RGJ 
FIG. i34 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MA^ LH=I - 4  
ALPHA = -003  BETA = -4.OSO PHI = 153.CCQ PAGE 775 
DATA SET SYr33L CON!!IGURAT ION DESCR 1 PT 1 ON ELV-IB ELV-CB MACH RNTL 
(BE4H32 1 0 ARC1 1 -0231ABO OiS [SRB=C)TF ORa=OFFl ET BASE ,000 .000 1.400 't.250 
[ BE4U& 1 ARC 1 l-0231A80 OTSISPB=N 090-N I ET BASE 
.ooo .OGO 1.400 q.250 f B E q H 1 9 )  0 ARClr-C?3IhB0 OTSrS9B.N GR8=N- 1 ET BASE 
.ooo -000 1.400 q-250 (Bf4H!5) A ARC1 l-0231ABO OTS(SRB=N OPS=N* I ET BASE 
.ooo -000 ! -300 q.Z50 
IBE4H831 fl AQC11-02TjrA80 CiStSRB=N OPE NO. 1 O3PlET BASE .GOO -000 1 .%DO Q-259 























DISTANCE FROM CENTERLIPiE BCZZD ON OUTER RADIUS, RlROD 
. FIG. 139 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT. MACH=I.9 
ALPHA = .a00 BETA = -4 .000 PHI = 27G.OOQ 
. 
IS 





( eE4H2Lt 1 
'BE4H19j 
I BE4H15 ) 
1 QE4M59 1 
eC4HBLt I 
ALPHA = 
SYKBOt CONFlGURAT13N MSCRlPTlON ELV-IB ELV-OB Y A t H  R N / l  
0 ARC 11-0231 A80 OTS rSQB=OFF ORB=OFF 1 ET BASE .OD0 .GO3 1 .qOO 4.250 
ARC1 1 -023IABO OTSISPB=N ORB=N ET BASE -030 .003 i.Lt00 4.250 0 kK.:-023iABD OTSISRB=N ORB-N- ) ET BASE -000 . O X  1.400 4.250 
fiRCI1-023IABO O?SlSAB=N OR9=nl+ ET BASE .DO0 .G>O 1.430 4 ?53 % 1 -casrrso n;sis*a=N ws P o .  1 ou i l c i  
.so0 .C:3 1.403 4.250 ARC.11-C231ABO OTSt5RB=N OP5 NO.? OUTlET RASE .300 .030 1.433 4.259 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS. RlROD 
FIG. 139 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=l.4 
.000 BETA = 4.r30G *HE = 3 Z .  ZCO PAGE 778 
DATA SET SYM30L CCNF!GURATlON DESCRIPTION 
taE4H32) 0 AF.'lI-OE3IABO OTS(SRB=OFF CRB=OFFI ET BASE 
CBEkH24) a ARL11-023IA80 OTSISPB=N ORBIN 1 ET BASE 
ARC1:-0231A8O OTStSRS=N GRBtN- 3 ET BASE 
lE3E4H15) rR4H ) ARC1 :-02llABO OTZ 5RB.N OPB=N* I ET BASE 
r BE4PB9 1 APCll-C231A80 O7S(SRB=N C?B N0.l OUTlET BASE 
IBE4h9'1) a 4RtII-023iA80 OTSfCRP=Y C'iB k0.2 OU?lfT BASE 
ALPHA = 
ELV-IB ELV-00 MACH RNlL 
DISTANCE FROM CENTERLINE BASED ON OUTER RADIUS, RIROD 
FIG, i34 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
.000 BETA = 4 .CIC3  PHI = ;82 .3 '33  PAGE 779 
% 
QATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 MACH R N ~ L  
I BE4H32 1 ARCll-0231A80 OTSCSRB-GFF ORBxOFF) ET BASE .000 .030 1.400 9 - K O  
I B E ~ I H ~  I 8 ARC I I -CIIIABO OTS I S R ~ = N  CRB=N 1 ET BASE 
-000 -000 I .roo 4,250 
rBE41.119 1 0 ARC 1 1-0231 A80 075 lSRB=N 0RB.N- 1 ET BASE . OCO .ODD 1.900 '4.250 
(13F4Hi5) ARCII-V31ABO OlS[SFB=N CRB=N+ I ET BASE 
-000 .oog I . W  s.250 
rBEkFB9I f; ARC1 1-6131A80 OT515RB=N OR3 NO. 1 OUTlET BASE .DO0 .COO I .SGO 4.?50 





















DISTANCE fROM CENTERLINE BASED ON O X E R  RADIUS, RlR3D 
FIG. 134 PLUME EFFECTS ON ET BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, MACH=1.4 
ALPHA = .OD0 SETA = 4.000 PHI = 270.900 PAGE ?80 




ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RN/C 
. OOD .OCO .SO0 3.400 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTiOM CENTERLINE. PHI 
FIG. 135 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS. MACH=0.6 
PAGE 781 
DATA SET SWBOL CONFIGURATION DEiCRlPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 HACH RNf L 
r AE4 It8 ARC11-0231A80 OTStSRB=OFF ORB-OFF? SRB SKIRT 
-000 .0' 
:AE412O) 8 ARC; I-OBl!.iBO OTS15AB=N OW=N 1 SRB SKIRT .so0 3.~00 
. Oil0 . OZ3 
tAfsiG61 0 ARC1 !-023iA00 OiS(SRS=N+ ORB=N 1 SRB SKIRT -600 3.400 
.000 . OCO [AE410i) A 49C11-0231A00OTSfSPB=N*+ORE=N I SRBSKIRT .600 3.400 
-003 -0CO .6CO 3.400 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 135 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS. MACH=0.6 
ALPHA = -0013 SETA = . rSOC XBi1-9 = . a53 PAGE 782 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlWRATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-09 MACH RN/L 
[AELtIEBI a ARCll-C23TAB0 OTSCSRB=OFF ORB-OFF1 SRB SKIRT .OD0 -000 .600 3.400 
(kf4120) AWll-0231A69 OTS(SRB=N ORB=N ST?B SKlRT .ODE .OCO .600 3.400 
: AE'41061 ARC1 !-0231A90 OT515RB=N+ ORB=N I SRB SKlRi -3CO .90G .600 3.400 
~ A E L t I O i )  A ARCiI-023IA80 OTStS"B=N++ OfI.3-N -3 SKIRT . OGL' -900 -600 3.400 
ALPHA = 4.r lOE BETA = .000 X9:LB = a53 PAGE 783 
'*lr a * r  
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRl PT iON ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RNfL 
cBE4128) 0 ARC1 1-023iA80 OTSfSRB=OFf ORB=WF) SRB SKIRT -000 .COO .SO0 3.400 (BE4120) 0 ARCII-0231A80 OTStSRB=N ORE=N I SRB SKIRT 
.a00 *COO .600 3.400 (BE41061 0 ARCll-023IABO OTSISRB=N+ ORB=N 1 S!?B SKIRT -000 .too .6~o 3.rm 
tt3E4IOI) A APClI-0231A80OTStSRB=N++ORB=N I SRBSKIRT .OD0 
.C 00 .600 3.409 
ALPHA = -000  BETA = -4.000 XBiLB = .950 PAGE 7&4 
\ DATA SET SmBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTlON 
(BE41281 0 ARCII-D231ABP OTS[Sf?B=OFF ORB=OFFI SRB SKIRT -000 .DO0 .600 3.400 
taE4l2Cl) ARCIl-O23!A8d OTSfSR3='4 ORB+N 1 SRQ SKIRT -000 -000 ,600 X4IX 
:8* 1061 3 ARCI I -025llB0 OT515RB=N+ ORs=N 1 SUB SKIRT .DO0 .I300 .fa0 3.400 
(BE4101 1 A ARC1 1-'J23lAbD OTS(SRB=N++ ORB-N I '3% SKiRT -000 .OD0 -600 3.400 
-40 o 40 80 120 160 2 x 1  240 280 320 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM ROTTOM CENTERLZNE, PHI 
FIG. 135 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=U.6 
ALPHA = -000  BETA = -000 XBiLB = -950 PAGE 785 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFlGURATlON DESCRIPTION E1V-IB ELV-OB MICI.I WfL 
(BE91281 0 ARC11-0231kROOTS(SRB~OFFORB=ffFl SRBSRIRT .DO0 -000 -600 3.400 
( BE4 120 f ARC I I -0231 A80 OTS ( SHBr'c ORBIN 1 SRB SKYRT .Om -000 ,600 3.400 (BE't106) O ARC11-O231ABO DTS(SRB=N+ ORB=N I SRB SKlRT .OOO .OD0 .SOO 3 . ~ 0 0  (BE'4IOI) A ARCtl-0231A80 OTS(SRB=N++ DRB=N 1 SRB SKIRT -000 -000 -600 3.400 
-40 0 40 80  120 160 230 24 0 280 320 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 135 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB B4SE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=0.6 
ALPHA = -000 BETA = 4.000 XBILE = . 9 5 C  PAGE 786. 
DATA K T  SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR:PTtON 
rAEtlI29) 0 ARC11-023fA80 OTSfSRB=OFF ORBoWF) SRB SKIRT 
tAE41211 ARCll-0231AB0 OT5(SRB=N ORB=N I SRB SKIRT 
(AE4107) 0 ARC1:-0231A80 OTSlSRB=N+ ORBON 1 SRB SKIRT 
1AE41021 A ARCII-OS3IABO QTSISRB=N++ ORB=N 1 SRB %lRT 
ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH W/L 
-000 . a00 -900 r.250 
.OD0 -000 -900 4.--0 
.ODD .OD0 -900 4.2% 
.OD0 .ooo .900 9.250 
i P .  = -4-000 BETA = -000 XBfLH = .950 PACE 787 
DATA K T  SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-0% HCW UNJL 
1 AE4 I29 ) 0 ARC 1 1 -0231ABO OTS f S RB=OFF ORB=OFF) SRB fl< IRT .DUO .DO0 .900 9 . a O  
1 AC41211 ARC1 1-023IA80 OTS(SRB=N ORB=N SRS SKIRT .OD0 .OD0 .90LI 4.250 
lAEU1071 0 ARC1!-023fABO OTSISRB=N+ ORBIN 1 SRB SKIRT .000 -000 -903 9.250 
CAEQI02) A ARCll-023IAeO OTS(SRB=W++ ORB-N 1 SRB SKIRT ,000 .OOO .900 4.250 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 136 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=O.9 
PHA = -000 BETA = .000 XBILE? = -950 PAGE 7&8 
DATA K T  SYEBOL CONFJGURATlON MSCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH RNlL 
(AE9 1291 0 ARC1 l-0231A80 OTStSRB=WF ORB=WF) SRB SKIRT -000 .000 -900 r . ~ o  
(AE9121) ARCII-0231A80 OTSISRB=N ORBrN 1 SRB SKIRT .DO3 .OOC -900 4.250 
rAE4f07) 0 ARCII-0231ABO OTStSRB=N* ORB-N SRB SKIP7 
-000 .000 .900 r1.250 
fAErit02) A ARCll-0231A80 OTS(SRB=N++ ORB=N SRB SKIRT -000 .DO0 .900 4.250 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE. PHI 
FIG. 136 PLWE EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, HACH=0.9 
ALPHA = 4.300 BETA = .COO XBILE = ,950 PAGE 789 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONflGURATlMJ DESCRIPTION ELV-IB ELV-08 t4AW RNlL 
f BE4 I29 1 0 ARC 1 1 -0231ABO OTSI SRBtOFF CRB=WF) SRB ZUIRT .000 .OOO ,900 + . K O  
fBElt1211 ARCll-0231ABO OTSlSRB-N WR=N I SRB SKIRT . 000 .OOO -930 4.250 
1 em 10, ) 8 ARC 1 I-023 me0 oTs(sRB=N+ me=N I sRB SKIRT .ooo .ooo .goo 4.250 
tBE4 102 t A ARC I I-023E i80 OTSISRB=N*+ ORB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .OOO ,000 .900 4.250 
0 40  80 120 160 200 24 0 280 320 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHf 
FIG. 136 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=0.9 
ALPHA = .000 BETA = -'t.000 XBJLB = -950 PAGE 790 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 ELV-OB MACH R N l t  
rBE4129) 0 ARCfl-0231A80 OTSlSRB=OFF ORB=OFF) SRB SKIRT .DO0 -000 -900 4.250 
(BE91211 ARCII-023IABO OTSlSRB=N ORB=N 1 SRB 5KfRT . 000 . 000 .BOO 4.250 
IBEu1071 9 ARCl1-0231ABO OTStSRB=N+ ORB=N 1 SR5 SKIRT .DO0 -000 -900 4.250 
tBE4102) A ARCll-0231A80 OTS[SRB=N++ ORB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .DO0 -000 ,900 4.250 
DATA SET MFIBW. CONFtGURATION DESCRIPTION ELV-18 ELV-OB MACH W4fL 
(BE'+ I 2 9  1 0 ARC1 ! -023 1 ABO OTSl SRR=OTF ORBrOFF) SRB SKIRT -000 .000 .900 4-233 
tBEltl21 I ARC11-0231A80 OTS:SRB=N ORBeN 1 SRB SKIRT -000 ,000 .90D 
I B E ~ ~ I O ~ I  8 ARC1 1 - O Z ~ ~ A B O  OTSIYIB=N+ m = ~  I SAB SKIRT .ooo .BOO -900 r.250 
lBE'ri021 A ARC1 1-023lAaO OTS(SRB=N*+ OF?B=N 1 SRB SKIRT .DO0 -000 -900 S.2!50 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 136 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=O.9 
ALPHA = -000 BETA = 4.0130 XE/LJ = .950 PAGE 792 
DATA K T  SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION EU-IB RNlL 
r ~ ~ 4 1 3 0 1  o ARCI I - O ~ ~ I A B O  OTS(SRB=WF DRB=OFFI SRB SKIRT -000 -000 I -100 r.ao 
(AE4122) ARCIl-O231ABOOTS(SRE~N ORB=N 1 SABfKIRT .OCO .OOP 1.100 4.250 




FIG. 137 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFlCIENTS, MACH=1.1 
ALPHA = -4.000 BETA = -000 XBfLB = -950 
- 
- - 
DATA SET SYt-SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTION ELV-18 ELV-08 WCH ma 
(AE41301 0 ARC11-0231A80 OTStSRB=OFC ORB+OFFI SRB SKIRT (AE't1221 ARC11-0231A80 OTSCfRB*N MZBzN ) 5RB %lRT 
I AEQ I W 1 ARC 1 I -0231 ABD OTSt5RBzN- ORB-N 1 !XE SKIRT 
..? -- - - - - 
tAfv ia3 l  ARC! I-0231ABO OTSfSRB=N++ +B=N ) SRB SKIRT -000 000 1.tUO 4.2'50 
ALPHA = -000 BETA = 
DATA SET SmsOL CONFIGURATTON DESCRIPTION ELV-19 R'J-DB - RNIL 
(AE*130 1 0 ARC1 1-023iABO OTSrSRB=WF ORB=OFFI yW SKtRT -000 -000 1,100 S.25!l [AE%122) AnSIl-Orl31ABO OTS[SRB=N ORB=N I SRB SKIRT .000 .DO0 1.100 4 .KO 
(*P+1?3) I-. i 1-023lABO OTSlYls=N- CRs=N * !l#B SKIRT -000 -000 1.100 4.250 
tAE41081 ARC; 1-0231ABO OTSISRB=N+ m = N  ; SRB 3 1 R T  ,000 -000 1.100 Q . ~ O  
I AE'11033 ARC1 I -0P31ARO DTStSRR=N++ WB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .OD0 000 I .  100 4 . F ~ 0  
0 40 80 120 160 200 2% 0 280 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
F I G .  137 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=I.I 
- ALPHA = 4.000 BETA - .OOO XBfLE3 = -950 PAGE 735 
- .-" - -- 
DATA SET SYMBOL C O K I W R A T I O N  DESCR1PTlON ELV-I8 ELV-OB IUCH WIL 
(BE4130) 0 ARCtI -023IABOOTS~SRB=WFORB=~)  SRBWIRT -000  .OD0 1.100 't.i?s 
lBE4122t ARCII-0231ABO OTS(SRB=N WB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .OOO - 0 0 0  1.lOP 9.250 
ARCil-0231ABO OTSISiZB-N- ORB'N ) SR9 SKIRT -000 ,000 1 . I 0 0  ' t -250  
ARC: I-OLIIABP 0151SRB=N+ WB=N 1 W YlRi (BE4108) . OPO .WO 1.100 4.250 
CBElr103) ARC!!-023lABO OTSiSRB=N*+ W = N  i SRB SKIRT .a00 ,000 1.100 r i m  
Dk r A  K T  SWBOL CUG I M Z A T  ION OESCRlPTION ELV-I8 EtV-W WCH Raft. 
(9E413Ul o 4~~11-0231~80 OTS~SW=OF~ ~ = O C T >  SRB SKIRT -000 .COD 1.100 b.250 
(EC412Z) a ARC11-OS31A80 OTSISRB=N OiieaN ) SQ8 SKIRT .OD0 .GOO 1.100 4.KO 
fE*lZ?Sl O ARCII-O231ABO OTSISRB=N- ORBIN 1 SRB SKIRT .OCO -0iN 1.100 *.FjO . (K ' t iOBI  knCi  1-CZ3fABO OTS15Wi=?4* WB=N 3 SPB SKIRT .OCif -300 1.100 4 . z i O  
48~41031 ~ R C I J - O Z ~ K ~ ~ O  O~S SRB=N** OW*N 1 SRB SKIRT . a00 . i . ~ c ~  4.~50 
FIG. 137 PLUME EFFECTS ON SHB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=l,k 
ALPHA = -Or30 BETA = .GOO X E t L U -  -1350 PAGE 797 
DATA SET 5- C W 1 W A T l O N  DESCRIPTION 
(BE41301 0 A P t t  I-0231A90 OTSrSRB=wf m=OFFI SRg e 1 R T  
tK412ill ARCll-0231dBO UTS:SP@:N W = N  I W SKlRT (8.125, AX,!-NIILBC 015#5X3=N- W = N  1 599 YlQl 
tBE4iOal AOCI l-CZ31A33 CTSfSQE)=N* W8-N ) SPB SKIRT 
IM41031 ARC l 1 -023rABO OTS(SRS=?J-r W3=N 8 Sf% %!RT 
RADIAL POS I T I ON ANGLE EASLQED FROM BOTTOM CENTERL I = ,  PHI 
FIG.  137 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=I+I 
ALPHA = .000 EETA = 9.000 XelLf3 = . "50 ?A= 79% 
OAT& K T  SYl?gOL CONlGUR*TlOrJ D E X R I P T l O N  
fkE4131) 0 4 x 1  1-0231AW OTStSPB=OFf CR8*OFFl SRB flelRr 
( K4123J El ARC! 1-0231AB9 0754SP$3-N QP9-N I SPB SKIRT 
iW+I*J O &Ptl:-0131hBO DTSlS2.3=N- WB=N J 5R3 YZlRT 
Iaf*i&Sl ).PC: 1-023iAe0 OTStSW=N* (?qg=rJ 1 SQS W.iW 
IAE4IO.r )  % AP: i l -O231113015I5~B=l l * *~=N 1 SWSKIill 
-4 0 0 40 80 .r O I5G 200 260 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CfNTEf%INE, PHI 
FIG. 138 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE P9ESSURE COEFFICIENTS. MACH=1.25 
-060  XWP? .= -950 PAGE 799 $ 
D4TA K T  S- CCNIGURATION DEXRtPTl3N ELV-1B ELV-OB rUCI) W L  
fAC41311 0 AWtl-O231ABOOTStSsB=QfORBrOTFt SRBSKlRT .000 .039 I . a 0  b a 0  
1 ~ ~ 4 1 2 3 1  n a v c 1 : - 0 2 3 t n ~ o  OTS~SPB~N m-.~ sw WIRT . aao -000 I .a0 +.a0 
~ A Z ~ I E W  o A Q C I ! - ~ ? ~ I A U ~  OTS~SRB=N- W-N ) SRB SKIRT .OCC .OOC t .i50 *.*O 
fr~rl09) A R C 1 1 - 0 2 3 i A 8 3  OTScSw~M- CRBnN I 9% W I G T  .OUO -059 ! . K O  4.=0 
lAC* IO* I  iRC l t -~ZJ IA8OOTSISRB=N. -W3-N  , SRWlRT .000 -000 1.350 4 . ~ 3 0  
-4 o o I 20 2 x 1  2ao 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 138 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSGRE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = .009 BETA = '.000 XB/L9 = .950 PAGE 800 
OkTA SET SYKWL CONFlGURhTlON MSCRlPTlDN ELV-IB f iV -OB MCIi RNlL 
lnE41311 0 ARC1 1-0231 480 OiSrSW=Off ORB=Off 1 SRS W l R T  .000 -300 1.2fiD 4.KD 
(AEb:2)31 a AQZll-oZ3l&BI) OTSISRB=N ORB=N 1 SPB SKIRT -000 .00!! I.ZW 4.250 
IGE"f3qI O &f?C1!-0?31&BC) OTSISQS=N- ORO=N 1 SPB SKIRT .000 .33C 1 . K O  'c-KO 
t A E ~  1091 4 Awl I-0231ARO 07Si5W*N* OPO*N 1 SPB SKIRT . OSO -000 I .  'c.250 
r a~r!8+1 &RCll-O23iA83 OTSrSRB=N*+ WB=N t 589 SKIRT -000 ,030 1 . ~ 5 0  *.KO 
ALPHA 
DATA SET SYM9M. CONFIG~ATION ESCRIPflON ELV-18 ELV-OE! PUtW QNfL 
f BE4 131 1 0 ARC 1 1-0235bB3 OTS lSPB=OFF ORB-OFF Sf75 S I R 7  -000 -000 I . K O  4.ZiO 
1BE4123t a ARC1 1-9231489 OTScSRB=N ORB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .OOD .OD0 1.m 4.250 
IeElc1261 Q AaCl I-C231A80 OTSfSaS=N- WB=N 1 5R9 SUlRT -000 -0021 1.E10 4.250 
IBE9109r ARCi I -0231A80 OTS(SfiB=N* ORB=N SPB SlClRf -003 -000 1.250 4.253 
:BE4 1011 4 *RCi I-CZ3lA83 OTSISPS=N+* ORB=N 1 S W  SKIRT .030 ,033 l.Z53 4.250 
-4 0 0 40 83 i ?3 150 200 2 4  0 8 0  
RAO I AL POS I T I ON ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERL INE, PHI 
F I G . 1 38 PLUME EFFECTS *ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFF I c I ENTS , MACH= I * 25 
ALPHA = -000 BETA = - l+.000 XB/l -3  . G50 PAGE 802 
DATA K T  SYrSOL CONTIGURATlON DESCRIPT!W 
(RE4131 1 0 ARC;;-7231b80 OTftSFB=OFF ORB=OFFl SFIE) SKIRT 
tgE'tlZ31 ARCll-L231A80 OTSK5PB=N ORB=N I SRf) SKIRT 
(BE*1261 9 LRCI !-OIIIABO OTSf5RB=lJ- CRB%N 1 5- SKIRT 
1BE't;C9l ARCII-G231ABO OTSiSRB=N* OW-N 1 SRE SKIRT 
reE41ort % Anci1-os311811 oTscssB=N*+ oREl=N 1 rn Y i R T  
ELV-fB ELV-08 MACH RNfL 
.coo -000 1 .KO '4.250 
. OOC .000 I . K O  4.Z50 
.OEO -000 1.250 4 . B D  
.000 ,000 I .KO 4.259 
-000 ,000 9 4.250 
RAD I AL POS I T I ON ANGLE MEASUREO FROM BOTTOM CENTERL INE . w I 
FIG.  138 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSCIRE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=1.25 
ALPHA = .I300 BETA = .000 X'BiLB = .950 PAGE 803 
DhTASfT SYMr3M. CWIWIRATIONDESCRIPTlON ELV-18 ELV-08 MACH RNlL 
rBE4131) 0 A ~ ~ ~ - O ~ ~ ~ ~ B O O T S ! S R S = C F F W B = O F F ~  SRBSKIRT -000 .OOO 1.250 't.KQ 
a n ~ Q C I  I - O Z ~ I A R O  OTS~SRB=N WB=N ) SRB m t ~ ~  -000 ,000 1-23! 't.250 
:fa! 4 126) O ARC1 ! -0231A90 OTSfSRD+N- 0 W . N  1 SRB SKIRT .OW -000 I.250 4.2'3 
tt l lkiCE) A L~CII-G?3!AB(?OTScSGY=N* C83-N I SP9 U(1Of . OGO -000 1.250 4,250 
I E ~ ~ I G + I  h a~:~t-oasinea o;srs~a-x*+  ma=^ I SRB SKIRT .ooo .COO 1.250 =+.m 
-40 0 40 SO ! 20 160 200 240 280 320 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROM BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG.  138 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS, MACH=1.25 
+A = .000 BETA = Li.000 XBILB = 
.550 PAGE 804 
4 r 
~ * l r '  
DATA SET SYtBOL CWIGURATION DEXRlPTlON ELV-I8 ELV-08 MACH RN/L 
(hE4132) ARtll-O231AOO OfS(SRBcWF Uf?S=OFF) fRB SUlRT - .OOO .000 1.~00 4.250 
~ ~ ~ r l s h )  8 ARC! I-0231~~0 OTSCSRB=N OW=N 1 SRQ SKIRT .ooo .000 t.LtOO 4.250 
tAEctl27l ARC1!-023IA80 OtSi!jRB=N- ORB=N t SRB SKIRT -000 -000 I.SO0 4.250 
(AE41101 ARCil-0231A80 OTSISRBrN* OR8=N 1 SRB SKIRT ,000 .OD0 1 .400 9 -2% 
C AC91051 e ARC1 1-023lA83 OT5tSRB=N++ ORB=N ) SREI SKIRT .000 .OOO 1.900 4.250 
RADIAL POSITION ANGLE MEASURED FROPI BOTTOM CENTERLINE, PHI 
FIG. 139 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSCi?E COEFFICIENTS, MACH=l.4 
ALPHA = -4.000 BETA = .OOO XB/LB = .950 PAGE 805 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlON DEfCRIPTlON EL\'-18 ELV-00 MACH RNIL 
(ACrI321 0 ARC! 1 -0231ABO OTS(SRB=OFF ORB=OFF) SRB SKIRT .000 ,060 1.(100 '+-E?m 
( AC4 l2Q 1 ARCII-O23iABO OTS(5RB-N m = N  SRB SKIRT .000 .a00 1.4110 r . 2 ~  
ll9t127) AKI!-.PIIABOOTSIYIB=N- DRa=N 1 5RB9(1f?T . O m  .DO0 I .COO 4.250 
I A f 4 I  101 ARCII-0231ABO OTSISRB=N- ORB-N ) SRB SKIRT .OD0 ,000 1.400 4.m 
ZAEttlDS, 1-023IA80 OTSCSROcN-+ ORa=N , SRB SKIRT .090 -000 1.400 Lt.250 
FIG. 139 PLUME EFFECTS ON SRB BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS. MACH=l.4 
- 
- ,000 BETA = .DO0 XBfLB = .050 PAGE 806 
DATA SET SYM3OL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI@J 
tAYii321 0 ARC11-0231ABO UTSfSRB=OFF ORB=OFCl SR8 SKIRT 
(AC'11241 ARCll-0231ARO OTS(59B-N OW=N 1 ' 3 0  SKlRT 
[kE41?71 9 A4C!l-O?3!ABO OTSfSRBtN- Ci?B=N 5RB SKIRT 
(AEltlIOl ARCll-OZ3iARO OTSiSRB=N* ORB=N 1 SRB S K I R T  
(AE41051 f; ARC1 l -C23IA80 OTSCSW=N*+ OR8.N I SPB Y l R T  
ALPHA = 4.000 BETA = .000 XBYLB = -950 PAGE 807 
DATA SET SmBOL CWIGURATLON DESCRIPTION ELV-I8 nrcci w k  
CONFIGURATION OESCRiPTlON 
ARCll-0231kBO OTSrSQB=iXF ORB=WFl 
PFZCll-0231A8O OTS(SRB=N OW-N 1 
AQCll-023!A80 OTStSRS=N- W3rN I 
AfXlI-023IAb0 OTSrSRB=N* OR8.N 1 







DATASET SYMBOL CCW1GUPATIONDtXRIPTTON ELV-I8 ELY-OB MACH W I L  
( B C 9 1 3 t l  0 ARC1 I -02STAeO OTS(SPB=WF ORBsOFrr SK3 SKIRT .000 .008 1,QW 4.250 
1E91241 0 ARC1 i-023IABLBfl OTSISRB=N W!3=N 1 SRB SK1RT . N O  ,000 I-+OO %.KO 
AZCI!-U23Ik80 GTSfSRB=N- mR=K 1 SR9 SKIRT ,GOO .OOO 1.470 9.250 
ARC1 I-023IA80 CTSISRB='N+ ' ORO=N I SRB SKIRT .!OO ,QUO I 3 - I . K O  
ARC l t -G231&0U OTS(SRB=N++ WB=N 1 SRB SKIRT .LOG .uuu 1 .430  ' .250 
